
Nuclear waste cash
Communities will be paid
millions of pounds just for
considering whether to host
an underground nuclear waste
dump in their area, ministers
have proposed. Page 4

Breast cancer boost
Thousands of women with
breast cancer will be offered
a new form of half-hour
radiotherapy to spare them
having to undergo weeks of
gruelling treatment. Page 8

Russia sanctions fear
Britain could suffer more than
any EU country from tougher
sanctions against Russia,
under plans that would place
big restrictions on Moscow’s
biggest banks. Page 9

Israelis shell school
At least 15 people, most of
them children, were killed and
a further 200 injured when
Israeli forces shelled a UN-run
school sheltering Palestinians
in northern Gaza. Pages 26, 27

Game over for M&S
Marks & Spencer has dropped
plans to sell grouse after being
threatened with a boycott by
conservationists concerned
over the persecution of hen
harriers. Page 13

IN THE NEWS

Australian hockey players Jayde Taylor, left, and Brooke Peris showed perfect timing as they captured the Queen in their
selfie at the Commonwealth Games in Glasgow yesterday. Taylor tweeted the photograph, which went viral. Page 7

Britain’s
recovery
outstrips
the world
IMF raises growth forecast to more than 3%

Britain’s economic recovery is leaving
the rest of the developed world in its
wake after the International Monetary
Fund upgraded its growth forecast by
more than any other major economy.
The UKis now expected to grow by

3.2 per cent this year, more than any
other member of the G7 group of lead-
ing nations and a full percentage point
more than Canada, the next closest
country. If the IMFis correct, it would
be the strongest single year since the
final heady days before the financial
turmoil in 2007.
Yesterday’s announcement was the

fourth successive upgrade to UK
growthby the IMF in a year, bucking its

increasingly pessimistic outlook for the
global economy. The 0.4 percentage
point rise for Britain was described as a
surprise by the Washington-based
fund.
George Osborne, the chancellor,

welcomed the revision, which came
just over a year afterOlivier Blanchard,
the IMF’s chief economist, accusedhim
of “playing with fire” by persisting with
austerity. Since the row in April last
year, the IMFhasmore thandoubled its
UK forecast from 1.5 per cent.
MrBlanchardadmitted this year that

the IMF had been too pessimistic, and
Christine Lagarde, the IMF’smanaging
director, conceded that the fund had

“got it wrong” on the UK. “The IMF is
eating humble pie again,” Ruth Porter,
head of economics and social policy at
the Policy Exchange think-tank, said.
“Britain’s economic plan to get the

public finances in order has helped
raise business confidence and assisted
in restoring growth to the economy.
Beating other major economies, these
figures are a real coup for the
chancellor.”
The government is expected to

receive another boost today, when the
Office for National Statistics confirms
that all the ground lost in the recession
has been recovered and the economy is
bigger than ever before.
Economists expect the ONS to re-

port that theeconomygrew0.8per cent
in the three months to June, matching
the previous quarter. Anything above
0.6 per cent will lift national output
above its pre-crisis high, six years after
the Great Recession struck.
Danny Alexander, the Liberal Dem-

ocrat chief secretary to the Treasury,
said that the new outlook demonstrat-
ed “thatBritain is now in the fast laneof
recovery”, but he cautioned that there
was “still a longway to go to fully repair
the damage of the Labour years”.
Ensuring that the Conservatives do

not take exclusive credit for the recov-
ery, he added: “This confirmsagain that
our decision to form the coalition has
given Britain the strength and stability
to deliver the economic plan, everypart
of which bears the hallmark of Liberal
Democrat values.”
Ed Balls, the shadow chancellor, said

that there was little to celebrate as
GDPper person still has a long way to
go to regain its former levels. “Not only
Continued on page 2, col 3

Islamists order mass FGM for Iraqi women
Hugh Tomlinson

The United Nations yesterday con-
demned an order by Islamist militants
for all women and girls in the Iraqi city
of Mosul to undergo female genital
mutilation as they impose their brutal
interpretation of Sharia.
Abu Bakr al-Baghdadi, the leader of

al-Qaeda splinter group Islamic State
of Iraq and al-Sham (Isis), issued a
fatwa as “a gift to the people” ordering
all females aged 11 to 46 to submit to
forced circumcision.
The unprecedented edict has

sparked fears that Isis could impose the
practice throughout the territory it has
seized in Iraq and Syria, potentially

affecting millions of women. The UN
said the initiative was deeply troubling.
A UN resolution banning the prac-

tice of cutting women’s genitals as a
preparation for adulthoodwas adopted
by all member states in 2012. This week
David Cameron hosted a global
conference in London calling for the
eradication of FGM.
“This is something very new for Iraq,

particularly in this area, and is of grave
concern and does need to be
addressed,” Jacqueline Badcock, a UN
official in Iraq, said yesterday. “This is
not the will of Iraqi people, or the
women of Iraq in these vulnerable
areas covered by the terrorists.”
Isis seized large swathes of northern

and western Iraq during a campaign in
May and June. The group has
announced an Islamic state, or cali-
phate, across territory it controls in Iraq
and Syria, with al-Baghdadi declared
the leader of all Muslims.
As it consolidates power in Mosul,

Isis has tightened its control on the
community. Two weeks ago, a young
man was crucified after being caught
eating during Ramadan. Christians
were ordered to convert to Islam, pay a
special tax or leave the city. Isis warned
that there would be “nothing for them
but the sword”, if they refused.
ImposingFGM,however, is unprece-

dented amongal-Qaedaor its affiliates,
Continued on page 2, col 5

Philip Aldrick

France takes the bounce
out of eurozone rebound
Business, page 39
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Met police chiefs suspected of
negligence over special unit
Sean O’Neill Crime Editor

Successive heads of ScotlandYardwere
complacent and potentially negligent
in their failure to control the activities
of a secret undercover police unit, in-
vestigators said yesterday.
Three of the eight former Metro-

politan police commissioners who ran
Scotland Yard during the 40 years that
the Special Demonstration Squad
(SDS) was in existence have been
spoken to by members of Operation
Herne, the investigation into the shad-
owy unit.
Chief Constable Mick Creedon, who

heads the inquiry, said that some com-
missioners didnot evenknowof the ex-
istence of the SDS, which was estab-
lished at the Home Office’s request in
1968 and infiltratedmore than 460 pol-
itical groups before it was wound up in
2008. Mr Creedon declined to name
which former Scotland Yard chiefs he
had interviewed but four sit in the
House of Lords — Lord Imbert, Lord
Condon, Lord Stevens and Lord Blair.
Herne’s third report revealed that the

SDSgathered informationonat least 18
justice campaigns between 1970 and
2005.Thecampaigns—forpeoplewho
died in police custody, police shootings
or racists murders — included those
seeking justice for Jean Charles de
Menezes, who was shot by police in

2005, and Stephen Lawrence, the vic-
tim of a racist murder in 1993.
Information was gathered on the

campaigns surrounding the cases of
Ricky Reel, a race murder victim in
1997, Harry Stanley, who was shot dead
by police in 1999 and Cherry Groce,
who was shot and wounded in the inci-
dent which led to the 1981 Brixton riots.
Lord Blair was head of theMet when

information was gathered on the de
Menezes family’s campaign, and Lord
Condon and Lord Stevens were in the
jobwhen the unit was collecting intelli-
gence on the Lawrence campaign.
MrCreedon said it was “astonishing”

that thevastmajorityof themost senior
officers in theMet knew nothing about
the existence or activities of the SDS.
“The question has to be asked about

the lack of executive scrutiny, of intru-
sive senior management and of effec-
tive supervision,” Mr Creedon said. “It
appears tome the seniorMPSmanage-
ment and leadership of those days al-
lowed theoperationof theSDS to carry
on in secret isolation — this was cer-
tainly complacent, at worst it may be
negligent.”
Had someof theScotlandYard chiefs

still been serving officers they could be
facingmisconductproceedings.The re-
port said, however, that theSDSdidnot
target grieving families or their cam-
paigns directly. There was “no evi-
dence” to support allegations by Peter
Francis, a former undercover officer, of
an order to “smear” the Lawrence
family.
The Lawrences and other families

were victims of “collateral intrusion”
when theSDS infiltrated potentially vi-
olent left-wing groups that were seek-
ing to “exploit” the campaigns for their
own ends.
The report says that SDS officers of-

ten acted bravely and carried out as-
signments that protected the public.
But the Met’s leadership “collectively
failed” in not keeping pace with
changes in the law on covert policing
and by information retention.
Assistant Commissioner Martin He-

witt said: “I regret enormously the dis-
tress that has been caused to families.”

Lacklustre London leads
to cooling of house prices
Kathryn Hopkins
Property Correspondent

House prices in July grew at their slow-
estmonthly pace in a year and a half—
the latest sign that the propertymarket
could be starting to cool down.
Theaverage cost of ahome in theUK

increased by just 0.1 per cent in July on
the back of a pronounced slowdown in
theLondonmarketwhereprices stalled
last month, according to Hometrack,
the residential property analyst. Less
than a quarter of postcode districts reg-
isteredaprice rise,while theproportion
of the asking price being achieved
started to decline across the country.
Richard Donnell, for Hometrack,

said: “Seasonal factors always lead to a
slowdown in demand in the summer
but it is clear that therearebigger forces
at work with a pronounced loss of
momentum in the London market.”
He believes that recent moves from

the Bank of England to prevent the
market from overheating, and new
rules implemented by the Financial
Conduct Authority aimed at curbing

risky lending are starting to take effect.
The Bank’s Financial Policy Com-

mittee said last month that no more
than 15 per cent of a lender’smortgages
could be greater than 4.5 times a bor-
rower’s income amid fears of a housing
bubble, especially in the capital.
The FCA’s rules, designed to prevent

borrowers being given amortgage they
cannot afford, mean that most people
will receive help from an adviser and
will have to givemore detail about their
spending habits before getting a loan.
“Demand for mortgages has also

been slowing. There’s a growing cau-
tion as the prospect of future interest
rate rises looms,” Mr Donnell said.
6A Westminster city council report
yesterday found that most properties
worth more than £2 million sold
between 2003 and 2012 in its borough
were occupied by the owners or rented
to London workers. Owners of proper-
tiesworth £5million to £15million con-
tribute£2.3billionayear toLondonand
the wider economy through work on
their homes and spending in shops and
restaurants, the report said.

Islamists order
women and
girls to be cut

Britain has the fastest growing economy
Continued from page 1
is it twoyears later than thechancellor’s
original plan, and three years after the
US reached the same point, it’s also the
case that GDP per head won’t recover
to where it was for around another
three years; in other words, a lost
decade for living standards,” he writes
in The Guardian today.
There was little to dispute about the

IMF upgrade, though. The fund also
revised its UKgrowth forecast for 2015
from 2.5 per cent to 2.7 per cent, far
higher than its original prediction of
2 per cent in October last year.
A separate economic survey yester-

day from the CBI, the employers’

forum, suggested potential growth was
running at around a ten-year high.
In its half-yearly World Economic

Outlook update, the IMF reserved its
concerns to emerging markets and
parts of the eurozone.
It cut its global growth outlook from

3.7 per cent to 3.4 per cent this year,
largely on the back of a huge down-
grade to the US and a smaller revision
to emerging market prospects. “The
recovery continues, but it remains a
weak recovery,” Mr Blanchard said.
TheUS revision, he added, “to a large

extent reflects something that has
already happened, namely the large
negative US growth rate in the first

quarter”. America was hit by unusually
badweather and destocking by compa-
nies at the start of the year, causing the
economy to shrinkby2.9 per cent onan
annualised basis.
As a result, the IMF shaved 1.1 per-

centage points off its 2014 USgrowth
forecast, lowering it to just 1.7 per cent
this year.
Europe’s fortunes were mixed.

Germany and Spain were upgraded,
but France and Italy suffered down-
gradesof0.3per cent this year.France is
now predicted to grow by just 0.7 per
cent this year. Germany is also predict-
ed to grow more slowly than the UK
this year and next.
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Sir David McNee 1977-82
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Continued from page 1
and there were claims yesterday that a
document outlining the fatwa and
circulated online was a fake. Police in
Mosul appeared ready to carry out the
order, however.
“Baghdadi’s decision to have all

women circumcised is to prevent
immorality and promote Islamic atti-
tudes among Muslims. The decision
was made by Baghdadi as a gift for
people in Mosul,” police spokesman
Ahmed Obaydi said.
It is not clear if Isis plans to round up

the female population of Iraq’s second
city. Up to fourmillionwomen could be
affected if the edict is enforced.
“The group is now showing its true

colours,” Theodore Karasik, of the
Institute for Near East and Gulf Mili-
taryAnalysis inDubai, said. “It goes far
beyond themost conservative doctrine
that al-Qaeda or any related group has
done before. This goes beyond the
Taliban, beyond Boko Haram.”
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Flip-flops saved me from lightning strike

Almost all music competitions are
corrupt and exist only as a way for
teachers to promote their own pupils,
according to Julian Lloyd Webber.
The internationally renownedcellist,

who retired from playing in April, said
that talent was secondary in most
single-instrument contests because
judges colluded to ensure that their
favourite candidates won.
The cellist singled out the Inter-

national Tchaikovsky Competition,
which carries a top prize of €20,000
(£15,852), as the most high-profile ex-
ample of corruption, but said that fa-
vouritism was also endemic to Britain.
LloydWebber said corruptionwas an

open secret among professional musi-
cians, but not music students, who
might think competitionswere a short-
cut to success. “Everyone knows it, but
no one says it, because when you’re in
the profession, you don’t,” he said.
“There are obvious exceptions, such as
BBC Young Musician of the Year,
which is not corrupt at all, but you
have these competitions for violins,
cello, piano and it’s all about
who you studied with.”
He said that the problem

was with talent contests
rather than industry
awards such as the
Gramophone
Awards or the
Classical Brits,
which heralded
the rise of stars
such as the violinist Vanessa-Mae.
“I’m talking about specialised
competitions. The Tchaikovsky com-
petition inMoscow— it’s either highly
political or it’s a fix for somebody’s
pupil to win it. You have a situation
where a juror is friendly with
another juror and there’s a kind of
trade-off.”
A spokesman for the Tchaikov-

sky competition was not available
last night. When Valery Gergiev,
the Russian conductor whose
posts include principal conduc-
tor of the London Symphony
Orchestra, was appointed
chairman in2011,hebrought
in reforms including a new
voting system and a jury
that consisted of interna-
tionally renowned musi-
cians rather than those

Music talent shows ‘are fixed’
It’s an open secret that
winning depends on
who your teacher is,
Julian LloydWebber
tellsJackMalvern

who might favour competitors from
Moscow. Barry Shiffman, executive di-
rector of the Banff International String
Quartet Competition in Canada and a
former juror for competitions at Wig-
more Hall in London, acknowledged
that music competitions had a bad rep-
utation. “I can understand how many
people feel there are problems,” he said.
“The importance of a transparent,

nuanced systems of voting is critical,

and to date there are not good stan-
dards that are utilised at all competi-
tions. In Banff we have worked hard on
a system of voting that prevents abuse
and unfair punitive voting that could
give unfair advantage to a competitor.”
Lloyd Webber said he would tell

students at Birmingham City Univers-
ity,wherehe is due to speakonMonday
that “they have to get the right teacher
or there’s no point in entering”.

A nurse whowas hit by lightning as she
talkedon the telephone inher bedroom
may have been saved by her flip-flops.
The lightning bolt struck the satellite

dish on Jennifer Lyons’ home, travelled
though the electrical wiring and leapt
from a power socket to the mobile
phone she was holding to her ear.
Miss Lyons, 49, was lucky to survive

the 300,000-volt surge, according to
experts. Chris Scott, professor of
meteorology at theUniversity of Read-
ing, said the rubber footwear prevented
the electrical charge grounding to
earth through her body.
He said: “Anything that insulates you

from the ground is going to help if you
are hit by lightning so it is probable that

this lady’s flip-flops would have helped.
Obviously, it would depend on how
thick the flip-flopswereas tohowmuch
they helped.”
The electrical charge had been

attracted by the metal components in
her mobile phone, he added.
The house caught fire and was badly

damaged, but Miss Lyons and her 17-
year-old daughter April escaped with
minor injuries.
Miss Lyons, a mother of three, said:

“I was on the phone to my son at the
time. When I heard the bang I thought
someone had thrown a bomb at my
house. The light was terrifying, too. It
was a very bright blue light.
“I started screaming down the phone

that I’d been hit. I was hysterical. I was
beside myself. Then April came run-

ning in to say her room was on fire as
well. I panicked. I couldn’t breathe. I
was lucky, though; I just had a bump on
my head. I also had a burn onmy nose,
and my arms are still tingling.
“The electricity shot down my arm,

then my leg, and into my foot,” she
explained. “I think it then shot out of
my leg and into the wall.”
Thedirect strikecaused theelectrical

sockets and plaster to be blasted off the
walls of the terraced house. The light-
ning bolt blew all the electrical circuits
and also broke the boiler.
Miss Lyons added: “The damage is

unbelievable; there are no lights or plug
sockets, the boiler has packed up and
I’m heating water in pans.
“It’s a nightmare but I guess I should

countmy lucky stars that I’m still here.”

Simon de Bruxelles

When judges hit the wrong note

marked him down in an
attempt to avoid a national
embarrassment. Another
judge protested by scoring
Cliburn’s rivals zero. The
situation was resolved only
when the jury chairman
went to Nikita Khrushchev,
who was in the audience.
The Soviet leader gave his
blessing and Cliburn won.

Ilan Rechtman, an Israeli
pianist, was fired as director
of the Villa-Lobos
International Piano
Competition in Brazil in
its opening year after he
claimed that Brazilian
musicians were receiving
special treatment from
the organisers.

Jennifer Lyons was
hit by 300,000 volts
of electricity when
the bolt leapt from a
socket to her mobile

t Va

ghly

Van Cliburn made a fan of
Nikita Khrushchev in 1958

Lloyd Webber will
tell students not to
enter competitions

Freddy Kempf, a British
pianist who won the BBC
Young Musician of the
Year contest in 1992, was
denied first place at the
International Tchaikovsky
Competition six years later
despite being a clear
favourite among the
audience and critics. The
Russian press suggested
that teachers on the jury had
voted for their own pupils.

Martha Argerich, a
renowned pianist, walked
out as a judge for the Chopin
Piano Competition in 1980
when her fellow judges
refused to allow Ivo
Pogorelich to progress to the
final. Her declaration of the
Croat’s genius in the face of
a sceptical judging panel
made him a far bigger star
than the actual winner.

Van Cliburn, a Texan pianist,
caused great anguish to
Soviet judges in the first
Tchaikovsky Competition in
1958 by being obviously
better than the local
favourite. Some judges

SERGEI ILNITSKY/EPA

Ivan Karizna, above, in the International Tchaikovsky Competition. Vanessa-Mae, left
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Biomass power plants ‘less green than coal-fired’
Biomass power plants could be worse
for the environment than coal-fired
stations, analysis has suggested.
Burning wood from North America

in British power stations can result in
higher greenhouse emissions than
burning coal, a report by David Mac-
Kay, the government’s chief scientific
adviser on energy, said.
If the wood was left over from trees

felled forotherpurposes, itwould result
in lower emissions. However, if it came
fromwhole trees, the total emissions—
including taking it to a pelleting plant,
drying it and shipping it to Britain —
could be higher than using coal. This

adds to pressure on the government to
ensure that cutting emissions by subsi-
dising power stations to switch from
coal to wood or other biomass does not
have the opposite effect.
Up to 10 per cent of Britain’s electri-

city could come from biomass by 2020,
the Department of Energy says. Elec-
tricity-generating companies have said
that a large proportion of the biomass
they will burn will come from North
American forests because Britain does
not have enough wood.
Drax, Britain’s largest power station,

has already converted one of its six
coal-fired boilers to biomass and plans
to convert two more. It imports a mil-
lion tonnes of wood from the US and

Canada each year and this is expected
to rise to seven million tonnes by 2016.
In theory, wood produces low “life-

cycle emissions” because carbon emit-
ted by burning a tree should be sucked
out of the atmosphere by a new tree.
Professor MacKay found that the

effect on emissions depended on the
previoususeof the land, the intensity of
harvesting and what would otherwise
happen to the trees. Kenneth Richter,
for Friends of the Earth, said: “The
governmentmust introduce full carbon
accounting for bio-energy in the UK.”
Drax said: “All our biomass is inde-

pendently audited to ensure it comes
from sustainable sources that deliver
carbon savings.”

Ben Webster

Coulson trial witness
avoids jail for hacking
A journalist who was a key
witness in the trial of David
Cameron’s former head of
communications has been spared
jail for phone hacking and
perverting the course of justice.
Dan Evans, 38, a reporter for

the News of the World, was given
a ten-month suspended sentence
in return for giving evidence
against Andy Coulson, who was
jailed for 18 months last month.
Evans admitted accessing the
voicemails of at least 200
celebrities, politicians and sports
stars. He was ordered to carry out
200 hours’ unpaid work.

Gove must crack whip
Michael Gove faces his first big
test as chief whip over the future
of David Ruffley, a Tory MP who
accepted a police caution for
common assault on his former
partner. Mr Gove will have to
weigh up the official response to
the actions of the MP for Bury St
Edmunds, who was cautioned
after his “inappropriate action”.

Raised limit for lorries
Speed limits for lorries on rural
roads will rise from 40mph to
50mph to reduce the number of
accidents and ease traffic.
Ministers announced measures to
end the “outdated” speed limit for
vehicles weighing more than 7.5
tonnes, in line with other
European countries. The move
will take effect early next year.
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2. Gold for Glasgow Games
3. Gaza death toll hits 750
4. Dutch want Putina expulsion
5. Bill’s sex life haunts Hillary
6. Mourinho’s goalkeeper race
7. Putin pressure for Cameron
8. Herrera stars for Man Utd
9. Air Algerie aircraft missing
over Mali with 116 on board

10. US inmate takes two hours
to die in botched execution
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Sea horses Riders from Windsor took their mounts to Goring-By-Sea, West Sussex, yesterday to cool off after one of the hottest days of the summer. Forecast, page 17

ALAMY

No-strings £40m for nuclear dumps
Ben Webster Environment Editor

Communities are to be paid millions of
pounds just for considering whether to
host an underground nuclear waste
dump in their area.
Therewould be “no strings attached”

and the communities could later reject
the idea but keep themoney, according
to the Department of Energy and
Climate Change. The payments to
communities could total £40 million.
The government’s plan to offer what

green campaign groups have described
as bribes, comes after Cumbria county
council rejected a proposal last year for
a £12 billion “disposal facility” for
storing Britain’s growing stockpile of
nuclear waste.
The government published plans

yesterday to strip councils of the right
toblockwastedisposal units frombeing
built if a community wanted it. Cope-
land borough council in Cumbria had
voted to allow tests to see if its geology

was suitable for the dump but this was
rejected by the county council.
Under the proposed rules “no one

tier of local government should be able
to prevent the participation of other
members of that community”.
Communities would receive up to

£1 million a year for five years if local
people “engaged constructively” with
officials seekinga site for thewaste.The
payments would rise to £2.5 million a
year forup to 15years if bore-holeswere
drilled to assess a site’s suitability.
A white paper published yesterday

said: “This investment would be re-
tained by the community even if devel-
opment of a geological disposal facility
didnot proceed in the area in question.”
A DECC spokesman said there was

no limit on the number of communities
that could receive the payments and no
cap on the total amount available. He
said: “Wewould rather havemore com-
munities involved than less because
that means more options on the table.

However, theywould have to be collab-
oratively involved in the process other-
wise it would be obvious [that they just
wanted the money].”
DECC said thatwhen all existing nu-

clearpowerplantshadbeendecommis-
sioned, theamountof radioactivewaste
would fill six Albert Halls.
Final approval of sites would be sub-

ject to a “test of public support”, yet to
be decided. DECC was unable to say
what size of area or number of people
would constitute a community.
Construction would start in 2030 at

the earliest and take 10 to 15 years,
meaning waste that could remain
radioactive for 100,000 years would
begin tobe stored200 to 1,000munder-
ground in the 2040s.
Over the next two years officials will

develop the process of working with
communities and conduct geological
screening across England andWales to
assess suitable sites.
Asked what would happen if no

community agreed to accept the
nuclear waste dump, a DECC official
said: “We will have to cross that bridge
when we come to it.”
Ed Davey, the energy and climate

change secretary, said: “Geological
disposal provides the secure, long-term
solutionweneed to dealwith the radio-
active waste we have been creating for
more than 60 years.”
However, Tim Farron, the Liberal

Democrat MP for Westmorland and
Lonsdale, in Cumbria, said: “Themoot-
ed plans to remove the veto for local
councils against a nuclear repository is
undemocratic and makes an absolute
mockery of the idea of localism.”
Craig Bennett, director of policy at

Friendsof theEarth, said: “The fact that
thegovernment ishaving toofferbribes
to communities to even talk to them
about options, while making it clear
they will override their views anyway,
highlights that this is a technology of
the past, not the future.”

A criminal investigation is to be
held into an alleged cover-up of
child abuse at a school linked to
Cyril Smith. The Liberal
Democrat politician, who died in
2010, is alleged to have sexually
abused young boys at Knowl
View school in Rochdale.
Investigators are to focus on how
reports of abuse were handled.

Abuse investigation
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iPad edition through the
App Store on the device
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Couple beat the bailiffs after
YouTube appeal to the masses
John Simpson

Hundreds of people helped to drive
away bailiffs after responding to a
YouTube video appeal to stop the
eviction of a 63-year-old man and his
wife.
Tom Crawford, who has prostate

cancer, and his wife, Susan, 54, have
lived in their house in Carlton, near
Nottingham, for 25 years.
In the video appeal he promised “a

lovely cup of tea” to anyone who
came to help him stop the bailiffs.
Staring straight at the camera, he
said: “It may only be a small bungalow,
but it is my bungalow, my land, my
home.”
The 11-minute appeal brought

supporters from across Britain to the
house.
Mr Crawford claimed that he had

paid off his mortgage, which he took
out with the now-defunct Bradford &
Bingley. It said he still owed £43,000 in
repayments.
Mr Crawford and his wife, a

market researcher, took out an
endowmentmortgage with the
bank to buy the bungalow for
£41,800 in 1988.
The couple paid between

£300 and £400 in monthly
mortgage repayments and
had expected to own the
property when the
mortgage came to an end
last year. But in 2007 they
were told they had no pro-
spect of paying it off.
This year, a judge ordered

Mr Crawford to pay off his
mortgage or face eviction.
His video appeal was

shared more than 7,000

times and byWednesday, the day of the
deadline, more than 200 people had
travelled from as far as Newcastle and
Wales to the bungalow.
In hismessage, he said: “Please come

andhelpus. But don’t use violence, they
are the ones who use violence. This is a
war, for the people.
“We the people never said they could

do this, it was governments, dead
organisations, we are living flesh. It
may only be a small bungalow, but it is
my bungalow, my land, my home.”
The message continued: “After 19

years of paying off the mortgage
I received a letter saying I would
never pay off the mortgage. I went to
see the bank manager and he told me
there was amistake and apologised. He
even sent my wife flowers and
champagne. They would prove to be
the most expensive flowers and
champagne I ever received.
“I was told there was nothing to pay

off, yet now they tell me I have not. I
complained to the ombudsman but
they said there was nothing they

could do as my claim was date
restricted.”
Yesterday, after a 90-minute

stand-off at the house, the bai-
liffs left empty-handed.

Having watched them
leave, Mr Crawford said:
“This has been a huge
battle for me and at
times, I’ve felt like no
one wanted to help us.
This shows there are
people out there who
feel the same way and it
has been very emotional
to talk to all the people
who have come to show
support.
“As far as I’m

concerned, I have paidmy
mortgage and I won’t pay a
penny more.”

Bradford & Bingley was nationalised
in 2008 during the financial crisis, with
the main banking section being sold to
Abbey National while existing
mortgages remained in public control.
Mortgages are now collected by UK
Asset Resolution Limited, which was
set up by the government and acts on
behalf of Bradford & Bingley.
It confirmed that the eviction did not

take place yesterday due to safety
concerns.

Husband died
trying to save
wife in pool
John Simpson

A retired surgeon died of a heart attack
while attempting to save his wife who
had suffered a fatal heart attack herself
while swimming in their pool.
AqeelandNayyarSiddique, 79and77,

were found by their son in the back
garden of their four-bedroom home in
Thorpe Bay, Essex, on Tuesday.
Haroon Siddique, 49, paid tribute to

his parents, who were lifelong philan-
thropists andhadmetPrinceHarry, the
Princess Royal and Pope John Paul II
through their charity work. “We are
very proud of everything they achieved
and that gives us some solace,” he said.
The couple were born in India but

moved to England in 1962 where Aqeel
Siddique trained. He later worked in
Lesotho, southern Africa, and the
couple returned to Britain in 2012.
Essexpolice said therewereno suspi-

cious circumstances to the deaths.

More than 200 people came to the bungalow near Nottingham to lend support

Tom Crawford, who has
cancer, was told to pay off
his endowment mortgage

Nayyar, left, and
Aqeel suffered
fatal heart attacks

NEWSTEAM/SWNS

Mother told in
error she was
terminally ill
A mother arranged her funeral and
wrote farewell letters to her sons after
being told she had terminal cancer,
only to learn the diagnosis was wrong.
Denise Clark, 34, said it was amazing

to find out she was going to live, adding
that she had gone through “absolute
hell” for two years after the error by
Aberdeen Royal Infirmary. It had
broken her heart, she said, writing to
Harvey, ten, and Luca, four.
Ms Clark, from Sheddocksley, Aber-

deenshire, spent £10,000 on alternative
treatments and also went on what she
believed would be her last holiday.
However, she began to doubt her prog-
nosis because she continued to feel
well, and asked for another scan. It re-
vealed that the growth in her pelviswas
not cancerous.
She began legal proceedings against

NHS Grampian and has settled for a
large five-figure sum.
Shewas referred for a cervical cancer

test in 2009while pregnant but the dis-
ease was so advanced by the time the
testwas administered thatherbabyhad
to be delivered early so chemotherapy
and radiotherapy could start. She was
told that the cancerhadabatedbutdoc-
tors said it had returned in 2011. Last
year she was told that her problems
were due to the cancer treatments.
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Sweet-makers warn
of plain packet fears

One of the world’s biggest confection-
ery companies has told ministers of its
fears that plain packets for cigarettes
might be extended to sweets and
chocolates to combat obesity.
Thegovernmenthas said itwill intro-

duce the cigarette packs before the
election to try to make smoking less
attractive.However, there are concerns
within the cabinet that the move will
boost smuggling and fail to cut tobacco
use.
Now it has emerged that Mars

warned that the ban on branded pack-
ets could be extended to fatty foods.
Lawyers for the company told the
Department of Health in 2012 that the
move would set a precedent for the
application of similar legislation to
other industries.
“Mars considers that there is no

crucial and pressing industry-wide
need to protect the public’s health by
way of plain packaging,” the lawyers
wrote. “Manufacturers who are not
helping the government address the
obesity issue can be targeted by a range
of other means. There is no robust evi-
dence to show that the likely effect of
the introduction of such legislation in
thechocolate, other foodandnon-alco-
holic beverage industries would be to
the public’s benefit.”
The lawyers added that Mars’s

attempt to tackle obesity by promoting

a healthy, active lifestyle, and cutting
the fat content of its products and the
size of its barsmeant that plain packag-
ingwas not needed. Themeasure could
only ever be justified if there was “em-
pirical data” that it worked and that “no
other viable solution [was] available”.
A Mars spokeswoman said: “The

2012 response was not a comment on
the specific policy. We were highlight-
ing the need to ensure any legislation
did not have unintended knock-on
effects on brand equity and intellectual
property within other categories.”
Morrisons, the fourth largest super-

market chain in the UK, also opposed
theplainpacks legislationduringacon-
sultation period in 2012. “Whilst we
support any action the government
might take to improve the health of the
nation, we believe standardised pack-
aging will lead to an increase in coun-
terfeit goods and, consequently, an
increase in smuggling,” it said.
Similar concerns are shared by some

in the cabinet. Michael Fallon,
appointed defence secretary in the
reshuffle, voiced his misgivings two
years ago, warning that the measure
would help the illicit tobacco industry.
Hewrote: “The Treasury is already los-
ing around £3 billion a year from tobac-
co that has evaded UK duty, a figure
which might well increase following
the introduction of plain packaging.”
Health campaigners fear the govern-

ment will run out of time to pass the
legislation, which needs EU approval.

Michael Savage
Chief Political Correspondent

Collapse of
site may cost
charities £1m
David Brown

A website that collected donations
from thousands of charity fundraisers
has collapsed owing £1.7 million to
almost 2,000 good causes.
A £1 million shortfall in the bank

accounts of the Charity Giving website
means organisations could receive just
a third of the donations they are owed.
The charity regulator stepped up its

investigation into the Dove Trust,
which ran the website, after The Times
revealed concerns in 2011. The website
had been processing donations worth
£3 million a year, much of it raised by
people carrying out sponsored events.
AHighCourt judge has nowordered

that the remaining money should be
distributed among the charities in pro-
portion to the amount they are owed.
Mr Justice Henderson said the Dove

Trust had £709,000 in its bank
accounts,while 1,812 charities and good
causes were owed £1.7million.
Thewebsite, charitygiving.co.uk,was

set up in 2004 by Keith Colman, an
accountant. One of his fellow trustees
was Bryan Gunn, the former Scotland
and Norwich City goalkeeper.
Mr Colman, 61, said there were “no

missing donations” and that the gov-
ernment owed up to £400,000 in gift
aid. He said the freezing of the trust’s
bank accounts by theCharity Commis-
sion had led to its collapse and added:
“The commission hasmade allegations
against the trustees, all ofwhich Ideny.”

Out of this world The actress Zoe Saldana at the premiere in Leicester Square
last night of Guardians of the Galaxy, about the Marvel Comics superhero team

DAVE J HOGAN / GETTY IMAGES
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It must have seemed like a good idea at
the time: get the RedArrows to jettison
their usual red smoke and trail only the
blue and white of the saltire during the
opening ceremony of the Glasgow
Commonwealth Games.
However, it threatened to turn into a

political row today after it was revealed
that the ideawas dismissed by theMin-
istry ofDefence as contrary toprotocol.
Games organisers quickly issued a

statement taking responsibility for the
idea, shuttingdownanysuggestion that
Alex Salmond’s fingerprints were on it.

The first minister has already been
accused of playing politics with the
Games after he said thatGlasgowwas a
“freedomcity” thatwouldvote for inde-
pendence.
A media guide to the ceremony had

stated that the Red Arrows would
release only blue and white smoke but
on the night, the traditional red, white
and blue were seen. This prompted re-
ports that Michael Fallon, the new de-
fence secretary, had vetoed the plan.
However, anMoD source said that it

would not have got anywhere near the
minister and the protocol was that the
Red Arrows always trailed red, white
and blue smoke. The Scottish govern-

ment also quickly denied any sugges-
tion that SNP ministers were involved
in the original idea.
A Glasgow 2014 spokeswoman said:

“It was ceremonies producers who had
initial conversations about RedArrows
trailing blue and white smoke to repre-
sent thehostnation’s saltirebut thiswas
never formally requested. We were
delighted with the Red Arrows.”
Pompandcircumstancehas takenon

a new significance in the year of the
referendum on Scottish independence.
There were discussions about whether
the crowd should be asked to stand for
God Save the Queen. It did.
The Scottish government was quick

to distance itself from the Red Arrows
row. A spokeswoman said: “Glasgow
2014 independently contract a private
company to organise the opening and
closing ceremonies. An approach was
made by them to the MoD to explore
whether it would be possible to have
blue and white smoke in recognition of
Scotland as the host nation.”
An MoD spokeswoman said: “The

Red Arrows are ambassadors for the
United Kingdom and are famous for
their red, white and blue smoke trails
which represent the whole of the UK.”
Andy Morton, for the Red Arrows,

said: “The team represent the UK; we
always fly with the red, white and blue.”

Plan for Red Arrows to ditch red, white and blue goes up in smoke
Tom Knowles, Lindsay McIntosh
Scottish Political Editor

STEPHEN LOCK / I-IMAGES; MAX MUMBY

Queen has a grand
day out at the Games

U
nder
cloudless
skies, the
triathlete
Jodie

Stimpson ushered in a
glorious day for England
when she won the first
gold medal of the
Commonwealth Games
(Mike Wade writes).
Stimpson, omitted

from Team GB at the
London Olympics, broke
clear in the final stages
of one of the most
demanding races to
achieve a decisive
victory. Her victory was
followed within hours by
gold and silver for
England in the men’s
triathlon, as Alistair and
Jonny Brownlee
continued their
domination of a
discipline in which they
have become world
superstars.
More English success

followed in the
velodrome where Sophie
Thornhill and Helen
Scott claimed gold in the
para-cycling sprint B2
tandem. The final
brought Scotland’s first
medal of the Games,
Aileen McGlynn and
Louise Haston taking
silver.
The Queen and the

Duke of Edinburgh
enjoyed a hockey match
between England and
Wales in the morning.
They then moved to the
swimming centre where
the Queen’s view
seemed to be somewhat
obscured by the
extravagant green hat of
her lady-in-waiting, the
Honourable Annabel
Alice Hoyer Whitehead.
At the swimming

centre, the Queen was
introduced to volunteers
by Alex Salmond, the
first minister, and David

Grevemberg, Glasgow
2014’s chief executive .
Helen Jacques, 30, the

aquatics competition
manager, who sat next to
the Queen, said: “The
Queen did say something
funny — ‘They swim
quite fast, don’t they? It’s
very close’. I said ‘Yes,
yes, this is the nature of
the sport’.”
It was an

extraordinary day in
Glasgow, temperatures
of 26C brought out huge
crowds. Long queues
snaked away under the
bridge at Central Station
as 10,000 people made
their way to the
Emirates Arena for

badminton and cycling,
while thousands more
excited triathlon
spectators descended on
Strathclyde Country
Park, a vast swathe of
green on the eastern
fringe of the city.
It had all contrived to

create an extraordinary
atmosphere said
Stimpson, who laid to
rest the myth that
Scottish fans might boo
the English athletes.
“The support from the
crowd was awesome, no
matter what country you
were from they were
behind you,” she said.
The decision of Mo

Farah to withdrawn
from the 5,000m and
10,000m was the day’s
only low point. The
double Olympic gold
medallist said he made
his “tough decision”
after failing to recover
from recent sickness.
Philip Collins, page 17
Medal rush, sport

Sir Chris who? Clue: it’s his velodrome

Sir Chris Hoy has defended a steward
who asked for his identification at the
arena that bears his name.
The record-breaking Olympian was

cross-examined at the gates of the Sir
ChrisHoyVelodrome, in theeast endof
Glasgow,ashemadehisway in towatch
the first cycling races of the Games.
After reports of the incident leaked

out, SirChris, who retired last yearwith
fiveOlympic golds to his name, told his
followers on social media: “She was
only doing her job!”
Sir Chris had earlier taken to Twitter

to admit that attempting to open the
Commonwealth Games baton during
the finale of Wednesday evening’s
opening ceremony “was like trying to
solve a Rubik’s Cube”.
The handover of the baton, which

held the Queen’s message, almost end-

ed in disaster as its cap would not come
off. Prince Imran ofMalaysia, the head
of the Commonwealth Games Federa-
tion, so suave just moments before,
strained in vain to release it.
Sir Chris gamely shuffled forward to

help andwas also unable to remove the
cap. The Queen looked glum.
Forty-five seconds passed that

seemed like an eternity before the
baton was opened.
By the time the prince emerged for

yesterday’s morning press conference
he had seen the television footage and
was laughing. “Ihada little bit of aprob-
lem,” he conceded.
There was some “collateral damage”,

he added, as he had cut his thumb on
“that wonderful piece of Scottish
engineering”.
While Prince Imran was “not sure

whether Chris Hoy had helped”, David
Cameron, at the velodrome, stepped up

to congratulate the ceremony’s appar-
ent saviour, who gave up competitive
cycling last year.
“Hemaybe retired, buthe still hashis

uses,” the prime minister said.
The ceremony’s organisers had

already endured one stomach-churn-
ing moment. Susan Boyle stumbled in
the opening couplet ofMull of Kintyre,
replacing “mist” with something that
sounded like “unk”. However, she was
soon, as the locals say, giving it laldy
(singing fortissimo).
For most onlookers this three-hour,

£15millioneventwasa journey through
excruciating kitsch into something
weirdly beautiful and elevating. A great
parade was enhanced by the massed
hats of Lesotho, somewonderful music
from Nicola Benedetti and Pumeza,
and a worldwide children’s charity
appeal, which by lunchtime yesterday
had raised £3.1 million for Unicef.

Archie in Scottie heaven
after worldwide walkies
Mike Wade

Mike Wade

One of the stars of Glasgow 2014 is
alreadyonhiswayhomeafter triumph-
ing before the first race was run.
Archie Clegg, from Bournemouth,

was one of 41 Scottie dogs to steal the
show at the opening ceremony of
the Commonwealth Games
when they led the teams during
the parade of the nations.
Havingwalked out confi-
dently at the head of the
Bangladesh team,
Archie re-emerged an
hour later in front of
Trinidad and Tobago.
Last night, Archie

was “doing brilliantly”,
according to the Scottish

terrier’s owner, JimClegg. “Archie loves
people sowhenhe sawall thosewomen
dancing in themiddle of the stadiumhe
was in Scottie heaven,” he said.
In February, Elly Jones, the ceremo-

ny’s cast co-ordinator, was given the
task of finding 40 Scottie dogs for the

athletes’ parade. It proved an
almost intractable problem. Mr
Clegg, a trustee of the Scottish
Terrier Rescue and Emergency
Care Scheme, was contacted in
May, and it took until the end of

last month for all the recruits
to be confirmed. Archie au-
ditioned to take part in
May, and both he andMr
Clegg, 61, have attended
three training sessions
in the past fortnight.

A proposal to have the jets trail the
colours of the saltire was dismissed

The Queen and Prince
Philip enjoy the hockey,
top left, but have a more
restricted view at the pool.
Alistair Brownlee, rar right,
and his brother, Jonny,
show off their medals,
with their fellow
triathlete Jodie Stimpson
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Single-dose radiotherapy to ease breast cancer stress
Chris Smyth Health Correspondent

Thousands of women with breast
cancer will be offered a new form of
radiotherapy to spare them weeks of
gruelling treatment.
The half-hour treatment is carried

out at the same time as surgery, and
trials showed that women found it
easier, quicker and less stressful than
conventional treatment while proving
just as effective. It couldalsoprotect the
heart and lungs against harmful radio-
therapy.
Experts said the technique of apply-

ing radiation from directly inside the
cavity from which a tumour had been
removed could be applied to other
types of cancer, and it has been used in
those of the brain, spine and rectum.
More than half of the 42,000 British

womenwhodevelopbreast cancereach
year are likely to be suitable for the new
treatment, which has been tested in
thousands of patients around the
world, including hundreds in Britain.

In draft guidance, theNational Insti-
tute for Health and Care Excellence
says it should be offered to patients as
long as they are told there are still un-
certainties over the long-term effects.
Carole Longson, director of health

technology evaluation at NICE, said:
“Unlike regular radiotherapy, with the
intrabeam radiotherapy system only
one dose is required. This single dose is
givenat the same timeas surgery, elimi-
nating the need for numerous hospital
visits.
“Regular radiotherapy typically re-

quires numerous doses over a three-
week period, although some people
may receive it for longer, and is per-
formed weeks or months after surgery
or chemotherapy.”
She added that “whilst current evi-

dence was not extensive, this type of
radiotherapy was more convenient for
patients and can improve a person’s
quality of life”.
Only six hospitals in Britain have the

£500,000 machines but NICE says

buying themwould ultimately save the
NHS money because patients will not
need to come in for so many appoint-
ments.About 28per centofNHSradio-
therapy resources currently go on
breast cancer.
Jayant Vaidya, professor of surgery

and oncology at University College
London, who helped to develop the
method, said: “From a patient’s point of
view, youhavea lumpectomyandwhen
you leave the operating theatre your
treatment is finished.
“Patients have said tomemany times

it is less stressful and the impact of the
disease is less because of this. One
patient said, ‘I feel like a fraud, like I
didn’t even have breast cancer’.”
An international trial of 3,451

patients found that cancer recurred
within five years in 2.1 per cent of
patients having intrabeam at the same
time as surgery and 1.3 per cent of those
on standard treatment, a difference
that was not statistically significant.
Only 12 women died of causes other

than breast cancer in the intrabeam
group, compared with 27 on standard
treatment, a significant difference that
Professor Vaidya said could be because
the more targeted intrabeam radiation
caused less damage to the heart and
lungs. Women also said that the cos-
metic results of intrabeam treatment
were much better.
Sally Greenbrook, of Breakthrough

Breast Cancer, said it was “great news
for early breast cancer patients” and
added: “This technique can greatly re-
duce the disruption, stress and incon-
venience of what for some people can
be over 15 additional trips to and from
hospital — as well as saving the NHS
money and time.”
Almost 90 per cent of breast cancers

arepickedupatanearly stagewhere re-
moval of the tumour, known as “lump-
ectomy”, is the first option. More than
half of these women will be eligible for
intrabeam. However, at present there
are machines only in London, Winch-
ester, Dundee, Essex and Swindon.
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Intrabeam
applicator is
positioned in
tumour bed

Low-energy
radiation
delivered
locally

Surgeon
removes
tumour

After 20-30
minutes of
radiotherapy, the
applicator is
removed and the
incision is closed

How itworks

Total darkness at night ‘vital for success of tamoxifen treatment’
Total darkness at night is key to the
success of a breast cancer therapy,
scientists have suggested.
Being exposed to light at nightmakes

the cancer cells resistant to the hormo-
nal therapy tamoxifen, they said.
This is because such exposure shuts

off night-time production of the hor-
mone melatonin, according to Amer-
ican researchers at Tulane University

in NewOrleans. Their study, published
in the journalCancerResearch, suggests
that this hormone is “vital” to the
success of the anti-oestrogen drug in
treating cancer.
The study looked at the role of mela-

tonin on the effectiveness of tamoxifen
in fighting human breast cancer cells
implanted in rats. Melatonin by itself
delayed the formation of tumours and

slowed growth, the scientists found.
Tamoxifen caused “dramatic” regres-
sion of tumours in animals with either
high night-time levels of melatonin
during complete darkness, or those
receiving melatonin supplementation
during exposure to dim light.
The authors said resistance to the

drug was a growing problem. Steven
Hill, the lead investigator, said: “Our

study does not identify howmuch light
exposure is needed to suppress night-
time melatonin production, and
potentially drive tamoxifen resistance
in humans, but we think it could be as
little as the light that comes in the
window from a street light. We are
working toward conducting the studies
that will answer this question.”
David Blask, the co-lead author, said:

“High melatonin levels at night put
breast cancer cells to ‘sleep’ by turning
off keygrowthmechanisms.Thesecells
are vulnerable to tamoxifen.
“Butwhenthe lightsareonandmela-

tonin is suppressed, breast cancer cells
‘wake up’ and ignore tamoxifen.”
About 41,500 women and 300men a

year are diagnosed with breast cancer
in England.
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EU sanctions on Russian banks
would hit Britain the hardest
Britain could suffer more than any
other EU country from tougher sanc-
tions against Russia that would put
major restrictionson someofMoscow’s
biggest banks.
The move against Russian financial

institutions has prompted a furious
response from Alexander Yakovenko,
the country’s ambassador toBritain.He
claimed that a major expansion of
sanctions “will trigger a long anticipat-
ed endgame of the present global
crisis”, and called them “illegal,
unreasonableandcounter-productive”.
Yesterday ambassadors discussed a

four-point plan for more sanctions, in-
cluding a ban on the sale of arms,
energy technology and dual-purpose
items that could beusedby themilitary.
The most significant discussion was on
financial restrictions, which would ban
European investors from Russian
banks that are more than 50 per cent
owned by the state. This would include
Sberbank and VTB, which are listed on
the London Stock Exchange and raised
$16.4 billion in flotations between 2004
and2008, andVEB,whichhasoffices in
London. The ban is likely to cost the
City hundreds of millions of pounds.
France, by contrast, has secured an

exemption to the arms embargo on the
sale of two warships to Moscow by
arguing that the contracts are already
signed. The EU has also agreed not to
look at gas and oil imports, protecting
the economies of most eastern Euro-
pean states and Germany.
Signs of divisions within the EU over

the sanctions were still evident yester-
day. Laurent Fabius, the French foreign
minister, hit out atBritain for criticising
the ship deal, raising the spectre of the
Iraq war. Mr Fabius said: “I replied to
Cameron in a friendly way, saying that
whatwould be unthinkable in France is
that we would attack another country
saying that therewereweapons ofmass
destruction there when there were
none.”
The think-tank Open Europe ques-

tioned whether the burden of the sanc-
tions had been allocated fairly.
“The real question is why is so much

of the burden— even if it is not a mas-
sive one — falling on the UK? France
andGermanymightbe talking tougher,
but they do not quite seem to be follow-
ing through with actions,” said Raoul
Ruparel, a senior analyst.
Russia is on the brink of recession as

a result of sanctions imposed by the
West, as well as a broader aversion to
risk in emerging markets. However,
Open Europe also questioned what ef-
fect the new sanctions would have.
“The impact on Russia would likely be

mixed. Itwould forcecompanies to shift
tomuch shorter financing and force the
state to back them up even further.
Russiamight also respond to try tokeep
capital in Russia inside some of these
companies. In any case, there would be
a hit but it wouldn’t be a killer blow.
“Much of it all depends on inter-

national co-operation. If other coun-
tries join in on shutting off capital
markets then it could be effective. But
€7.5 billion of bonds to be sold else-
where is not a huge amount if Singapo-
rean and Hong Kong markets are still
open to them.“
TheEUhasalso addednames toa list

of 72 Ukranian and Russian officials
and businessmen whose assets have
been frozen. In addition, the individual
sanctions could be extended to Presi-
dent Putin’s inner circle.
German officials in Brussels said that

they expected the new measures to be
agreedand takeeffect by theendof July.
Berlin has shifted from its longstand-

ing caution over sanctions after the
shootingdownofFlightMH17andItaly
called for broad new sanctions yester-
day, but unanimous approval is re-
quired and several states, including
Cyprus andGreece, have beenopposed
to broader measures.

Sam Coates, Charles Bremner

Tributes are laid at the Dutch embassy in London for the 193 Dutch people killed in the attack on Flight MH17

The chart, published by Vince Cable’s
business departmenton themorningof
the shooting of Malaysia Airways
Flight MH17, encapsulates the dilem-
ma. Under the heading “The Govern-
ment’s Growth Ambitions”, a stark
graph showed the huge rise in exports
to Russia under the coalition, up
40 per cent to match those of India.
No matter that the night before,

David Cameron had been urging his
fellow 27 EUleaders to consider tough-
er restrictions onRussia. Elsewhere the
governmentwas reaping the benefits of
ever-closer economic links between
the two nations.
For all the rhetoric fromNo10 earlier

this week, the reality is an extra-
ordinary convergence between Mos-
cow and London over the past decade.
Russian oligarchs and businesses have
poured money into London, relying
on British PR companies to boost their
image, settling corporate disputes in

theEnglish courts and buying up lavish
properties in the southeast.
Now the authorities across Europe

are finding it harder than many would
like to pull down the diplomatic and
economic shutters despite recent polit-
ical outrages. Nowhere will the pain be
felt more than in London.
“Along with Israel and Cyprus, the

United Kingdom is probably the
most important centre of Russian life
outside Russia itself,” said David Clark,
chairman of the Russian Foundation.
“London is one of the top destina-

tions for wealthy Russians who enjoy
the mobility and opportunities offered
by a global lifestyle; shopping, relaxing
and having their children educated in
expensive schools. It’s a place where
Russian students come to study and
socialise without the restrictions they
sometimes experience at home. Many
want to stay, adding to a growing ‘brain
drain’ effect.
“Finally, there is a significant

community of new dissidents who
have fallen foul of the Kremlin and
feel unable to return without fear
of arrest.”
Whether Russians in London are

dissidents or “Kremlin cronies”, both
seem keen to exert maximum soft
power and influence, mixing in elite
circles, cosying up to those in power. In

the five years to September 2013, Brit-
ain granted more “investor” visas to
rich Russians, 433, than to any other
nationality. And rich Russians seem
here to stay.
The Times has learnt, for example,

that millionaire Russians are among
those being urged to donate to the
Conservative party to ward off the
threat of a mansion tax. Trevor
Abrahmsohn, a luxuryestateagent, has
made it his mission to hold dinners and
warn owners of London’s most expen-
sive homes about the dangers of the
levy, supported by both Labour and the
Liberal Democrats.
One such dinner, thought to have

beenheld atMark’s, theMayfair private
dining club, was attended by Richard
Harrington,MP, avice-chairmanof the
Conservative party.
MrAbrahmsohnsaid that itwasup to

individuals to decide how best to fight
the levy but added thatmaking a dona-
tion to theTorieswould be “a very good
way” to do it.
According to Mr Clark, this type of

attitude is typical, not least because
theRussian elite have taken the view
that money talks.
“Putin andhis allies see theWest

as weak and decadent, and think
our particular weakness is
money. Forced to choose

between our values and our financial
interests,
they believe that we will always choose
the latter.
“Wehave given themevery reason to

think this way because their energy
resources and financial power have
allowed them to behave with a large
degree of impunity so far.”

To the pecuniary benefit of former
politicians, spin doctors and journal-
ists, Russians are conscious of their
image problem.
A revealing piece last year by Itar-

Tass, the Russian state news agency,
commented: “The authorities have
been seriously pondering the prob-
lem of how to improve Russia’s image
abroad. For this purpose the Kremlin
has already invited leading PR agen-
cies, created a TV channel, opened
several radio stations and offices of
printed media orientated at foreign
audiences.”
This hasmeant a boon for consultan-

cies with a speciality in Russia. Andrew
Hayes, the chief executive of Hudson
Sandler, the public relations group, and
a former prospective ConservativeMP,
said that large Russian companies
viewed it as “a centre for international
positioning” as they seek to expand
outside Russia, rather than for any
political reasons.

Ever-closer economic
links with Moscow
pose adilemma, write
Billy Kenber, Laura
Pitel and Sam Coates
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Rouble woes
deepen for
Cameron
Profile

P
rivate jets, luxury yachts
and offshore trusts have
emerged as the
backdrop to a
controversial £160,000

tennis match with the prime
minister and mayor of London
(Laura Pitel writes).
The Tories faced calls this

week to return the donation
made by Lubov Chernukhin,
amid outrage over Russia’s role
in the MH17 plane crash. Her
husband, Vladimir, is the former
Russian deputy finance minister.
Details of their lavish life were

revealed during a legal dispute
after Mr Chernukhin, below,
instructed a wealth management
firm to buy a $23 million
(£13.5 million) private jet that
was never delivered. He was
described by the Royal Court of
Guernsey as a “high net worth
individual”.
Mr Chernukhin was on good

terms with
Vladimir Putin
in the early
years of his
presidency.
He served in
the Soviet
Ministry of
Foreign Trade
and as deputy
finance minister from 2000 to
2002. By presidential decree he
was appointed chairman of a
state-owned bank and awarded
an Order of Honour from Mr
Putin in 2004. What happened
then is unclear. Mr Chernukhin
is said to have fallen out of favour
and to have been dismissed from
his bank role for his loyalty to
Mikhail Kasyanov, a critic of Mr
Putin. The Chernukhins have
kept a low profile amid the press
headlines urging Mr Cameron to
“hand back the roubles”.

Richard
Harrington, a
senior Tory,
below, attended
a dinner held
by Trevor
Abrahmsohn,
right, who
warns about a
mansion tax

Pulling down shutters has become harder under the coalition
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Free wi-fi project
Full wi-fi access is to be
offered in Kendal town
centre, in Cumbria, where
phone connections have
been unreliable. South
Lakeland District council
has submitted plans to
install three antennae,
costing about £30,000,
that will allow free access
for 30 minutes. A trial is
expected to begin in
October.

Toddler takes car
A toddler escaped with
only a bumped head after
taking his family’s car for
a ride. The three-year-old
boy started the engine of
the automatic Subaru
Impreza, and steered it
out of the driveway and
down two embankments
before coming to a stop in
a pub garden in Henley,
West Sussex, at about
8am on Wednesday.

Priests defrocked
More than 50 Roman
Catholic priests in
England and Wales have
been defrocked since
procedures were
introduced in 2001 to
protect children from
paedophiles, the National
Catholic Safeguarding
Commission said. There
were 81 child protection
allegations made last year,
up from 59 in 2012.

Rewarding choice
Treats we pick ourselves
are enjoyed more than
ones chosen for us,
research has suggested. A
study in the US compared
the dopamine levels of
people asked to choose a
picture to discover if it
gave them a reward with
those simply handed one.
The results showed
people felt happier about
rewards they had chosen.

Schools that enter pupils for inter-
national GCSEs will not have their
results recognised in performance
tables when the first new versions of
the exams are awarded.
The decision, confirmed by the

Department forEducationyesterday,
will be a blow to many independent
schools and some state schools that
switched to these exams. It may
prompt some to abandon iGCSEs
and to gamble by embracing the first
generation of the redesigned tests.
International GCSEs, produced by

British examboards for schools over-

seas that follow an English curricu-
lum, were first taken up by independ-
ent schools after “home” GCSEs
were split into modules with shorter
examsafter eachunit. iGCSEskept to
a traditional linear structurewith less
coursework marked by teachers.
Demand for iGCSEs rose further

whenMichael Gove, the former edu-
cation secretary, recognised them in
performance tables in 2010, enabling
state schools tooffer themfor the first
time. A further boost came as hun-
dreds of weaker state schools “double
entered” pupils for GCSEs and
iGCSE exams in English to boost
their chances of passing one.

The first of the new, more difficult
versions will be introduced in
autumn 2015, in English literature,
English languageandmaths,with the
first exams in summer 2017.
Cambridge International Exami-

nations, the market leader for
iGCSEs, said it was modifying its
English and maths qualifications to
meet the new GCSE standard but
said their exclusion in 2017 “clearly
creates some challenges for schools”.
Ofqual, the exams regulator, had

said it would involve “an unaccept-
able level of risk” to try to police stan-
dards in both the iGCSEs and new
GCSEswhentheywere first awarded.

School tables to exclude iGCSEs

Object lesson The artist Carrie Reichardt with her tiled mural at the Victoria & Albert
Museum, in London, where a new exhibition, Disobedient Objects, opens tomorrow

Greg Hurst Education Editor
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Wake up refreshed thanks to orb that watches you sleep

patrick kidd

James Dean
Technology Correspondent

A sleep-enhancing gadget that detects
thebestmoment towake its slumbering
owner has been developed by a young
British entrepreneur who is backed by
one of Facebook’s first investors.
The cricket ball-sized device has a

smart alarm that wakes users at the
right time in theirnatural sleep cycle, so
that they do not feel groggy.
Sense, which will cost about £60,

monitors temperature, light, noise,
humidity, pollen and dust in the bed-
room. A “sleep pill,” which is clipped to
a pillow,measuresmovementwhile the
user sleeps.Overnight, the device com-
bines all the readings to produce a sleep
score on a scale of 0 to 100, and this can
be accessed on the owner’s smartphone
or tablet.
The device provides tips on how to

alter the bedroom environment in or-

der to get a better night’s rest — for
example, by changing the room tem-
perature. It can also play back sound
disturbances on its speaker, such as a
snoring partner or a barking dog, to
show at what time the sleep cycle was
broken.
A good night’s sleep has been proven

to improve mental function and boost
the immune system. In the long term, it
has been shown to reduce the risk of
cancer, diabetes, Alzheimer’s disease
andheart failure.However,one in three
Britons has sleep problems.
Sense has been developed by James

Proud, 22, with backing from Peter
Thiel, the technology investor who
reaped a profit of more than $1billion
from the $500,000 he invested in Face-
book in 2004.
Mr Proud was one of the first “Thiel

Fellows”, who each received $100,000
to skip university and develop ideas for
new technologies. The project raised

more than $300,000 on Kickstarter,
the crowdfunding platform, within 24
hours of its launch. Its 30-day fund-
raising target was $100,000.
“We truly have been knocked off our

feet by the response we received,”
Mr Proud said. “We wanted to build
Sense because we saw that the way
people were currently looking at tech-
nology and sleep for consumers just
didn’t feel right. We also knew that
people care greatly about their sleep,
but for most, they simply had not yet
found something that was right for
them.
“Sleep is absolutely crucial to every

one of us. Out of all the different things

we do each day, it’s one of the few that
we literally do every single day. It
provides the foundation for absolutely
everything else we do during that
following day.”
The sleep pill contains a gyroscope

and accelerometer that pick up even
tinymovements. It relays this informa-

tion back to the Sense orb over a Blue-
tooth connection.
A second sleep pill can be bought for

a partner, which can use the same
Sense orb to relay information but pro-
duces a separate readout.
To aid sleep, Sense uses a speaker to

play calming noises such as rainfall.
The Sense orb can run for a year
without recharging. Its makers claim
that it is waterproof and “next to
indestructible”.
Hello, the San Francisco-based

company founded by Mr Proud, will
test the device in homes in the coming
months. Hello expects to send proto-
types out in November.

TMS
y@thetimes.co.uk | @timesdiarydiary@thetimes.co

Paddington
gets a plinth
WhenAunt Lucy packed her
marmalade-loving nephew off
from Lima with only a note saying
“please look after this bear”, she
cannot have imagined that 56
years later a statue of him would
be raised on Primrose Hill as a
peculiarly British version of Rio de
Janeiro’s Christ the Redeemer.
Planning permission is sought for
a 5ft statue of Paddington Bear to
be placed on a plinth in north
London for two months to
promote a new film about him.
Well-meaning, if prone to

chaotic mistakes, a bit weird-
looking and with a good line in
hard stares, Paddington has much
in common with another Primrose
Hillite: Ed Miliband. Paddington,
however, does not have the same
problem with eating sandwiches.

Reporters in Gaza face many
difficulties but none more irritating
than a persistent call-centre
operator. Jon Snow, who is out
there for Channel 4, complains that
while reporting on Israel’s offensive
against Hamas he received a phone
call about payment-protection
insurance. “Is there no limit?” he
wails. It all depends on how
much you were mis-sold, Jon.

will will win?
There hasn’t been a ToryMP
in Holborn and StPancras
for 50 years but in an effort
to seduce new Labour
voters, the party has picked
a PR man called Blair as
their candidate. It seems
unlikely, though, that Will
Blair (no relation toTony) can
win, despite FrankDobson

standing down to be a full-time
Father Christmas impersonator.
ANWilson, the writer, once said
you could select a pig for that seat
and it would get elected if wearing
a red rosette. Sir Keir Starmer,
who is said to want the Labour
nomination, could yet lose out to a
Gloucester Old Spot with firm
views on rail nationalisation.

not to knight
For centuries it was convention
that the attorney-general, as chief
legal adviser, was knighted on his
appointment, giving him the same
status as a highcourt judge. Sam
Silkin turned it down in 1974, but
all his successors have either been
peers, had a K already or been
given one after losing the job.
NotDominic Grieve, though,

whose support for the European
Convention on Human Rights got
him replaced last week by Jeremy
Wright, a non-QC whose legal
career apparently peaked with
cases of shoplifting. Grieve’s
deputy, Oliver Heald, has been
given a consolatory knighthood
after also being knifed, but not the
boss. Some call it a grievous snub.

Four years after he was picked up
and questioned by the Metropolitan
Police on suspicion of being a
terrorist because he looked dodgy
and was loitering near an embassy,
Mark Oliver Everett was given the
freedom of the City of London
yesterday. The front man for the
American band Eels complained to
the Met that “not every guy with a
long beard is a terrorist, some of us
just want to rock”. Given the Met’s
record, he’s lucky they didn’t shoot.

the whys of reality tv
Full marks for optimism to the
audience member at a
Bloomberg/IEA panel discussion
onWednesday who asked

MattRidley and Norman
Lamont about the popularity
of the Kardashians, the
reality TV stars, one of
whom is pictured left. The
peers, aggregate age of 128,
looked blankly at each other,
before Lamont asked: “What
is a Kardashian?” Perhaps he

should have asked why.
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Poorer students
apply to university
in record numbers
Record numbers of disadvantaged
teenagers applied for a place at univers-
ity this year, confounding critics who
said that higher fees would deter less
wealthy candidates.
An analysis of admissions figures

showed that 17.9 per cent of 18-year-
olds from low-income families applied
to university, 1.3 percentage points
higher than last year.
The application rate among teen-

agers entitled to free school meals has
risen steadily since 2006, when fees
were raised to £3,000. After stalling for
a year, admissions continued their up-
ward trend after fees trebled in 2012.
The overall number of school leavers

seeking a university place has also gone
up during this period but at a faster rate
among poor teenagers, albeit from a
significantly lower base.
A study by the Universities and Col-

leges Admissions Service (Ucas) found
that, of 79,720 young people aged 18
who were entitled to free school meals,
14,230 applied to university this year.
Girls from poor families were much

more likely to apply: 21 per cent did so,
compared with 14 per cent of disadvan-
taged boys. Ucas said this reflected the
pattern in GCSEs results.
In 2006, 10.5 per cent of disadvan-

taged teenagers applied to university,
comparedwith 30.3 per cent frommore
affluent families, a gap of 19.8 points.
This year’s figureof 17.9per cent com-

pares with an application rate for all
other 18-year-olds of 37.1 per cent, also a
record, meaning that the gap has

narrowed slightly to 19.2 points. Many
critics of the coalition’s decision to in-
crease university fees to £9,000 a year
claimed that itwoulddisproportionate-
ly hit the poor.
A separate study by Ucas also

showed record university application
rates among young people from ethnic
minorities. The figures were highest
among Chinese teenagers (60.9 per
cent) although numbers were small,
followed by other Asians (44.7 per
cent), black teenagers (39 per cent) and
those of mixed race (35 per cent).
Among white teenagers, the figure

was 31.4 per cent.
Professor Les Ebdon, director of the

Office for Fair Access, said: “The up-
wards application trends are good
news, but stark gaps remain between
application rates from young people
from different backgrounds.
“That means many talented, intelli-

gent young people are missing out on
the economic and social mobility that
higher education helps to support, and
the country is missing out on a pool of
potentially excellent graduates who
could be enriching our economy and
society.”
Nicola Dandridge, chief executive of

Universities UK, the vice-chancellor’s
body, said: “Universities have done
good work in recent years to help im-
prove access to universities. However,
there is still more work to be done.
“It remains the case that applicants

living in themost advantaged areas are
still three times more likely to apply to
higher education than those living in
the most disadvantaged areas.”

Greg Hurst Education Editor

Top degrees
don’t improve
job prospects

Graduating with a first-class degree
makes little difference to your
prospects of securing a full-time job,
official statistics suggest.
Similar proportions of last year’s

graduates had full-time work or were
interns regardless of their class of
degree. Only two fifths of graduates
had permanent or open-ended con-
tracts six months after graduating,
figures from the Higher Education
Statistics Agency showed.
Less than a fifth — 18.3 per cent —

were on a fixed-term contract, and 6
per cent were temping or self-em-
ployed. About one in 50 were on an
internship and 1.2 per cent were doing
voluntary work. Just over 1 per cent
were due to start a job within the next
month.
A breakdown of graduates’ destina-

tions showed little or no difference
between the highest and lowest
achievers. Of those with a first-class
degree, 2.5 per cent were taking an in-
ternship. The samewas true for 2.6 per
cent of those with a 2:1 degree, 1.7
per cent of graduates with a 2:2 and
1.5 per cent of those with a third.
The figureswill raise questions about

whether first-class degrees have been
devalued; 69,695 were awarded last
number — a record number and more
than triple the number in 1999.

Nicola Woolcock
Education Correspondent

Fish supper An osprey climbs away from the water after scooping up a trout from a loch at Aviemore, in the Highlands

Maths is nasty
surprise for
college pupils

Students taking awide rangeof degrees
are struggling to cope with the maths
required by their courses, research
suggests.
Many undergraduates on chemistry,

sociology, economics, geography, com-
puting, psychology and business and
management courses are surprised by
the amount of mathematics involved,
according to the Higher Education
Academy.
In a series of reports, the academy

said: “Some struggle to cope with this.
For some time there has been concern
in the higher education sector about
the mathematical and statistical skills
of students on undergraduate degree
courses in these disciplines . . . where
there is a clear need for maths and
statistics, but where anA level inmaths
is not usually a prerequisite for accept-
ance at university.”
The reports present the findings of a

project by the academy that looked at
the mathematical needs of students.
They found there were doubts about
whether their skills matched the
requirements of university degree
courses.
Mary McAlinden, the academy’s

discipline lead for mathematics, said
there needed to be clearer understand-
ing between universities and schools
about the mathematical requirements
of courses.

Nicola Woolcock
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Game over: M&S takes grouse
off shelves after boycott threat
Ben Webster Environment Editor

Marks & Spencer has abandoned plans
to sell red grouse in its stores this year
afterbeing threatenedwithaboycottby
conservationists over concerns that
gamekeepers are persecuting birds of
prey on grouse moors.
Thegamebirdprovedhighly popular

with M&S customers when it became
the first supermarket chain to sell it last
year. It was available in two London
stores, High Street Kensington and
Marble Arch, and M&S had hoped to
sell grouse much more widely after the
start of the grouse-shooting season
next month, on the Glorious Twelfth.
However, after being accused of sup-

porting an industry linked to wildlife
crime, M&S decided not to sell grouse
until its suppliers could prove that they
were abiding by a new code of practice.
Mark Avery, former conservation

directorof theRSPB,wrote anopen let-
ter this month to Marc Bolland, the
M&S chief executive, demanding that
he not sell grouse “as it comes from an
industry that reeks of criminality”.
MrAveryhas8,600signatures forhis

e-petition calling for a ban on driven
grouse shooting.He invitedMrBolland
to join him and Chris Packham, the TV
presenter, at a protest next month
against hen harrier persecution in the
Peak District.
The RSPB blamed illegal killing on

grouse moors for the absence of any
henharriers successfully nesting inEn-

said that the draft code would be
“tweaked” to deal with any problems
implementing it and then published in
its final formbeforeM&S resumed sell-
ing grouse.
“It’s about making sure the code is

truly practical. Theworst thing you can
have is a fantastic code of practice that
isn’t implemented. My job is to make
sure the team deliver a code that drives
change, addresses the concerns of in-
dustry, customers and the [wildlife
groups] and ensures we are selling a
product that Marks & Spencer’s brand
won’t be compromised with.”
Hedeclined to identify the estates in-

troducing the code and said: “There are
a number of people who are anti-game
and it would be wrong to release the
names of estates we are working with.”
James Robinson, RSPB’s head of na-

ture policy, welcomed M&S’s efforts to
improve wildlife protection on grouse
moors but said that it should name the
estates. “I don’t seewhat there is tohide.
They say where other food has been
sourced,” he said.
Amanda Anderson, director of the

Moorland Association, which repre-
sents grouse moor owners, criticised
the threat to boycottM&Sand said: “All
game shooting is predicated on a very
strongconservationprincipleofyoueat
what you shoot. Grouse is a wonderful
premium product unique to this coun-
try. M&S wanted to roll it out. To try to
stop that route from the moor to plate
is wholly irresponsible.”

gland last year for the first time since
the 1960s.
SteveMcLean, head of agriculture at

M&S, said that 15 estates in North
Yorkshire and the Scottish borders had
agree to comply with a draft code
drawnupwith thehelpof theRSPBand
Game & Wildlife Conservation Trust.
However, M&S has decided not to take
grouse from the estates until it has re-
ceived independent confirmation that
they are complying with the code.
Mr McLean declined to publish the

code but said that it included require-
ments to protect birds of prey andother
wildlife andmanagemoorland sustain-
ably,with limits onheather burning.He

For the boardroom biker Owen Scott tailors, of Leeds and Huddersfield, have
created a suit for business commuters. Priced at £495, it has a padded crotch
area, narrow trouser legs and fluorescent pocket flaps, turn-ups and collar

ROSSPARRY.CO.UK
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Miliband’s wife goes
it alone to win votes
Lindsay McIntosh
Scottish Political Editor

Ed Miliband’s wife hit the campaign
trail alone for the first time yesterday as
part of a strategy to give her a bigger
role before the general election.
Althoughshe isoften seenatherhus-

band’s sideatpartyconferences, Justine
Thornton has kept a low profile since
his election. However, Mr Miliband’s
teamisdetermined tomakemoreuseof
her. Yesterday she climbed aboard
Scottish Labour’s campaign bus, which

is on tour in an attempt to get Scots to
vote “no” on September 18. The visit, to
a bottling plant in the west of Scotland
and to meet voters in Alloa, is the first
big engagement she has undertaken
alone.
The use as a campaigning tool of Ms

Thornton, a Cambridge-educated,
environmental barrister who earns a
six-figure salary, has already angered
some commentators.
Ms Thornton herself reportedly told

her husband at a Labour drinks party
that the roleof political spousewas “not
a role I applied for, darling”. Her back-

ground is not one of the dutiful spouse.
As a teenager, she acted in a number of
television dramas before deciding to
concentrate onher academic studies—
which paid off with straight As at
A level and a place at Cambridge.
As the Huffington Post reported this

week, she met MrMiliband at a dinner
party inLondonadecadeagoand itwas
“a meeting of minds”. According to the
website, when they married quietly in
2011 he reduced her to tears by telling
her she was his “rock” and “the most
beautiful, generous and kind person
that I’ve ever met in my life”.
Senior Labour sources quoted in the

Huffington Post were less colourful in
their description of her, but the attrib-
ute they chose is perhaps the one they
value most: she has a “totally normal
background”. The hope is that, by
increasing Ms Thornton’s role, she will
reflect well on her husband and make
him appear more likeable, following a
string of attacks on his character and
unfortunate picture opportunities.
The fact that Labour chose an event

on Scottish independence as the first
for Ms Thornton to fly solo shows how
highly she is regarded. The referendum
is not an afterthought forMrMiliband.
He has described keeping Scotland in
the UK as his No 1 priority.
If he fails, and he then loses the 41

Labour seatswonnorthof the border at
the last general election, even his wife’s
presence on the campaign trail would
not be enough to secure his victory.

including, right,
Princess
Elizabeth
dancing with her
mother, an

unidentified
woman and her
sister. Below,
Prince Andrew’s
replica DB5

Previously
unseen footage
and photographs
show the royal
family at play,

Online today

Watch Home videos
from a royal childhood

On tablet and at
thetimes.co.uk/royalfamily

Justine Thornton’s
Scottish tour is her
first big solo
engagement
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The home movies show a young girl,
charming, carefree, always with a smile
onher faceas shedances for thecamera
with her sister.
Sometimes theyareputtingona little

number onaboat, sometimes it is in the
garden; on one occasion they dance

along a parapet wall,
goofing about for an
unseen audience.
It is as delightful and

unselfconscious an
image of innocent
childhood as one
could hope to see.
And that young girl?

She grew up to be
Queen.
The previously un-

seen footage is the high-
light of the Royal Child-
hood exhibition at Buck-
ingham Palace, which
brings together toys, gifts,
outfits and hitherto un-
seen photographs and
home movies from nine
generations of royal child-

Home films show ordinary moments
in extraordinary royal childhoods
A new exhibition shows
princesses larking
about and a prince’s
replica Aston Martin,
writes Valentine Low

ren. It not only shows the Queen play-
ing as a child, but also, a quarter of a
century later, playing with her own
children.
One sequence shows the youngPrin-

cess Elizabeth and her sister, Margaret,
having a pillow fight with their mother
and thepin-stripe cladSirArthurPenn,
a senior member of the royal house-
hold.All four appear to behaving a riot-
ous time.
A generation later, the young Prince

Charles and Princess Anne are seen
beetling along on tricycles around
Royal Lodge, Windsor, accompanied
by the Duke of Edinburgh pedalling
furiously on another tricycle as the
three are pursued by Princess Marga-
ret.
The exhibition, which tells the his-

toryof royal children fromtheoffspring
of George III— all 15 of them— to the
latest addition to the royal family,
Prince George of Cambridge, shows
howwhen it comes to gifts, royal child-
ren are in a different class.
Whenhewas six, PrinceAndrewwas

given byAstonMartin a scale replica of
the DB5 driven by James Bond in the
filmsGoldfingerandThunderball. It had
a top speed of 10mph and came with
bulletproof shield, machine guns
behind the sidelights and a working
smokescreen.
One of the most unusual toys was

given to Charles and Anne in 1955 by
the British Caravan Club: a miniature
Rollalong caravan, with its own water

and electricity supply, child-sized kit-
chen,miniature tea set and evena com-
plete collection of Beatrix Potter books.
For a while it lived next to the sandpit
and climbing frame in the garden at
Buckingham Palace.
The gifts to Prince George include a

rocking horse — a good royal family
tradition, theQueenandPrincessMar-
garet had matching ones — from the
Obamas that came with a polo mallet
made from an oak that stood on the
south lawn of the White House.
Other exhibitsmark the intimate de-

tails of generations of royal childhood.
Princess Elizabeth’s progress book
shows that her first outing was at ten
days old, and that her first words a year
later were “Mama” and “Bebe”.
Pencil markings on a cupboard door

record how on June 13, 1936, Princess
Elizabeth was 4ft 4in while Margaret,
four years younger, was 3ft 6 ¼ in. The
door also has the horseshoes fromEliz-
abeth’s first ponies, Peggy, Gem, Snow-
ball and Greylight.
Dressing up is also an important part

of royal childhoods. The outfits on dis-
play include the sailor suit worn by
Prince William when he was a page at
the wedding of the Duke and Duchess
of York, and a fairy outfit worn by the
six-year-old Princess Anne, which
camewitha tiara anddetachablewings.
Royal Childhood is part of the summer
opening of the State Rooms at
Buckingham Palace, from tomorrow
until September 28

ROYAL COLLECTION TRUST/© HER MAJESTY QUEEN ELIZABETH II

Top right, Prince
Charles playing
at Buckingham
Palace, and right,
his miniature
caravan
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Put an end to this unspeakable organisation
Quite apart from the Commonwealth’s hypocritical mission statement, many of its members should be expelled now

T
he eight gathered prime
ministers who, in 1949,
issued the declaration that
created the Commonwealth
were clear. From the ashes

of the old empire, the new assembly
would bind nations “freely
co-operating in the pursuit of peace,
liberty and progress”. By December
2009 Her Majesty Queen Elizabeth
II could say of the organisation of
which she is the head, correctly and
sadly: “The Commonwealth is not an
organisation with a mission.”
On Wednesday night, as athletes

trooped by seemingly in perpetuity
at the identity-seeking opening
ceremony of the Commonwealth
Games, it was hard to avoid the
thought that, as diverting as a lawn
bowls contest between Botswana and
Swaziland may be, the Queen might
be right about the Commonwealth
but wrong about the implications of
her own remark. This is a gathering
that is dying and may deserve to.
The Commonwealth charter is a

laughable jumble of agreeable
banality about the core values of
peace, democracy, gender equality,
human rights and free expression.
This turns from an apple-pie
irrelevance into an insult by the
presence of the 42 Commonwealth
nations, out of the 53 members, in
which it is a crime to be gay. Ian
Thorpe, the greatest of Australian
swimmers, a man who holds ten
Commonwealth gold medals, risked
only public opinion when he came out

as gay in Sydney last week. In Uganda
the best he could have hoped for was
a life sentence. John Barrowman, who
interrupted the opening ceremony by
kissing a man in protest, would have
been risking a death sentence.
On which point, more than half of

all Commonwealth countries retain
the death penalty — some of them
for juvenile offenders, which is a
clear breach of international human
rights as well as morally disreputable.
The Commonwealth record on
gender equality is lamentable. This
week, to his great credit, the prime
minister hosted the Girl Summit
with Unicef. It is notable that some
of the countries in the dock for the
genital mutilation and forced
marriage of its women had their
synchronised divers and taekwondo
champions merrily parading round
the track in Glasgow.
This is, remember, an organisation

whose rotating presidency is held by
the egregious Mahinda Rajapaksa, of
Sri Lanka, whose government
connived in the slaughter of 40,000

Tamil civilians and who regularly
displays his commitment to free
expression by issuing reprisals
against journalists and politicians
who dare to oppose him. The first act
of Mr Rajapaksa’s government after
his victory in Sri Lanka’s civil war
was to scrap presidential term limits,
a straightforward transgression of
the Commonwealth charter; not that
anyone relevant seems to care.
What are we doing tolerating such

nastiness? Why is the Queen, who
by all accounts does a very good job,
the head of such a vile concord?

There cannot be any group of
nations besmirching its own title
more comprehensively than the
Commonwealth is doing. The idea of
the common wealth originally
meant, in the writings of the classical
republicans, that the noble life was
one of public service. It was revived
in renaissance England by Thomas
More, whose Utopia has the sub-title
the optimus status republicae
(concerning the best state of the
commonwealth). James Harrington’s
The Commonwealth of Oceana
teaches the same lesson — the very
idea is to treat the wellbeing of all as
worthy of equal respect.
Unless the Commonwealth can get

back to its noble origins it is hard to
see the point of it. If membership of
such an assembly has any purpose at
all it must be to exercise leverage on
basic human rights. It cannot be
enough to stage a quadrennial pole
vault, to sponsor a literary prize and
offer a few scholarships. Indeed, this
is the view held in senior posts in the
Commonwealth itself. In 2011 the
tellingly titled Eminent Persons
Group presented A Commonwealth
of the People: Time for Urgent Action
to the head of governments
conference in Perth, Australia.
The group of éminences grises, of

whom the British representative was
Sir Malcolm Rifkind, drafted a new
charter that tried to rescue the
Commonwealth from its status as a
post-imperial hangover. It contains
serious recommendations on the rule
of law, democracy and human rights.
It envisages a Commonwealth that is
a league of trading democracies, a
conclusion that was mocked by its
being formally accepted (and then, of
course, ignored) at a Commonwealth
conference in, of all places, Colombo
in Sri Lanka.
It is time the Commonwealth got

tough and started expelling those of

its members who, on no feasible
definition, can be said to embody the
values to which the organisation is
ostensibly committed. On the rare
occasions that nations have been
expelled, the incentive has usually
worked. After the hanging of Ken
Saro-Wiwa in 1995 Nigeria was
suspended and so, after the 1999
coup, was Pakistan. Neither nation is
exactly Norway today, but the
sanction was felt.
Once the recidivists have been

kicked out, there is more the
Commonwealth could do if its senior
partners took it seriously. The great
advantage of a common language,
shared legal structures and political
ties mean that it ought to provide a
major stimulus to trade among the
Commonwealth’s 2.1 billion citizens.
The cost of doing business within the

Commonwealth is 20 per cent
cheaper for members than it is for
those outside the club.
This is going to take leadership

that an apolitical monarch is
hopelessly placed to provide. The
common wealth is, after all, a
classical republican idea. That
leadership cannot come from the
richer nations. I recall, at a
Commonwealth meeting I once
attended in Malta, at the reception
after a plenary so boring we were

keeping our eyes open with
matchsticks, the men from the rich
countries lined up down one side of
the room as the men from the poor
countries lined up down the other
side, split up like boys and girls at a
teenage party. Any suggestions that
come with a tinge of imperial
bullying incite resentment in the
poorer countries. This is a job for
South Africa and for India.
The Eminent Persons could not

have been clearer: “The
Commonwealth is in danger of losing
its relevance.” Thomas More realised
the danger. He calls the narrator of
his Utopia Raphael Hythloday which
translates as “purveyor of nonsense”.
At the moment, with its pathetic
mission-statement charter, that’s all
the Commonwealth is fit for.

John Barrowman’s protest kiss would
have risked a death sentence in Uganda
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Alicante 33 Sunny
Amsterdam 20 Rain
Athens 30 Sunny
Barcelona 25 Thunder
Belgrade 30 Sunny
Berlin 20 Rain
Brussels 24 Rain
Bucharest 31 Sunny
Budapest 30 Cloudy
Corfu 26 Sunny
Faro 24 Sunny
Florence 28 Shower
Frankfurt 27 Sunny
Geneva 25 Sunny
Gibraltar 28 Sunny

Helsinki 21 Sunny
Innsbruck 21 Rain
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Nice 26 Thunder
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Oslo 27 Sunny
Paris 25 Fair
Prague 25 Sunny
Reykjavik 12 Shower
Rhodes 24 Sunny
Rome 27 Sunny
Salzburg 23 Thunder
St Petersburg 22 Sunny
Stockholm 27 Sunny
Tenerife 20 Fair
Venice 28 Sunny
Vienna 25 Rain
Warsaw 25 Thunder
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Southern Spain, Portugal, the Balearics,
Sardinia, Sicily, southern Italy, Crete,
Cyprus, Turkey
A mainly dry and hot day with sunny skies and
just a small chance of a shower over Sardinia.
Maximum 37C (99F), minimum 14C (57F).

Northern Spain, France, the Low Countries,
Germany, the Alps, northern Italy, eastern
Europe, the Balkans, Poland
Some sunny spells, but also a good deal of cloud
with some heavy showers developing, perhaps
thundery. Longer spells of rain are possible over
the Low Countries and northern Germany.
Maximum 33C (91F), minimum 8C (46F).

Southern Scandinavia, the Baltic states,
Belarus, western Russia
Many places will stay fine with long spells of
warm sunshine. There may be some isolated

showers developing over southern Norway and
central Sweden by the afternoon, some turning
thundery. Maximum 30C (86F),
minimum 12C (54F).

Lapland, northwest Russia
Some sunshine, but with a lot of cloud at times
and a risk of showery rain. Becoming colder in
northwest Russia. Maximum 21C (70F),
minimum 6C (43F).

British Isles
Most places staying dry, hot and sunny. Eastern
coasts will be dull and misty at times and a few
showers are likely in the south.
Maximum 29C (84F), minimum 7C (45F).

Outlook
Central Europe will be changeable with showery
rain, elsewhere mainly dry with sunny spells.
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Palestinian rockets are like the Nazi V1s. Civilian casualties were inevitable then and now

Hamas human shields are to blame, not Israel

‘T
he Israelis are doing it all
wrong. The RAF didn’t fly
off to bomb Belfast in the
troubles.” These words
from a respected media

commentator embody the
extraordinary lack of understanding
by so many in this country who think
the Israelis’ fight with Hamas is like
ours with the IRA and can be dealt
with in the same way.
Gaza is not Northern Ireland and

Hamas is not the IRA. We governed
and policed Ulster to wipe out the
terrorists. In Gaza the government
are the terrorists — designated as
such around the world. In 2005
Israel withdrew all its citizens and
security forces from Gaza. Since then
it has been a separate state — now
under the heel of Hamas — at war
with Israel and dedicated to the
extermination of the Jewish state.
Hamas is a heavily armed militia,

fighting from territory it controls.
The IRA, for the most part, was
more like a highly dangerous
criminal gang that could be dealt
with by soldiers acting as policemen.
The absence of Israeli forces in

Gaza for nine years let Hamas build
tunnel networks to smuggle in
military materiel, manufacture and
store munitions, deploy forces and
infiltrate beneath the border to
launch attacks against Israel. It also

gave Hamas the freedom to prepare
formidable defences, the reason why
there have been so many casualties
since the Israeli Defence Force (IDF)
began its ground offensive a week ago.
For a while there were barricaded

“no-go” areas in Belfast and
Londonderry which, until broken
down in 1972, prevented the entry of
troops. But the security forces never
withdrew from the province and did
not need to launch raids from Britain
or fight their way back in.
A closer comparison is Britain’s

battle with the Nazis’ V rockets. Like
Hamas’s rockets, the V1 “doodlebug”
was an explosive missile, intended to
kill civilians indiscriminately. At the
height of the campaign more than
100 V1s a day were fired at the south
coast of England, fewer than the
average of 130 Hamas rockets fired at
Israel in this conflict. Like Hamas’s
rockets, V1s regularly sent terrified

British civilians racing to the shelters.
And yes, the RAF did bomb the

towns that harboured them. In 1943
Bomber Command launched a 600-
bomber raid to destroy the assembly
shops in Peenemunde and in the first
six months of 1944, 2,000 tons of
explosives were dropped on launch
sites on the French coast.
Hamas cannot defend its rocket

sites with ack-ack guns and fighter
aircraft. Instead it uses human
shields, deliberately locating missiles
among the civilian population. This
tactic is very familiar to our troops

fighting the Taliban in Helmand. I
had to order raids into densely
packed high-rise apartments in Kabul
where terrorist cells were using
human shields, including babies.
The presence of civilians at the V1

sites was not a significant
consideration for Britain, which had
to stop the rockets at any cost: 732
innocent civilians died in the raid on
Peenemunde. In different
circumstances the Israelis use the
most sophisticated and
comprehensive means of avoiding
civilian casualties yet employed by
any army in the world. Multilayer
surveillance systems confirm whether
there are civilians in the target area;
triple-lock authorisation is required
for every strike; phone calls, leaflet
drops, radio messages and harmless
explosive charges warn civilians to
leave. Many missions are aborted if
civilians remain in a target zone
The tragedy of so many civilian

casualties is to a large extent due to
Hamas’s policy of compelling men,
women and children to stay in the
path of danger.
The Israeli prime minister,

Binyamin Netanyahu, blamed this
use of human shields after 15 people,
many of them children, were killed
in the shelling of a UN-run school.
Hamas hopes this will deter the
Israelis from bombing but, with
barbaric reasoning, its greater hope is
that the attacks will go ahead, killing
its own civilians. We have all seen
the images of dead babies on Gaza’s
mortuary slabs. No amount of
protest from Israel about the
morality of its armed forces and their
adherence to the laws of war can
outweigh the influence of these
images, used by Hamas supporters to
incite mass protest against Israel.
It is a mistake to believe these

marches are simply the natural
outpouring of support for bleeding
and beleaguered Palestinians. The
chants of “Jews back to Birkenau”
would have had Oswald Moseley
bristling with pride.
Humanitarian groups and world

leaders, including Nick Clegg
condemn the IDF for war crimes and
Ban Ki Moon characterised Israeli
military operations as an atrocity.
This rising condemnation of Israel’s
defensive operations — lawful under
the Geneva conventions — plays
right into Hamas’s hands. It validates
their criminal use of human shields
and will encourage jihadist groups
everywhere to follow suit.

Col Richard Kemp commanded British
forces in Afghanistan in 2003 and
completed nine tours of duty in
Northern Ireland, 1979-2000

German “doodlebugs” regularly sent
British citizens racing to the shelters

Hamas compels men,
women and children
to stay in danger’s path

We should salute
the resilience and
dignity of the Dutch
David Charter

I
n the remarkably resilient Dutch
response to the cruel events of
the past seven days, we saw
something of ourselves.
Eindhoven airbase, where the

simple wooden coffins of MH17
victims arrived, reminded us of RAF
Lyneham, while the Dutch lined the
roads in silent respect like well-
wishers at Royal Wootton Bassett.
Images of the grim-faced monarch,

the flags at half-mast and the level-
headed reaction of Dutch politicians
evoked a strong sense of affinity on
these shores with, arguably, our
closest continental cousins.
It went beyond the common bonds

of our seafaring past, our
constitutional monarchies and robust
parliamentary traditions. It went
further than our deeply felt — if not
widely practised — sense of
Christian values. The Dutch
impressed us because theirs was the
reaction that we Brits like to think
would have been ours too.
It was embodied by the address to

the UN Security Council given by
Franz Timmermans, the unassuming
foreign minister. “We demand dignity
for the victims and the multitudes
who mourn their loss,” he said as he
requested the right to repatriate those
who died. His speech, rewarded with
a unanimous vote of approval, was
delivered without rancour but with
the full moral force of the blameless.
By some unfathomable law of

unjust desserts, the random act of
slaughter that arrived out of a clear
blue sky was targeted at a country
that has striven to become a beacon
for personal freedoms and human
rights worldwide.
The Netherlands pioneered the

legalisation of prostitution, soft drugs
and euthanasia to confront issues
swept under the carpet elsewhere. It
is home to several international
courts that try to bring justice to
lawless corners of the globe.
The Dutch are not perfect, of

course, and would be the first to
admit it. They have suffered from 20
years of guilt over the Srebrenica
massacre. Few know better than the
Dutch that the world can be a cruel
place when you put yourself out
there to try to make it better.
Barbarism is never far away.
The Dutch author Geert Mak

warns that civilisation is a work in
progress that must be constructed
day by day and in the face of
continual setbacks and blind alleys.
With the dignity, compassion and
respect shown in the past seven days,
the Netherlands can take credit for
leading the way. It is our duty to
stand by them.

David Charter is Berlin correspondent

A pink toy, a
faded photo,
bring the
victim closer

T
hey’re nothing terribly
special, as relics go: a rusty
strand of barbed wire, a
faded photograph, a razor
wrapped in battered and

pockmarked leather.
But the family keepsakes

assembled for Every Sad and Lovely
Thing, a tiny Oxfordshire exhibition
collating local memories of the First
World War, somehow carry a weight
far beyond the physical. Visiting it
this week was a timely reminder of
how much easier it is to contemplate
the unthinkable at one remove, to
see the horrors of war not through a
grimly blood-spattered lens but
reflected in the most mundane of
objects; blank spaces on to which
imagination can project the rest.
These small souvenirs, lent by

surviving relatives, have been
revelatory sometimes even to them.
One writes of having understood
why her grandfather could never

bear to watch children digging on a
beach, nor to feel sand between his
toes, only after unearthing an old
snapshot of him in a desert trench.
Even a receipt for a greatcoat,
logging its return to stores after the
war was over, calls to mind all those
who did not live to hand back their
kit. Memory floods through the
tiniest of openings.
Which is surely why camera crews

picking through the wreckage of
flight MH17 this week tried to
convey the scale of the loss not by
filming bodies, but the possessions
strewn among them: a child’s
drawing, a stuffed toy, a shattered
watch. Every sad and lovely thing
that in its ordinariness brings
the unknown victims
closer to us.
Too close? Perhaps

so, given the outrage
caused by a Sky
reporter handling
things from a
dead child’s
case,
live on
air. But
he had seen, as
he wrote after-
wards, a small pink
flask, like one his
six-year-old owns,
among the debris.
The juxtaposition of

that with this place of death was too
much for him, and he knelt down and
touched this other child’s belongings
not because he was callously
detached but because he had become,

for a moment, too
emotionally involved.
His gesture was the
polar opposite of
heartless; which may
not make it right, as
he acknowledged,
but does make
the case for
never rushing to
judge.

Rage cure

I t’s hot in the
city, too hot for
comfort.

Children squabble,
dogs snap, tempers
fray and tiny
grievances fester;
this is what a
paramedic friend
calls fighting
weather. Summer
is the season of a
thousand minor
irritations boiling
over, petty
tensions swollen
by heat and booze

and stickily sleepless nights.
Rushing to a meeting in London

recently I lost patience with the
dawdling tourists cluttering the
pavement. Grr: don’t they know
some of us are trying to work? And
then I though of all the times I’ve
been a grockle abroad myself,
wandering around Rome staring at
things, ordering at less-than-
breakneck speed in a New York diner.
I’m beginning to think the answer

to pavement rage might be the fast
and slow lanes for pedestrians
created recently as an experiment on
a Washington sidewalk. Slow
wouldn’t just be for the old and frail
and foreign, but for anyone who
insists on the maddening habit of
texting while walking; fast could be
reserved for harried wage slaves or
the late and stressed. Slow is for
country dwellers, who like to stop
and chat; fast for urbanites, who’d
sooner die than make eye contact.
Or would it only lead to greater

tension when some slowcoach drifts
accidentally into the fast lane?

And goodbye

Talking of changing lanes, this
will be my last Notebook before
moving to pastures new. Thank

you for reading: although, as for
every writer, the pleasure was really
all mine.

The random slaughter
hit a country that is a
beacon of freedom

@colrichardkemp

Richard
Kemp
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The best way to topple Kim: laugh at him
The film-obsessed North Korean dictator is terrified of the mockery aimed at him by a Hollywood comedy

N
orth Korea has accused
the US of an “act of war”
and vows to respond with
“decisive and merciless
countermeasures” in

response to an attack that has
provoked “a gust of hatred and rage”
among North Koreans.
What is this “blatant act of terror”

that has provoked fury in the Hermit
Kingdom? A Hollywood comedy,
The Interview, starring James Franco
and Seth Rogan, which revolves
around a plot to assassinate North
Korea’s pudgy and ruthless leader,
Kim Jong Un. The film has not been
released yet and will never be seen in
North Korea, but it is enough to send
Pyongyang into paroxysms over
America’s “gangster film-making”.
The incident represents a new

milestone in the sinister madness of
North Korea, for it captures two
characteristics common to many
collapsing dictatorships: morbid
terror of mockery and exaggerated
respect for the power of film.

Pyongyang is experiencing a sense
of humour failure that is systemic,
inadvertently hilarious, highly
significant and may signal the
beginning of the end for the world’s
most unfunny state. When a tyrant
attempts to manipulate and control
the jokes, he is doomed.
Self-irony was never a big feature of

North Korean rule, but the third Kim
has taken touchiness to nuclear levels.
North Korean officials recently
visited a London hair salon that dared
to offer cheap haircuts using a picture
of the bizarrely centre-parted Kim
Jong Un over the legend “Bad Hair
Day?” The Foreign Office declined to
intervene in the tonsorial dispute.
This week the regime complained

to China about a home-made internet
video, in which Kim’s head has been
(rather inexpertly) superimposed on
figures dancing until their trousers fall
down. As satire goes, it is hardly
blistering, yet Pyongyang complains
bitterly that the footage “seriously
compromises Kim’s dignity and
authority”, even though no one in
North Korea can see it.
Kim is not the first dictator to

realise that the most dangerous threat
to a personality cult is a snigger.
Hitler’s humour was strictly slapstick
and he deliberately controlled satire
under the Third Reich to render it
toothless. “Humour”, Goebbels
observed, “has its limits.”

The USSR was undermined by a
rich vein of underground humour,
playing on the absurdities of
communist rule. Party bosses
responded with “positive humour”,
jokes applauding the virtues of the
Soviet socialist paradise that were, of
course, laughably unamusing.
“Every joke is a tiny revolution,”

George Orwell wrote, and as laughter
grows the revolution swells. Louis XVI
was toppled in part by a groundswell
of insolent, bawdy, authority-sapping
jokes. Nicolae Ceausescu knew he was
finished when he tried to address the

crowds from the presidential balcony
in Bucharest and was met with gales
of laughter.
The relationship between

dictatorship and film is long-
established, from Leni Riefenstahl to
Saddam’s clunky propaganda films.
But nowhere is the worship and fear
of film more pronounced than in
North Korea, where cinema is
simultaneously a tool of the despot
and a threat to his control.
Kim Jong Il, the current leader’s

father and predecessor, was obsessed
with Hollywood films. His collection

of 20,000 movies is housed in a
three-storey private museum off-
limits to ordinary North Koreans.
His favourites were Godzilla, Friday
the 13th and the James Bond movies.
The Dear Leader even wrote his

own book on the subject, On the Art
of Cinema, a treatise dedicated to
stripping cinema of all art by insisting
that it must glorify the state, the
party, the system and his family, the
world’s first hereditary communist
dynasty: “The task set before cinema
today is one of contributing to
people’s development into true
communists.” That is the dictator’s
theory of cinema in a nutshell.
North Korean film-makers were

sent to annual boot camp and forced
to watch hundreds of films, before
reporting their observations to Kim.
Countless propaganda films were
churned out, shackled to the
doctrine of juche, or self-reliance,
with such intriguing titles as
Wormwood Rice Cake, National Food
and An Azalea Behind Enemy Lines,
one of the world’s very few
horticultural guerrilla movies.
Kim Jong Il was shrewd enough to

know that his film industry was
terrible, so he took typically mad
steps to rectify this by kidnapping
one of South Korea’s most respected
directors and his film-star wife. Shin
Sang Ok, best known for giving
South Korean audiences their first

on-screen kiss, was seized in Hong
Kong in 1978 and taken to Pyongyang.
Shin was held in a concentration

camp and then under luxurious
house arrest, and forced to make
movies in accordance with Kim’s
rules. He made seven films, including
a North Korean version of Godzilla
in which 14th-century peasants
overthrow the feudal system. The
couple finally won sufficient trust to
be allowed to visit Vienna for a
promotional trip in 1986; they
escaped their minders, took refuge in
the US embassy and eventually
returned home.
Kim Jong Un has inherited his

father’s fascination with film, while
intensifying the dynasty’s fear of
ridicule. To describe a satirical film
as an act of war is not just the raving
of autocrat who has seen too much
James Bond, but the measure of a
regime on the verge of complete
paranoid breakdown, petrified by the
viral qualities of filmed comedy.
Films and humour are taken for

granted in democracies, but in the
world’s most abnormal nation they
are brutally repressed and
manipulated. The confrontation with
North Korea is usually described in
military terms, but it is also a
cultural conflict that might yet be
won with some well-aimed jokes,
jeers and the unstoppable forces of
YouTube.

In Pyongyang film is
a tool of the despot
and a threat to him

Ben
Macintyre

@benmacintyre1
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Leading articles

Eyeless in Gaza
Israel has dealt a heavy blow to Hamas. It should content itself
with a limited victory and work towards a lasting ceasefire

It is time for themiserable summerwar inGaza to
be brought to a rapid close. More civilians died
yesterday; holed up in a UN school close to a
Hamas rocket cache, they were hit by Israeli fire.
This 18-day war, provoked by the daily rain of
rockets fromGaza, now has to be ended by Israel.
The EuropeanUnion should play its part in nego-
tiating a ceasefire; so too should the Arab world.
Close to700Palestiniansandmore than30Isra-

elis have been killed in the fighting so far. Israel
aims to end the Hamas bombardment, which,
thanks to weapons delivered by Iran, can pene-
trate deeper into the country than ever before. It
has also blown up 39 tunnels used by Hamas to
launch attacks inside Israeli territory. Israel’smili-
tary goal is to destroy rocket launching sites,
stockpiles and the tunnel network; Hamas, after
all, is committed to the elimination of the state of
Israel.
Military ambitions should nonetheless be sub-

ordinate topolitical calculation.Theciviliandeath
toll, especially the accidental killing of children, is
pushing Israel towards a tippingpoint. Its generals
calculate that the effective disarming of Hamas
would require another two weeks of ground war-
fare. Continuing the fight in its present form
would, however, damage Israel’s international

standing and make progress towards a peace set-
tlement all but impossible.
Until now Hamas, already a weakened, finan-

ciallybankrupt force,has struggled to findbacking
fromArab states.EgyptwantsHamas to fail. Saudi
Arabia and the United Arab Emirates, which has
been bankrolling the Egyptian government,
agree. Yet they are committed to the broader
Palestinian cause. The dying children of Gaza
have become a fixed feature of their daily televi-
sion fare. The Saudi leadership, concerned that it
will soon be seen as taking the side of Israel, has
started talks with its arch-rivals in Qatar. That
should be a warning signal to Binyamin Netan-
yahu, the Israeli prime minister. Until now he has
benefited from Arab divisions. That is coming to
an end as the Arabs start to bury their differences
in the name of Palestinian victimhood.
Mr Netanyahu’s other great boon has been the

“Iron Dome” air defence system, which has been
able to intercept most Hamas rockets heading for
Israeli settlements. That has kept the casualty
figuredown.Nowthesametechnologyallowshim
to take themilitary risk of announcing aunilateral
ceasefire. He should seize the chance, even if
Hamas continues to blast its rockets in the direc-
tion of Israel.

Thebreak in fighting should initiallybepresent-
ed as a humanitarian pause, lasting days rather
than hours. Hamas rejected a ceasefire offer from
Israel almost three weeks ago. It then suggested it
wouldacceptaceasefire if Israel lifted its blockade.
This remains unacceptable to Israel as long as
Hamas uses Gaza to carry its terrorist campaign
into the Israeli heartland.
International diplomacy must crank up to pre-

vent stalemate, chaos and a prolonged war. The
optimal outcome for Israel would be a disarmed
Gaza. The international community should
support this aim. It is improbable that Hamas will
transform itself from a terror group into a legiti-
mate part of the Palestinian Authority.
More feasible is a joint policing of Gaza borders

between the Palestinian Authority and the EU.
Ultimately, the Palestinians and the Israelis must
move towards a formal division of territory, a two-
state solution, but that seems a long way off.
As long as Hamas is bent on undermining and

subverting the PalestinianAuthority, therewill be
no lasting peace. The guns can, however, fall silent
for a while. Civilians should be able to come out of
their bunkers into the sunlight and wise heads
across the region should start thinking how to end
the cycle of unwinnable Gazan wars.

Easy Money
As economic recovery builds, very low interest rates pose a risk

Six years since the banking system collapsed
under a cascade of bad debts, Britain’s economy
appears at last to have emerged decisively from
disaster.MarkCarney, thegovernorof theBankof
England, spoke yesterday of the expectation of
more normal economic times ahead. But he
warned that one risk to a sustainable recovery
would be if interest rates stayed at current levels
for too long.
Setting interest rates is very far from an exact

science. It is more like performing art. It needs to
ensure that credit gets to the parts of the economy
that can use it most productively, and offer the
reassurance that businesses and consumers can
take decisions for the long term.MrCarney is right
to signal that policy needs to change sooner rather
than later. Belatedly, the economy is expanding at
somethingclosetotrendrates.GDPgrewby0.8 per
cent in the firstquarter.Figures for thesecondquar-
ter will be released today. The InternationalMone-
tary Fundhas raised its forecast forGDPgrowth in
2014 from 2.8 per cent to 3.2 per cent.
Evidence from business surveys suggest that

the economy may have exceeded its pre-crisis

peak. That is a milestone but also an indication of
how great has been the output that has been for-
gone because of the banking crisis.
It was to forestall financial panic and the risk of

a deep depression that the Bank cut interest rates
to 0.5 per cent in 2008 after the collapse of Leh-
manBrothers, theUS investmentbank.Theyhave
remained at that level ever since —the lowest in
the 320-year history of the Bank of England.
That was the right thing to do. The economy

needed stimulus. It could not come from public
spending, as the government did not have the
money. It had to come from near-zero interest
rates and a huge expansion of the money supply
under the Bank’s quantitative easing programme.
The Bank’s monetary policy committee (MPC)

took theview that domestic inflationarypressures
were subdued.The reasonwhyconsumerprice in-
flation remained for a long time above target was
instead to do with external economic conditions,
notably a strong oil price. The MPC judged that
inflation would in time fall below target without
theneed to raise interest rates. Itwas right.Annual
consumer price inflation is now running at 1.9 per

cent.Raising interest ratesat anearlier stageof the
recoverymight have tipped the economy back in-
to recession.
That was then, however. Very loose monetary

policy has helped to stabilise the economy but it
has alsohaddistorting side effects.Thosewho rely
on fixed-income investments, notably pensioners,
have suffered a prolonged squeeze on living stan-
dards. And while it is too simplistic to say that
there is a national housing bubble (house prices in
Northern Ireland have only just started rising,
after falling toaplateau lastyear), thereare serious
risks in the housing market.
Very easy monetary policy encourages people

to takeonmoredebt than theycouldafford innor-
mal economic times. It is not part of the Bank’s re-
mit to target asset prices but it has to be aware of
the risks to consumer spending of high debt levels.
It was the right course for the Bank to intervene
last month to restrict the amount that homeown-
ers can borrow relative to their income. The Bank
needs now to shift its emphasis. It has done much
to support recovery—somuch, in fact, that it can
now afford to stop penalising savers.

According to Taste
The safety-conscious leader does well not to eat his own food

You can tell a great deal about a leader from his
food taster. In fact, you can tell most of it from the
fact that he has a food taster at all. The news that
Vladimir Putin is not prepared to eat anything
until an employee has had a bite first tells you not
only thathe is verygrand. It tells you thathemight
have reason to be paranoid.
The profession of food taster to the powerfully

nasty has a long heritage. Roman emperors regu-
larly employed a slave, knownas apraegustator, to
taste their food. The pharaohs did the same and
the House of Borgia in renaissance Italy was so
adept at poisoning rivals that they employed a

host of stunt-eaters just in any case anyone decid-
ed to offer them a taste of their own medicine.
To show that bumping off rivals is a universal

feature of power politics, the food taster persists
into the modern era. A lady called Margot Woelk
recently claimed that she had been one of Hitler’s
food tasters. As Ms Woelk claimed never to have
been given meat or fish she drew the fabled con-
clusion that Hitler must have been a vegetarian.
Whether he was or not, he was certainly scared
that somebodywas putting something that would
kill him into the asparagus and cauliflower.
In recent years, the food taster has remained a

prize employee for every dictator with reason to
fear for his personal safety. Nicolae Ceausescu
brought a food tasterwith him toBuckinghamPal-
ace, as if the British government’s method of
knocking him off would be to get Prince Philip to
slip something toxic into a pillar of salt. Saddam
Husseinwassofondofoneofhisexpert foodtasters
that he was furious when his son Uday killed him.
There is a lesson there, though. The food taster

is apower in the land, theonepersonwhocaneasi-
ly poison the principal. The reputation of intelli-
gence gathering is low at themoment. It is time to
start training food tasters who will go rogue.

Daily Universal Register

UK: The Office for National Statistics
publishes growth figures for the second
quarter; the Silverstone Classic motor racing
festival begins; Heathrow airport reports its
interim results; Nice, the National Institute
for Health and Care Excellence, announces
that it is to recommend a new type of
radiotherapy for breast cancer

A bird to look out
for just now is the
common sandpiper.
It is a small, lively
wader that is
passing south
through Britain in

large numbers, and is appearing at the edge
of lakes in parks, as well as beside flooded
gravel pits and reservoirs. Earlier this week
one was seen beside the Thames in Victoria
Tower Gardens, Westminster. It is a greyish-
brown bird with bright white underparts,
about the size of a song thrush, and its rear
part bobs up and down all the time. Usually
it is solitary, but sometimes two or three are
found together. When it is disturbed, it gives
a few shrill calls and flies off in a style quite
unlike that of any other bird, gliding over
the water with curved-down wings and an
occasional flicker. The poet Wordsworth
called it “the glancing sandpiper”, because it
can give the impression of bouncing off the
water like a skimmed stone. It used to be a
common bird, but now it only nests beside
hill streams in the north and west of the
country. It is a familiar companion to hill
and moorland walkers, wagging its tail on
the shore of a little river or burn. But it is
only there for three months in the summer,
and it was once known as the summer snipe.
derwent may

Roger Saul, pictured,
founder, Mulberry, 64;
the Hon Mark Bridges,
private solicitor to the
Queen, 60; Louise
Brown, world’s first
test-tube baby, 36; James
Butler, sculptor,

Memorial to Fleet Air Arm, London (2000),
83; Nicholas Capaldi, chief executive,
Arts Council of Wales, 53; Ali Carter,
snooker player, winner, 2013 German
Masters, 35; Nicole Farhi, fashion designer,
68; Felicity Goodey, chairwoman,
University Hospital of South Manchester
NHS Foundation Trust, 65; the Hon Lady
(Celia) Goodhart, former chairwoman,
Family Planning Association, 75; Joe Grice,
chief economist, Office for National
Statistics, 62; Julian Hodgson, four times
British chess champion, 51; Iman
Abdulmajid, fashion model, 59;Matt
LeBlanc, actor best known as Joey in
Friends (1994-2004), 47; Francesca
Osowska, director, Commonwealth Games,
44; Sheena McDonald, broadcaster, former
presenter Channel 4 News, 60; Professor
Lord (Andrew) Renfrew of Kaimsthorn,
archaeologist, 77.

In 1554 Queen Mary I married Philip II of
Spain in Winchester; in 1797 Nelson's right
arm was shattered by grapeshot in an assault
on Tenerife; in 1943 Benito Mussolini
stepped down as head of the Italian
government; in 1984 the Soviet cosmonaut
Svetlana Savitskaya became the first woman
to walk in space; in 2000 an Air France
Concorde crashed soon after take-off from
Paris, killing 113.

“Those entrusted with arms . . . should be
persons of some substance and stake in the
country.”WilliamWindham, Whig MP (1807)

Nature notes

Birthdays today

On this day

The last word
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Letters to the Editor

Graduate skills
Sir, The Association of Graduate
Recruiters has concluded that UK
graduates do not have the skills
needed by industry (report, July 22)
This is the latest in a long series of

surveys indicating that standards in
our universities and our schools are
very low by international standards.
Anecdotal evidence confirms this,

particularly from manufacturing
industries. My own experience of
recruiting technical graduates in 1970-
2000 showed a clear deterioration in
knowledge and understanding.
Towards the end of this period I
considered that around a third of UK
technical graduates to be
unemployable in industry.
However, there is no political or

influential figure suggesting that we
should aim to produce the world’s

best doctors, scientists, engineers etc.
Instead, discussion is restricted to
holidays during term-time, free meals,
fairness, relaxing university entrance
standards for poorer individuals and
flexible working. All these ideas have
merit and are always described in
terms that suggest there will be no
reduction in standards. In the real
world, however, there is nearly always
a reduction in standards.
I believe the focus should change

from the rights of the individual to
the real needs of a small country
competing in a harsh economic world.
lw birch
Hereford

Sir, I was sorry that 23 per cent of
employers cannot fill their graduate
positions and feel that graduates are
not taught relevant skills at university.

There is good news, however. If
employers expended as much energy
on training graduates as they do on
lamenting that young adults — with
a sound academic knowledge of
English, history and the sciences —
were not taught instead how to
manage a logistics company, the crisis
would be over and the topic rather
boring.
colin sherwood
Croydon

Melodram
Sir, I recall my first visit to friends
who lived near Stirling. On arrival at
around 5pm we were greeted with
“It’s too early for a drink. Would you
like a gin and tonic?” Needless to say,
we enjoyed a dram or two later.
nigel bryant
Bedford

Executive and judiciary are slugging it out

A jeremiad of judges from the High Court, Appeal Court and Supreme Court

Sir, The dismissal of the attorney-
general and the solicitor-general last
week — and in particular that of the
attorney-general by the prime
minister because he appears to have
given the government unpopular
advice on human rights legislation
and, possibly, other matters — is a
cause for concern.
I had imagined that it was the

duty of the government law officers
to keep the prime minister and the
cabinet on the straight and narrow,
so for Dominic Grieve and Oliver
Heald to be sacked for doing their
job seems rather unfair.
john cobbett
Hollingbourne, Kent

Sir, I agree with everything that
Kenneth Stern said in his letter
about law officers (July 21). It is an
insult to the legal profession, as Mr
Stern stated. Had there been a lord
chancellor who was a lawyer sitting
in the cabinet, I believe the
appointment of two junior barristers
to these important offices would not
have been made.
Perhaps there will be an expedited

application to the queen’s counsel
selection panel. If there is I am sure
it will be successful. If the lord
chancellor makes an application I
doubt if he will be successful, not
being a lawyer. Whatever the
outcome, it shows the contempt the
government has for our legal
traditions and the Bar in particular.
henry green, qc
Great Canfield, Essex

Sir, Perhaps the pool of lawyers in
the House of Commons is too small
to select the law officers from (letter
22 July), but the government

benches in the House of Lords
contain a wealth of talent from the
Bar who could give independent and
informed legal advice: Lord Carlile
of Berriew, QC, Lord Faulks, QC,
Lord Lester of Herne Hill, QC,
Lord Macdonald of River Glaven,
QC and Lord Marks, QC, among
others.
Of course, it may be that the

government no longer wants the law
officers to give independent and
informed legal advice. That seems to
have been the mistake made by
Dominic Grieve, QC, sacked as
attorney-general last week.
lord pannick, qc
London EC4

Sir, Unless I missed something, any
group whose opinions — by

definition, in our adversarial process
of settling disputes — must be
wrong half the time are unlikely to
be of much use to any government.
Or citizen or corporation for that
matter.
How fortunate the legal profession

is to have insulated itself completely
from the results of its advice, and
indeed from the cleansing pressures
of market forces, democracy and
capitalism.
The fact that they have managed

to get away with this for 500 years is
no reason for them to continue to do
so. It is to be hoped that our elected
members will be taking advice (legal
or otherwise) on how to deal with
this anomaly soon.
mike blamey
Macclesfield, Cheshire

Clydeside query
Sir, Many years ago I was chairman of
Yarrow Shipbuilders at Scotstoun,
Glasgow, specialists in the building of
naval ships and now owned by BAE
Systems. Sadly, shipbuilding on the
Clyde has declined enormously since
then and is now confined almost
entirely to the building of naval ships.
I do not understand why, as you

report (July 22), shipbuilding
employees favour a Yes vote in the
referendum. Shipbuilding on the
Clyde will be largely dependent on
orders from the Ministry of Defence.
The designs of a new type of naval
ship are at an advanced stage, and
orders for such ships are likely to be
placed with the Scotstoun yard. If
there is independence, there is a
tremendous risk of the orders going
elsewhere, with the resultant serious
loss of skilled jobs at Scotstoun and at
companies supplying components.
sir eric yarrow
Kilmacolm

University funding
Sir, After Mr Cable’s announcement
that the sale of £12bn worth of
student loans (July 23) is to be
abandoned, the government should
resist the temptation to reverse the
uncapping of student numbers from
2015. These extra places are vital to
ensure the UK can deliver the skilled
graduates we need to meet the
demands of the future economy.
We now have a chance to examine

how to put funding of the higher
education sector on a sustainable
footing with a better student loan
design — and not just relying on
selling off the loans book. The public
subsidy on existing student loans is

too high, at 45 per cent and growing.
It is possible to design a loan system
that does not carry a subsidy (or a
radically reduced subsidy) and can be
offered to every student.
Ensuring these additional student

places are funded in a sustainable way
is crucial for students, universities and
the UK— a degree is still by far the
best route for most individuals.
libby hackett
University Alliance

Sir, A few years ago I read your report
on the new student loans system. As I
enjoyed my breakfast I did some
simple arithmetic and concluded that
the system was unrealistic, as it would
result in a large accumulation of
unpaid debt in years to come.

Was I the only person to do those
simple calculations at the time?
john dowden
Corbridge, Northumberland

Russian energy
Sir, Roger Boyes notes Germany’s
dependence on Russian energy but
did not mention Britain’s dependence
on Russian coal to generate a growing
share of our electricity (“Merkel’s big
test: put the squeeze on Putin”, July 23).
The UK relies on coal to generate

around 40 per cent of its electricity;
up to 50 per cent at peak times. The
UK consumed 60.7 million tonnes of
coal in 2013, of which 50.1 million was
used for electricity. Coal imports to
the UK were 49.4 million tonnes. Last
year 20 million tonnes of coal were
imported from Russia — one third of
the UK coal demand. This reliance
has been increasing year on year and
looks set to grow.
This British dependency on Russian

coal raises serious questions with
regards to any policy to introduce
sanctions. Perhaps this would be a
good time to examine the wider
implications of Britain’s increasingly
precarious dependence on foreign
energy imports?
tony lodge
Centre for Policy Studies

Les bad chiens
Sir, You report that the Sarkozys’
labradors Clara and Dumbledor
chewed Napoleon’s chair in the Élysée
Palace (July 22) .That’s what dogs
(labradors) do. I’m on labrador 5 and
6. Lab 2 chewed (like a beaver) the leg
of our Habitat dining table when we
lived in a furnished villa in the Middle
East. Lab 4 chewed the seats of all my
dining chairs — but that was a bonus,
because I never liked the original
fabric.
fay hepworth
ChelmsfordVaping annoyance

Sir, Apropos Alice Thomson’s article
(July 23), at the Royal Opera House
last week I was sitting next to
someone who was “vaping” and
constantly checking his smart phone.
I found it very disturbing.
Airlines, places of entertainment,

and other venues should ban the use
of nicotine inhalers of all forms.
barry landy
Cambridge

Speedboat
Sir, You report that Costa Concordia is
travelling north “at two knots per
hour”. This is a measure of
acceleration, not velocity, so Genoa
may soon see the arrival of a
supersonic wreck.
sandy skinner
Winchcombe, Glos

Forest hump
Sir, I was amused to read of the New
Forest National Park “tech crèche”
for phones (July 23). We who live in
the park are lucky to get any sort of
mobile or broadband signal at all.
lady powell
Fritham, Hants

Sir, The New Forest hopes to
encourage some of its 15 million
visitors to use public transport, cycle
or go on foot. I visit the New Forest
every year in late autumn and can
assure the park that it would have
more success in these aims if any
suitable public transport existed.

Apart from a short-season summer
bus to tourist attractions there are
hardly any open forest bus stops in
the 219 square miles. The service is
infrequent and often late and only
rarely do trains stop at Beaulieu Road,
the only station in the open forest. It
is an environmental and social
scandal that all but a tiny section of
the forest is a forbidden zone to those
without a car or bike. I shall continue
to take my mobile phone with me to
summon an emergency taxi when the
last bus of the day is cancelled, as it
often is.
anne bowers
Leeds

Let them laugh
Sir, Matthew Parris comments on
“things you lose and hunt for” (July
23) and how they “go away and come
back in tides”. The thing to do is
distribute them through the house. I
bought, a while ago, large quantities
of ballpoints, scissors, sticky tape,
little torches and notebooks. Every
room in the house contains a jar full
of pens, scissors, tape and torches,
with several notebooks in a nearby
drawer. Oh, and batteries for the
torches. This causes mirth from other
family members; but none of these
things is ever more than six feet away;
and a large vein of stress remains
unmined.
vuyelwa carlin
Craven Arms, Shropshire

Some like it tepid
Sir, The annoying corporate
metaphor of “boiling the ocean”
suddenly becomes less of a challenge
if, as you report (July 23) “the world’s
oceans broke a monthly heat record
at 62.7C” in June.
david a paterson
Sawbridgeworth, Herts

NHS ‘needs cash’
Sir, No one, least of all me, would say
the NHS is without serious problems,
but in 2008, faced with a period of
unprecedented austerity, we did not
reduce the offer to patients or
dramatically cut the pay of staff, like
many European counterparts.
Instead, we focused on efficiency and
reform on behalf of patients.
This brings me to what Melanie

Phillips (“Forget reform, the NHS is
beyond repair”, July 14) describes as a
“big lie”. She says one reason the
NHS is in trouble is because
politicians have to keep saying it’s
improving. All I can say is: ask the
hard-working GPs, nurses and other
NHS staff as to whether it feels like
they get support from politicians. It
does not.
I also flatly reject the assertion that

our NHS is inherently unsustainable
and bound to fail. Delivery of a
sustainable NHS will, however,
require a modest amount of funding
growth as the economy strengthens,
modernisation of the way we deliver
service, and better engagement with
patients and staff.
It can be done. But we do need a

calm and evidence-based public
debate about the future.
sir david nicholson
Former chief executive, NHS England
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News

GM yoghurt could deliver
killer blow to superbugs

A
Sudanese
Christian who
gave birth in
chains after
being

sentenced to death for
refusing to renounce her
faith met the Pope
yesterday, hours after
arriving in Italy at the
end of a year-long ordeal
(Philip Willan and
Jerome Starkey write).
The Pope thanked

Meriam Ibrahim, 27, for
her “faith and courage”
the Vatican said, while
she thanked him for his
prayers and solidarity in
a “very affectionate
meeting”.
Ms Ibrahim was eight

and a half months
pregnant when a judge
in Khartoum sentenced
her to 100 lashes for
adultery on the ground
that her marriage to an
American Christian man
was invalid because her
father was Muslim.
He also condemned

her to death by hanging
for apostasy, once she
had weaned the unborn
child. The case provoked
condemnation around
the world.
Ms Ibrahim was

greeted at Ciampino
airport in Rome by
Matteo Renzi, the Italian
prime minister, and his
wife, Agnese Landini,
after arriving on an
official government
aircraft from Khartoum
with Lapo Pistelli, Italy’s
deputy foreign minister.
Travelling with Ms

Ibrahim were her
husband, Daniel Wani,

their son Martin, one,
and baby Maya, who was
delivered in prison on
May 27. They are
expected to stay in Rome
for two days before flying
to the United States.
The Pope presented

the family with rosaries
during a half-hour
meeting in his private
residence in the Vatican.
“The conversation was
serene and affectionate
and the Pope was really
very tender with them,”
Father Federico
Lombardi, a Vatican
spokesman, said.
The meeting was a

symbol for all the people
who encountered
difficulties in witnessing
to their faith, he added.
In a speech to

inaugurate Italy’s six-
month presidency of the
European Union, Mr
Renzi said that Ms
Ibrahim’s case was a
challenge for European
values that required
action rather than words.
Ms Ibrahim was freed

last month on the orders
of an appeal court, but
was arrested the
following day as she tried
to board a flight out of
Khartoum.
A squad of the

country’s secret police
accused her of travelling
on false papers, and
police later said that she
was leaving before the
legal process had run its
course.
She had been issued

with a passport from the
embassy of South Sudan
in Khartoum and it was

stamped with a visa to
enter the US. Her
husband, a businessman,
was born in Sudan but is
a naturalised US citizen.
According to Amnesty

International, Ms
Ibrahim was accused of
adultery last August and
the apostasy charge was
added in February.
Mrs Ibrahim denied

the charges, on the basis
that she was brought up
as a Christian by her
Ethiopian Orthodox
mother.
The Times began a

campaign calling for her
release and online
petitions gathered
almost a million names.
David Cameron called

the case barbaric.

Meriam thanked
by Pope for her
faith and courage

OSSERVATORE ROMANO/EPA

Hopes of a genetically modified
yoghurt that could kill one of the
most common superbugs have
been raised after amechanismwas
discovered that could cause its
cells to explode.
British scientists have engi-

neered anenzyme that candestroy
the antibiotic-resistant bacterium
Clostridium difficile, which was be-
lieved to be a factor in more than
1,600 deaths in the UKin 2012.
Borrowed from a bacteria-kill-

ing virus, the endolysin enzymes
get inside C. difficile and break
down its walls until it bursts.
Writing in the journal Plos Path-

ogens today, biologists from the
European Molecular Biology Lab-
oratory (EMBL) inHamburg,Ger-
many, describe a new mechanism
for switching the enzyme from
“standby” to “demolition” mode so
that it can attack the superbug.
Their partners at the Institute

for FoodResearch inNorwich said

the “kill switch” had enabled them
todestroy all 32 knownstrains ofC.
difficile, where previously they had
only been able to tackle four.
Dr Arjan Narbad, research

leader at the institute, said the
treatment was a promising alter-
native to antibiotics asmore resist-
ant varieties of the bacterium
emerged.He is seeking funding for
the next stage, which will involve
trials in mice or hamsters and
could lead to the creation of cap-
sulesor ayoghurt thatwoulddeliv-
er the endolysin straight to super-
bug infections in the colon.
Dr Rob Meijers, who led the

study at theEMBL, said itwas a big
step towards a viable drug. “Now
we realised there is a switch, we
hope we can manipulate that and
make [the enzymes] really active,”
he added. “But it’s a GMO [geneti-
callymodified organism] so people
may not like that.”
Jodi Lindsay, professor ofmicro-

bial pathogenesis at St George’s,
University of London, said the C.

difficileprojectwasabreakthrough
in the neglected field of antibiotic
resistance.
David Cameron has said antibi-

otic resistance could cast theworld
back “to the dark ages of medi-
cine”, and theWorld Health Orga-
nisationhaswarned that the rise of
superbugs could kill thousands
and make many treatments, in-
cluding chemotherapy, impossible.
A separate analysis, published

today in The Lancet Infectious Dis-
eases, foundthatonly0.7percentof
the £13.8 billion spent on research
by thegovernmentandcharities
between 2008 and
2013 went towards
antibiotics.
Mr Cameron

haspledged to lead
a global fight
against antibiotic re-
sistance and has appointed
the economist Jim O’Neill
to look at ways to encour-
age drug companies to do
more research in the area.

Oliver Moody, Chris Smyth

The da Vinci robotic
system is already in use

Robotics could make the surgeon’s
scalpel a thing of the past by 2030,
according to a leading bio-
mechanical engineer.
Patrick Finlay, chairman of the

Biomedical Engineering Associa-
tion, said that hundreds of NHS
patients were dying each year
because of a critical shortage of
engineers in the health service,
leading to faulty equipment. Al-
most 5,000 injuries andmore than
300 deaths last year were due to
faulty instruments.

Dr Finlay added that bio-
engineering could trans-
formhealthcarewith the
right support. “I think

that in 15years’ timemedi-
cal studentswould consider

it enormously amusing that
in 2015 surgeons took a scalpel
and operated on patients with
their bare hands,” he said.

Robot surgery
to replace the
knife by 2030
Oliver Moody, Chris Smyth

Meriam Ibrahim’s
daughter, Maya,
born in jail, was
greeted by the
Pope, who also
met the rest of her
family, below

The Times campaigned
for Ms Ibrahim’s release
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Judge awards £600,000 for loss of houseproud wife
A man has won £600,000 in damages
after the death of his wife, the bulk of
it for “loss of services”.
Ian Knauer, 54, is to be paid the

sum by the Ministry of Justice after
his wife, Sally, died in 2009 as a result
of exposure to asbestos at HM Prison
Guys Marsh, Dorset, while employed
as an administrator.
Mr Justice Bean, a High Court

judge, said she had contracted
mesothelioma, a “hideous disease
causing appalling suffering”. Mrs
Knauer, who died at the age of 46,
had been “extremely houseproud”
and the division of labour between
the couple “was as it might have been

in the 1950s.” He added: “Mrs Knauer
managed the household. She cleaned,
cooked, changed the beds, laundered
and ironed clothes, did the shopping
and walked the dogs.” He awarded Mr
Knauer, of Gillingham, Dorset,
£88,160 for “past services
dependency” and £329,241 for “future
services dependency”.
Harry Steinberg, for Mr Knauer,

said that he had “also lost his wife’s
emotional support, kindness and
companionship”.
The ministry admitted liability in

December last year but had contested
the amount to be paid. The final
award was £642,972.

Vandal filmed burning the lens of a CCTV camera
British Transport Police have released
a picture of a vandal filmed setting
fire to a CCTV camera. The man was
caught on videousing a cigarette
lighter to burn the camera lens in a
lift at Deptford train station on
Friday, July 11. “A youth entered the
lift on the platform 2 side of the
station, and deliberately burnt the lens
of the camera with a lighter,” PC
Rachel Saunders said. “I would like
the public to look at this image and
tell us if they recognise this person.”
Southeastern trains said: “CCTV at
our stations is a vital aid to help deter
crime on the railways.”

Widow is refused IVF to
fulfil dead husband’s wish
A nursery nurse has been refused the
chance to have her dying husband’s
baby because NHS bosses said it
would make her a single parent.
Donna Turner’s husband, Paul, had

his vasectomy reversed as he was
dying from cancer, so that his sperm
could be used to fulfil the couple’s
wish to have a baby. After his death,
Mrs Turner, 32, of Milton Keynes,
was refused the £3,500 IVF treatment
on the grounds that she was then
single and that Mr Turner had a son
from a previous relationship. A
spokeswoman said that couples had
to have a medical reason for the
treatment. Mrs Turner said: “They let
women have tummy tucks on the
NHS but they won’t help me.”

Unheard Nick Drake recordings get folk fans excited
Recordings made by the
influential 1960s folk singer
Nick Drake but never
heard in public have
emerged for sale with an
estimate of £300,000.
The tape was given to

Beverley Martyn, Drake’s
friend and fellow Island
recording artist, in
1976, two years after
Drake’s fatal

overdose. Ms Martyn, widow of
the folk and rock musician John
Martyn, is in poor health and
has decided it is time to sell the
recordings. Drake, left, who died
at the age of 26, has since
achieved cult status, making
folk fans hugely excited about

the sale. The online sale
at Ted Owen and Co
auctioneers is on
August 7.

Graduate called posh brat after online plea for MSc cash
An Oxford graduate who set up a
fundraising page to pay for a master’s
degree has raised £14,000, half the
money she needs, but has been
described as a “posh brat”.
Emily-Rose Eastop, 26, right,

said she set up the page after
being rejected for more than
200 jobs since graduating with a
2:1 in human sciences from
Magdalen College in 2010. She
has been accepted for an
MSc in cognitive and
evolutionary
anthropology, but said
that with her £20,000 of
undergraduate student
debt she could not afford
the £26,000 fees.
Ms Eastop, who

describes herself as “an aspiring
scientist, singer and hula-hoop
dancer”, hopes to raise another

£14,500 by next Friday, her
deadline for accepting the offer.
She has received donations
from a Harvard psychologist
and a professor of cognitive
science, but has also faced
“spiteful” comments such as

“Why don’t you get a job
like the rest of us?”.
She said: “I have been

really open and put my
heart on my sleeve. Some
people may react negatively
but people who actually get
you will be very generous.
Crowdfunding is going to
get bigger and bigger.”

Ex-lover found guilty of
killing pregnant teenager
A man has been found guilty of
murdering his 17-year-old pregnant
ex-girlfriend. Ben Blakeley, 22, killed
Jayden Parkinson on December 3 last
year, the day after she told him she
was expecting his child. Blakeley,
from Reading, strangled the teenager
before burying her in his uncle’s grave
at a cemetery in Didcot, Oxfordshire.
The former binman had threatened to
post intimate videos and photographs
of Jayden on Facebook after the
couple split. At Oxford Crown Court
he denied murder, but admitted
manslaughter and attempting to
pervert the course of justice. He will
be sentenced today. His brother, Jake,
has pleaded guilty to attempting to
pervert the course of justice.

Heavenly vision A Pre-Raphaelite mural by John Roddam Spencer Stanhope, which was covered over for 50 years, has
been restored at St John the Evangelist church, Hoylandswaine, South Yorkshire. The work was painted in the late 1860s

LORNE CAMPBELL/GUZELIAN
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Over-65s most
likely to drink at
home every day
Twenty per cent of the over-65s drinks
at home every day, according to a new
study. The figure compares with 10 per
cent of 18 to 24-year-olds and 8 per cent
of 45 to 54-year-olds.
Although a quarter of the population

has cut their drinking in the past year
on health grounds, the over-65s are the
group least likely to have done so.
Fewer than 20 per cent have reduced
their alcohol intake, compared with al-
mosta thirdof thosebetween45and54.
For years, youngsters have been the

target of safer drinking campaigns,
largely because their consumption has

been associated with rowdy or lewd
behaviour in townsandonpublic trans-
port — and punch-ups at closing time.
Since tipsy pensioners are unlikely to

become a public nuisance, they appear
to have slipped below the radar.
The study was conducted by Mintel,

the consumer analyst, which examines
the market for the drinks, retail and
hospitality industry. Jonny Forsyth,
Mintel’s global drinks analyst, said that
those now in retirement were brought
up to believe drinking every day was
fine as long as it was inmoderation and
were sticking to it despite thewarnings.
He commented: “The public percep-

tion is that irresponsible drinking is the

domain of younger drinkers but
research simply fails to back this up.
The current generation of younger
drinkers areoneof themost sensiblewe
have seen, and their attitude to alcohol
is farmore conservative than their baby
boomer parents. It is clear the 45 to 54-
year-old age group are stillmalleable to
health messages, whereas those aged
65andover tend tohavemuchmore in-
grained drinking habits.”
One group of experts has become

concerned about heavy drinking
among older people. TheRoyal College
of Psychiatrists was so concerned with
what it sees is a new public health risk
that it has called for different advice on
drinking to be issued to the over-65s.
Rather than 14 units of alcohol for

women and 21 for men each week, they
want them to be told not to drink more
than1.5unitsaday, equivalent toasmall
glassofwineorhalf apintofbeer—and
less than 11 units a week.
Alcohol is particularly dangerous for

olderpeoplebecausemanyareonmed-
ication that reacts with alcohol, and
their bodies are less able to absorb it.
The Royal College of Psychiatrists

said it was also worried that older
peopleweredrinking toalleviate loneli-
ness, boredom or even depression
following retirement.
Mintel found that wine was the firm

favouriteof thoseaged65andoverwith
82 per cent drinking it at home, and on-
ly a quarter drinking lager.
Overall sales of alcohol drunk at

home fell to 3.8billion litres in 2014,
down three per cent in five years, and
are predicted to fall again over the next
five years despite the economic upturn,
due to more healthy lifestyles.

Rosemary Bennett
Social Affairs Correspondent

Ecstasy and cocaine use
on the rise among young

An increasing number of young people
taking cocaine and Ecstasy helped to
push up illegal drug use last year,
according to official figures published
yesterday.
The number of young people taking

LSD and ketamine increased fears that
the long-termdownward trend in over-
all drug abuse could be ending.
Thenumberof drugusers inEngland

and Wales rose by 230,000 to 2.7 mil-
lion in the past year, with 8.8 per cent of
adults aged 16-59 saying that they had
taken an illegal drug in the past year.
It was the second year in succession

that the figures had increased.
Officials said it was too early to say

whether the overall increases between
2012 and 2014 signalled a reverse of the
downward trend in drugmisuse, which
has resulted in numbers declining from
a peak just over a decade ago.
Norman Baker, the minister for

crime prevention, said: “ The coalition
government is working hard to prevent
illegal drug use — helping dependent
individuals through treatment, educat-
ing young people about the risks and
supporting law enforcement.”
The figures from the Crime Survey

for England andWales showed that the
estimated number of people aged 16-24
using drugs rose from 975,000 to
1,150,000 between 20012-13 and 2013-
14.Thenumberusingcocaine rose from

188,000 to 258,000, and Ecstasy from
175,000 to 237,000.
The survey estimated that drug use

by gay or bisexual men was three times
higher than for straight men, and was
higher in the majority of individual
drugs consumed, including cocaine,
Ecstasy, amphetamines and cannabis.
Ruth Hunt, acting chief executive of

Stonewall, the gay rights campaign
group, said: “A ‘scene’ that heavily
revolves around pubs and clubs as well
as rampanthomophobia that can result
in poor self-esteem go some way to
explain these findings.
“But the figures should also send a

stark message to Britain’s health ser-
vices that they need to rethink how
they approach many of their patients.”

Richard Ford Home Correspondent

Chip off the old block Lyvia Blaylock, aged 2 months, meets her extended family, including all eight of her great-grandparents
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Massacre of families who
took shelter in UN school

Hussein Shembali’s family thought
they would finally be safe after fleeing
the heavy shelling around their homes
in northernGaza for refuge in aUnited
Nations school.
Yesterday, he stood alone outside the

mortuary in Beit Hanoun, a young
orphan with no siblings and his white
vest soaked in blood.
His mother, sister and two brothers

were among at least 15 killed when
shells struck the school they had been
sheltering in and were preparing to
evacuate again amid renewed fighting.
UN staff were also among the dead.
Initial reports blamed the Israelis.
Scores more were wounded when

four rounds landed in the school and its
courtyard where hundreds had gath-
ered to await evacuation.
Israel said that Hamas fired rockets

from theBeitHanounarea and that the
military “had responded by targeting
the source of the fire”. It also said that
Hamas rockets had landed in the area
short of the Israeli border — hinting
that the Islamistmilitantswere respon-
sible for the deaths.
Chris Gunness, the spokesman for

Unrwa, the UN agency that runs the
schools, criticised Israel for failing to
respond to its repeated requests to help
to evacuate the school after fighting
moved closer.
“We’ve spent much of the day trying

tonegotiate or to co-ordinate awindow
so that civilians, including our staff,
could leave,” he said. “That was never
granted and the consequences of that
appear to be tragic.”
He said that the school’s precise co-

ordinates had been given to the Israeli

army, whowere aware that it was being
used as a shelter. Israel’smilitaryhashit
UN schools sheltering those fleeing the
fighting three times since the current
offensive began. Yesterday’s attack was
the first inwhichrefugeeswerekilledor
wounded.
More than 140,000 Palestinians are

sheltering in UN schools or buildings
designated by the world body as safe.
Hundreds of civilians took refuge in

the school inBeitHanounover the past
ten days after receiving leaflet or phone
warnings from the Israeli army to evac-
uate their homes in the surrounding
area.
Whenan Israeli shell landednear the

school yesterday afternoon, UN offi-
cials decided it was time to move the
refugees. They were gathering in the
courtyard when the first of four shells
exploded.
“Once we were gathered the Israelis

started shelling,” Hussein recalled.
“The first shell hitmymother,my sister
and my two brothers.”
Hussein picked up his wounded little

brother, by thenalreadydead, and stag-
gered down the road to Beit Hanoun
hospital. “I had to carry the body of my
own brother with his bowels hanging
out all the way along the main road

until I found the first paramedic,” the
teenager said, sitting outside the mor-
tuary where his family’s bodies lay.
Inside the emergency room, woun-

ded children lay on bloodsoaked gur-
neys, their eyes wide with shock. A
woman screamed and ripped at her
headscarf as her daughter lay on the
floor, moaning. “Why are they doing
this to us?” she howled. “Look at how
they are killing us.”
Ayman Hamdan, the director of the

Beit Hanoun hospital, said the woun-
ded from the school had been sent to
several hospitals. “Such a massacre

requiresmore than one hospital to deal
with it,” he said.
Angry relatives turned their ire not

onlyon Israel, but alsoon theRedCross
and the United Nations, who they
insisted had told them it was safe to
evacuate after co-ordinating with the
Israelis.
Aid workers said the attack under-

lined the lack of sanctuary for civilians
as Israel’s offensive stretched into its
third week. “There is nowhere safe for
childrenandtheir families inGazaright
now,” said Pernille Ironside, the head of
Unicef in Gaza.
Baroness Amos, the head of theUN’s

humanitarian agency, said it had
become “almost impossible” for Pales-
tinians to find shelter from Israeli air-
strikes in the Gaza Strip, one of the
mostly densely populated areas in the
world.
“It doesn’t matter how hard Israel

tries to minimise harm, this is an
extremely overcrowded stretch of
land,” she said. “No one is denying the
right of Israel to defend itself, but there
are huge concerns about the impact
this is having onordinary people on the
ground.”
Philip Hammond, the foreign secre-

tary, who met Israeli leaders yesterday,
said that international opinion was
turning against the country as civilian
deaths increased.More than 770 Pales-
tinians have now been killed, three-
quarters of them civilians, according to
the UN. Nearly 200 were children.
“As this campaign goes on and the

civilian casualties in Gaza mount,
Western public opinion is becoming
more andmore concerned and less and
less sympathetic to Israel,” Mr Ham-
mond told Sky News on a visit to Israel
and the Palestinian territories.
He was in the region as part of a

diplomatic effort to press for a ceasefire
and truce negotiations.
Hamas has refused to lay down its

guns without a firm agreement to end
theblockadeonGaza imposedby Israel
for the last eight years and the opening
of the southern border with Egypt.
Fighting continued throughoutGaza

yesterdaywith 82 people killed,most of
them in and around Khuzaa, a neigh-
bourhood in southernGaza close to the
border with Israel. Red Cross officials
said that people attempting to leave
their homes in the area were being tar-
geted by Israeli fire.
Overwhelmingly, grieving relatives

at Gaza’s hospitals said they supported
Hamas’s position and that the fight
against Israel shouldnot stopuntil their
demands were met. Their vociferous-
ness suggested that the intensity of the
bombardment and its disproportionate
impact on civilians was only serving to
rally Gazans behind Hamas, despite
Israel’s assertions that it is bringing the
casualties on itself by firing rockets
from civilian areas.
“Long live the resistance,” a woman

screamed over the body of her teenage
son in the hospital. “We are not getting
back to our homes, or what’s left of
them, until our resistance gets us what
we want.”
Richard Kemp, page 18
Leading article, page 20

A group of professional footballers
from Israel have been assaulted on the
pitch by pro-Palestinian protesters in
Austria in the latest in a series of violent
incidents in Europe during the Israeli
campaign in Gaza.
The violence took place when about

20 protesters, some carrying Palestin-
ian flags, ran on to the pitch in the clos-
ing minutes of a pre-season match
involving Maccabi Haifa, the Israeli
team, against Lille of France,whichwas
being played in Salzburg.
A Turkish flag had been seen in the

small crowd during the game, which
was staged on Wednesday evening in
the town of Bischofshofen 60km
(37miles) south of Salzburg, as well as
an Israeli flag daubed with the words:
“F*** Israel”.
In the ensuing brawl, the pitch invad-

Austria
David Charter Berlin

Victims of yesterday’s school attack
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Carry on assault, say Israelis under fire

A week of ground fighting has taken a
heavy toll on the Israeli army, but the
losses have done little to dampenpopu-
lar support for the offensive — and
have, in fact, served to stifle almost all
dissent against the war.
Thirty-two Israeli conscripts have

been killed, with another missing and
presumed dead. The toll is already
more than three times higher than dur-
ing the 2008 Gaza war.
In a small country where everyone

knows someone in the army, the funer-
als of soldiers have attracted hundreds,
sometimes thousands of mourners.
However, security officials have

encountered barely a murmur of pro-
test after hinting that the offensive
could drag on for days.
“War is horrible, but sometimes

you’re pushed into a box and you have
no choice except war,” said Evgeny

Karetnikov, a resident of Ashkelon, a
city near Gaza which has been pum-
melled by rocket attacks for weeks.
“This needs to continue until it reaches
the end.”
Mr Karetnikov, as with every Israeli,

has a personal connection to the offen-
sive. His brother, a reservist in the
Givati brigade, was called up this
month. They have not spoken for more
than a week, since his brother’s mobile
phone was taken away, and he does not
know whether the unit is in Gaza. “We
watch the news and worry, like every-
one else,” he said.
As Israelis continue to push their

government to go further and deeper,
the space for dissent has shrunk almost
out of existence.
Anti-war protests have been violent-

ly broken up by right-wing demonstra-
tors; at one rally in the relatively liberal
enclave of Tel Aviv, the attackers surre-
ally wore T-shirts with a neo-Nazi

emblem. Orna Banai, a comedian from
the satirical television showEretzNehe-
deret (Awonderful land), was sacked as
the spokeswoman for a cruise line after
saying thewarmadeher “embarrassed”
for her country. She apologised after
days of criticism and threats on social
media.
Last week Gideon Levy, a columnist

for the liberal Ha’retz newspaper, was
verbally accosted during a live inter-
viewonChannel 2 by anAshkelon resi-
dent who called him a traitor.
“I’ve never had it so harsh, so violent

and so tense,” Mr Levy said. “You can
feel it everywhere.”
Despite thousands of rockets fired by

Hamas and other groups, the threat to
Israeli civilians has been fairly remote:
threepeoplehavebeenkilled, including
a migrant worker from Thailand who
died of shrapnelwounds.However, res-
idents of the south overwhelmingly
support the ground offensive.

Gregg Carlstrom Ashkelon

Survivors were trying
to flee to safety as
shells hit, they
tell Catherine
Philp in Gaza

An Israeli soldier inspects a tunnel yesterday dug by Hamas on the Gaza border

JINI /CATERS NEWS
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attacked in Austrian pitch invasion
ers tried to attack the former Chelsea
and Liverpool player Yossi Benayoun,
Maccabi Haifa’s captain who is also
captain of the national team, as well as
other members of the squad.
One player was spat on, while others

were kicked and punched.
Aleksandar Stanojevic, the club

coach who comes from Serbia, ran on
to the pitch to try to protect the players.
Officials called the match off during

the 86thminutewith the score at 2-0 to
Lille. Police said that no-one was hurt
in the incident.
With some of the mob remaining at

the stadium entrance, the players left
the dressing room under protection
around an hour after the match.
No one was arrested.
“We experienced an uncomfortable

atmosphere of violence on the pitch
and in the stands,” Maccabi Haifa said
in a statement.
“The attack was premeditated and

dangerous in light of the incitement in
Turkish media. [The protesters] were
mostly Turkish immigrants.”
Maccabi Haifa has several Muslim

players in its squad. The club told The
Jerusalem Post that it believed in toler-
ance.

“MaccabiHaifa football club believes
in co-existence, toleranceand is against
violence,” it said in a statement.
“We condemn the violence that was

used against us. This happened not
because of sports or football, but
because we are a team that represents
Israel.”
The attack was condemned by

Austria’s chancellor. “Guests who are
staying inAustriahave the right todoso
in safety, regardless of their origin and
religion,” Werner Faymann said.
The attack came days after violent

protests in France saw synagogues
attacked and Jewish businesses burnt
and ransacked by anti-Semitic mobs,
following an anti-Israeli protest.
Jewish community leaders have

complained of a growing number of
anti-Semitic attacks around the conti-
nent, perpetrated mainly by Islamist
extremist youths masquerading as
anti-Israeli protesters.

Mystery crash as
airliner lost over
desert battle zone

A passenger plane that crashed as it
crossed the Sahara yesterday—appar-
ently killing all 116 people on board —
had asked to change course because of
a stormmoments before it disappeared
from radar.
The Air Algerie aircraft lost contact

with air traffic control about 30 min-
utes after take-off as it passed over
northern Mali, where French troops
have been fighting al-Qaeda linked
insurgents.
Almost half the passengers on board

flight AH5017, from Burkina Faso to
Algiers, were French citizens, an airline
official said. Therewere 24 people from
Burkina Faso, eight Lebanese, four
Algerians, two passengers from Lux-
embourg, oneBelgian andoneSwiss, as
well as the six-strong Spanish crew.
Lastnight, President IbrahimBouba-

car Keita of Mali said that wreckage
hadbeenspotted inhis country’snorth-
ern desert.
After the shooting down of Malaysia

Airlines flight MH17 over Ukraine last
week, the crash will heighten tensions
across the aviation industry.
A TransAsia Airways jet crashed off

Taiwan during a thunderstorm on
Wednesday, while some airlines tem-
porarily cancelled services into Tel
Aviv after a Hamas rocket landed little
over a mile from Ben Gurion airport.
An Algerian official said yesterday:

“Contact was lost with theMcDonnell-
Douglas 83 at 01:47, a little after the
pilots said they were diverting from the
route due to meteorological reasons.”
The plane took off from

Ouagadougou and was supposed to
land in Algiers, according to the plane’s
Spanish owners, Swiftair.
Jean Bertin Ouedraogo, Burkino

Faso’s transportminister, said the pilots
had asked to change route because of a
storm. The plane appears to have come
down in an area of the Sahel where

Islamic militants are active and armed
with weapons plundered from Libya’s
arsenals after Colonel Gaddafi was
swept from power in in 2011. They are
not thought to possess the sort of
sophisticated ground-to-air missiles
that could bring downapassenger jet at
cruising altitude.
However, Christophe Naudin, a

lecturer in criminology at Sorbonne
university, said that though it was
unlikely the plane had been hit by a
missile, investigators would need to
find out whether it had been brought
down by a bomb smuggled a board in
Ouagadougou.
Two Mirage fighter jets from a

Frenchairbase inChadwere scrambled
to help to search for the wreckage last
night. French media said that troops
had located part of the airliner around
70 km (43 miles) outside Gao, Mali’s
second city.
Mariela Castro, the daughter of the

Cuban leader Raul Castro, was forced
to phone the LatinAmerican television
channel TeleSur to scotch reports that
she was on board the jet. “I’m alive and
well; happy and healthy,” she said.
François Loncle, a French Socialist

MP, said: “We urgently need to know
the reasons (for the crash) because this
is avery sensitive zone. It’s a zonewhere
there is fighting, where there is
al-Qaeda in the Islamic Maghreb.”

Mali
Jerome Starkey Africa Correspondent
Adam Sage Paris

OLIVER WEIKEN/EPA

Texas gunboats try to stop
wave of child migrants
heading for America
Page 31

Crumbs! Selfie toaster
lets you eat your face
for breakfast
Page 32

Ukraine PMquits in fury
as rivals deny cash for war

Ukraine’s prime minister angrily
resigned yesterday, leaving the country
in political limbo after the collapse
earlier in the day of the country’s ruling
coalition.
“I announce my resignation in con-

nection with the dissolution of the par-
liamentary coalition and the blocking
ofgovernment initiatives,”ArseniyYat-
senyuk told MPs.
The usually mild-mannered politi-

cian berated MPs for blocking legis-
lation to address the country’s energy
crisis and increase finance for its armed
forces. He said they were directly
affecting the government’s ability to
prosecute a war against pro-Russian
separatists. Accusing his fellow MPs of

failing to deliver the demands of the
so-called Maidan protest movement
that overthrew the pro-Russian presi-
dent Viktor Yanukovych in February,
he told them: “History will not forgive
us.
“Millions of peoplemade this revolu-

tion. We did not take the European
choice but the ‘heavenly hundred’ and
thousands of other Ukrainians did,” he
added, referring to those killed during
the protests.
Two members of the ruling Euro-

pean Choice coalition of parties
resigned yesterday, paving the way for
elections. Parliament is unchanged
since Mr Yanukovych’s demise and
some MPs said that elections would
allow them to eject “Russian agents”.
Thunderer, page 18
Leading article, page 20

Ukraine
Tom Coghlan Donetsk

Players were kicked, punched and
spat on during the pitch invasion

were rushed to hospitals around Gaza, including Kamal Adwan in Beit Lahia, where the emergency room was rapidly filled
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Jihadists plotting Norway terror attack
Norway
Deborah Haynes Defence Editor

for the Free Syrian Army. “They have
learnt a lot of the fighting ways and they
are going to do that in their own countries.
They are a real danger.”
Fears of the civil war in Syria threaten-

ing security in Europe were heightened in
May with the arrest of Mehdi Nem-
mouche, 29, a French jihadist, in connec-
tionwith an attack on a Jewishmuseum in
Brussels in which four people died.
Norway has already acted against the

militant threat from Syria. In May, it
arrested three people suspected of aiding
Isis.
Responding to the alert in Norway,

neighbouring Sweden and Denmark said
they would not yet raise their own threat
assessments, but confirmed the risk from
Islamist militants. Denmark said it esti-
mated that more than a hundred of its
nationals had left to join the fight in Syria.
Sweden has said that its biggest security
threat comes from about 200 Islamists
who could become involved in militant
attacks, many of them young people radi-
calised after fighting in Syria.
Norway’s most notorious peacetime

attack came three years ago, whenAnders
Behring Breivik killed 77 people, most of
them teenagers, at a youth camp, in a
bombandgunattack.He said later that the
atrocity was a fight against Muslim
immigration.

Norwaywas on alert last night after police
said that jihadists returning from the war
in Syria may be planning an attack in the
next few days.
Armedpolice—arare sight in the coun-

try, which is a member of Nato — were
deployed at borders, airports and railway
stations.Undercoverunitsweremobilised,
and off-duty officers were ordered back to
work. Erna Solberg, the prime minister,
delayed her holiday plans and said she
would stay in Oslo.
Police intelligence officers said a small

group of Norway-based militants had

gained combat experience in conflicts
around the globe and had become the big-
gest threat to the nation. As many as 50
have travelled to Syria in recent years.
“We have information indicating that a

terrorist action against Norway is planned
to be carried out shortly, probably within
days,” Benedicte Bjoernland, the director
of the police security service, said. The
target was not known, she added.
Moderate rebels in Syria said the warn-

ing showed that the threat posed by for-
eign jihadists, including hundreds from
Britain, fighting for Isis (the Islamic State
of Iraq and al-Sham) was real. “They are a
threat to the whole world, not just to Nor-
way,” said Omar Abu Layla, a spokesman

Guantanamo
torture pair
win £180,000
Poland
David Charter Berlin

Poland was ordered to pay damages of
€230,000 (£182,000) to two inmates of the
Guantanamo Bay detention camp by
judges who ruled that Warsaw violated
their rights by allowing the CIA to impris-
on and torture them on its territory.
The ruling of the European Court of

HumanRightswas the first legal judgment
on the “extraordinary renditions” pro-
gramme launched after the 9/11 attacks.
Judges said it had been established that

theCIAused a facility in a northernPolish
forest, codenamed Quartz, as a secret jail
for interrogating suspected al-Qaeda
operatives. Poland has always denied that
the CIA had a jail on its territory.
Abu Zubaydah, a Palestinian terror sus-

pect, was awarded €130,000, and Abd al-
Rahimal-Nashiri, a Saudi national charged
with orchestrating an attack that killed 17
US sailors in 2000, was awarded €100,000.
The court found Poland violated the Euro-
peanConventiononHumanRights by fail-
ing to stop the “torture and inhuman or de-
grading treatment” of the pair, who were
transported to the country in 2002.

Mehdi Nemmouche: held
after Brussels terror attack
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Teenage pilot died trying to
set round-the-world record

Intricate glory The colourful geometry of Nasir al-Mulk mosque in Shiraz, Iran, revealed in its full panoramic splendour

MOHAMMAD DOMIRI / CATERS NEWS

Tenminutes intohis execution, thedou-
ble murderer JosephWood should have
beenon the cuspof death. Instead, he let
out a gasp, his chest expanding as he lay
strapped on the gurney. It was the first
sign that something had gone wrong.
Witnesses watched as Wood, a

death-row inmate in Arizona, con-
tinued to gasp every five to 12 seconds,
according to a reporter there. As the
minutes dragged on, a prison official
turned on a microphone and insisted
Woodwas sedated, despite the fact that
he could be heard snoring loudly.
The execution had been expected to

last ten to 15minutes. In the end, it took
one hour 57 minutes, and some 600
gasps, before the killerwas pronounced
dead in a procedure that somewitness-

es described as excruciating. So long
did it take him to die that his lawyers
had time to file an emergency legal
appeal, pleading with the courts to
intervene and halt the execution.
It was the third botched execution by

lethal injection this year and led to a
renewed debate about the death penal-
ty. Opponents said the case showed the
need for full disclosure on the sourcing
of execution drugs. States have been
using experimental “cocktails” since
European manufacturers stopped sup-
plying the drugs traditionally used.
Relatives of Wood’s victims, whom

he angered by smiling at them as he
said his last words, insisted justice had
finally been done. “This man conduct-
ed a horrific murder and you guys are
going, ‘let’sworryabout thedrugs’,” said
Richard Brown, brother-in-law of
Debbie Dietz, 29, one of his victims.
“Why didn’t they give him a bullet?”
Wood killed Ms Dietz, his ex-girl-

friend, and her father, Gene, 55, in Tuc-
son, Arizona, in 1989. Having been
repeatedly assaultedbyWood,MsDietz
tried to end the relationship and took
outa restrainingorder.Herespondedby
walking into the family’s car-repair
garage and shooting Mr Dietz in the
chest with a revolver, smiling after-
wards.He then grabbedMsDietz by the
neck as she pleaded with him to spare
her, before firing twobullets inher chest.
“You don’t know what excruciating

is,” JeanneBrown,MsDietz’s sister, said
in response to claims that Wood had
suffered during the execution. “What’s
excruciating is seeing your dad laying
there in a pool of blood, seeing you sis-
ter laying there in a pool of blood. This
man deserved it.”
Arizona’s Republican governor, Jan

Brewer, ordered a review into the exe-
cution process, admitting she was con-
cerned about the length of Wood’s
death. However, she and other justice
officials insisted his punishment had
not breachedany lawsand therewasno
evidence to suggest he suffered.
Wood’s lawyers disagreed, saying

their client had “gasped and struggled
to breathe” for more than an hour and
a half. “Arizona appears to have joined
several other states who have been
responsible for an entirely preventable
horror — a bungled execution,” Dale
Baich, an attorney, said.
Arizona used the same drugs — the

sedative midazolam and painkiller
hydromorphone — used in a botched
execution in Ohio in January, when an
inmate gasped for nearly 30minutes. In
April inOklahoma,whichusesdifferent
drugs, an execution was halted when
the inmate writhed and mumbled.

USkiller gasped for
two hours in latest
botched execution
United States
Devika Bhat Washington

An attempt by a father and son to set a
round-the-world flight record ended in
tragedy when their plane plummeted
into the Pacific minutes after taking off
from American Samoa.
Haris Suleman, 17, anAmerican from

Plainfield, Indiana, has been found
dead and his father, Babar, is missing
after the crash, which happened on
Tuesday night soon after the pair took
off for Hawaii in their single-engine
Hawker Beechcraft.
Theyhad left IndianaonJune 19with

the aim of circumnavigating the globe
in 30 days to set a world record for a
single-engine plane making the jour-
ney.
They had expected to arrive back

home on Sunday, five days behind their
target, but still in the running to set a
world record for the youngest pilot in
command to complete a round-the-
world journey in a small plane.
Ian Gregor, of the Federal Aviation

Administration, said the aircraft, piloted
by the teenager, crashed into the ocean

around6.30pmonTuesdayaboutamile
from Pago Pago International Airport.
Haris and his father had agreed before
the journey that the 17-year-old would
fly andMrSulemanwould take the con-
trols only in an emergency.
Haris’s sister, Hiba, used Facebook to

thank the tens of thousands of people
who had been following the record
attempt on socialmedia, where the pair

had posted photographs and updates of
their progress. She wrote: “Haris has
been found—hedidnotmake it. Please
pray thatmydad is foundalive andwell.
Also hugs to your siblings and parents
— to tell them you love them, a hun-
dred times. A thousand times.”
The pair were using their journey to

raise funds for a non-profit organisa-
tion that builds schools in Pakistan.

American Samoa
Bernard Lagan

Jeanne and Richard Brown:no mercy

Haris, right, flew;
his father, Babar,
was his back-up
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Finnish aid workers shot dead

Demo leader on
trial in Venezuela
Caracas One of the most
outspoken opposition
leaders in Venezuela faces
up to 10 years in jail if
found guilty of inciting
violence during anti-
government protests this
year (James Hider writes).
Leopold Lopez, 43, the

Harvard-educated former
mayor of a wealthy part
of Caracas, turned himself
in to authorities in
February after President
Maduro accused him of
whipping up violence
during protests which left
more than 40 dead.

German tourist
killed in Kenya
Mombasa A German
woman was shot dead in
Mombasa yesterday, the
second tourist killed there
this month, Kenyan police
said. A number of recent
shootings and bombings
have been blamed on
al-Shabaab terrorists from
Somalia. (AFP)

Putin critics face
long prison terms
Moscow Two critics of
President Putin— Sergei
Udaltsov, 37, and Leonid
Razvozzhayev, 41 — face
lengthy jail terms after
being found guilty
yesterday of “fomenting
mass unrest” in Bolotnaya
Square, Moscow, in 2012
(Helen Womack writes).

Expensive day for
Indian tooth fairy
Mumbai A youth who had
at least 232 teeth removed
is recovering in hospital
(Robin Pagnamenta
writes). Doctors said
Ashik Gavai, 17, has a rare
condition known as
complex odontoma. A
brittle “marble-like”
structure was also cut out.

Afghanistan
Jeremy Kelly Kabul

Two western aid workers were mur-
dered in a drive-by shooting in
Afghanistan yesterday.
Thewomen fromFinlandwere sit-

ting in the back of a taxi when two
men on a motorcycle approached
and one shot them at point-blank
range in the city of Herat.
Officials said the gunmen sped off

after the shooting, which took place
in heavy traffic just before noon.
They remain at large and no one has
admitted carrying out the murders.
Themiddle-agedwomenwerepart

of a mental health project for the

International Assistance Mission
(IAM), a Christian aid agency. It is
the second tragedy to strike the IAM
in Afghanistan. In 2010, ten of its
staff, including the British doctor
Karen Woo, were killed by militants
in the country’s northeast.
President Niinisto of Finland con-

demned yesterday’s shootings as bar-
baric, saying: “The act is particularly
shocking because thewomenwere in
Afghanistan to help the local popula-
tion. The murderer or murderers
must be held accountable.”
The women’s driver had told police

that theywere going to a bazaar to do
some shopping.
Herat has been relatively peaceful

since the 2001 US-led invasion, but
there has been a surge in attacks
against foreign civilians in Afghan-
istan this year, mostly in Kabul. It
began with an assault on a Lebanese
restaurant in the capital in January,
when 20 people, most of whom were
foreigners, were murdered.
Yesterday’s shootings added to

another bloody day in Afghanistan.
Six people were killed and at least 20
others were wounded when a bomb
was detonated near a market in the
country’snorth, andasuicidebomber
in easternAfghanistan killed two po-
licemen. In a statement emailed to
journalists, the Taliban said that it
carried out the suicide attacks.

Lady in waiting An Amritsar woman smiles at the annual Teej festival to find a husband

RAMINDER PAL SINGH/EPA
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Coke, crisps and
guns greet kids
desperate to live
American dream

O
n the face of it, it looks
like a remarkable
mismatch. Gunboats
bought to wage war
against Mexican drug-

lords are on 24-hour patrol along
America’s porous southern border—
but this time, they are trying to resist
a rising tide of unarmed children and
young mothers. This narrow stretch
of the Rio Grande is the final barrier
for immigrants from central America
whomake the last leg of their journey
on rafts and inner tubes, risking their
lives for better ones.
On one side of a benign-looking

river, Mexican families with picnic
lunches are cooling off in thewater to
escape the afternoonheat. Themusic
drifts across to the United States,
where a dozenmembers of the Texas
highway patrol are positioned with
mountedmachinegunscapableof fir-
ing 900 rounds a minute.
This is Anzalduas county park, the

front line in America’s immigration
battle. It is equipped with picnic
tables and permanent barbecues,
ready for family summer excursions.
Today, with the temperature close to
38C (100F), a dozen state trooper
patrol cars are parked alongside the
34ft armour-plated gunboats, which
have night-vision equipment and six
large calibre machineguns.
One Hidalgo county constable,

sheltering fromtheheat inhis aircon-
ditioned patrol car, says: “This is one
of the most popular stretches to get
across; there’s one spot you can walk
over on the rocks.Mostly, people give
themselves up, but some are starting
to hide from us now.”
Texas bought the armed fleet to

combat drug smugglers but, since
June, theyhavebeenpart of the surge
of surveillance patrols trying to stop
the swelling numbers of illegal immi-
grants as the clamour grows around
the most divisive issue in US politics.
On the conservative right, scare

stories about organised criminals,
bird flu and TB have led people along
theCalifornia stretch of the border to
attempt blockades of busloads of new
arrivals. On the left, people point to
America’s tradition as a haven for the
world’s huddled masses, and tell of
the high murder rates and
corruption, and the stranglehold of
gangs, that drive people north
towards the US.

Until recently, efforts at compre-
hensive immigration reform
were backed by Republicans,

Democrats and, critically, big busi-
ness. However, in election year, the
plans have been shelved, to be
replaced by new laws which will
tightenborder security, helpAmerica
to attract global talent, fill agricul-

tural jobs and bring 11 million undoc-
umented people out of the shadows
on a path to citizenship. But while
Washington grapples with the poli-
tics, in the city of McAllen, southern
Texas, the last outpost before thebor-
der, people are responding to the cri-
sis with aid, not anger.
At the Sacred Heart Catholic

church, an old trolley bus drops off
about 30 women and children,
clutching bags of crisps and bottles of
Coca-Cola. Most of the children are
girls under the age of ten, and one
steps off the bus with a teddy bear
backpack. As they head inside the
community centre, volunteers stop
what they are doing and break into
applause and shouts of “bienvenidos”
— welcome.
McAllen has doubled in size in 30

years, thanks to trade with Mexico,
and millions of Mexicans visit every
year via thenew international bridge.
Strip malls and shopping centres

have spread out along the major
highways, but the single-storey
downtown area reflects McAllen’s
heritage and 77 per cent Hispanic
population. Around the corner from
SacredHeart,MainStreet is all Span-
ish chatter and in the budget fashion
shops everything is “½ precio”. Fami-
lies turning up at Sacred Heart have
typically been in theUS for a fewdays
after entering illegally. They have
been processed through border
agency immigration centres and will
head across America by Greyhound
bus to join relatives or friends who
will act as their sponsors (no ques-
tions asked about the sponsors’ legal
status).
In theory, the new arrivals will face

court andpossible deportation, but in
practice there are a record 375,000
backlogged cases, and by some
accounts, fewer than one in ten will
ever appear before a judge. All of the
arrivals at SacredHeart clutchmani-

A USborder team airboat patrols the Rio Grande in Laredo, Texas. Scores of families try to cross the waterway illegally every day

Obama hosts
migrant talks
President Obama is to host a
summit with the leaders of
El Salvador, Guatemala and
Honduras today, urging them to
do more to stop thousands of their
citizens from making the journey
through Mexico to the United
States (David Taylor writes).
He has admitted that there is a

humanitarian crisis on the
southern border, and that more
than 57,000 unaccompanied
children have made it across in
the past six months alone.
However, a law signed by George
W Bush to fight human trafficking
means that children arriving from
beyond Mexico cannot be
summarily deported without a
legal hearing.
The president has promised to

speed up the removal of
unaccompanied children and says
that most who are picked up will
ultimately be repatriated.

Texas is ‘under siege’ as
thousands of children
head across border.
David Taylor reports
from the Rio Grande

la envelopes with their destinations
written in heavy marker pen. Fami-
lies go through a six-stage process:
register, eat, get clothes, wash, see a
doctor if theyneed to, andget abed to
rest in in one of three large, yellow
disaster relief tents.
Somestayovernight, butmost start

another bus journey within a few
hours. Inside the hall, tables are piled
with clothes.

People of all religions and polit-
ical views have volunteered to
help. One semi-retired paedia-

trician, Carlos Villalta, said he had
made the same journey from El Sal-
vador in the 1960s, being awardedUS
citizenshipafterhe joined thearmyto
serve in Vietnam.
When the emergency centre

opened at Sacred Heart in June, it
drew 1,000 people a day. Now it has
dropped, but 60 or more arrived in
the first two hours on themorning of
my visit.
Raymond Sanchez, the head of the

MobileVax charity, who set up the
mobile medical unit, is 40 and has
livedallhis life inMcAllen, butheand
his wife and three girls share a heri-
tage with the people he is caring for.
“My parents came here fromMexico,
I was talking to them about it— they
made the journey just likeall these in-
dividualswhen theywere in their 20s.
“My girls have come and volun-

teered; it’s a family sacrificeI usually
put in 15 to 17 hours a day here,” he
said.
“Why do this? This part of the

world is founded on immigration;
people came over and we pushed all
the native people away from their
land. Some people seem to have for-
gotten their own stories.”
A couple of miles out of town, a

warehouse has been hastily conver-
ted into aholding centre for 1,000un-
accompanied children.With its cages
and rubber gym mats on the floor, it
is harsh, but border patrol chiefs hope
no one will stay longer than 72 hours
before theyaremoved into thecareof
government health and human ser-
vices officials who try to place them
with relatives in the US.
TheMost Reverend Daniel Flores,

the Catholic Bishop of Brownsville,
Texas, said that some childrenhehad
spoken to described seeing compan-
ions raped, kidnapped and even
killed on the two-week journey from
ElSalvador,HondurasorGuatemala.
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Desperate jungle search for flu-infected
indians who could wipe out their tribe

A band of indigenous indians have
returned to their communities in Peru
infected with influenza after their first
contact with the outside world. The ill-
ness couldpotentiallywipeoutapeople
with no natural immunity.
Campaigners are now frantically

looking for the tribal people — who
emerged from the Amazon jungle after
being attacked by illegal loggers and
drug smugglers — to give them medi-
cation before they spread the disease.
European illnesses wrought havoc in

the Americas when explorers first
arrived in the 15th and 16th centuries,
and flu is still known to wipe out entire
tribes in the Amazon.
The five men and two women,

believed to bemembers of theChitona-
hua tribe, emerged from the jungle
earlier this month, saying they had
been fired upon by people suspected of
being illegal loggers or drug traffickers.
They had been living on the Xinane
river,which isusedasa smuggling route
for cocaine gangs.
The group made contact with mem-

bers of a tribewhose language is similar
to theirs and who live just across the
border in the Brazilian state of Acre.
They lived alongside the tribe for
several weeks, during which time they
caught the flu.
“This news could hardly be more

worrying – not only have these people

confirmed they suffered violent attacks
from outsiders in Peru, but they have
apparently already caught flu,” said
Stephen Corry, of Survival Inter-
national, which works to protect indig-
enous peoples.
“The nightmare scenario is that they

return to their former villages carrying
flu with them. It’s a real test of Brazil’s
ability to protect these vulnerable
groups. Unless a proper and sustained
medical programme is immediatelyput

in place, the result could be a humani-
tarian catastrophe.”
Although the tribe was suspicious

about accepting treatment from doc-
tors, they were eventually vaccinated,
but then returned to the jungle without
warning.
Officials fear that they could spread

influenza and other potentially deadly
diseases. Brazilian authorities prom-
ised to send health workers to look for
the threatened tribe and deliver medi-

cines to them, but it will take time for
supplies to reach the remote area.
Activists blame the governments in

Peru and Brazil for not keeping pro-
mises to crack down on illegal logging
and drug smugglers in the tribal areas.
“This news proves that my uncon-

tacted relatives are threatened by vio-
lence and infectious diseases. We
already know what can happen; if the
authorities don’t take action to protect
them, they will simply disappear. They
need time and space to decide when
they want to make contact and their
choices must be respected,” Nixiwaka
Yawanawa, an indian from Acre state,
told Survival International.
In Brazil three years ago, drug smug-

glers overran a monitoring post set up
to keep tabs on their activities.
Peru plans to expand its controver-

sial Camisea gas transportation project
in the heart of a reserve for uncon-
tacted indians. It is also allowingoil and
gas explorationonother land inhabited
by indigenous tribes, contacted and
uncontacted.

Peru
James Hider Sao Paulo

Crumbs! Eat
your face with
a selfie toaster
United States
Rhys Blakely Los Angeles

If ever a kitchenappliance captured the
zeitgeist, this is it: you can now eat your
own face, thanks to a selfie toaster.
The toasters are custom built to

scorchaparticular image into apieceof
bread. They cost $75 (£45), and to order
one youmust send a picture of yourself
to the manufacturer.
“We have truly created custom toast

for the masses,” the Vermont Novelty
Toaster Corporation says on its web-
site. “But remember: fine detail is darn
near impossible to achieve with heat
and toast,” it warns. “If we squint and
can’t see your face, we will cancel your
order and refund your purchase.”
The device is the brainchild of Galen

Dively, the company’s chief executive,
who says he has been inundated with
orders and plans to launch the product
in Britain in November.
Mr Dively is riding a wave: toast is

trendy in the US, and the Californian
magazinePacific Standard said recently
that it was on the “tip of the hipster
spear”. InSanFrancisco, inch-thick “ar-
tisanal toast”
with condi-
ments such
as “small-
batch al-
mond but-
ter” is sold
for $4 a
slice.

Amazon indians who have no contact with outsiders threaten a helicopter flying
over them in Peru. They have been attacked and face death if they catch the flu

GLEISON MIRANDA, FUNAI, AP
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Construction giants
set for £3bn merger
Robert Lea, Deirdre Hipwell

Two of Britain’s largest construction
companies are in discussions to merge.
Carillion,whichrefurbishedtheRoyal

Opera House, and Balfour Beatty, the
builder of the London Aquatic Centre,
confirmed last night that theywere con-
sidering joining forces in a move that
could create a £3 billion global power-
house with more than 80,000 employ-
ees and combined annual revenues of
more than £10 billion.
A team of bankers from Goldman

Sachs has been drafted in to advise
Balfour Beatty and Lazard is advising
Carillion.
In a statement to the Stock Ex-

change, after news of the merger was
revealed by Sky News, Balfour Beatty
said that it had entered into discussions
after an approach from Carillion. Both
companies said that they believed the
merger had the potential to “create a
market-leading services, investments
and construction business of consider-
able depth and scale”.
Work is alreadyunderway todevelop

a strategy and outline a business plan
for a combined business. Any plan
would assess “achievable synergies,
future financing arrangements and a
number of other essential supporting
workstreams”.
A merger would only go ahead after

due diligence had been carried out and
if both boards of directors recommend-

ed the arrangement to shareholders. If
a deal does take place, it would be the
first big merger in the construction
sector since the recession.
Advisers are talking about the deal

creating a national British champion in
the international construction and
property services market. Some even
claimed that the merger of the two
would create the “newBBC”—Balfour
Beatty Carillion.
Although Carillion is the smaller

company, Richard Howson, the well-
regarded chief executive, would
probably be made chief of a merged
entity — not least because Balfour Be-
atty has no chief executive and is being
run by Steve Marshall, a former Rail-
track boss.
Themergerwould getBalfourBeatty

out of a hole. It has issued a string of
profit warnings over the past 15months
because of problems in its UK con-
struction division. The shares crashed
30 per cent this year to an 11-year low
and Andrew McNaughton was shown
the door inMay after only 14months as
chief executive. Mr McNaughton is
known to be a friend and acquaintance
of Mr Howson.
In recent weeks, however, Balfour

Beatty has won a £160million contract
to build a newmaintenance quarters at
the Sellafield nuclear power plants and
has secured £300million worth of
construction contracts in Hong Kong.
In contrast, Carillion has recently

been talking up its opportunities in the
UK. Carillion is not so exposed to the
construction market, with 70 per cent
of its revenues coming from facilities
management or support services.
However, Carillion has been briefing

the City that its margins are coming
under pressure because contracts that
it signed in the good times before the
global financial crisis are coming to an
end and it is working through contracts
signed in the tougher times of the
recession.
Such a merger would be pitched to

investors as the creation of a UK giant
capableofbidding forbillionsofpounds
of work on British railways and from
the Highways Agency, the water and
energy utilities and from upstream oil
and gas.
The two companies spent Labour’s

years in power at the heart of many big
infrastructure private finance initia-
tives and public-private partnerships,
particularly in schools and hospitals,
which is likely to come back once the
Treasury relaxes its public sector
austerity policies.
Parsons Brinckerhoff, Balfour’s

international design consultancy, has
been up for sale for months in an
attempt to shore up the group’s finan-
ces. Last night, the companies
confirmed that the sale of this
£600million-rated business would
continue and would not be affected by
any merger.

Making a splash Balfour Beatty, which built the Olympic Aquatic Centre in east London is poised to merge with Carillion

Insiders can stir
murky waters

M
athematical geniuses
they may be, but
investment bankers
are dreadful at
marketing. Whose

brainwave was it, originally, to set
up a private stock exchange and
describe it as a “dark pool” (report,
page 39)?
A senior executive at one UK

bank recently mused that, with
hindsight, a name less reminiscent
of Darth Vader might have been
preferable. Perhaps, he suggested,
we could switch to calling them
“mutually beneficial trading
platforms for the fair exchange of
securities”. Good luck with that.
Dark pools have acquired a

sinister reputation, partly because of
Michael Lewis’s superb book, Flash
Boys, which explains how elite
groups of hedge funds are
circumventing traditional stock
markets to the detriment of those
outside their club who are left with
inferior pricing and liquidity.
More than 40 per cent of all US

equity trading has migrated to dark
pools. And Barclays’ one was, until
recently, the second biggest. It has
attracted the attention of New
York’s attorney-general, Eric
Schneiderman.
Barclays yesterday furiously

rejected fraud charges that it lied to
clients in a leaflet offering
assurances that it purges its dark
pool of “predatory” traders. These
are the high-frequency villains who
use dirty tricks to manipulate deals
— by, for example, placing large
orders to impact prices, then
cancelling before execution.
The leaflet, argues Barclays, says

the bank “polices” predatory traders
which, according to Webster’s New
International Dictionary, means it
“supervises” rather than expelling
them. And anyway, the bank moans,
the entire subject is outside the
attorney-general’s jurisdiction.
It’s tempting to conclude that Mr

Schneiderman, having read Flash
Boys, has decided that attacking a
foreign bank’s dark pool would do
his prospects the power of good in a
re-election battle. But unfortunately
for Barclays, he’s got two
ex-employees who are apparently
willing to blow the whistle on sharp
practice at the bank.
The presence of these moles may

mean that more dirt will emerge. But
on the evidence published so far, this
looks like a weak advertising
standards caserather than a broader
attack on the concept of a dark pool.
A broader examination of these
exchanges would be welcome,
though it ought to be by
policymakers, rather than the courts.

DIY in decline

As a general rule, the City likes
business leaders to be know-
all sleuths on their customers’

behaviour. So Kingfisher was given
a kicking yesterday for admitting it

had little clue why its trading had
gone backwards in most of its key
markets — including Britain, France
and Poland (report, page 42).
The owner of B&Q and Screwfix

was the biggest faller in the FTSE
100, with its shares slumping 8 per
cent on its mysterious setback,
which suggests that warm sunshine
hasn’t translated into a barbecue
summer for Kingfisher’s newly
knighted boss, Sir Ian Cheshire.
Kingfisher’s French chain,

Castorama, is proving particularly
problematic, with like-for-like sales
down 2.2 per cent in the ten weeks
to mid-July. That comes just as the
company expands in France with a
£227 million buyout of a rival, Mr
Bricolage.
The logic of doubling down on

French DIY is sound: there are a lot
of second homes in rural France,
owned both by Parisians and
foreigners, stoking demand for
gardening and maintenance gear. A
cynic might argue, too, that the short
French working week allows the
locals plenty of time to construct en
suite bathrooms and conservatoires.
So is this a blip or something

more serious?Analysts at Jefferies
suggest that the World Cup may
have reduced the time spent on DIY
by customers. Nerves among the
French middle classes about
President Hollande’s tax plans could
also be relevant.
Europe’s PMI activity figures,

though, paint a gloomy picture and
Unilever revealed disappointing
figures, too. Could the recent “dead
cat bounce” in debt-addled
European economies be ending?

Too charitable

Red-faced officials at Staples,
the USoffice supply company,
are desperately trying to

wriggle out of an ill-judged contract
to supply paper, pens and stationery
to government departments in New
York state. As part of the deal,
Staples agreed to offer 219 popular
product lines at only one cent each.
Certain not-for-profit

organisations qualify for the deal,
prompting a gigantic free-for-all as
opportunistic charities stampede for
bargains.
A Brooklyn charity has ordered

240,000 boxes of Kleenex and
48,000 rolls of paper towels which,
Staples complains, amounts to ten
lorryloads’ worth. A local cerebral
palsy association, meanwhile, is
using a trailer to store 24,000 pens
bought for a few bucks.And a prison
has bought five million paper clips
at a total cost of $5.
Staples is less than thrilled. But

it’s refreshing to see that even a
$7billion corporation can be
hoodwinked. The saga highlights a
golden rule in retail — never
underestimate the customer’s ability
to exploit a loophole.

andrew.clark@thetimes.co.uk

business commentary Andrew Clark
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UKshopping: Retailers
enjoyed the best quarter of
growth in a decade despite a
mildly disappointing June,
according to official figures.
Shoppers increased their
spending by 1.6 per cent
compared with the previous
quarter, the biggest rise since
March 2004.
Eurozone: The 18-nation
single currency zone showed
signs of a rebound despite
continuing stagnation in
France and several months of
sluggish activity. Across the
region, many companies
reported that business picked
up in July after an unusually
high number of holidays, a
monthly survey by Markit
showed. Page 39
China: Increased activity in
China’s factory heartlands
unleashed enthusiasm across
Asian commodity markets as
traders bet that Beijing has
embraced economic stimulus.
The upbeat effect on
everything from rubber futures
to the Australian dollar was
triggered by HSBC’s
preliminary purchasing
managers’ index, which
showed activity in July hitting
an 18-month high. Page 39
Spain: The country’s jobs
market registered its first
annual rise since the financial
crisis struck six years ago. Just
over 190,000 jobs were created
in the 12 months to June,
official data showed, pushing
unemployment down from
25.9per cent in the first
quarter to 24.5 per cent in the
second. Page 39

banking & finance
1.48%

Barclays: The bank has
dismissed a US lawsuit alleging
that it fraudulently
misrepresented private “dark
pool” share exchange to
investors, claiming the legal
action was based on “clear and
substantial factual errors”. The
bank has challenged a claim
made last month about its LX
platform by the New York
attorney general, saying the
case failed to identify any
fraud or evidence of any
damage, contained factual
errors and was probably
beyond the state prosecutor’s
jurisdiction. Page 35
Bank accounting: Flawed rules
that allow banks to turn a
blind eye to some of their
dodgiest loans are to be
dumped — but only by 2018,
ten years after the banking
crisis they helped to
exacerbate. The International
Accounting Standards Board,
which sets standards for 100
countries, including Britain,
said that banks would be
required to make provision for
future loan losses in their
accounts even where the
borrower had not yet
defaulted. Page 36
European Central Bank:
Hackers stole 20,000 private
email addresses from the
ECBbefore they sent a ransom
note demanding money for the
return of the information, it
has emerged. Page 38
Close Brothers: The financial

services group said its loan
book had grown by 12 per cent
in the 11 months to the end of
June, while the securities
division, which includes
Winterflood, continued to
benefit from positive trading
conditions and improved
market sentiment. Tempus,
page 40

construction &
property

0.02%

Balfour Beatty: The building
firm is in detailed discussions
over a £3 billion merger with
Carillion that could create a
global powerhouse with more
than 80,000 employees and
combined annual revenues of
more than £10 billion.
Goldman Sachs is advising
Balfour Beatty and Lazard
Carillion. Page 33
BBC: The corporation could
soon be leaving London’s
White City as it considers
selling the Media Village in a
bid to speed up its estate
rationalisation. The BBC has
appointed Lambert Smith
Hampton and Savills to look at
options for the Wood Lane
property in west London,
which is made up of assets
worth £1 billion, according to
Estates Gazette.
Hammerson: The retail
property specialist has
reported growing demand
from global investors for
shopping malls and parks in
Britain. Its net asset per share
value grew by 6.8 per cent to
612p over the year to the end
of June. Tempus, page 40

consumer goods
0.21%

Unilever: The Anglo-Dutch
consumer giant reported a 5.5
per cent drop in turnover to
just over €24 billion as it
continued to face “challenging
conditions” in both its
emerging and developed
markets. The group’s
underlying sales grew by
3.7 per cent during the six
months to the end of June but
analysts had expected a larger
uplift of 4.3 per cent.
Reckitt-Benckiser: The maker
of Nurofen and Durex
condoms is to invest
£100 million in a new “centre
of Scientific Excellence” at its
base in Hull. It said the
investment would help
promote the growth of its
consumer health and hygiene
brands. Page 36
Tate & Lyle: The sweetener
and ingredients group has
missed first-quarter targets
after it was affected by the
severe winter in the US and
foreign exchange movements.
The group has also been facing
volatility in sucralose pricing
but said it expected its overall
performance this year to be
broadly in line with previous
guidance.

engineering
0.46%

Ford/GM: Ford reported
stronger second-quarter
earnings than expected, driven
by record profits in North

America of $2.4 billion.
General Motors suffered the
reverse due to numerous
recalls and the expected cost of
at least $400 million for a
compensation fund.Page 37

health
0.28%

GlaxoSmithKline: Britain’s
biggest drug manufacturer has
asked regulators to approve a
vaccine for malaria — one of
the world’s deadliest diseases.
Glaxo has been developing an
experimental treatment that
could become the world’s first
malaria vaccination shot. The
group, which earlier reported a
double-digit slump in revenue
and profits for the first half,
has applied for approval to sell
the vaccine exclusively outside
the European Union. Page 36

leisure
0.08%

Fuller, Smith & Turner: The
London brewer and pub
operator reported like-for-like
sales growth of 7.3 per cent in
the 16 weeks to July 19, ahead
of the more muted growth
reported by rivals Marston’s
and Mitchells & Butlers.
InterContinental Hotels: Less
than two years after opening a
luxury InterContinental hotel
in Westminster, the group has
agreed to give up its long-term
management contract. The
hotel will become a Conrad
hotel under a franchise deal
with Hilton Worldwide.

media
0.94%

BSkyB: The satellite
broadcaster will attempt to
convince investors to back a
multibillion pound plan to
create a European pay TV
provider that reaches 20
million households by
acquiring its German and
Italian cousins. Advisers have
been ironing out the final
details of an agreement to buy
Sky Italia and 57 per cent of
Sky Deutschland from 21st
Century Fox. Page 35
Reed Elsevier: A recovering
global economy, combined
with increased demand for
financial data, gave Europe’s
largest media company a boost
in the first six months of the
year. Underlying operating
profit of £860 million in the six
months to June 30 was 5 per
cent higher than the same time
last year, while revenues
improved by 4 per cent to
£2.9billion.

professional &
support services

0.43%

Royal Mail: The postal group
has launched its first bond
issue as a privately-owned
company, nine months after
privatisation.The sale of a
€500million, ten-year
eurobond emerged during a
low-key inaugural annual
meeting of the national postal
operator at which directors
reiterated that the group was
under pressure from Amazon

and a downturn in retail
activity. Page36

retailing
1.27%

Kingfisher: Group sales fell
1.8per cent in the ten weeks to
July 12 and the stock closed
down 8 per cent in a rising
market. It had been hoped that
the warmer climate would
motivate homeowners to start
sprucing up their back gardens,
but the enthusiasm failed to
materialise and like-for-like
revenue at the DIY chain
shrank by 3.2 per cent.
Unipart: Almost 1,250 jobs
have been lost after one of
Britain’s biggest independent
suppliers of car parts,
workshop tools and garage
equipment fell into
administration.

technology
1.34%

CSR: The gradual exit from
lower margin legacy business
contributed to a 26 per cent
decline in revenues to
$194 million in the second
quarter to June 27 for the chip
producer. Tempus, page 40

transport
0.24%

EasyJet: Shares took a dive
after the budget airline’s profit
outlook fell below forecasts
because of the political
tensions in the Middle East
and Europe. The group expects
full year pre-tax profit to come
in a range between
£545million and £570 million,
assuming no further significant
disruption from countries
including Israel and Russia.
That is below expectations of
£572million.

utilities
1.67%

SSE/UK Power Networks:
Two of Britain’s biggest energy
companies have been ordered
to pay a further £3.3million
after they failed to quickly
restore lights and heating for
hundreds of thousands of
customers during the
Christmas storms. SSE and UK
Power Networks were handed
the punishments by Ofgem,
the regulator, which
investigated the six biggest
energy suppliers over their
handling of the storms last
December.
Regulatory attack: The “big
six” energy companies have
three weeks to defend
accusations from the
Competition and Markets
Authority that they needlessly
raised energy prices, delivered
patchy service, profiteered at
their customers’ expense and
shilly-shallied over investment
in renewable energy.
Centrica: BP has finally
confirmed that Iain Conn, its
head of refineries and petrol
stations for the past seven
years, is to leave the company
he has been with for the past
30 years to become the next
chief executive of the British
Gas group. Page 38
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Anglo American releases its
interim results today, with
the City eager to hear what
progress has been made by
Mark Cutifani, the chief
executive, on cutting costs,
which are the highest among
the big mining groups. The
company has put its historic
Union and Rustenburg
platinum mines in South

Africa up for sale, with
Sibanye Gold considered a
likely buyer. It is also
reported to be looking for a
buyer for its South African
and Australian manganese
assets, which it owns jointly
with BHP Billiton. Analysts
at Macquarie have pencilled
in underlying earnings of
$1.1 billion for the first half.

The day ahead
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Gold dropped to its lowest level in a month yesterday
extending its fall below the psychological level of $1,300 an
ounce which automatically triggered a fresh bout of selling.
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Company Change

Reed Elsevier Forecast-beating first-half results 4.4%
Carnival Strong figures from rival Royal Caribbean Cruises 2.3%
IAG Deal with Spanish unions over Iberia job cuts 2.3%
HSBC Optimism ahead of next week’s second-quarter numbers 2.3%
Barclays Filing to dismiss US “dark pool” lawsuit 1.7%
Admiral Broker sell note -2.1%
FresnilloMuted broker research -2.3%
Petrofac Lacklustre fundamentals -3.8%
EasyJet Disappointment over earnings guidance -5.0%
Kingfisher Below-par trading in June -8.2%

The day’s biggest movers

Name Pre-tax figure

Profit (+) loss (-)

Dividend

Beximco (health HY) £7.7m (£8.1m) 0p
CSR (technology HY) $60.9m ($27m) 0.052c p Sept 5
Hammerson (property HY) £362.9m (£80.8m) 8.8p p Oct 2
Howden Joinery (retailing HY) £57.2m (£41.6m) 1.9p p Nov 21
Lancashire (finance HY) $98.9m ($137.2m) 0.05c p Sept 24
Nichols (consumer HY) £2m (£9m) 7.1p p Aug 29
Rathbone (finance HY) £30.9m (£23.2m) 19p p Oct 8
Reed Elsevier (media HY) £791m (£778m) 7p p Aug 28
Sagentia (services HY) £1.8m (£2.7m) 0p
Unilever (consumer HY) €4.2bn (€3.7bn) 0.285c p Sept 10

6 Results in brief are given for all companies valued at more than £30 million. f = final p = payable

Results in brief
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BSkyB will today attempt to convince
investors to back a multibillion-pound
plan to create a European pay-TV
provider that reaches 20millionhouse-
holds by acquiring its German and
Italian cousins.
BSkyB’s adviserswere last night iron-

ing out the details of a deal to buy Sky
Italia and 57 per cent of Sky Deutsch-
land from 21st Century Fox, its largest
shareholder, in the hope of announcing
it with its full-year results today.
Fox, the entertainment group run by

Rupert Murdoch, will not be able to
vote on the transaction because it is
considered a related party under take-
over rules. BSkyBwill thereforeneed to
convince its free-float shareholders

that the deal, and the timing of it, is in
their interests.
A combined Sky Europe would have

revenues of £12 billion and the rights to
screen coveted programmes such as
Hollywood new releases, Game of
Thrones and English, Italian and Ger-
man football matches. The combined
group would benefit from greater clout
to buy programming rights, cost sav-
ings from sharing technology andover-
heads, and opportunities to push into
new pay TV markets.
However, while analysts said there

are long-term benefits to the deal, they
are anxious about the impact it will
have on BSkyB’s position at a time
when it is facing growing competition
from BT in its back yard.
Investors were most concerned

about the price that BSkyB agrees to
pay for Sky Italia, which has lost sub-
scribers as struggling Italian house-
holds cut backonpayTVsubscriptions.
Shareholders will need to be reas-

sured thatBSkyBhas struckagooddeal

and not merely one that would benefit
Fox, analysts said.
It emerged lastweek that Fox tried to

buy rival Time Warner for $80 billion,
which has led to speculation that the
Sky Europe tie-upmay have been initi-

ated to provide funding for that trans-
action. Sources at BSkyB have insisted
that it, rather than Fox, began discus-
sions about combining the satellite op-
erators and that the deal is not merely
for Fox’s benefit.
Reports have suggested that Fox val-

ued Sky Italia at between€3 billion and
€5 billion. Thomas Singlehurst, an ana-
lyst at Citi, said that a price of about
€2.5billion for Sky Italia would prob-
ably win broad support from the free-
float shareholders. He said: “There’s a
suspicion among non-Fox BSkyB
shareholders that this is something
being done for Fox’s interests and not
necessarily Sky’s.”
There are concerns about whether

the deal would leave BSkyB with
enough firepower to compete for the

next round of English Premier League
football rights. It is also unclear
whether BSkyB can persuade minority
shareholders in Sky Deutschland to
sell. There are two funds with shares in
SkyDeutschlandwho are insisting that
they will not be persuaded to sell
without a premium.
A larger question is Fox’s long-term

intention. The tie-up would realise a
long-held ambition to simplify the en-
tertainment group’s European pay TV
interests, which it initially tried to con-
solidate through an £8 billion takeover
of BSkyB in 2010. That deal was
scrapped because of the phone-hack-
ing scandal.
BSkyB declined to comment.
Shares in BSkyB closed up 1.2 per

cent at 925p.

Alex SpenceMedia Editor

BSkyB poised to join forces with German and Italian cousins

Barclays comes out fighting over claims it
deceived investors on ‘dark pool’ exchange

Eric Schneiderman’s allegations that Barclays lied to investors has failed to identify any victims, according to the bank

JOHN MINCHILLO/AP

Barclays has dismissed a lawsuit in the
United States alleging that it fraudu-
lently misrepresented its private “dark
pool” share exchange to investors,
claiming that the legal actionwasbased
on“clearandsubstantial factual errors”.
The bank has challenged a claim

made last month about its LX platform
by Eric Schneiderman, the New York
attorney-general, saying that the case
failed to identify any fraud or evidence
of damage, contained factual errors
and was probably beyond the state
prosecutor’s jurisdiction.
In a 49-page document filed with the

Supreme Court of New York, Barclays
called for the lawsuit to be dismissed
and said that it would fight the asser-
tion by Mr Schneiderman that it had
allowed “predatory” high-frequency
traders to take advantage of other cus-
tomers using its share trading system.
“Fundamentally, the complaint fails

to identify any fraud— establishing no

material misstatements, no identified
victims, and no actual harm,” the bank
said in its filing.
It added: “Thecomplaint ignores that

LX’s customers arehighly sophisticated
traders and assetmanagers responsible
for investing millions or billions of dol-
lars of assets,whoexecute trades across
multiple markets and ATs [alternative
trading systems], are capable of closely
monitoring the quality of execution
they receive based on extensive data,
and can select frommultiple platforms
on which to execute their trades based
on detailed execution data, not on the
glossy marketing brochures or quotes
from magazine articles the NYAG
[New York attorney-general] cites.”
Barclays also claims that Mr Schnei-

derman and the New York authorities
have overstepped their jurisdiction.
“The NYAG’s claims are an attempt to
impose new regulations that are in
addition to, and potentially contradict
or supplant, the [Securities and Ex-
change Commission’s] judgments
about the regulations to impose on this
important mechanism to the US eco-
nomy,” the bank said.
Mr Schneiderman’s lawsuit has

claimed that Barclays, in an effort to

build up its own trading platform, lied
to investors about the extent to which
high-frequency trading firms were
using LX and directed a large propor-
tion of client orders to the system.
Barclays said that it had been open

with customers about the other traders
using the system and that a marketing
flyer cited in the lawsuit had not been
quoted in full. “Read in its entirety, the
flyer — which expressly states that it
was ‘directedatpersonswhoareprofes-
sionals and [was] not intended for retail
customer use’ — refutes the NYAG’s

allegations completely,” it said.
Responding to the Barclays motion, a
spokesman for Mr Schneiderman said
the allegations showed that the bank
“engaged in a persistent pattern of
fraud and deceit”. “We are confident
that a judge will reject this motion and
allow us to prove these disturbing alle-
gations in court,” the spokesman said.
A decision on whether to allow the

lawsuit to proceed is unlikely to be
made until next year.
Since the lawsuit was launched, Bar-

clays has recorded a collapse in trading

volumes on LX, according to figures
published by the US authorities. Trad-
ing on the exchange fell 66 per cent in
theweekafter thecasewas filedand the
bank’s market position has dropped
from second to 12th as investors have
deserted the platform.
High-frequency trading has come

under the spotlight after the publica-
tion this year of Flashboys, by the finan-
cial journalistMichael Lewis.Mr Lewis
claimed inhis book that agroupof trad-
ing firms had been rigging American
equity markets for several years.

Legacy of toxic home loans leaves Morgan Stanley with $275m bill

Morgan Stanley has paid
$275million to settle an
investigation into claims
that it misled investors
when it sold them bonds
backed by toxic American
home loans (Harry Wilson
writes).

The Wall Street
investment bank yesterday
became the latest broker to
reach a deal with regulators

over the sale of residential
mortgage-backed securities
in the run-up to the
financial crisis.

After the bank settled
with the Securities and
Exchange Commission over
the sale of two investments,
regulators said that it had
understated the number of
delinquent loans backing
the bonds and “denied

investors the full extent of
the facts necessary to make
an informed investment
decision”.

“The delinquency status
of mortgage loans in an
RMBS securitisation is vital
information to investors
because those loans are the
primary source of funds by
which they potentially can
recover and profit from

their investments,” Michael
Osnato, head of the SEC’s
enforcement division, said.

A spokesman for Morgan
Stanley said it was pleased
to reach the settlement,
which is the latest in a long
line of multi-million and in
several cases multibillion-
dollar deals reached by
leading investment banks
over the sale of RMBS.

Harry Wilson Banks to face
tougher rules
on weak loans

Flawed accounting rules that allow
banks to turn a blind eye to some of
their dodgiest loans are to be dumped
— but only by 2018, ten years after
the banking crisis they helped to
exacerbate.
The International Accounting

Standards Board, which sets standards
for 100 countries includingBritain, said
yesterday that banks would be
required to make provision for future
loan losses in their accounts even
where the borrower had not yet
defaulted.
Under current rules banks can make

a loan loss provision only once a
borrower has defaulted, a standard
which enables bankers to postpone
losses in order to flatter their accounts
and boost their bonuses.
This was “identified as a weakness”

during the financial crisis, the IASB
said. Its new “expected loss model”
would enable banks to peer into the
future and require them to make
“more timely recognition of expected
credit losses”.
The new IFRS 9 standard would

come into effect on January 1, 2018, it
said, although banks could opt to adopt
them earlier.
The tougher standards are expected

to force banks to lift their loan losses
dramatically. A study published by
Deloitte last month suggested that it
could boost loan loss provisioning by
50per cent.
Critics said that the new standards

did not go far enough, forcing banks in
some circumstances only to look as far
as the next 12 months, rather
than over the lifetime of the loan. Tim
Bush, an adviser to Pirc, the
shareholder activist group , said: “It still
carries many of the defects of the old
model. It could still lead to themasking
of a bank being insolvent.”
The IASB is also removing the

requirement for banks to adjust for
the value of their own debt in their
profit and loss accounts. This had led to
the absurd situation where troubled
banks whose own bonds slumped in
value because of fears over their
solidity were forced to book this as a
notional profit.

Patrick Hosking Financial Editor

‘There’s a suspicion this
is in Fox’s interests, not
necessarily that of Sky’
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Board given easy ride over issue of posties’ bikes

Royal Mail taps bond markets for ¤500m
Robert Lea Industrial Editor

RoyalMail Group has launched its first
bond issue as a privately-owned com-
pany, nine months after privatisation.
The sale of a €500million, ten-year

eurobond emerged during a low-key
inaugural annual meeting of the
national postal operator at which
directors reiterated that the group was
under pressure from Amazon and a
downturn in retail activity.
Donald Brydon, the chairman, told

investors wanting to know what had
happened to the money they had paid
for their shares thathehadnot seenany
of it. “It was the governmentwhich sold
the shares. Themoneywent to the gov-
ernment. We did not receive any.”
He continued: “The principal reason

for privatisation was to enable Royal
Mail to access capital markets. In the
last week we have raised money
through a bond issue, something that
we could not have done before.”
Officials confirmed that of the

€500million (£396million) raised,
£300million would go to pay down
short-term debt, which was due to be
cleared in 2016. The rest would go into
RoyalMail’s coffers. The ten-year bond
locksRoyalMail into cheaper debtwith
the coupon— the rate of interest paya-
ble — set at 2.375 per cent.
The bond issue, which was managed

by the French bank BNP Paribas, JP
Morgan,Royal BankofCanada and the
Royal Bank of Scotland, proved popu-
lar in Europe, withGerman andAustri-
an investors taking 30 per cent of the
debt issue, the French 17 per cent and
Swiss investors 11 per cent. British and
Irish investors took 29 per cent. About
three quarters went to fund managers,
10 per cent to insurers, and 6 per cent to
banks. Hedge funds took 4 per cent.
At the meeting, when asked why

latest reported parcel volumes are up
by only 1 per cent while revenues are
down by 1 per cent, Mr Brydon said
recent figures from the British Retail
Consortium showed that consumer
sales fell in June. Royal Mail has previ-
ously argued that it expected its parcels
business togrowbecauseof theamount
of doorstep delivering needed from the
boom in online shopping.
Moya Greene, Royal Mail’s chief

executive, added that the launch of
Amazon’s own delivery network —
previously RoyalMail’s largest custom-
er and previously accounting for 6 per
cent of its parcels handled—had hit its
business. She said that slow volumes
had also been down to Royal Mail
exiting the market in delivering larger
goods because it does not suit “the
characteristics of an on-foot network”.

S
o the dawn of a new era of
shareholder citizens came
down to this: the days of
posties on a bike are coming
to an end, their postal

trolleys are being re-engineered and
shareholder-philatelists are not
getting what they want.
The inaugural annual meeting of

Royal Mail Group, the first big
privatisation since the 1980s, a state
sell-off that has not passed off
without controversy, and a company
which has 750,000 investors, drew
only 156 attendees. That is 0.02 per
cent of those qualified to be there,
most of them private investors.
Royal Mail had made provision

for 3,000 to turn up at the National
Exhibition Centre in Birmingham,

right next to the airport, on the
busiest main rail line in the country
and with acres of car parking spaces
close to two motorways.
The internal Royal Mail bosses’

sweepstake ranging between 250
and 600 for the turnout suggested
that they might have feared they
may not be as popular as the NEC’s
upcoming Festival of Quilts, but just
the 13 dozen left officials scratching
their heads and suggesting it may be
“something to do with the weather”.
As it happens, one fifth of the

board did not manage to get there
either, despite Donald Brydon, the
chairman, confirming that this was
an “auspicious day.”
Those shareholders who did

attend apparently had no stomach
for a fight. There was not a single
question on £1.3 million
remuneration for Moya Greene, the
chief executive. It was later
confirmed that all resolutions,
including those on pay, were passed
by more than 90 per cent.
Neither was there any challenge

to why Royal Mail is missing its

targets on its much-vaunted growth
in parcel volumes and revenues, the
subject of a stock exchange
statement this week, which
precipitated a tumble in the share
price to below its opening day close
at last the flotation last October.
Instead, shareholders heard Mr

Brydon state that, despite fond
memories of an Edinburgh
childhood being invited to sit on the
local postman’s bike, he expected
the use of bicycles by the Royal Mail
to be “a thing of the past” because
they are neither efficient nor stable
when fully loaded.
When challenged that the trolleys

postal operatives now use did not
look fit for purpose, Mr Brydon said:
“Engineers are working to make the
equipment as effective as possible.”
Stamp collectors — and the Royal

Mail float appears to have spawned
a new breed of activist philatelist
investors — wanted to know why
their interests were not being looked
after; will there be Commonwealth
Games medallist stamps as in the
London Olympics (there won’t)?

And why are there not special
stamps for England as there are for
Wales and Scotland (who cares?)?
On matters of corporate policy,

however, shareholders did extract
some commitments. Mr Brydon
admitted that he would have to ask
the head of human resources why
contract cleaning and catering staff
did not receive the living wage that
was paid to all directly employed
Royal Mail staff.
The chairman also admitted that

directors had considered appointing
to the board a German-style worker
representative. “I am not opposed to
it but to date we have come to
nothing specific,” Mr Brydon said.
All done in 58 minutes. Memories

of those famous stand-offs in the
1990s at privatised company annual
meetings attended by investors in
their thousands, remain just that, a
distant recollection.
Meanwhile, such an easy ride for

the board has already prompted
Royal Mail officials to repeat book
the NEC, Solihull’s biggest
attraction, for this time next year.

Robert Lea
Annual meeting
sketch

Bicycles have
been a feature of
post delivery
rounds down the
years but they
are now seen as
neither efficient
nor stable and
they may be
phased out

Reckitt to invest £100m in Hull R&D Glaxo malaria vaccine set
to save thousands of babies

Deirdre Hipwell

Deirdre HipwellItwas ina laboratory inHull threeyears
ago that Reckitt Benckiser first hit on
the idea of combining Nurofen with
paracetamol, a 100-year-old molecule,
to create Nuromol.
The painkiller has become a top sell-

er and its innovative development is
part of the reason Reckitt has started a
big investment programme in Hull.
Themaker ofGaviscon,Nurofen and

Strepsils said yesterday it would spend
£100million creating a research and
development facility for its consumer
healthcare division in Hull.
Reckitt plans todevelopa largebuild-

ing on the site, where it has had a pres-
ence for 200 years, to house new con-
sumer health laboratory facilities. It
also plans to upgrade its existing R&D
premiseson the site significantly,which

is used for its home care category, and
carry out wider general improvements.
The cost of the investment will be met
from existing cash resources.
Rakesh Kapoor, the chief executive

of Reckitt, said that the centre would
focus ondeveloping a rangeof “innova-
tive solutions” for everyday ailments. It
is also focusing on how to make over-
the-counter drugs easier for older
people to digest and how to combine
active ingredients to make pain man-
agement and indigestion relief treat-
ments work more effectively.
Mr Kapoor said his object was to

make the centre amagnet for talent for
technical science expertise from
around the world. The executive, who
went to Hull yesterday with George
Osborne to announce the investment,
said it was a statement of intent to drive
change in its consumer health division

—akey growth area for the group. “We
will be living an average of ten years
longer and have another one billion
people on the population. Our health
services will struggle to cope. Self-
healthcarehas tobeacritical partof the
mix in the future,” he said.
The site in Hull is one of six R&D

facilities that Reckitt operates around
the world. Several of its health and hy-
giene powerbrands were developed in
RB’s laboratories in Hull and Notting-
ham, including Lemsip and Optrex.
There are about 1,200 employees at

the Hull site and Mr Kapoor said this
investment secured their long-term
futureandprovided theopportunity for
new jobs to be created.Work has begun
on the design of the centre that will be
fully operational by early 2018.
MrOsborne said: “RB is a great Brit-

ish success story.”

Britain’s biggest drugmanufacturer has
asked regulators to approve a vaccine
formalaria—one of theworld’s deadli-
est diseases.
GlaxoSmithKline has been develop-

ing an experimental treatment that
could become the world’s first malaria
vaccination shot.
The group, which on Wednesday

reported a double-digit slump in reve-
nue and profits for the first half, has
applied for approval to sell the RTS,S
vaccine exclusively outside the Euro-
pean Union.
The request could mean that the

drugwill beused in therestof theworld.
The assessment will be conducted by
the European Medicines Agency in

partnership with the World Health
Organisation.
A trial of the vaccine showed a

reduction in infections for 46 per cent
ofbabiesagedbetween fivemonthsand
17 months and for 27 per cent of babies
aged between six and 12 weeks.
Malaria kills hundreds of thousands

of people each year, mostly in sub-
Saharan Africa, and more than three
quarters of all victims are children
under the age of five.
GSK said that the vaccine had taken

three decades to develop at a cost of
$350million and that it could spend a
further $260million. It expects tomake
a 5per cent profit on sales of the vac-
cine, and said that this would be re-
invested in tackling malaria or other
neglected tropical diseases.

REX FEATURES, GETTY
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Bank boss in
‘last-chance
saloon’ over
falling profit
Patrick Hosking

Peter Sands, the chief executive of
Standard Chartered, is under pressure
to convince shareholders at the interim
results in a fortnight’s time that he has
the ideas and focus to lead a revival,
analysts have said.
The board of the embattled Asia-

focused bank yesterday dismissed a
report that it was considering looking
for a replacement for Mr Sands, who
has been the subject of a City whisper-
ing campaign.
Several shareholders have expressed

frustration over the leadership, which
last month issued a second profits
warning in seven months. The bank’s
shares have been falling for three years.
The board issued an emphatic state-

ment of support for Mr Sands and Sir
John Peace, the chairman. In an un-
usual attack it criticised the Financial
Times, claiming that people who were
quoted expressing concern about the
leadership felt misrepresented. The FT
said that it stood by its story
“absolutely”.
The bank had earlier said that it did

not “accept”media rumours about suc-
cession planning. While the bank has
succession plans in place should any of
its senior teambe suddenly incapacitat-
ed, it has not implemented any further
plans “as a result of recent investor
pressure”, it said.
Institutional shareholders complain

that Mr Sands may not be sufficiently
hands-on to grapple with a turnaround
and that he has become “a bit semi-
detached”. Mr Sands, who successfully
piloted the bank through the banking
crisis, has told friends that the criti-
cismshavemadehimmoredetermined
to stay on.
One leading shareholder supported

the status quo yesterday, arguing that
stability was more important than
changing the chief executive immedi-
ately. “We’re not banging the drum for
change right now. At some point Peter
is going tomoveon.Ourpriority is that,
when it happens, there is a stable
transition.”
Shares in the bank slipped by 9½p to

£12.09 as analysts warned that it
needed to offer more compelling evi-
dence that itwasgetting togripswith its
problems. Gary Greenwood, of Shore
Capital, said: “It’s not so long ago
[management] were talking about
double-digit earnings and revenue
growth, and now both are going back-
wards.He [MrSands] is not far from the
last-chance saloon.”

Sathnam Sanghera

The attention being
lavished upon
Victoria Knowles’
“explosive” self-
published memoir,

The PA, has been making me nervous.
Several publications have taken the
line that it exposes “the dark heart of
the corporate world”, repeating the
most salacious allegations of inter-
office sex, adultery, liposuction, and
porn watching, while sometimes even
mentioning her former colleagues
and bosses by name. But Knowles
uses pseudonyms in the book and has
provided little evidence, beyond
remarking vaguely to The Sunday
Times that she doesn’t care if she is
sued because she has “corroborators”.
And now I’ve read the ebook, which

is reportedly attracting the attention of
film agents, my initial trepidation has
turned to horror. Leaving aside the
question of factual reliability (I should
say, I don’t personally know anyone
involved), and that in writing terms it
is worse than your average teenager’s
diary, and that the narrator displays all
the wit and self-knowledge of a used
Brillo Pad, it doesn’t say anything
original about the Square Mile.
Frankly, the only truly shocking thing
in the book is Knowles’ loathsome
behaviour. And if The PA serves any
purpose at all, it is, inadvertently, as a
step-by-step guide on How to Be a
Terrible PA.
One: have no appreciation for how

business works. Knowles makes all
sorts of allegations about her bosses,
from them sending crude sexist emails
to being insensitive about mental
illness. But most of her complaints are
petty, from employers daring to look
over her shoulder while they give
dictation, to remarking that she looked
as if she had been “Tangoed” when she
returned from holiday. And one of her
most banal complaints is that one of
her employers, an estate agent,
sometimes “fawned over clients” in a
way that made her want to “vomit”.
Or, to use a technical business phrase,
the way he provided “customer
service”.
Two: have a massive ego. Putting

the boss first is a defining feature of
the job of the PA — a clue lying in
the word “assistant”. But you’d think,
from the way Knowles hurls hideous
abuse at her employers, dismissing
them variously as “an arsehole”, “a
proper bellend”, and an “overweight
alcoholic”, while describing herself

variously as a “brilliant secretary”, “a
smiley, friendly person” and
“attractive, slim”, that bosses existed
to serve PAs. Indeed, the former
drama student almost admits to this
view explicitly when she complains
that the problem with being a PA is
that you are “just someone’s servant”.
Or, to use another technical business
term, “an employee”.
Three: display no emotional

resilience. The last thing you need
when you’re a boss dealing with other
people’s meltdowns all day is your PA
having a meltdown. But I lost count
of the number of times Knowles got
excited about a new job, only to
succumb to angry disappointment.
She is forever crying herself to sleep
or drinking “vats of red wine”, sending

angry emails after perceived slights,
the most incomprehensible meltdown
occurring after a prospective
employer withdraws a job offer after
Knowles does badly in some tests —
tests that Knowles admits to making
no real effort with. “She had changed
her mind like an utter lunatic,” she
says of the prospective employer,
sounding like an utter lunatic.
Four: be unreliable. Bosses rely on

their PAs the way we minions rely on
email and telephones. But Knowles,
who admits at times to being
deliberately “awkward” in response to
perceived slights, is about as
dependable as a 1974 Alfa Romeo
Spider. At one point she complains
about “having literally nothing to do
all day” in her job at a PR agency,

only to complain soon afterwards at
having to fill in for a colleague
“monitoring all the press outlets
around the globe”. She says she wants
to “punch the lights out” of another
boss who sends an “unpleasant” email
describing her work as “shite”, but
later admits to being caught out
referring to an elderly boss with the
c-word in an email. She moans that a
boss is extending her probation
period, only to moan again when he
changes his mind. But worst of all is
her hypocrisy at feeling “violated”
when a colleague accesses her emails
and rearranges her messages, when
she cheerfully quotes some of her
bosses’ emails and at one point even
admits to turning “private detective”,
going through the phone records of a
boss looking for evidence of
“indiscretions”. Which brings us to . . .
Five: be indiscreet. The one quality

every employer requires in a PA is
trust, given that they deal with the
private, personal and commercially
confidential. But Knowles not only
doesn’t seem to understand this,
throwing yet another adolescent
wobbly when a boss suggests she
fraternise less with colleagues, but she
does the worst thing any PA could
possibly do by publishing a “warts and
all memoir” about her experience.
It’s astonishing she can castigate a

boss for broadcasting she is on Prozac,
yet doesn’t think twice about
discussing the medical conditions,
personal lives and parenting skills of
bosses in print. It is sanctimonious
and hypocritical and deeply nasty,
and by the end I was so enraged that
I wanted to burn the book. Only to
remember it was on a Kindle.
Knowles will have us believe that

she is now happily employed, having
landed a job where her boss is “witty,
smart and kind”, and that her series
of disastrous jobs was simply the
result of bad luck, having been
“treated badly by” a series of “very
different people”. But this book is the
literary equivalent of being trapped at
a bar next to a serial divorcee who is
ranting about how all of her ex-
husbands turned out to be “insane”.
It’s too much of a coincidence for me,
and if I were her current boss, then
I would, after withdrawing her ability
to access my emails,
be running for the
hills.

Twitter@sathnam

‘‘

’’

Memoir reveals more about being a
poor PA than it does about bad bosses
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Hackers stole 20,000 private email
addresses fromtheEuropeanCentral
Bank before they sent a ransom note
demanding money for the return of
the information.
The ECB admitted yesterday that

unencrypted email addresses, phone
numbers and street addresses were
taken fromadatabase linked tooneof
its websites.
The bank said that the database

was separate fromotherECBsystems
and that no market-sensitive data

had been compromised. “The ECB
takes data security extremely seri-
ously,” it said. “German police have
been informed of the theft and an
investigation has started. ECB data
security experts have addressed the
vulnerability.”
The bank is contacting people

whose information was compro-
mised. It said that the stolen informa-
tion related to registrations for events
such as conferences. The biggest
known hack to date involved Adobe,
the software company, which lost
more than 150 million customer

records, including credit card details,
in September last year.
InOctober, the Co-operative Bank

capped customer withdrawals at
£20,000 after hackers attempted to
use software to steal from their ac-
counts. Hackers from the Shylock
network, one of the world’s most so-
phisticated cybercriminal gangs,
were believed tobebehind the attack.
A report by Detica, the technology
division of BAE Systems, the defence
contractor, revealed last year that the
Shylock gang was focusing nearly all
its energy on attacking British banks.

Sales growth reaches
fastest rate for decade

Britain’s retailers have enjoyed the
best quarter of growth in a decade
despite a mildly disappointing per-
formance last month, according to
official figures.
Shoppers increased their spending

by 1.6per cent compared with the
previous quarter, the biggest rise
since March 2004. The figures also
marked the 16th consecutive three-
monthly rise, the longest stretch
since the credit crunch struck in
November 2007.
The improvement came despite a

slowdown in sales volumes last
month. Growth was recorded at
0.1per cent, below forecasts of 0.3per
cent. Compared with last year, sales
in June were up 3.6per cent, the
Office for National Statistics said.
The strong growth on the high

street set up another robust quarter
for the wider economy. The ONS is
expected to show a repeat of the
0.8per cent growth recorded in the
first quarter when it publishes its first
estimate of GDP growth for the
second quarter tomorrow. “Despite a

slightly disappointing June, retail
sales had a very strong second quar-
ter,” RobWood, UK economist at Be-
renberg Bank, said. “Clothing sales
fell 2per cent month-on-month as
shops delayed promotions. Reflect-
ing those missing discounts, store
price inflation for clothes rose to
1.7per cent. In other words, sales vol-
umes were depressed this month,
meaning there is every chance they
will jump next month as the unusual
pattern of discounting unwinds.”
Sales in the secondquarterwereup

4.5per cent on a year earlier, the
strongest performance for any quar-
ter since the end of 2004, the ONS
said.
Britain’s consumers have been the

main driver of an economic recovery
that began last year, helped by low
inflation.Prices in storeswere flat last
month, the first time that they have
not fallen since January. The ONS
said that an annual 2per cent in-
crease in prices for clothing and foot-
wear was unusual given that retailers
normally cut prices in June. Clothing
prices have not risen during the
month since 2007. A fall in fashion sales, blamed on a reluctance by shops to offer discounts, failed to dent optimism over high street spending

Centrica’s new chief set
for £15m boost from BP
The next chief executive of Centrica
willhave togiveupa£450,000redun-
dancypackage if hewants to leaveBP
to join the British Gas group before
next summer—but not the potential
£15million treasure troveofBPbonus
shares and options that could still
come his way.
After weeks of speculation, BP has

confirmed that Iain Conn, its head of
refineries and petrol stations of the
past seven years, is to leave the com-
pany he has been with since 1986.
However, while Mr Conn, 51, has

been linedup tosucceedSamLaidlaw
as the chief executive at Centrica, the
paperwork at the energy group has
yet to be completed, with discussions
still taking place over Mr Conn’s
package. In a statement, it said: “Cen-
trica notes BP’s announcement that
Iain Conn is to step down as a BP
board director and confirms that it
has been, and continues to be, in dis-
cussionswith Iainabout thepossibili-
ty of him succeeding Sam Laidlaw as
chief executive of Centrica.
“As confirmed at our annual meet-

ing on May 12, the board of Centrica

has been paying due attention to suc-
cession planning and has conducted
extensive searches. Sam remains
firmly focused on leading Centrica
until his successor is in place.”
The departure ofMrConn fromBP

—neither a resignation nor a sacking
but a “termination agreement” —
clears up what Mr Conn is due under
his contractual agreement. What has

been thrashed out is that once his
notice has been served, he will stay
with BP until December 31 and hand
over responsibilities for the group’s
downstream operations onOctober 1.
If, as envisaged, he leaves at the

turn of the year he will be entitled to
£453,000 — pro-rata about seven
months of his £797,000 annual base
pay — paid monthly. If, however, he
takesupa jobbefore July24, 2015, one
year hence from his notice, then
those payments will stop.

BP confirmed that as a “good
leaver”,MrConnwill be entitled toall
the long-term incentive payments
thatwouldbedue tohimuntil theend
of 2014, even if they are not fully paid
until 2016. It means that, through to
2016, he will be entitled to payments
from a dizzying array of director in-
centive schemes. That includes more
than 2 million performance share
awards,more than420,000matching
share awards, more than 260,000
compulsory deferred bonus shares
and 160,000 voluntary deferred bo-
nus shares.While impossible to put a
value on those shares until they fully
vest, it is reckoned that if all targets
on theschemesarehit, the three-year
payout could top £15 million.
The fine print of Mr Conn’s settle-

ment also reveals BP is paying for
legal advice over his termination and
making available up to £50,000 in
counselling services. The married
father of three, who plays the piano
and the saxophone, will also be en-
titled to take his 30 years of BP retire-
ment plan accruals in four years’ time
at the age of 55, if he so wishes.
Mr Conn was paid £3.6 million last

year and £2million the previous year.

Hackers send ransom note for ECB data
James Dean

Robert Lea

Iain Conn is
expected to leave
BPfor Centrica at
the turn of the
year

Philip Aldrick Economics Editor

CHRIS RATCLIFFE/GETTY
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Spanish

unemployment

of Spaniards aged 18-29 live with their parents

of Spanish youth are unemployed

fall in real Spanish
wages since 2009

of young Spaniards attended a
protest or demonstration in 2013

net emigration from Spain
between 2010-2013
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The pain in Spain China powers
back to life
as stimulus
lifts factories

A surprisingly loud roar of activity in
China’s factory heartlands unleashed a
wave of euphoria across Asian com-
modity markets on Wednesday as
traders bet that Beijing has embraced
economic stimulus.
The upbeat effect on everything

from rubber futures to the Australian
dollarwas triggered byHSBC’s prelimi-
nary purchasing managers’ index, a
report on the manufacturing sector
that showed activity in July hitting an
18-month high.
The reading of 52, on an indexwhere

anything over 50 indicates expansion,
was substantially higher than most
analysts had forecast and comfortably
stronger than the 50.7 level logged for
last month. As well as marking a clear
revival from the ominous readings
early this year, the flash PMI numbers
gave some investors confidence toditch
safe-haven assets such as gold in favour
of equities. Bullion prices tumbled
below $1,300 an ounce as risk appetite
made its return.
Analysts at HSBC attributed the

sharp improvement to the “cumulative
impact of mini-stimulus measures”
introduced by Beijing over the past few
months. The strongest areas of im-
provementwere in neworders andnew
export orders.
A suite of loosening policies was

filtered into the system from April,
starting at a point where it appeared
that the Chinese economy might fall
short of the government’s own growth
targets of 7.5 per cent. Somebelieve that
a miss on GDP targets is still possible,
pointing to local government debt and
the propertymarket as areas that could
produce intensely negative shocks.
Having told China and the rest of the

world that its priority would be to push
through a painful reform agenda, the
administration of President Xi Jinping
gave itself a persistent political prob-
lem: would it pull back on the reformist
zeal and go back to old-fashioned stim-
ulus if GDP growth began to fade at an
unacceptable pace?
For now, said economists, Beijing

appeared to have taken the stimulus
option. Brian Jackson, a China econo-
mist at IHS Global Insight, said that
accelerated fiscal spending, eased
liquidity and increased support of trade
were all showing up in the July PMI
numbers.
“While the government has succeed-

ed in stabilising growth in the second
quarter and appears to be generating
manufacturing demand more recently,
the sustainability of that support re-
mains in question,” Mr Jackson said.

Unemployment U-turn helps
Spain along road to recovery

S
pain’s jobs market
has turned the
corner after
employment
registered its first

annual rise since the
financial crisis struck six
years ago (Philip Aldrick
writes).
Just over 190,000 jobs

were created in the 12
months to June, official
data showed, pushing
unemployment down from
25.9per cent in the first
quarter to 24.5 per cent in
the second.
Although the jobless rate

remains the second highest
in Europe after Greece, the

drop was steeper than
expected. “I have been
waiting a long time, since I
came to office, to give you
news like this . . . The
labour market has made
a 180-degree turn,”
Mariano Rajoy, the
Spanish prime
minister, right, said.
Spain’s economy

has been picking up
over the past few
months thanks to
booming exports,
having bounced back
from two years of
contraction, but the
jobs market has been
slow to respond.

Growth now
appears to be
filtering
through,
helped by vital
labour market
reforms by the

government
making it
easier for
firms to hire
and fire.
The

International
Monetary
Fund raised
its April
growth
forecast for
this year

from 0.9 per cent to 1.2 per
cent and from 1 per cent to
1.6 per cent for next year.
More than 3million

people lost their jobs in the
recession, many of them in
the construction industry as
the country’s debt-fuelled
property boom popped.
Unemployment soared from
8 per cent to 27per cent,
and 3.5 million have been
out of work for at least six
months.
Overall, 400,000 people

started work in the three
months to June — the
biggest quarterly increase
since 2005. The total
number employed
increased to 17.3 million.
About 5.6 million Spaniards
are looking for work.
The second quarter tends

to be a strong period of job
creation as Spain’s vital
tourist season begins. But
the seasonally adjusted data

were also positive, showing
a 3.12 per cent fall in jobless
from the previous quarter
— the fifth quarterly fall in
a row — while employment
rose 1.03 per cent.
The quality of

employment also improved,
with 304,400 new jobs
being full-time while
180,200 contracts signed
were permanent ones.
In the past three years,

Spain’s population has
fallen by almost 500,000 as
people went overseas in
search of work. Had there
been no emigration, the
jobless rate would have
been 35 per cent, Deutsche
Bank has estimated.
On Wednesday, Spain’s

central bank upgraded its
estimate of 2014 and 2015
growth to 1.3 per cent and
2per cent respectively,
making it much more
optimistic than the IMF.

France takes the bounce out of eurozone rebound
The eurozone economy showed signs
of a reboundyesterdaydespite continu-
ing stagnation in France and several
months of sluggish activity.
Across the 18-nation single currency

zone, many companies reported that
business picked up in July after an
unusually high number of holidays, a
monthly survey by Markit showed.
While activity in Germany was

expanding strongly, in France it was
“contracting while growth accelerated
elsewhere . . . the French economy is
stagnating at best”. In the rest of the

eurozone, business activity showed the
biggest monthly increase since August
2007, before the financial crisis, the re-
search group said.
Theeurozonegrewat0.4per centper

quarter, equating to an annualised rate
of 1.6 per cent. The figures came with a
health warning, however, that events
unfolding inUkrainewere clouding the
outlook for continued steady recovery.
Markit’s set of leading indicators, the

purchasing managers’ index, turned in
a figure of 54, above the 50-point sig-
nalling growth, up from 52.8 in June.
The economy in France showed

further signs of slowing, with an index

reading of 49.4. The French manufac-
turing sector was showing signs of
sharp downturn and the services sector
was sluggish, Markit reported. This
reflected gloomy internal demand and
a low level of confidence among
businesses and households.
The survey, widely regarded as relia-

ble, showed that countries on the edge
of the eurozone, hardest hit by the debt
crisis, were achieving their strongest
growth since 2007.
InGermany, activity in themanufac-

turingandservices sectors,whichmake
up more than two thirds of the eco-
nomy, recorded a three-month PMI

Berenbergbank, gaveamoreoptimistic
reading of the results for France. “The
eurozone recovery remains intact,” he
said. “Germany’s domestic demand as
well as the recovery in the reformedpe-
riphery are getting stronger and recent
progress in France raises the chances
that even the biggest laggard will at
least stabilise.”
Jessica Hinds, an economist at

Capital Economics, said that the data
was promising but was “unlikely to
alleviate concerns that the economic
recovery is failing to gain momentum”
and showed that France was in reces-
sionary territory.

high of 55.9, up from 54 in June. It was
the 15th successive month of growth.
The German economy grew by 0.8per
cent in the first quarter, its strongest
rate in three years, but is expected to
slow in the second before reviving in
the third. Recent data has been soft,
with industrial output, orders, exports
and imports all falling.
“However, growth of orders slowed

slightly in July amid signs that expan-
sion, especially in manufacturing, is
being subdued by geopolitical con-
cerns, in particular the escalating crisis
in Ukraine,” Markit said.
Christian Schulz, an economist for

David Charter Berlin

Leo Lewis Beijing
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and $220million in the third quarter.
It is now focused on its core business
of voice and music and its Bluetooth
wireless products. These will return
to growth in the second half.
The shares were off 11p to

572p.They sell on about 20 times
earnings.Some analysts speculate
that the company will one day
attract a bid from overseas. I have
suggested buying CSRon weakness,
and that looks appropriate now.

into digital cameras, acquired with
the purchase of Zoran in 2011.
As a consequence, sales in these

legacy businesses were off by 70 per
cent in the second quarter.The
second factor is the earlier
introduction in China of rules on
using mobile phones while driving.
This led to a boom in sales of hands-
free sets, but this petered out after
the first half of last year.
Second-quarter revenues were off

by 26 per cent to $193.7million.
Operating profits were off 25 per
cent to $29.5million, but gross
margins were at a record 57.5 per
cent. Those distorting factors will
wash out. CSR is forecasting
revenues of between $200million

The published figures from CSR
are often difficult to interpret,
but one needs to look even

further beyond the headline
numbers in its interims to the end of
June.
There are two distorting

factors.The Cambridge-based maker
of computer chips has been
withdrawing from a number of low
margin legacy businesses. A year ago
it transferred its business making
components for handsets and TVs to
Samsung. In December it exited the
manufacture of technology that goes

news in brief

PRICES

SFO charges Alstom
A UK subsidiary of Alstom, the
French engineering group, has
been charged with corruption.
The Serious Fraud Office said that
it had launched criminal
proceedings against Alstom
Network UK, formerly called
Alstom International, charging it
with three offences of corruption
and three of conspiracy to corrupt.
The alleged offences concerned
deals in India, Poland and Tunisia
between 2000 and 2006. The first
hearing will be at Westminster
magistrates’ court on September 9.

Daily Mail sales fall
Advertising on MailOnline rose
49 per cent to £15 million but the
increase was not enough to make
up for falling sales of the Daily
Mail and Mail on Sunday
newspapers. Underlying revenues
in DMGT’s media division were
down 1 per cent to £183 million
for the third quarter. Overall,
DMGT’s sales rose by 3 per cent
to £457 million, boosted by a
strong performance in its events
business.

Express job cuts
Richard Desmond was described
as Britain’s greediest billionaire
for cutting 200 jobs across his
newspaper titles months after
agreeing the £450 million sale of
Channel 5 to Viacom. Journalists
at Northern & Shell’s newspapers,
including the Daily Express and
Daily Star, have been told that the
workforce will be reduced to 450.
The National Union of
Journalists said the decision was
“damaging and flawed”.

Britvic fizzes higher
Britvic’s carbonated drinks unit
has put the fizz into strong sales.
In the 12 weeks to July, the
company reported underlying
revenue up 4.1 per cent to
£329.5 million, as a 5.8 per cent
jump in volumes more than made
up for a 1.4 per cent fall in price.
British sales rose by 4.6 per cent
thanks to growth of 10.4 per cent
from its carbonates division, with
the Pepsi brand enjoying strong
sales during the World Cup.

For the latest
breaking news
thetimes.co.uk/
business

MartinWaller Tempus
Buy, sell or hold: today’s best share tips

Shopping
around for
shopping
centres

A
pparently, “global
investors”, that nefarious
tribe who have pushed up
London property prices
to dizzying levels, have

now alighted on the humble
shopping centre as a parking space
for their cash.
So says Hammerson, the FTSE-100

property company which specialises
in retail assets. Certainly, there have
been deals in this area recently at
prices that have occasioned
comment, such as two by
LandSecurities last month, the
sale of its mall in Sunderland
and the purchase of a 30 per
cent stake in the Bluewater
development in Kent.
It is a reasonable enough

theory. Hammerson’s own
assets would offer a yield of
4.5 to 4.7 per cent if bought
now, rather better than in the
London property market and much
better than leaving it in the bank.
Its halfway figures show positive

movement on all fronts, though they

are complicated because a quarter of
those assets are in France, where the
retail environment is much less

benign. Like-for-like rental
income grew by 1.5 per cent,
though the UK figure was
nearer 2 per cent, or even
2.5 per cent if you strip out
one-off incentives on new
signings.
Hammerson is seeing new

leases being signed at 7 per
cent above estimated retail

value, as fashion retailers such as
Fat Face, River Island and Victoria’s
Secret expand or move into its malls.
Its occupancy rate is running at

above 97 per cent, which is
as high as could reasonably
be expected. The huge Les
Terrasses du Port project
near Marseilles, opened in
May, is now 98 per cent let,
despite the soggy state of the
French economy.
The company has just secured

financing by means of a ¤500 million
bond paying 2 per cent, claimed to be
the lowest rate gained by any UK
property company.
There are plenty of new projects at

various stages of development, in
Leeds, Southampton and at the
Whitgift Centre and Brent Cross in
London.
Hammerson has traditionally

traded at a discount to net assets,
unlike property companies with a
greater exposure to London. But that
discount has almost disappeared.
NAV per share was up by 6.8 per
cent year on year to 612p; the shares
lost 10p to 605p. That does suggest
they are up with events. Hold for the
long term.
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I t should come as no surprise that
Close Brothers is encountering
increasing competition in its

banking division, which is more than
80 per cent of the group. Close took
a countercyclical approach as the
banking crisis hit and built up its
loan book to SMEs as the big players
withdrew from the market.
The improvement in the economy

has seen those same banks piling
back in again. Close is still growing
strongly in key areas such as
property, helping small-scale

housebuilders, and motor
finance. The loan book grew
by 8 per cent in the five
months to the end of June,
a deceleration from the
12per cent seen in the year
to date. There seems no
reason, that competition

notwithstanding, why banking
should not continue to grow at

10per cent annually.
In securities, including the

Winterflood business, volumes are
inevitably stronger, given the
strength of stock markets, but there
has been a drift towards safer, larger
cap stocks over the past few months,
which offer lower margins.
Close shares, up 22p at £12.95p,

have come off a bit since the spring.
They sell on 13 times earnings and
yield a little more than 4 per cent.
Not cheap, but a strong hold.

1.5%
Like-for-like rise in

rental income

follow me
on twitter
for updates
@MartinWaller10

MY ADVICEStrong hold
WHYHammerson is well
placed in the strengthening
UK retail property market, but
the shares have narrowed the
traditional discount to NAV

Shares in Electrocomponents
have come back from well above
300p this summer and lost

another 6.5 per cent to 241¼p after
its first-quarter trading statement.
The finals in May suggested various
markets were moving in different
directions; the latest trading update
revealed unexpected slippage in
margins, partly due to the need to
reintroduce discounting in the UK.
Analysts were inclined to cut back
their profits forecasts for the next
couple of years. That share price fall,
though, pushes the dividend yield up
to approaching 5 per cent.

And finally . . .

MY ADVICEHold
WHYShares are not cheap, but
it is a quality business

MY ADVICEBuy on weakness
WHY Shares are at a low ebb
and look due a bounce

hammerson

NAV 612p Dividend 8.8p

close brothers

!2%Yr to date loan book gain

CSR

Revenue $193.7m Dividend 5.2c

Major Indices
New York
Dow Jones 17083.80 (-2.83)
Nasdaq Composite 4472.11 (-1.59)
S&P 500 1987.98 (+0.97)

Tokyo
Nikkei 225 15284.42 (-44.14)

Hong Kong
Hang Seng 24141.50 (+169.63)

Amsterdam
AEX Index 409.98 (+1.45)

Sydney
AO 5576.80 (+9.80)

Frankfurt
DAX 9794.06 (+40.50)

Singapore
Straits 3353.89 (+13.19)

Brussels
BEL20 3195.53 (+18.53)

Paris
CAC-40 4410.65 (+34.33)

Zurich
SMI Index 8637.01 (+31.91)
DJ EURO Stoxx 50 3220.07 (+26.94)

London

FTSE 100 6821.46 (+23.31)
FTSE 250 15748.69 (+22.73)
FTSE 350 3700.84 (+11.55)
FTSE Eurotop 100 2796.91 (+12.44)
FTSE All-Shares 3634.44 (+11.24)
FTSE Non Financials 4290.09 (+6.23)
techMARK 100 3313.14 (+1.22)
Bargains 959083
US$ 1.6984 (-0.0052)
Euro 1.2611 (-0.0043)
£:SDR 1.10 (+0.00)
Exchange Index 88.81 n/a
Bank of England official close (4pm)
CPI 128.30 Jun (2005 = 100)
RPI 256.30 Jun (Jan 1987 = 100)
RPIX 255.80 Jun (Jan 1987 = 100)
Morningstar Long Commodity 931.95 (+3.59)
Morningstar Long/Short Commod 4579.83 (-4.95)

Commodities
ICIS pricing (London 7.30pm)

Crude Oils ($/barrel FOB)

Brent Physical 105.85 -1.35
Brent 25 day (Jan) 106.85 -1.05
Brent 25 day (Feb) 107.45 -0.80
W Texas Intermed (Jan) 102.05 -1.05
W Texas Intermed (Feb) 100.70 -0.95

Products ($/MT)

Spot CIF NW Europe (prompt delivery)

Premium Unld 981.00 983.00 -6.00
Gasoil EEC 891.50 893.50 -1.50
3.5 Fuel Oil 566.00 569.75 +0.00
Naphtha 926.00 929.00 -8.00

ICE Futures

Gas Oil
Aug 886.50-886.25 Nov SLR
Sep 889.50-889.25 Dec 896.00-895.25
Oct 892.50-892.25 Volume: 293295

Brent (9.00pm)
Aug unq Nov 107.77-107.72
Sep 107.24-107.22 Dec 107.71-107.65

Oct 107.65-107.61 Volume: 767799

LIFFE

Cocoa

Jul unq Sep 1877 BID
Sep 1987-1984 Dec 1870 BID
Dec 1944-1940 Mar 1760 BID
Mar 1921-1920
May 1905-1901
Jul 1895-1892 Volume: 29032

RobustaCoffee

Jul 2185 SLR Mar 2049-2000
Sep 2034-2032 May 2100-2000
Nov 2030-2028
Jan 2027-2015 Volume: 11912

White Sugar (FOB)

Reuters Mar 482.10-480.50
May 490.70-489.60

Aug 480.00 SLR Aug 498.10-494.60
Oct 447.80-446.80 Oct 517.00-490.00
Dec 462.80-462.60 Volume: 6547

London Grain Futures

LIFFE Wheat (close £/t)

Nov 127.75 Jan 130.25 Mar 131.10
May 134.10 Jul 136.45 Volume: 1541

London Financial Futures
Period Open High Low Sett Vol Open Int

Long Gilt Sep 14 111.25 111.32 110.71 110.77 137909 383178
Dec 14 110.77

3-Mth Sterling Sep 14 99.370 99.380 99.360 99.375 30627 372017
Dec 14 99.190 99.190 99.160 99.175 50836 460386
Mar 15 98.970 98.980 98.930 98.945 69099 350395
Jun 15 98.740 98.750 98.700 98.705 50226 256374
Sep 15 98.520 98.530 98.470 98.475 49962 250020

3-Mth Euribor Sep 14 99.780 99.785 99.780 99.780 17637 491018
Dec 14 99.800 99.805 99.795 99.800 18821 425207
Mar 15 99.815 99.815 99.805 99.810 29051 390947
Jun 15 99.815 99.815 99.805 99.810 27130 309867
Sep 15 99.800 99.800 99.785 99.795 21672 330876

3-Mth Euroswiss Sep 14 99.990 100.00 99.990 100.00 3503 56413
Dec 14 100.02 100.03 100.01 100.02 4058 44616
Mar 15 100.05 100.05 100.03 100.04 7118 41481
Jun 15 100.05 100.06 100.03 100.04 5711 38056

2 Year Swapnote Sep 14 111.29 111.31 111.29 111.29 136 31454
Dec 14 111.29

5 Year Swapnote Sep 14 126.23 126.23 126.15 126.16 520 8104
Dec 14 126.16

10 Year Swapnote Sep 14 143.55 143.55 143.40 143.37 102 3785
Dec 14 143.37

FTSE100 Sep 14 6749.0 6780.0 6719.0 6770.0 67877 584079
Dec 14 6707.0 6740.0 6707.0 6744.0 2 13621

FTSEurofirst 80 Sep 14 4137.0 4137.0 4132.5 4238.5 200 350
Dec 14 4242.5
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T
he contrast
between the
fortunes of
two giants
of the

American motor
industry could not be
more stark.
Ford yesterday

reported stronger-
than-expected
second-quarter
earnings, driven by
record profit in North
America of
$2.4 billion.
General Motors,

meanwhile, suffered

the reverse, owing to
numerous recalls and
the expected cost of at
least $400 million for
a compensation fund.
GM, led by Mary

Barra, above, has
recalled 2.6 million
cars this year over
faulty ignition
switches, which can
cause engines to stall,
stop power brakes
from operating and
prevent air bags from
deploying.
The earnings

numbers increased
the pressure on GM to
give reassurances that
it is addressing its
problems. “We’re on
or ahead of the plan
we shared in
January,” Chuck
Stevens, the chief

financial officer, said.
“Our expectation is
the second half of the
year will be better
than the first half.”
Adam Jonas, a
Morgan Stanley
analyst, said that
strong vehicle pricing
in North America
“saved the quarter”.
Ford reaffirmed its

full-year guidance for
a pre-tax profit of
between $7 billion and
$8 billion, compared
with $8.6 billion in
2013. Its outlook for
South America was
downgraded to a
greater loss than
previously expected.
China cushioned that
blow, now accounting
for a record 4.6 per
cent of market share.

Ford and
GM head in
opposite
directions

RON SACHS/REX FEATURES

The only winners are the
bookies. Want to bet?
DominicWalshMarket report

The old adage that the bookmaker
always wins is fast being turned on its
head, at least when it comes to tax
and regulation. Yesterday, it was the
turn of Harriet Harman, the deputy
Labour leader, to stick the boot in as
she launched proposals for a levy on
sports betting to “support community
sport and help raise awareness about
problem gambling”.
The proposals from the shadow

culture secretary are just the latest
body blow suffered by the men in
trilbies, as politicians see an
opportunity to boost the Treasury’s
coffers while garnering potential
election votes by hitting an industry
that is regarded by some as targeting
the poor and vulnerable.
Despite bookies’ protestations that

hundreds of shops will shut, with the

loss of thousands of jobs, they
have faced a barrage of
attacks of late, including a
surprise increase in gaming
machine taxes in the budget,
a crackdown on new shops
and stricter controls on fixed-
odds betting machines, dubbed
the “crack cocaine of gambling”.
With a tax on their offshore

internet betting operations also in the
pipeline, the losing streak looks set to
continue, although some analysts
believe it may be delayed by potential
challenges. Ivor Jones, of Numis, also
called into question Ms Harman’s
move, but added: “The proposal can
only add to the sense that the
regulatory environment is hostile.”
Ladbrokes, where chief executive

Richard Glynn remains under
pressure, fell by 6¾p to 132¼p, down
4.9 per cent, while William Hill fared
little better, off 15p at 339p. Betfair
closed only 7p lower at £10.37.
Global markets put some of the

jitters caused by the geopolitical

upheaval in Ukraine and Gaza
behind them, as some
improvement in corporate
earnings added weight to
more positive economic
data from China, Europe
and America. With the Bank

of England seen as increasingly
likely to put up interest rates, the

FTSE 100 closed 23.31 points higher
at 6,821.46, a rise of 0.34 per cent.
If traders had hoped to keep tabs on

the first day of the Commonwealth
Games, they had to think again, as a
slew of company result updates forced
them to focus on their trading screens.
Leading the blue-chip risers was

Reed Elsevier, the publishing and
media group, which added 41p to
980p after reporting forecast-beating
half-year numbers. The rise helped to
offset the 8.2 per cent slump in the
Kingfisher price to 308½p on
confirmation that it had suffered a
slowdown in June, hurt by England’s
early World Cup exit.
In the FTSE 250, Howden Joinery

Group, the kitchens company, cooked
up a 37.5 per cent increase in first-half
profits, helped by improving
consumer sentiment and government
initiatives to boost housing. Its shares
soared 17.1 per cent to 365p.
Among airlines, IAG and easyJet

went in opposite directions. While the
British Airways owner flew 7½p
higher to 343p after announcing that
its Iberia airline had reached a deal
with unions on redundancies, its low-
cost rival dropped 70p to £13.33, down
5 per cent, amid disappointment over
its profit guidance. Thomas Cook fell
3¼p to 119p, amid jitters over next
week’s third-quarter update.
In a busy day for pubs, Mitchells &

Butlers lost 4¾p to 380p amid still
sluggish sales; Marston’s ticked up ¾p
to 145p on the back of strong World
Cup beer sales; while Fuller, Smith &
Turner did better, up 16½p to 969p,
thanks to its London and southeast
bias and optimism over its recent
foray into the West Country.
Prices by Proquote

follow us
on twitter
for updates
@timesbusiness

Guinness . . . with whisky chaser
consumer goods

With the recently
rumoured drinks
sector merger
between Diageo and
SABMiller looking
increasingly fanciful,
attention turned to
what the Johnnie
Walker Scotch whisky
and Guinness stout
maker will say about
recent trading when it
reports full-year
results next Thursday.
Ivan Menezes, the

chief executive of
Diageo, is likely to be
asked about the effect
of destocking in its
key southeast Asia
region, while investors
will be seeking
further detail on the
£200 million cost-
cutting programme

announced at the
interims as he seeks
to reignite medium-
term growth.
Consensus suggests

the world’s biggest
spirits group will
report organic
operating profits
before exceptionals

up 2.4 per cent to
£3.24 billion, from
net sales of almost
£10.5 billion, up by
a more muted
0.5 per cent on an
organic basis.
While the impact of

the Chinese austerity
and anti-bribery drive
is likely to have
levelled off, analysts
are predicting a
reasonably chunky
write-off in the value
of Shui Jing Fang, its
baijiu white spirits
business, as Diageo
rebases its Chinese
operations to take
account of the reduced
scale of “gifting” of
luxury goods. Shares
of Diageo ticked up a
ha’penny to £18.24½.

The Johnnie Walker
maker is in the throes
of cost-cutting

Wall Street report
Stocks were little changed as jobless
claims were the lowest since 2006,
but new home sales fell 8.1 per cent.
The Dow Jones industrial average
closed 2.83 points lower at 17,083.80.
The S&P 500 closed at a record high
of 1,987.96, up 0.95 points

European money
deposits %

Gold/Precious
metals

Dollar rates
Australia 1.0618-1.0620
Canada 1.0743-1.0745
Denmark 5.5374-5.5383
Euro 0.7427-0.7427
Hong Kong 7.7499-7.7507
Japan 101.80-101.83
Malaysia 3.1779-3.1794
Norway 6.2071-6.2121
Singapore 1.2405-1.2408
Sweden 6.8322-6.8355
Switzerland 0.9026-0.9028

Other Sterling
Argentina peso 13.879-13.881
Australia dollar 1.8030-1.8037
Bahrain dinar 0.6363-0.6439
Brazil real 3.7607-3.7777
Euro 1.2609-1.2615
Hong Kong dollar 13.161-13.163
India rupee 102.00-102.20
Indonesia rupiah 19478-19529
Kuwait dinar KD 0.4790-0.4815
Malaysia ringgit 5.2946-5.4964
New Zealand dollar 1.9776-1.9783
Singapore dollar 2.1064-2.1072
S Africa rand 17.877-17.885
U A E dirham 6.2342-6.2405

Money rates %
Base Rates Clearing Banks 0.5 Finance House 1.0 ECB Refi 0.15 US Fed Fund 0-0.25
Halifax Mortgage Rate 3.5
Treasury Bills (Dis) Buy: 1 mth 0.39; 3 mth 0.44. Sell: 1 mth 0.33; 3 mth 0.40

1 mth 2 mth 3 mth 6 mth 12 mth

Interbank Rates 0.4975 0.5240 0.5572 0.7150 1.0646

Clearer CDs 0.58-0.43 0.60-0.45 0.65-0.50 0.80-0.65 1.12-0.97

Depo CDs 0.58-0.43 0.60-0.45 0.65-0.50 0.80-0.65 1.12-0.97

Eurodollar Deps 0.13-0.23 0.17-0.27 0.24-0.34 0.35-0.45 0.60-0.70
Eurodollar CDs 0.14-0.06 0.18-0.10 0.22-0.14 0.36-0.21 0.52-0.32

Mkt Rates for Range Close 1 month 3 month
Copenhagen 9.3811-9.4484 9.4049-9.4054 41ds 127ds
Euro 1.2674-1.2599 1.2615-1.2593 3pr 8pr
Montreal 1.8211-1.8301 1.8241-1.8251 9pr 26pr
New York 1.6968-1.7053 1.6981-1.6984 4ds 13ds
Oslo 10.533-10.593 10.543-10.546 92pr 270pr
Stockholm 11.468-11.680 11.591-11.601 13ds 49ds
Tokyo 172.63-173.04 172.87-172.94 8ds 25ds
Zurich 1.5306-1.5389 1.5329-1.5332 7ds 23ds

Premium = pr Discount = ds

Sterling spot and forward rates

Exchange rates
Bank buys Bank sells

Australia $ 1.970 1.710
Canada $ 1.990 1.730
Denmark Kr 10.140 8.890
Egypt 13.440 10.690
Euro ¤ 1.380 1.210
Hong Kong $ 14.200 12.490
Hungary 427.140 351.420
Indonesia 22556.300 17992.100
Israel Shk 6.390 5.460
Japan Yen 186.980 161.930
New Zealand $ 2.200 1.860
Norway Kr 11.460 9.900
Poland 5.770 4.730
Russia 63.920 53.230
S Africa Rd 19.900 16.850
Sweden Kr 12.430 11.050
Switzerland Fr 1.690 1.460
Turkey Lira 3.860 0.000
USA $ 1.860 1.630

Rates for banknotes and traveller's cheques as
traded by Royal Bank of Scotland plc yesterday

AHDB meat services
Average fatstock prices at representative
markets
(p/kg lw) Pig Lamb Cattle
GB 115.91 100.07 179.81
(+/-) -5.10 -27.64 +8.61

Eng/Wales 115.91 unq 179.53
(+/-) -5.10 +9.88

Scotland unq unq 184.49
(+/-) -10.80

London Metal Exchange
(Official)

Cash 3mth 15mth

Copper Gde A ($/tonne)
7150.0-7151.0 7140.0-7145.0 7310.0-7320.0

Lead ($/tonne)
2208.0-2208.5 2227.0-2228.0 1980.0-1985.0

Zinc Spec Hi Gde ($/tonne)
2392.5-2393.0 2389.0-2390.0 1943.0-1948.0

Tin ($/tonne)
22220.0-22225.0 22300.0-22325.0 22245.0-22295.0

Alum Hi Gde ($/tonne)
2013.0-2013.5 2035.5-2036.0 2280.0-2285.0

Nickel ($/tonne)
19075.0-19080.0 19150.0-19175.0 18770.0-18870.0

Currency

1mth 3mth 6mth 12mth

Dollar

0.10 0.15 0.23 0.48

Sterling

0.50 0.56 0.71 1.06

Euro

0.00 0.05 0.16 0.35

Bullion: Open $1304.20
Close $1291.20-1291.66 High $1304.66
Low $1287.59
AM $1300.00 PM $1292.75
Krugerrand $1278.00-1356.00 (£752.47-
798.40)
Platinum $1473.00 (£867.29)
Silver $20.50 (£12.07)
Palladium $875.00 (£515.19)

Data as shown is
for information

purposes only. No offer is made by
Morningstar or this publication
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The Military Wives have
conquered the charts.
Next — the Albert Hall
Gareth Malone’s choir are preparing for their debut Prom, but the wives of
servicemen have been in full voice since 1914, he tells DamianWhitworth

A
humid afternoon in
the Britten Theatre
at the Royal College
of Music and Gareth
Malone is padding
about the stage in
shorts and bare feet
exhorting 100

sweltering women to enunciate their
consonants more clearly as they sing
Edward Elgar’s partsong, The Snow.
“I’m not covered in enough spit,” he

says. “Sing like you’re a crazy person.
Ladies! Indulge me in special-effects
consonants. We are creating snow
tapestries with our tongues.”
Gareth Malone is back with the

Military Wives Choir, rehearsing for
their — and his — debut at the Proms
on August 3, the eve of the centenary
of the outbreak of the First World
War. The puckish choir master, who
took the wives to the Christmas No 1
spot in 2011 with the schmaltzy (his
word) single Wherever You Are, has
now presented the women with rather
more vocally exacting works and is
not underestimating the situation he
has got himself into.
“This is my biggest challenge,” he

says, shovelling sushi into his mouth in
his dressing room during a brief break
in rehearsal. His previous work with
the wives, including the TV series The
Choir: Military Wives, which
introduced them to the world and led
to the single and then two albums, was

swept forward on a tidal wave of
goodwill for the women, many of
whom had partners fighting in
Afghanistan. “You get a credit and you
take people by surprise. We don’t get
any of that now. There is an
expectation,” says Malone. It’s all very
well wooing a reality-TV audience
with a crop of enthusiastic amateurs,
but impressing a packed Royal Albert
Hall is another thing entirely. “I hope
we are upping the level significantly,”
says Malone. “We are not there yet.
The final week of rehearsal is going to
be very intense.”
He admits to having had a few

sleepless nights over a programme
that will also include Holst’s Ave
Maria and Home They Brought Her
Warrior Dead and a modern premiere
for New War Hymn, written in 1914
by Sir Henry Wood, founder of the
Proms. “What’s the point of standing
still? It feels terrifying to go on to
that stage because you know there
are the world’s greatest conductors
on that stage and the world’s greatest
performers. But there is a really good
tradition at the Proms of British
amateur choirs. I think we are doing
something which is in the spirit of
the Proms.”
This is the first time he has worked

with the Military Wives since the
Queen’s Diamond Jubilee concert in
2012. He drilled two military wives
choirs at bases in Devon for the

original TV series. Members of the
original combined choir have
dispersed to other postings, set up new
choirs and inspired others to do the
same. There are now 75 different
choirs linked to the Military Wives
Choirs Foundation around Britain and
at military bases around the world.
More than 300 members sent

Malone video-clip audition pieces and
he recruited 100 from 42 choirs for
this performance. Ten of the original
wives will be performing. Several are
heavily pregnant and some have given
birth very recently. Babies are dandled
on knees by relatives and friends
during rehearsals.
“They have transformed the way

they are singing in a matter of
months,” says Malone. “They have
been singing pop songs in their
military wives choirs and maybe a
couple of classical pieces, but now
they are having to make a sound
which is richer and has got to fill the
Albert Hall.”
Malone told Proms director Roger

Wright (who has just stood down) that
he would like to do a Prom for the
Great War anniversary and Wright
suggested his choir should be included
in the War Horse Prom, which will
feature puppets from the stage show
and Adrian Sutton’s score.
The original military wives choirs

were formed during the First World
War, including Tipperary Clubs,

founded by Lady Jellicoe, wife of Earl
Jellicoe, commander of the British
fleet at the Battle of Jutland. Hannah
French, a musicologist at the Royal
Academy of Music who helped
Malone to devise the programme,
found references to other all-women
choirs formed to provide women with
a distraction while their husbands
were at the front. Unlike the spouses
of those serving in today’s professional
military, most wives during the First
World War had little preparation for
the ordeal of being parted from a

They
have been
singing
pop songs,
but now
are having
to make
a sound
which
is richer
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Gareth Malone leads
rehearsals for the
Proms and, top, with
his choir of military
wives in 2011

loved one. “These women became
military wives overnight, so clubs like
this were vital. People didn’t know
where to go with their worries,” says
French. Elgar’s partsong, The Snow,
was a popular piece sung by female
choirs during the war.
The members of the Military Wives

Choir today regard the choir as a
lifeline. “It’s the best thing that has
happened to me in relation to his
job,” says Sarah Davies, the wife of
an RAF officer, currently based at
RAF Shawbury in Shropshire. “I wish
it had been there all time.”
Sara Smalley, a Royal Artillery

veteran and wife of an army officer,
says the choir is “something very
positive. You are not just sitting
around mulling over problems.” Like
many of the women she has family
links to the First World War. Two of
her great-grandfathers served in the
war and a great-great-uncle, Lt Col
Luxmoore-Ball, had an extraordinary
military career. He fought in the Boer
war, was wounded in France in the
First World War, was decorated
numerous times, including with a
Distinguished Service Order, and
died commanding troops on a ship in
the Middle East in the Second World
War. Mrs Smalley has been thinking
about the women her male forebears
left behind.
“There are similarities with today

but a lot of differences. We have access
to an awful lot of information when
husbands deploy. Almost too much
contact. How many times can you say,
‘Yeah, the kids went to bed OK last
night’? A century ago they had
absolutely no awareness of what was
happening to their husbands. Perhaps
they were blissfully unaware; probably

not. I think it’s important to think
about the position they were in and
how they would have felt.”
While the First World War may feel

a long time ago to most of us, Malone
says: “It doesn’t feel remote to the
military wives, which is why it should
be them [at the Prom]. I can’t think of
another choir in the world who could
sing this with more authority. They
might not be as technically assured as
some and they are cobbled together
from choirs all over the country and
just coming together for the first time
now. But I don’t think you can listen to
the military wives entirely devoid of
thinking about the context of who
they are. They all know people who
have died. Many of these singers have
lost friends in Afghanistan. Of course,
there are aspects of the military
experience now that are so different
from that total war of 100 years ago,
but the essential human experience is
exactly the same.”

Malone has his own connection to
the First World War. A great-
grandfather survived Gallipoli, and
escaped being sent to the Somme due
to ill health. He often wonders how
he’d have acquitted himself a century
ago. “I ask myself that question a lot. I
don’t know. Necessity is the mother of
invention. When you are in that
situation I don’t think you have an
option, do you? In the First World
War so many people were falling by
the wayside and cracking up and
losing it you ask yourself the question:
would I have mentally survived?
Do I have the toughness? I am not
physically tough but I like to think
I would have survived. Members of
my family survived.”
Malone, 38, is married to Becky,

an English teacher and they have a
three-year-old daughter, Esther, and
a son, Gilbert, born last year. “I did a
lot of singing to my wife’s stomach, to
her general annoyance,” he says. He’s
“indoctrinating” the kids with singing.
“It’s lovely for me as a musician to fill
the house with music.” He has shed
the gingerish beard (“I just had
enough — bit too hot”) and would
look like an undergraduate if his hair
weren’t greying slightly.
He is also an extremely busy man.

So busy that a member of the
production team gives time checks
every few minutes during our meeting
so we both know how long he has
before returning to the auditorium.
He currently has a series, The Big
Performance, running on CBBC. This
features Malone and a group of pop
stars nurturing young songwriters as
they try to compose a tune to be
performed at a major commemoration
on August 4 in Belgium.

Last year Malone made a series like
The Choir in America, which is still
waiting to be scheduled by a US
network. Last month he completed a
national tour with his professional
Voices choir, an experience he hopes
to undertake again soon but which
was “pretty crazy”. This was due more
to the demanding schedule than any
rock’n’roll tour excess. “There was one
night when one of the tenors had a bit
too much to drink and got frowned
upon by me.”
Groupies at the stage door? “Sadly

not. There was a lot of water drunk.
The water bill was absolutely out of
control. At one point the caterers said,
‘Can you all slow down? We are
getting through gallons.’ ”
He has other projects to announce

soon, but sadly it doesn’t sound like he
is ready to tackle the problems that
the public really want to see nailed.
“There are two things I get asked a lot.
One is the Eurovision: can I sort that
out? The other is the England football
team.” He means their feeble
performances singing the national
anthem, rather than what followed
kick-off. “I would quite like to give
them lessons in miming, quite frankly.
Nobody needs them to sing it well.
They just have to look like they can
sing it well.”
A Times reader asked if Malone

should be appointed England coach

and suggested there was a correlation
between vigorous singing and victory.
“I am sure that the Germans didn’t
hold back, did they? Maybe it’s true,”
says Malone. “ I don’t want to
condemn our poor beleaguered
team, but it is slightly bothersome,
isn’t it? In the rugby world there is
certainly lustier singing and there
is lusty singing from the touchlines.
I feel like it would do everyone’s spirit
a bit of good.”
One thing seems clear: his

relationship with the Military Wives
will continue. He is patron of their
foundation and the way those singing
with him seem to adore him, that
should soon be patron saint. “I felt
very early on that it was so successful
that it ought to be here in 100 years
because of its therapeutic benefit,”
he says of the Military Wives choir.
“We are likely to always have a
military and while there is a military
there will be people left behind.”
Some of the women I speak to,

especially those who remain in the
choirs after their husbands have
stopped serving, say their husbands
are envious of the women’s choirs.
Has he ever considered giving the men
a chance to sing?
“I have. Particularly going into this

post-Afghan era.” He looks as though
he is about to start getting
characteristically animated, but then
remembers to focus on the not-
inconsiderable task of licking the
current choir into shape by next
weekend. “I’ve got to get through this
one first.”
War Horse Prom is on August 3
(4.30pm) at the Royal Albert Hall.
It will be broadcast on BBC Two in
November. bbc.co.uk/proms

TIMES PHOTOGRAPHER JON ENOCH

While there is
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A
ménage à trois; an isolated
island in the Pacific; a
series of mysterious deaths
and disappearances;
rumours of curses and the

writings of Nietzsche — the true-life
tale explored by The Galapagos
Affair: Satan Came to Eden is
as lurid as an airport novel. This is
a fascinating documentary about a
murky scandal that took place during
the early 1930s on the sparsely
populated rocky island of Floreana,
in the Galapagos archipelago.
The first settlers were Dr Friedrich

Ritter and his mistress Dore Strauch.
Hardline vegetarian idealists from
Germany, they sought solitude and
space for philosophical contemplation
but found that the onerous business of
survival took up rather more head
space than they had anticipated.
Next came a rather more practical

family. The Wittmers were despised by
Ritter and Strauch for their lack of
appreciation for Nietzsche, but were
equipped with a dogged pioneer spirit
that their neighbours lacked. Both
groups were united, however, against
the next arrivals: Baroness von Wagner
and her two male “companions”.
Flamboyant, flirtatious and usually
equipped with a firearm, she declared
herself empress of the island and
planned to build a hotel on it.
A wealth of archive footage is

supported by interviews with settlers
on the more populous Galapagos
island of San Cristóbal. At two hours
long it feels a little overstretched, but
it’s a vividly told potboiler full of
jealousy, intrigue and giant tortoises.
The Mexican actor Gael García

Bernal both produced and fronts an
emotive documentary examination of
the human cost of US border policy.
Who is Dayani Cristal? starts with an
unidentified body in the notoriously
unforgiving Sonoran desert in
Arizona. The only identifying feature
is a tattoo on the dead man’s chest,
bearing the words “Dayani Cristal”.
The film traces the process by which

the overstretched US authorities try to
identify the man, one of 2,000 migrant
casualties found in the desert each
year. Bernal traces his journey from a
village in Honduras to his final resting
place. It’s an earnest, affecting piece of
film-making that succeeds admirably
in its aim to humanise the faceless
statistics and casualties in the quest
for the American Dream.
A talented thief who lives with his

mother, little sister and impressionable
younger brother in the tough
Copenhagen district of Northwest
decides to climb up the criminal food
chain but finds himself between the
front lines of a turf war. He works with
the local big shot, Bjorn, incurring the
wrath of his former employer, an
unpredictable gangster called Jamal.
This is the sort of story that can

only end badly and there’s a certain
grinding inevitability about this trawl
through Denmark’s underworld. It
shares a milieu but lacks the brutal
dynamism of Nicholas Winding Refn’s
Pusher. That said, the characters are
persuasively grubby, with tough,
scuffed-up performances to match.
Inspired by real events, Believe is a

generic, feel-good underdog tale about

The Galapagos Affair:
Satan Came to Eden
TBC, 120mins
{{{{(

Who is Dayani Cristal?
12A, 85mins
{{{{(

Northwest
15, 91mins
{{{((

Believe
PG, 96mins
{{(((

No gift from the gods
This pumped-up Greek travesty
is a labour too far for Wendy Ide

Hercules 3D
12A, 98mins
{{(((

Irina Shayk as Megara and Dwayne “The Rock” Johnson as a thigh-chafingly muscular Hercules

a gifted 11-year-old footballer who is
spotted and mentored by Sir Matt
Busby (Brian Cox), the retired
manager of Manchester United. The
backdrop is 1984, in a working-class
slice of Manchester that looks as
though it was lifted wholesale from
Madness’s Baggy Trousers video.
Scrappy scamp Georgie is on the

fast track to borstal since the death of
his dad in a car crash. His mum hopes
that a scholarship to a posh grammar
school will sort him out, but Georgie
longs to play in the soccer tournament
instead. You can predict every plot
point a mile away and it works very
hard to tug at our heartstrings. Still,
Cox is rather good as Sir Matt, and
the young supporting cast brings
plenty of restless energy to the pitch.
Wendy Ide

A
nyone looking for an
account of the
labours of Hercules
is labouring under
an misapprehension
if they think that
Brett Ratner’s
pumped-up popcorn

flick has anything to do with ancient
mythology. In fact, this swaggering
tale of wise-cracking Athenian
mercenaries has more in common
with the creaky bluster of The
Expendables than with the story of the
mighty warrior who was the son of
Zeus and his mortal lover, Alcmene.
As Hercules, Dwayne “The Rock”

Johnson is formidable. And also
slightly ridiculous. He bestrides the
lands of Ancient Greece with that
slightly ungainly waddle particular to
freakishly muscular men, which
suggests that their overdeveloped
thighs are chafing terribly. He is
accompanied by his trusty followers.
Amphiaraus (Ian McShane) is a
leathery soothsayer who claims to be
able to foretell his own death, but
clearly didn’t have the foresight to
wear sunblock. Autolycus (Rufus
Sewell) is Hercules’s oldest friend,
gifted with knives and sarcastic
one-liners. Tydeus (Aksel Hennie) is a

semi-feral mute with the heart of a
lion and the charm of a rabid dog.
Atalanta (Ingrid Bolso Berdal) is the
token female, a no-nonsense
Amazonian archer. And Iolaus
(Reece Ritchie) is Hercules’s cousin,
personal mythologist and spin doctor
— think Max Clifford in a leather
tunic. Or perhaps don’t.
The film starts with one of the

hoariest devices in the screenwriter’s
book of clichés. “One last pay day,”
chuckles Hercules, “and we can retire
to Macedonia and live like kings.” Yes,
because that always tends to work out
well. Pay day arrives in the form of
Ergenia (Rebecca Ferguson), the
winsome daughter of Lord Cotys
(John Hurt). Cotys calls upon
Hercules and his squad to defeat the
dreaded Rhesus and his army of
demons. Hercules dismantles the foe
into Rhesus pieces, but then suspects
he is fighting on the wrong side.
The redeeming feature of this

action-heavy celebration of Grecian
beefcake is that it doesn’t take itself
too seriously. The thrills are base —
Hercules punches a horse clear off its
hooves; Amphiaraus drives something
that looks like a cross between a
chariot and a lawnmower through the
marauding hordes — and the humour
is juvenile. It’s like a cross between a
Carry On film and a mixed martial arts
fight. For all the mythsploitation and
monsters, the only really frightening
thing here is the shoddy special effects.

Digital exclusive:
Times Film Show
Watch our critics debate
the latest releases —
tablet editions and
thetimes.co.uk/film

Jack Smith plays Georgie in Believe

REX FEATURES
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The Purge:
Anarchy
15, 103mins
{{(((

Branded to Kill
18, 98mins
{{{{(

Earth to Echo
PG, 91mins
{{{((

The House
of Magic
U, 85mins
{{(((

T
he Purge is the one night
every year in America when
all crime is made legal, and
audiences loved that horror
concept so much last

summer that the sequel is already
here: The Purge: Anarchy. The year is
2023, the country is controlled by the
New Founding Fathers of America, or
NFFA, and rather like the real-life
NRA (National Rifle Association), the
politicians are keen that citizens bear
arms and enjoy the catharsis of using
them. Gangs of hoodlums armed with
guns and clubs roam the streets,
pulping heads and raping women.
Our sympathies are supposed to be

drawn to those caught in the crossfire:
Frank Grillo plays a cop out to avenge
the death of his son; Carmen Ejogo
and Zoë Soul are a mother and
daughter menaced by black-uniformed
killers; Zach Gilford and Kiele Sanchez
play an unhappy couple chased by a
white-masked man with “God” written
on his forehead. Meanwhile, a Black
Panther-style revolutionary tries to

iPhone. In a desert town in Nevada,
three boys await eviction from their
homes, apparently purchased to build
a freeway. But something bigger lurks
beneath the earth, giving out weird
electronic pulses that create a map on
their phones. The kids take their BMX
bikes and hand-held video cameras
(the wobbly footage eventually makes
you seasick) and find a cute alien —
a sort of metal Furby — which leads
them into deep trouble.
There is nothing less magical than

watching conjuring tricks in animated
movies, but the directors of the
tedious The House of Magic can
barely see through eyes misted by
childhood nostalgia. Thunder the
tomcat is abandoned by his family and
ends up in a spooky magician’s house
and the film displays some great
stomach-lurching 3D chases filmed at
paw level. Thereafter, however, it flops.
The perky ginger cat makes you long
for the lugubrious irony of Bill
Murray’s Garfield.
Kate Muir

Ella Wahlestedt stars in Earth to Echo

Wrestling with
poisonous snakes
and redneck
accents, Nicolas
Cage has rescued
his acting career,
says Kate Muir

Joe
15, 117mins
{{{{(

J
oe turns out to be a perfect
rehab vehicle for the
off-the-rails acting career of
Nicolas Cage, although his
character spends much of
the film self-medicating on
bourbon and Coke. After
lazy, trashy detours in

movies like Drive Angry, Season of
the Witch and Ghost Rider: Spirit of
Vengeance, Cage is back on raddled,
heroic form as the titular Joe, a good
man with a bad temper and a face that
has stared into some awful abyss.
The story takes place deep in the

black heart of redneck Texas, in rainy,
snake-infested forests where Cage
runs a crew of men illegally poisoning
trees for a lumber company, and in the
half-light of shacks and whorehouses
where nicotined net curtains shade
the baking heat. Based on Larry
Brown’s “grit lit” novel, the film is
directed by David Gordon Green,
who has a taste for humour of the
darkest sort. He extracts two raw,
authentic performances from his lead
actors: Cage and Tye Sheridan, who
plays Joe’s 15-year-old protégé, Gary.
We first see Gary by the country rail

tracks with his father Wade, played by
the late Gary Poulter, a first-time actor
picked up on the streets of Austin,
Texas. Wade is so alcohol-soaked he
could light a barbecue with his breath,
and his main communication with his

He’s far from an ordinary Joe

Tye Sheridan and
Nicolas Cage turn
in raw, authentic
performances

The unexpected delight this week is
the re-released Branded to Kill, a
cool-cat, yakuza-killer-thriller made in
Japan in 1967 by Seijun Suzuki. It was
so anarchic and avant-garde that
Suzuki was immediately blacklisted as
a director; the noir movie went on to
become a cult classic. Our hero, Goro
Hanada, is the No 3 yakuza hitman in
the country, and is played by Jo
Shishido with panache: he assassinates
people through drainpipes, escapes on
air balloons, dials phone numbers with
his toes and has a fetish for the smell
of cooking rice. His wife seems unable
to keep her clothes on, either with the
violent Hanada or his yakuza boss, and
the erotic scenes get mighty peculiar.
The beautiful Anne Mari enters the
picture as Misako, who forces Hanada
into an assassination that goes wrong,
and brings the No 1 hitman on to his
case. The result is bonkers, but the
black-and-white cinematography by
Kazue Nagatsuka is stunning.
Earth to Echo is a lesser version of

E.T. seen through the prism of the

son, mute daughter and stoned wife is
by violence. As Wade is himself beaten
up by thugs, Gary shrugs and goes off
to get a cash-in-hand job on Joe’s crew.
Joe’s past is murky: he has served

some time and has “got some things
up on his belt, man”, according to one
of the crew, whose down-home
accents are so thick they almost
require subtitles. Clearly, however, the
men like and respect Joe — more so
when he picks up a passing
cottonmouth snake by the head and
splays its poison-fanged mouth, before
throwing it to freedom. Cage actually
did this. He is a dude, relishing the
clapped-out manliness of the part.
When he’s shot in the shoulder, the
first thing he does is light a cigarette.
Slowly. Then he hacks the bullet out

with a hunting knife (a don’t-look-now
scene for me) and duct-tapes the hole.
In Gary, Joe sees a younger version

of himself, on the tipping point
between disaster and survival, and is
reluctantly sucked into the boy’s
chaos, which meshes neatly with his
own. We’ve seen these surrogate
father-son relationships explored
many times, but this is done without
sentimentality. Scenes where Gary
and Joe drink-drive together in search
of his lost American killer bulldog
(“Brown and white. Looks like a cow”)
are as moving as they are absurd.
Green, who directed the comedy

Pineapple Express, has returned to
happier indie territory, and displays a
peculiar eye for detail: a roadside store
owner with a penchant for vintage

army helmets; a family smoking as
they drunkenly butcher a deer in the
kitchen; the Christmas decorations for
ever up in a whorehouse. A picture
builds of an American underclass so
detached from any sense of Obama’s
“hope” that life and death meet with
the same shrugging indolence. The
film has saggy moments too, but they
serve to grind Green’s point home.
Amid all the lost souls rotting in the

Texan heat, there is still a chance of
redemption for Joe, and a chance for
Cage to give the scenery a full and
final chew, which is pure enjoyment
for fans like myself, but perhaps a tad
over the top for some viewers. In the
end, however, this is a disturbing
picture of America at its most
primitive, in every sense.

punish the rich who hold “Purge
parties” to ceremonially kill the poor.
While the horror-action is couched

as a dystopian critique, the film
luxuriates in the bloody poundings
and flame-thrower frying of the
homeless and begins to look like a
manual for the latest mass killing
spree in the news.
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Claudio Abbado’s mesmerising
final concert is a precious
document, says Geoff Brown

Cher Lloyd
Sorry I’m Late
Epic/Syco
{{(((

Tom Petty & the
Heartbreakers
Hypnotic Eye
Reprise
{{{{(

The John Steel
Singers
Everything’s
a Thread
Full Time Hobby
{{{{(

From wil
X Factor runner-
up and ex-traveller
Cher Lloyd has
lost her fire in a
bid to fit in, says
Will Hodgkinson

T
he options open to a
former X Factor
contestant are limited.
The viewing public
have already witnessed
you following orders
from a team of
judges who look

like they’ve been styled by a lottery
winner with glaucoma, so you start
your career by exposing your
malleability and lack of judgment
to the world and continue from
there. Add to this that Simon Cowell’s
X Factor feeder label Syco will put
out any genre of music as long as it
makes dishwater look interesting
and they can see how things will
probably pan out.
Of all The X Factor’s victims,

Cher Lloyd seemed to be the one
most likely to emerge with her
personality intact. Lloyd was the
mouthy 16-year-old who took part
in the show in 2010, already hardened
by a childhood of putting up with
insults about living in a caravan with
her traveller parents.
From mocking her former mentor

Cheryl Cole for her lack of singing
skills to telling the Daily Mirror’s
3am celebrity reporters to “shuv your
s***ty remarks up your arse”, Lloyd
was a livewire with enough spark
to do something interesting. On
her first album, she did: Sticks &
Stones might have jumped all over
the place stylistically, but it stood
out from the usual X Factor dross
through sheer verve and attitude.
Unfortunately, on Lloyd’s second
album, Cowell and co appear to have
given her the musical equivalent of
a lobotomy.
Sorry I’m Late isn’t bad as such

—with a team of top producers hired
to man the hit-making machines, it’s
full of efficient, high-octane pop. But it
just seems so pointless, as if any
number of fame-hungry young

G
reat musicians never
really die, especially
if they recorded for
a glossy mainstream
label. Back
catalogues keep
marching on, as the
current Karajan box

sets prove. But Deutsche
Grammophon’s release of Bruckner’s
Ninth Symphony certainly represents
a milestone in Claudio Abbado’s
discography. Performed in the score’s
Novak edition, it was captured with
the Lucerne Festival Orchestra at
what became Abbado’s final
appearance as a conductor, on August
26, 2013. He died five months later at
the age of 80.
Patches captured on other days may

have been scissored in — that’s what
the booklet’s recording dates suggest
— but it certainly seems like a single
performance, and a remarkable one.
As the massive slow movement’s main
theme spirals upwards in its last
phrases, it seems as if conductor and
composer are ascending towards the
blue infinite, beyond mortal life. The
spiritual intensity of this movement is
quite special. Who needs Bruckner’s
uncompleted finale after this?
The other defining qualities are

fluid, lyrical phrasings and some
surprisingly lightweight textures. For
all the orchestral bulk of the climaxes,
Abbado’s forces never seem heavy.
Slenderer passages have the intimacy
of chamber music, the lines of melody

delicately coloured and intertwined,
deliciously played. Clearly recorded,
too. The sound “booms” a bit in the
meatier chunks, but no acoustic quirk
can hide the players’ virtuosity or
Abbado’s wisdom, audible in every bar.
This is a precious document.
It is strange to think that Bruckner

sketched part of this symphony when
Rimsky-Korsakov was working on
Scheherazade. Obviously they lived on
different planets. I recently resolved
not to revisit Rimsky-Korsakov’s
warhorse for at least 25 years, but
crumpled this week under the lure of
the Borusan Istanbul Philharmonic
(Proms visitors next Tuesday with
their smart Austrian conductor Sascha
Goetzel, bringing a varied menu
including Gabriel Prokofiev’s new
Violin Concerto).
Their new Onyx album ({{{{()

offers the novelty of traditional
instruments, the oud and qanun,
poking through Rimsky-Korsakov’s
artful oriental fabric. They feel an
intrusion. Similar effects with the
Turkish ney flute and percussion work
better in two of Ippolitov-Ivanov’s
Caucasian Sketches. As always,
Goetzel’s orchestra buckles down with
a boisterous energy that disarms
criticism — even when the work is
Scheherazade.

Claudio Abbado
Bruckner
Deutsche Grammophon
{{{{(

The spiritual
intensity of the
slow movement
is quite special

Conducting Bruckner, Claudio Abbado seemed to ascend towards the infinite

XXXX
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one of the unsung greats of American
music. Thurston’s guitar helps Petty
find his raw edge on an album that
deals with age, regret, passion and
purpose in a defiantly youthful way.
There’s no John Steel in the John

Steel Singers, a five-piece from
Australia whose album Everything’s
a Thread features the kind of
sophisticated sunshine pop that
summer was made for. Happy
Before is a joyfully overloaded blast
of harmonies that spill into one
another at breakneck speed, while
the title track ramps up the guitars
on a smart piece of new-wave
songwriting.
With an average of four band

members harmonising at any one
time it’s hard to make out what the

John Steel Singers are singing about,
but they sound pretty cheerful, so
at a guess Everything’s a Thread is
a product of bohemian life and
friendship on Australia’s Gold Coast.
Besides, who needs to know what
the toytown garage rock of Never
Read Tolstoy means when the tune
is so appealing? Already big in
Australia, the John Steel Singers
make the best kind of record-
collection music: with its own style
but taking inspiration from the Beach
Boys, Love, Big Star and a slew of
other great bands from the Sixties
and Seventies.

ld child to yet another Cowell clone
women could have been plonked
before a microphone and told to do
the same. Just Be Mine is full of hooks,
but why is a tough girl from
Worcestershire singing like a Disney
Mouseketeer on helium? Then there’s
an entirely unconvincing declaration
of eternal romance called Bind Your
Love and the big ballad Sirens, which
we know must be sad because it begins
with an acoustic guitar strumming
minor chords. That is to chart pop
what a lost kitten is to YouTube: an
invitation to cry.
We get a brief glimpse into Lloyd’s

real character on Dirty Love, when she
complains that her boyfriend is too
nice and he really should treat her
with a bit more contempt, but
otherwise this is an album that just
wants to fit in and be loved. Maybe
it’s too much to ask for Lloyd to sing
about her days in a caravan, or to
write a song about what a bunch of
divvy s***s theMirror’s 3am girls
are, but we should have got at least
some sense of her reality. Instead we
have an anodyne impression of
mainstream American music. It’s an
opportunity wasted.
Although a sharp songwriter with

a strong voice of his own, Tom Petty
has spent a lot of time standing on
the shoulders of giants, sharing
company with Bob Dylan and Roy
Orbison but not quite matching them.
With Hypnotic Eye he steps away
and returns to the raw rock’n’roll
of his youth with pleasing results.
American Dream Plan B is a superbly
brutal comment on still believing in
American virtues in reduced
circumstances.
“My mama’s so sad, daddy’s just

mad, ’cause I ain’t gonna have the
chance he had,” sings Petty against a
basic guitar riff, and the song has a
perfect construction reminiscent of
the Kinks’ You Really Got Me or the
Who’s I Can’t Explain. Forgotten Man,
which applies primal rock’n’roll to
words about finding yourself old and
on your own, is a burst of energy that
doesn’t outstay its welcome.
An intoxicatingly rough guitar

sound runs through the album. That’s
down to Scott Thurston, former
member of Iggy and the Stooges and

Playlist: listen to our
critics’ pick of the best
new and reissued tracks
thetimes.co.uk/listen

Why is a tough
girl singing like
a Mouseketeer
on helium?
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parties and loved to ride his horses at
his thatched cottage in Hertfordshire
on Sundays (he had learnt to ride as a
boy in South Africa). He bred Arabian
horses at his country retreat.
Hemethis firstwife,Dorothy, anurse,

while working in Bristol; they had a
daughter, Janet, who is a consultant
dermatologist at University Hospital
Lewisham. The couple later divorced
and in 2001 he married his second wife,
Barbara, a sister in the intensive care
unit at the Harley Street Clinic, where
he carried outmuch of his private work.
Those he treated in the course of his
career included Benjamin Britten and
the daughter of Yitzhak Rabin, the
former prime minister of Israel.
He travelled widely and had the

distinction of introducing open-heart
surgery to India, Egypt and Thailand.
Though quietly spoken, there was no
doubting his determination, and he was
not fazed by authority or rank: in Egypt,
when confronted once by two generals
demanding that their wives jump the
queue for heart surgery, he replied gen-
tly but firmly: “These two children need
doing first”.
His following became such that

surgeons who had trained under him or
been influenced by him established the
Donald Ross Surgical Society. He
enjoyed Cuban cigars, fine wines,
collecting antiques and Wigmore Hall
concerts. Friends thought him
charming, courteous and shrewd, and
admired his ability to recite poetry.
He also had a penchant for fast cars;
marques he owned at one time or other
included Porsche, Ferrari, Rolls-Royce,
and Bentley.
Staff at the National Heart Hospital

jokingly referred to one of his cars as
“cholera brown”. The car was jinxed;
Ross came out of his home early one
morning to find it proppeduponbricks,
its wheels stolen. Characteristically,
however, he did not lose his temper.

Donald Ross, cardiac surgeon, was born
on October 4, 1922. He died on July 6,
2014, aged 91

Obituaries

Donald Ross
Pioneering cardiac surgeon who performed the UK’s first heart transplant and treated Benjamin Britten

Britain’s first heart transplant team, led by the South-African born surgeon Donald Ross, centre, at a press conference after the operation in May 1968

One of the foremost British cardiac
surgeons of his generation, Donald
Rosswas renowned for his innovations,
superlative surgical technique and
clinical acumen. A direct contempo-
raryofChristiaanBarnard,whocarried
out the world’s first heart transplant in
South Africa in 1967, Ross undertook
the first heart transplant in Britain six
months later.
The operation, performed at the

National Heart Hospital in London on
a 45-year-old man, lasted seven hours.
The patient, who was later named
as Frederick West, died from an
“overwhelming infection” 46 days after
being given the heart of a 26-year-old
labourer.
Ross performed the procedure two

further times, in 1968 and 1969; both
cases were unsuccessful largely
because the control of immunological
rejection was imperfectly understood.
A moratorium was placed on
further attempts at heart transplants in
theUKthat lasteduntil theprogramme
at Papworth Hospital was started ten
years later.
Born in 1922 in Kimberley, South

Africa, of Scottish parents, Donald
Nixon Ross studied medicine at the
University of Cape Town, graduating
with first-class honours and the uni-
versitygoldmedal for themost
distinguished graduate in
medicine that year. Barnard,
who was a fellow student,
went on to the University of
Minnesota for his surgical
training, but Ross came to
Britain, where he honed his
surgical skills under Ronald
Belsey in Bristol, quickly de-
veloping such “wonderful
hands” that it was said to be a
pleasure to watch him oper-
ate.
However, his important

move was to Guy’s Hospital
in 1953, where after a year as
a research fellow he became
senior registrar to Sir Russell
(later Lord) Brock, one of the

pioneers in British cardiac surgery.
Ross flourishedunderhis influence and
in 1958 was appointed Brock’s consult-
ant colleague so that the twomenwere
able to establish the cardiothoracic unit
at Guy’s as one of the best in the coun-
try. Brock recognised in Ross not only
his superb technical skill but his calm,
unflappable nature: hewas never heard
to swear and never lost his cool during
an operation. Such was the confidence
in which Brock held his junior that he
once wrote in the notes of a difficult
patient: “In my hands this patient is
inoperable, but I would like my
colleagueMr Ross to see her.” Ross did,
and the patient survived.
With the advent of open heart

surgery Ross was soon expanding his
interest andresearch intomanyaspects
of the rapidly developing speciality,
both in paediatrics and adult surgery.
He was largely responsible for the
Guy’s-Ross heart/lung machine and
hadanabiding interest in theuseof bio-
logical tissue rather than mechanical
substitutes for replacingheartvalves. In
1962 hewas the first to use a homograft
(a heart valve from a dead donor) to
replace the aortic valve. Later he
expanded this concept bywhat came to
be known as the Ross procedure, in
which the diseased aortic valve was

replaced with the patient’s own pulmo-
nary valve, and a homograft was then
placed in the pulmonary position. This
was a particularly attractive option for
young children as the re-implanted
valve was shown to grow with
the patient.
Another of his innovations was to

introduce music — typically classical
but it could include Fred Astaire or any
other artist he liked— into the operat-
ing theatre at Guy’s, to improve the
environment.He cameupwith the idea

after the nurses complained about his
tendency to hum Ba Ba Black Sheep
while operating.
In 1963 Ross decided to split his

practice between Guy’s and the
National Heart Hospital, where he
joined Sir Thomas Holmes Sellors,
another distinguished pioneer of cardi-
ac surgery. Itwas there inMay 1968 that
Ross performed his first heart trans-
plant, sixmonths after Barnard inCape
Town. Ross and Barnard remained on
friendly terms, with the latter dropping
in on Ross when in London.

Ross continued with an
immensely arduous prac-
tice at both Guy’s and the
Heart Hospital, which be-
came a mecca for visiting
foreign surgeons to watch
him work. He was a great
mentor for the many young
British surgeons who
trained under him and
referred to him as “The
Master”. Ross worked six
days a week and at one point
had five secretaries working
for him, but he also enjoyed

He introduced classical
music into the operating
theatre at Guy’s Hospital

HULTON ROYALS COLLECTION / GETTY IMAGES

Ross loved to ride, and
he bred Arabian horses
at his country retreat

Kaye Whiteman
Kaye Whiteman,
journalist and editor,
was born on March
9, 1936. He died
on May 17, 2014,
aged 78

Kaye Whiteman was the editor of the
London-based West Africa magazine
for nearly two decades. With his
encyclopaedic knowledge, he was as
comfortable speaking about history
and politics as he was about obscure
aspects of literature and culture. He
was particularly fascinated by the rela-
tionship between France and Africa,
and spent much time travelling
through the francophone parts of the
continent. In later life he wrote a
history of Ecobank, the pan-African
banking conglomerate, and a politico-
social study of Lagos, in addition to
co-editing a book on EU-Africa
relations.
Whiteman grew up steeped in

Quaker education in Saffron Walden
and later studied history at Oxford
University. He cut his teeth in journal-
ism covering the Congo crisis and
constitutional conferences to liquidate
African empires. He immersed himself
in African highlife, art exhibitions, and
writers in cosmopolitan London. He
covered the First World Festival of
Negro Arts in Dakar in 1966. After
South Africa’s historic 1994 election,
Kaye put together an issue of West
Africa on “Nelson Mandela’s South
Africa”. He later launched and edited
the newspaper Business Day in Lagos.

Sir Humphrey Prideaux
Sir Humphrey
Prideaux, OBE,
soldier and
chairman of the
Naafi, 1963-73, was
born on December
13, 1915. He died on
May 7, 2014, aged 98

It was said of Humphrey Prideaux by
the Naafi house journal that,
“Although he accepts the technical
marvels of the age, at heart he believes
that the world started to go wrong
when man forsook the horse.” From
Etonhewas commissioned into the 3rd
Carabiniers (Prince of Wales Dragoon
Guards) in 1936, and went to India.
There for three years he lived through
the golden days of a prewar cavalry
regiment — hunting, racing, polo,
garden parties and regimental balls.
Warbrought anabrupt end to this life

of leisure. By 1943 hewas on the staff of
21st Army Group, helping to plan the
Normandy landings. A brilliant career
on the staff took him to Washington
with the British Joint Services Mission
in 1951. But although tipped for top
posts, in 1953 he suddenly resigned his
commission to join the Naafi. Why, he
wasoftenasked?Hesaidhecouldnever
answer the question, but he made a
startling success of the job and played a
big part in ridding the forces “shop” of
its “char and wad” image. Until 1992 he
was chairman of the LordWandsworth
Foundation which helps children who
have lost one or both parents through
death or divorce and need a supportive
boarding school environment.
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Royal Engineer who guided the unit known as ‘Popski’s Private Army’ into St Mark’s Square in Venice in 1945

Thomas, far right, on the back of a Jeep as it enters St Mark’s Square in Venice

of Venice until ordered to organise the
shipment of German prisoners to the
south. He and his crew members were
mentioned in despatches.
Brian Ewart Thomas was born in

Woodford, Essex and enlisted in the
Royal Engineers in 1941.
Commissioned the following year, he
volunteered for water transport duties
and was assigned to No 945 Company.
On leaving the army he studied

agriculture and became a representa-
tive for two agricultural suppliers

before he and his wife Shirley bought
the first of three public houses that they
owned together. His wife predeceased
him.
He is survived by two sons: Adrian, a

kitchen designer, Peter, an estate
manager, and a daughter Sherie who
works in a horticultural business.

Captain Brian Thomas, soldier, was born
on June 17, 1923. He died on June 3, 2014,
aged 90

Mike Hawker
Songwriter who penned the lyrics of No 1 hits for Helen Shapiro and Dusty Springfield, including I OnlyWant To BeWith You

Hawker, left, wrote lyrics for Dusty Springfield, above, and Helen Shapiro

One of the first successful British song-
writers to emerge in the rock’n’roll era,
Mike Hawker wrote the lyrics to hit
songs by Helen Shapiro and Dusty
Springfield, helping to overturn Amer-
ican domination of the charts by creat-
ingadistinctivelyhomegrownpopstyle.
Among the hits hewrotewere Shapi-

ro’s No1s You Don’t Know and Walkin’
Back To Happiness and I Only Want To
Be With You, Springfield’s first solo hit.
By the endof the 1950s, the success of

CliffRichard,TommySteele andothers
had begun to revolutionise the hitherto
bland British charts and the search was
on for original material for a new
generation of British pop stars, influ-
enced by the imported sounds of Elvis
Presley andChuckBerry, butwhowere
beginning to fashion their own distinc-
tive style rooted in the British teenage
experience.
This was the pop milieu into which

Hawker stepped in 1960 when, as a 23-
year-oldworking in the promotions de-
partment at EMI, he began writing
songs with John Schroeder, who was
then an assistant to Cliff Richard’s
recordproducerNorrieParamour.One
evening Hawker spotted the singer
Jean Ryder (of the Breakaways) on the
music show Oh Boy! He turned to
Schroederandsaid, “I’mgoing tomarry
her” —and he did, the following year.
Marty Wilde was his best man.
When Schroeder signed Shapiro to

EMI’s Columbia label, he asked Hawk-
er to write some suitable lyrics for a
14-year-old Jewish school girlwith a big
voice. He came up with Don’t
Treat Me Like A Child, a mild
but pointed manifesto of
teenage rebellion: “It’s often
said that youngsters should
be seenandnotbeheard /But
I want you to realise that’s
quite absurd / So if I feel like
running wild, well please don’t
treat me like a child.”
The song reachedNo3

in the British charts
in early 1961 and
turned Shapiro into
the hottest young

female star inBritain.For the follow-up,
Hawker and Schroeder created You
Don’t Know, a heartbreaking tale of
unrequited love, which went to No 1
and earned singer and composers their
first gold disc. Three months later they
repeated the success with Shapiro’s
third singleWalking BackToHappiness,
which became her signature song.
Surprisingly, Shapiro had initially

been reluctant to record the song. “I
was brought up on blues and jazz and I
thoughtWalkin’ Back To Happinesswas
corny with all that ‘woop-bah-oh-yea-
yeah’,” she complained. “I still don’t like
the songbuteveryonegoesmad for it so
I’ve been proved wrong.”
Walkin’ Back To Happiness won

Hawker and Schroeder the Ivor Novel-
lo Award for the best song of 1961.
Hawkerwas next asked to help turn the
actressHonorBlackman into apop star

and wroteMenWill Deceive You, with a
far more knowing lyric than the teen
musings he had written for Shapiro.
The song was not a success, but

Hawker hit gold for a second time in
1963 with Dusty Springfield. For her
first solo single her producer Johnny
Franz chose I Only Want To Be With
You, co-written by Hawker and Ivor
Raymonde — it was Hawker’s tribute
to his wife.

The songmadeNo4andSpring-
field performed it on the first edi-
tion of BBC TV’s Top Of The
PopsonJanuary 1, 1964. Sheal-
so became the secondUK art-
ist after theBeatles tochart in
America as part of the “Brit-

ish Invasion”. Hawker
went on to write
other songs for
Springfield, in-
cluding Stay
Awhile, Your
Hurting Kind of

Love and I Wish I’d Never Loved You.
Michael Edwin Hawker was born in

1936 inBath. The son of anRAFofficer,
he spent his early childhood in Singa-
pore, where his father was posted, until

the family fled back toBritain following
the Japanese invasion.
His own National Service with the

RAF in the 1950s took him toGermany
where he saw many of the visiting

American jazz greats andwrote reviews
for the NME and the Jazz Journal. On
discharge, he returned to London
determined to work in the music
industry and turned down a job at the
Jazz Journal for a post at EMI. Hawker
and his wife separated in the 1970s, but
remained close friends. He is survived
by their two children —Andy, who
works in the travel industry and lives in
Romania, and Sarah, a beautician
—and his partner of 20 years, Mar
Bernabeu, a former bookseller.
Hawker later wrote songs with Brian

Bennett of theShadows,went intoman-
agement and became a senior executive
at Mercury Records. Among the artists
he discovered and gave their first
recording deals was Labi Siffre.
There was also a famous near miss.

His son explained: “The most excited
Mike was ever about an artist was when
ayoungguywalked intohis officewith a
guitar. He sat on the edge ofMike’s desk
and played songs to him all afternoon.
That young man was Paul Simon.”
Itwas 1965andat the timeSimonwas

an unknown folk singer touring the
English clubs. Hawker tried to sign him
and co-wrote several songs with him,
but it proved impossible to extract
him from an existing American
contract.

Mike Hawker, songwriter, was born on
November 29, 1936. He died of
pancreatic cancer on May 4, 2014,
aged 77

Captain Brian Thomas

Brian Thomas helped to land No1
Demolition Squadron, better known as
“Popski’s Private Army”, in Venice
where it took over St Mark’s Square in
the crucial final stages of the Second
World War in Italy.
Popski’s Private Army was the unit of

theRussianémigréMajorVladimirPen-
iakov (“Popski)”, a romantic figure who
helped to secure theAlliedvictory in the
Mediterranean.Hehadtakencommand
of the small bandof volunteers inEgypt,
roving around theWestern desert sabo-
taging the enemy, before arriving in
Italy. The Allied advance into the valley
of theRiver Powas all that was required
to force German surrender.
In charge of six shallow landing craft

(or rampedcargo lighters),Thomaswas
serving with No945 Inland Water
Transport Company Royal Engineers
and had been brought out from En-
gland to undertake the lightering of
small vehicles and stores over beaches
on the Adriatic coast. However, a
chance encounter with Captain John
Campbell, Popski’s second-in-
command, led to a dramatic diversion.
During Popski’s absence in England

having a hook fixed on the stump of his
left arm, Campbell was ordered tomake
a reconnaissance of the Po delta. Tracks
were few but the maze of rivulets could

be exploited by Thomas’s landing craft.
Leaving Ravenna soon after dawn on
March 10, 1945, Thomas led five of his
small craft, each with two of Campell’s
jeeps on board, to the edge of thePodel-
ta with twoRNminesweepers as escort.
A German magnetic mine was spotted

in time toallowcareful steering round it.
He navigated severalmiles inland down
theriverPodiGorobeforeencountering
three heavy cables strung from bank to
bank. Anxious tomake contact with the
localpartisans,Campbell askedThomas
toputhis Jeepsashoresohecouldmotor

inland.Andafter instructinghiscrewsto
negotiate the cables, Thomas accompa-
nied him.
Once the partisan leader had been

found, Campbell decided to head north
up the coast road with a view to taking
the surrender of theGermangarrison at
Chioggia. Thomas returned to the land-
ing crafts with instructions to meet up
with Campbell at the port. He found it
full of Germans ready to surrender.
The abrupt return of “Popski” with a

chromium-plated hook in place of his
lost hand radically changed the situa-
tion. Brandishing his hook, Peniakov
called to the lighter crews, “Nobody is
going to stop us now. I have been in
touchwith the 1stCanadianCorps, they
will be entering Venice from the north
tomorrow and they want us to enter
from the south by sea.” Thomas set off
at dawnnextdaywith the tenPPA jeeps
and crews aboard. The approaches to
Venice were clearly marked and he
headed safely round the island of St
Giorgio Maggiore, across the Grand
Canal to the gondola landing stage at
the edge of St Mark’s Square. Peniakov
led his men ashore to be welcomed by
an enthusiastic Italian crowd.
Peniakov came back on board to

thank the crews and, following the
Germansurrender,Thomasrantheport

jazz greats andwrote reviews

Captain Brian
Thomas
He spotted a
German magnetic
mine in time to steer
his men around it

MICHAEL OCHS ARCHIVES — GETTY

The search was on to
find people to write
songs for British teens
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Today’s television

Today’s radio

BBC ONE
6.00am Breakfast 9.00 Live
Commonwealth Games. The
opening coverage on day two of the
Games 1.00pm BBC News; Weather
1.30 BBC Regional News; Weather
1.45 Live Commonwealth Games.
Further track cycling 6.00 BBC
News 6.30 BBC Regional News 7.00
Live Commonwealth Games.
Featuring coverage of the
swimming, judo and the men’s 62kg
weightlifting discipline finals 10.00
BBC News 10.25 BBC Regional
News; Weather 10.40 Tonight at the
Games 11.40 Commonwealth
Games Sportsday 11.55 EastEnders
1.55am-6.00 BBC News

BBC TWO
6.00am Homes Under the Hammer
7.00 Sign Zone 9.15 Heir Hunters
10.00 Homes Under the Hammer
11.00 Animal SOS 11.30 Street
Patrol UK 12.15pm Bargain Hunt
1.00 Live Commonwealth Games.
Coverage of the second day of the
Games in Glasgow 1.45 Perfection
2.30 Escape to the Country 3.30
Wanted Down Under 4.15 Flog It!
5.15 Pointless 6.00 Live
Commonwealth Games. Further
coverage on day two of the Games
7.00 Flog It! Trade Secrets 7.30 RHS
Flower Show Tatton Park 2014 8.00
EastEnders 8.30 Gardeners’ World
9.00 The Secret History of Our
Streets 10.00 Live Commonwealth
Games. The concluding coverage on
day two in Glasgow 10.30
Newsnight 11.05 FILM: In the
Electric Mist (2009) Mystery
starring Tommy Lee Jones and
John Goodman 12.55am-1.55
Sign Zone: Shopgirls — The True
Story of Life Behind the Counter

ITV London
6.00am Good Morning Britain 8.30
Lorraine 9.25 The Jeremy Kyle
Show 10.30 This Morning 12.30pm
Let’s Do Lunch with Gino & Mel
1.30 ITV News; Weather 2.00 The
Speakmans 3.00 Dickinson’s Real
Deal 4.00 Tipping Point 5.00 The
Chase 6.00 Regional News 6.30 ITV
News; Weather 7.00 Emmerdale
7.30 Coronation Street 8.00 The
Cruise Ship 8.30 Coronation Street
9.00 Doc Martin 10.00 ITV News at
Ten and Weather 10.30 Regional
News 10.40 FILM: Air America
(1990) Vietnam War comedy
adventure starring Mel Gibson,
Robert Downey Jr and Nancy
Travis 12.40am Jackpot247 3.00
The Jeremy Kyle Show USA
3.40-6.00 ITV Nightscreen

Channel 4
6.00am Countdown 6.45 3rd
Rock from the Sun 7.35 The
King of Queens 8.00 Everybody
Loves Raymond 9.00 Frasier

10.00 Undercover Boss USA 11.00
Come Dine with Me 12.00 News
12.05pm Come Dine with Me 1.40
Four in a Bed 2.40 Countdown 3.30
Deal or No Deal 4.30 Ultimate
Dealer 5.00 Couples Come Dine
with Me 6.00 The Simpsons 6.30
Hollyoaks 7.00 Channel 4 News
8.00 The Million Pound Drop 9.00
Alan Carr: Chatty Man Summer
Special 10.00 Friday Night Dinner
10.35 Alan Carr: Chatty Man
Summer Special 11.05 Virtually
Famous 11.55 FILM: Good Luck
Chuck (2007) 1.35am Derek 2.00
Inbetweeners USA 2.25 Desperate
Housewives 3.05 Revenge 3.50
Perfect 4.05 Phil Spencer: Secret
Agent 5.00 Kirstie’s Vintage Gems
5.15-6.10 Deal or No Deal

Sky1
6.00am Glee 7.00 Dog the Bounty
Hunter 8.00 Futurama 10.00 NCIS:
Los Angeles 2.00pm The Simpsons
3.00 Glee 4.00 Futurama 5.00 The
Simpsons 5.30 Futurama 6.00 The
Simpsons 8.00 Modern Family 9.00
An Idiot Abroad 2. Karl Pilkington
watches whales 10.00 A League of
Their Own 11.00 NCIS: Los Angeles
1.00am Brit Cops: Zero Tolerance
3.00 Road Wars 4.00 Stargate
Atlantis 5.00-6.00 Airline USA

BBC World
6.00am BBC World News 6.30
World Business Report 6.45 BBC
World News 7.30 World Business
Report 7.45 BBC World News 8.30
World Business Report 8.45 BBC
World News 9.30 Queen’s Baton
Relay 10.00 BBC World News 10.30
World Business Report 10.45 Sport
Today 11.00 BBC World News 12.00
GMT 1.00pm BBC World News 1.30
World Business Report 1.45 Sport
Today 2.00 Impact 3.30 Talking
Business with Linda Yueh 4.00
World Have Your Say 5.00 BBC
World News 5.40 Africa Business
Report 6.00 BBC World News 6.30
Focus on Africa 7.00 World News
Today with Zeinab Badawi 7.40
Africa Business Report 8.00 BBC
World News 8.30 Middle East
Business Report 9.00 Business
Edition with Tanya Beckett 9.30
The Culture Show 10.00 BBC World
News America 11.00 BBC World
News 11.30 Newsnight 1.00am
BBC World News 1.10 UK Reporters
1.30 Talking Business with Linda
Yueh 2.00 BBC World News 2.30
World’s Most Dangerous Roads
3.00 BBC World News 3.10
Scotland’s Maverick Generation
4.00 BBC World News 4.30
The Travel Show 5.00 BBC World
News 5.10-6.00 Our World

Sky Sports 1
6.00am Good Morning Sports
Fans 9.00 Game Changers

10.00 International Champions Cup
Football 11.00 Premiership Years
1.00pm International Champions
Cup Football 2.00 Premier League
Legends 2.30 Football Gold 3.00
Premiership Years 5.00 Believe
Special 5.30 Football Gold 6.00
International Champions Cup
Football 7.00 Live Darts: The World
Matchplay quarter-finals 10.30
Darts Gold 11.30 Speedway Gold
12.00 Super League 1.00am Darts
4.30 Football Gold 5.00-6.00
Sporting Heroes: Gary Newbon
Interviews Phil Taylor

Sky Sports 2
6.00am Sporting Greats 6.30
Ringside 7.30 Super League
8.30 T20 Blast Cricket 12.00
England’s Best Ashes Days 2.00pm
Sporting Rivalries 2.30 Sporting
Greats 3.00 International
Champions Cup Football 4.00
Sporting Heroes: Glenn McCrory
Interviews Malcolm Macdonald
5.00 Live T20 Blast Cricket:
Yorkshire Vikings v Nottinghamshire
Outlaws 9.00 The F1 Show 10.00
WWE: Late Night — Smackdown
12.00 WWE: Late Night — Bottom
Line 1.00am T20 Blast Cricket
5.00-6.00 The F1 Show

Sky Sports 3
6.00am Uefa Champions League
Highlights 7.00 WWE: Raw 9.00
Time of Our Lives 10.00 Triathlon
10.30 Uefa Champions League
Highlights 11.00 Racing News 11.30
Surf Unleashed 12.00 ATP Tour
Uncovered 12.30pm Premier
League Legends 1.00 Darts 4.30
Triathlon 5.00 WWE: Raw 7.00
Super League Gold 7.30 Live Super
League: Salford Red Devils v Leeds
Rhinos (Kick-off 8.00). At the AJ
Bell Stadium 10.15 International
Champions Cup Football 11.15 Uefa
Champions League Highlights 11.45
Football Gold 12.00 Tight Lines
1.00am Football Gold 2.00
International Champions Cup
Football 3.00 Super League 4.00
Tight Lines 5.00-6.00 International
Champions Cup Football

British Eurosport
7.30am Cycling: Tour de France
9.00 Commonwealth Games 10.00
Athletics 11.30 Cycling: Tour de
France 12.45pm Cycling: LeMond
on Tour Live. Greg LeMond gives
his view on the 101st staging of the
Tour de France 1.15 Live Cycling:
Tour de France. Stage 19 from
Maubourguet Pays du Val d’Adour
to Bergerac 4.45 Commonwealth
Games 5.45 Athletics 7.00 Live
Uefa Euro Under-19s Championship
Football: Germany v Ukraine
(Kick-off 7.15) 9.15 Uefa Euro
Under-19s Championship Football
12.15am-12.30 Watts

Radio 4
5.30am News 5.43 Prayer for the
Day 5.45 Farming Today 5.58 Tweet
of the Day (r) 6.00 Today 8.31 (LW)
Yesterday in Parliament 9.00 Desert
Island Discs (r) 9.45 (LW) Act of
Worship 9.45 Book of the Week
10.00 Woman’s Hour 11.00 The
Leadership Gap 11.30 My Teenage
Diary (r) 12.00 News 12.01pm (LW)
Shipping 12.04 You and Yours 12.52
The Listening Project 1.00 The
World at One 1.45 Plants: From
Roots to Riches 2.00 The Archers
(r) 2.15 Afternoon Drama (r) 3.00
Gardeners’ Question Time 3.45
Stories from the Southern Cross
4.00 Last Word 4.30 Feedback
4.55 1914: Day by Day 5.00 PM 5.54
(LW) Shipping 6.00 News 6.30 The
News Quiz 7.00 The Archers 7.15
Front Row 7.45 The Pursuits of
Darleen Fyles 8.00 Any Questions?
8.50 A Point of View 9.00 Friday
Drama (r) 10.00 The World Tonight
10.45 Book at Bedtime 11.00
Summer Nights 11.55 The Listening
Project 12.30am Book of the Week
(r) 12.48 Shipping 1.00 As BBC
World Service 5.20-5.30 Shipping

BBC World Service
5.00am Newsday 8.30 Business
Daily 8.50 Witness 9.00 News 9.06
HARDtalk 9.30 Science in Action
10.00 World Update 11.00 News
11.06 Outside Source 12.00 News
12.06pm The 5th Floor 1.00
Newshour 2.00 Newshour 3.00
News 3.06 Tech Tent 3.30 World
Football 4.00 The Newsroom 4.30
Sport Today 5.00 The Newsroom
5.30 World Business Report 6.00
World Have Your Say 7.00 The
Newsroom 7.30 The Why Factor
7.50 More or Less 8.00 News 8.06
HARDtalk 8.30 World Business
Report 8.50 From Our Own
Correspondent 9.00 Newshour. The
stories behind the latest headlines
10.00 News 10.06 The 5th Floor.
Global news 11.00 News 11.06 The
Newsroom 11.30 World Business
Report 12.00 The Newsroom
12.20am Sports News 12.30 World
Football 1.00 News 1.06 Business
Matters 2.00 News 2.06 The 5th
Floor 3.00 News 3.06 The
Newsroom 3.30 Heart and Soul
4.00 The Newsroom 4.20 Sports
News 4.30-5.00 Boston Calling

Radio 3
6.30am Breakfast 9.00 Essential
Classics 12.00 Composer of the
Week: Leos Janácek 1.00pm News
1.02 Radio 3 Lunchtime Concert.
Finghin Collins performs piano
music by Schumann, Jane O’Leary
and Chopin 2.00 Afternoon on 3.
Valery Gergiev conducts the LSO in
Janácek and Brahms 4.30 In Tune.
The pianist Janina Fialkowska
performs live 6.30 Composer of the
Week: Leos Janácek (r) 7.30 Live
BBC Proms 2014. The BBC
Philharmonic, conducted by Juanjo
Mena, performs works by Walton,
David Horne and Elgar, plus
Moeran’s Violin Concerto with
Tasmin Little, from the Royal Albert
Hall 10.00 Proms Composer
Portraits. David Horne in discussion
with Andrew McGregor 10.45 The
Essay: Sound of Cinema — Praising
Powell & Pressburger. The film critic
Peter Bradshaw focuses on
melodrama Black Narcissus (r)
11.00 World on 3: Womad Live 2014.
Performances from the globe’s
leading festival of world music
1.00am-7.00 Through the Night

Births, Marriages and Deaths the times.co.uk/announcements
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Games

Tips for Intermediates

8 - Responding the
cheaper of fours

(and the higher of fives)
Without support for opener,
responder should plan to bid their
longest suit at the lowest level.

With two+ four-card suits,
responder should bid the cheaper,
ensuring that no fit gets missed.
You won’t bid the other four-card
suit, but if partner doesn’t either
then there won’t be a fit.

With two five-card suits (far less
frequent), things are different,
because you do intend to bid your
other five-card suit. Much like as
opener, it is better to bid the high-
er-ranking five-card suit first,
expecting to finish the two-stage
operation (ie after bidding your
second suit) more economically.
Exercise: What should these hands
respond to (a) 1♣ (b) 1♥?

(i) (ii) (iii)

Hand (i): (a). Respond 1♦, cheaper
of fours. (b). Respond 1♠, the
cheaper suit to introduce over
partner’s 1♥. Note that “cheaper”
does not mean “lower ranked”; it
means the suit you get to first as
work up from partner’s bid.
Hand (ii): (a) and (b): Respond 1♠,
“high fives”. Bid the higher-rank-
ing of two five-card suits whether
opening, responding or overcalling.
Hand (iii): (a). Respond 1♦: longest
suit at lowest level. (b): Respond 1♠
because you have insufficient to
respond a new suit at the two-level.

Declarer – in 6♦ – beat ♠K lead
with dummy’s ♠A and drew
trumps in three rounds. He cashed
♣K, crossed to ♣A (West
discarding), then led ♣J for a
marked ruffing finesse through
East’s ♣Q9. East chose to cover ♣J
with ♣Q so he ruffed, cashed ♥A,
ruffed ♥2, cashed ♣1076 and mere-
ly gave up the last trick to West’s
♠Q. 12 tricks and slam made.

andrew.robson@thetimes.co.uk

Contract: 6♦, Opening Lead: ♠K

Dealer: North, Vulnerability: Neither

1♣ Pass
1♦(1) Pass 3♦ Pass
6♦(2) end

(1) Cheaper of fours. If South erroneously
responds 1♥ or, worse still, leaps in
notrumps, then it is almost certain N-S will
settle in 3NT which, if West leads a heart,
will likely fail.
(2) South might be more scientific here, but
the point is that South’s hand is GREAT (so
that if he did have just one bid, 6♦ is the
value of his hand facing jump support). Of
South’s 14 points, only one, ♠J, is of dubi-
ous value. The others are the ace-queen of
trumps – clearly huge, the ace of hearts
and, almost best of all, the ginormous king
of partner’s clubs.

S W N E

♠KJ82
♥J3
♦Q842
♣832

♠AJ763
♥Q7
♦KJ864
♣2

♠J982
♥43
♦KJ432
♣J6

N
W E

S

♠10965
♥KJ10
♦108
♣Q985

♠A2
♥3
♦K642
♣AJ10763

♠J43
♥A542
♦AQ73
♣K2

♠KQ87
♥Q9876
♦J95
♣4

________
á 1 DrD i]
à0 D D $p]
ß DnDND D]
ÞDpD Dp0P]
Ý D 0 H D]
Ü) D D DR]
Û ) D )PD]
ÚD DKDBD ]
ÁÂÃÄÅÆÇÈ

Winning Move

White to play. This position is from
Speelman-Knox, British Championship,
Morecambe 1975.
White’s rook, knight and bishop are
worth more here than the queen. The
black king is also in great danger and this
now proved fatal. Can you see why?

Aberystwyth

Today sees the seventh round of
the British Championship in Aber-
ystwyth University. Tomorrow will
be a rest day and the final four
rounds will be played on Sunday,
Monday, Tuesday and Wednesday
of next week. Today’s game is the
final grandmaster clash from the
favourites in the championship.

White: Nicholas Pert
Black: Simon Williams
Hastings 2008
Benoni Defence

1 d4 Nf6 2 Nf3 c5 3 d5 b5 4 Bg5
Qb6 5 a4 bxa4
________

árhbDkg 4]
à0 Dp0p0p]
ß 1 D h D]
ÞD 0PD G ]
ÝpD D D D]
ÜD D DND ]
Û )PDP)P)]
Ú$NDQIBDR]
ÁÂÃÄÅÆÇÈ

Black’s handling on the opening
is characterised by extraordinary
recklessness and daring. The fol-
lowing capture on a4 compromises
Black’s pawn structure in the in-
terests of the even more foolhardy
concept of snatching White’s pawn
on b2 with his queen. Traditionally,
such escapades have been excori-
ated by chess theoreticians. Never-
theless, some highways of chess
theory support such excursions
with the queen, for example the
Poisoned Pawn variation of the
Sicilian Najdorf: 1 e4 c5 2 Nf3 d6 3

d4 cxd4 4 Nxd4 Nf6 5 Nc3 a6 6
Bg5 e6 7 f4 Qb6 8 Qd2 Qxb2. This
has been favoured as Black by both
Fischer and Kasparov.
6 Nc3 Qxb2 7 Bd2

White’s development is far su-
perior and he has a free hand in
the centre. Black would have done
better to play 5 ... b4 or 5 ... Bb7
instead of miring himself in this
perilous misadventure.
7 ... Qb6 8 e4 d6 9 e5 dxe5 10
Nxe5 e6

A new move, seeking to revive
Black’s flagging chances in this
entire dubious undertaking. In
other games Black had no luck
with either 10 ... Nbd7 or 10 ... g6.
________

árhbDkg 4]
à0 D Dp0p]
ß 1 Dph D]
ÞD 0PH D ]
ÝpD D D D]
ÜD H D D ]
Û DPG )P)]
Ú$ DQIBDR]
ÁÂÃÄÅÆÇÈ

11 Qf3
Also murderous is 11 Bb5+.

11 ... Qc7 12 Bb5+ Kd8 13 Nc4
Bd6 14 Bg5 Rf8 15 0-0-0

The rest is a massacre.
15 ... Bb7 16 Ne4 Bxd5 17 Ncxd6
Qxd6 18 Rxd5 Qxd5 19 Rd1 Kc7
20 Rxd5 Nxd5 21 Qg3+ Kb7 22
Qd6 Black resigns

Games can be followed in real
time via the 2seeitlive link on the
header of The Times twitter feed
@times_chess. For regular updates
direct to your twitter account just
click on the “follow” button.

Bridge Andrew Robson Word Watching Paul Dunn

Scryer a. A crystal-gazer b. A scribe or amanuensis
c. To scram, shoo
Clavier a. A surgical steriliser b. A keyboard instrument
c. A small bone near the shoulder
Donjon a. A large bottle b. A hidden cell
c. Spanish lothario

Across
1 Traversing (8)
5 Finished (4)
8 Sound, as opposed to vision
(5)

9 Cooked under flames (7)
11 Piano lever (3)
12 Very good (9)
13 Portray (6)
15 Frantically active (6)

18 Fine earthenware (9)
19 Actor’s signal (3)
20 Group with a VIP (7)
21 Strong gust of wind (5)
22 Kill with a noose (4)
23 In combination (8)

Down
1 Fractured (7)
2 Strangely (5)
3 Cover for concealed
operations (11)

4 Small lump of gold (6)
6 Showing courage (7)
7 Reddish; — duck (5)
10 Unable to be overcome (11)
14 One with very strict moral

principles (7)
16 Maker (7)
17 Manage (with what’s

available) (4,2)
18 City of Scotland (5)
19 Trainer; vehicle (5)

Solution to Crossword 6461

T2 CROSSWORD No 6462

1 2 3 4 765

8 9 10

11 12

13 14 15 16

17

18 19

20 21

22 23

S Y M P H O N Y S H A W
A E E O E A
C E N T A U R Y B A N G
K S V D U V O
B E A K Y I N N S I G N
U M C M E
T O T T E R C I T R U S

H T M S O
A G I T A T E S E T T O
D E L D A A N
H A V E Z I M B A B W E
O E C L O S
C O S H W I P E D O U T

Times Quick Crossword No 6462

Check today’s answers by ringing 09067 577188. Calls cost 77p per minute.

Polygon
From these letters, make
words of four or more
letters, always including
the central letter. Answers
must be in the Concise
Oxford Dictionary,
excluding capitalised
words, plurals, conjugated
verbs (past tense etc),
adverbs ending in LY,
comparatives and
superlatives.

How you rate
10 words, average; 14, good;
19, very good; 24, excellent

Yesterday’s answers
alate, alee, elate, eluate, elute, evaluate, late,
lava, lave, leat, leave, leet, lute, taal, tael, tala,
tale, teal, tule, uveal, vale, valet, valeta,
valuate, value, valuta, vault, veal, veleta

Word Watching answers

Scryer
(a) From to descry.
Clavier
(b) From Latin clavis, key.
Donjon
(c) Alternative spelling of dungeon.

Winning Move solution

1Ng6+!hxg62hxg6mate.

Chess Raymond Keene

Sudoku No 6697 Fiendish

7 2
8 6 3 9

9 7 1
8 5 1 6

8
5 2 4 7

5 1 3
1 8 6 4
5 9

Fill the grid so that every column, every row and every 3x3 box contains the digits
1 to 9 Solutions tomorrow, yesterday’s solutions below

Killer No 3828 Deadly 53min

19 9 24 11 22 7

14

17 9 22 17

22 21

12 8

17 19 10 9

10 17 9 8 9

3 17

9 13 21

Fill the grid so that every column, every row and every 3x3 box contains the digits
1 to 9. The digits within the cells joined by the dotted lines add up to the printed top
left hand figure.
Within each dotted line ‘shape’, a digit CANNOT be repeated.

Codeword No 2146

Numbers are substituted for letters in the crossword grid. Below the grid is the key.
Some letters are solved.Whenyouhave completedyour firstwordor phrase youwill
have theclues tomore letters.Enter themin thekeygridand themaingridandcheck
the letters on the alphabet list as you complete them.

N

N

I

I

G

G

A B C D E F G H I J K L M N O P Q R S T U V W X Y Z

17 24 6 26 1 24 26 15 24 13 24 18

24 1 4 24 21 3 4

3 6 24 20 16 25 21 26 26 4 18 6

19 22 3 12 21 10

20 13 3 14 2 3 3 12 21 26 4 26

13 9 3 25 4 13

2 4 13 13 3 1 8 13 4 18 26 19

18 3 21 25 26 23

4 1 1 4 26 21 18 26 23 3 1 22

6 5 8 4 1 24

10 21 12 10 21 7 21 1 23 5 21 26

26 1 13 4 24 24 3

20 12 24 4 13 1 3 13 21 11 3 23

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13

14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26

Su Doku, Killer and Codeword solutions
8 5 1 4 3 6 2 7 9
2 3 9 7 8 5 1 6 4
4 7 6 9 2 1 8 5 3
6 1 8 3 7 9 5 4 2
7 2 4 6 5 8 9 3 1
5 9 3 2 1 4 6 8 7
3 4 5 8 9 2 7 1 6
1 6 2 5 4 7 3 9 8
9 8 7 1 6 3 4 2 5

8 6 3 1 2 7 9 5 4
9 2 4 5 3 6 1 8 7
1 5 7 8 9 4 2 6 3
3 7 9 6 4 5 8 1 2
6 4 2 3 1 8 7 9 5
5 8 1 9 7 2 3 4 6
4 1 8 7 5 3 6 2 9
2 3 6 4 8 9 5 7 1
7 9 5 2 6 1 4 3 8

S O M B R E L Y M E R E
Q A U A F X X
U R G E S S T I M U L I
A E H T S D S
T I N Y F L Y S H E E T

T S Y U E
L O A T H E F R I G I D
O R S E U
C O N V I C T S E M I T
K I M I A D E
J A C K P O T B O R O N
A K S C E O C
W I S H C H U T Z P A H

No 6693 No 3826 No 2145Solution right
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Bath
Going: firm

2.20 (1m 2f 46yd) 1, Lynngale (T Eaves, 9-2);
2, King Calypso (15-8 fav); 3, Alba Verde (4-1).
8 ran. 2l, 8l. Kristin Stubbs.
2.50 (1m 2f 46yd) 1, Assoluta (Renato Souza,
9-4 fav); 2, Mary Le Bow (9-1); 3, Soiree D’Ete
(9-2). 6 ran. 3Kl, 2Nl. S Kirk.
3.25 (5f 161yd)1,MamboSpirit (MDwyer, 4-1);
2, Annes Rocket (9-1); 3, Bajan Story (4-1).
Birdie Queen 9-4 fav. 9 ran. NR: Homeboy,
Monty Fay, West Coast Dream. 5l, nk.
A Newcombe.
4.00 (5f 11yd) 1, Searchlight (T Eaves, 100-30);
2, Vodka Chaser (3-1); 3, Gold Club (5-2). The
Dandy Yank (4th) 9-4 fav. 4 ran. NR: Finflash.
2Nl, Ol. K Ryan.
4.35 (5f 11yd) 1, Snap Shots (Jenny Powell,
11-8); 2, Zeb Un Nisa (4-7 fav). 2 ran. NR: Rio
Ronaldo, Zebs Lad. 1l. T Dascombe.
5.10 (5f 11yd) 1, Molly Jones (Tim Clark, 9-4
fav); 2, Haadeeth (11-2); 3, Captain Ryan (5-1).
11 ran. NR: Louis Vee, Sutton Sioux. Nk, 3Kl.
D Haydn Jones.

5.40 (1m 5f 22yd) 1, Freddy Q (Michael J M
Murphy, 11-4); 2, Cabuchon (6-1); 3, BondiMist
(20-1). Arlecchino (4th) 5-2 fav. 6 ran. Sh hd, 3l.
A Newcombe.
Placepot: £97.30.
Quadpot: £41.40.

Sandown Park
Going: good to firm

2.00 (5f 6yd) 1, Profitable (A Kirby, 2-5 fav);
2, Equally Fast (14-1); 3, Renaissant (7-2).
5 ran. NR: El Che. 2Ol, ns. C Cox.
2.30 (1m 6f) 1, Purple Spectrum (R L Moore,
11-2); 2, Devilment (4-1); 3, Belfilo (8-1). Snow
Squall (4th) 6-5 fav. 6 ran. NR: FunMac. 3Kl, 7l.
W Haggas.
3.05 (7f 16yd) 1, Alonsoa (Dane O'Neill, 5-6
fav); 2, Pack Together (100-30); 3, Bonnie Grey
(14-1). 7 ran. NR: Sleepy Dust. Ol, 1Ol.
H Candy.
3.40 (1m 2f 7yd) 1,Alex Vino (R LMoore, Evens
fav); 2, Qanan (9-2); 3, Epic Battle (6-1). 5 ran.
NR: All Talk N No Do, Carnevale, Tinshu,
Vainglory. 1Kl, 5l. Sir Michael Stoute.

4.15 (1m 14yd) 1, Tercel (R L Moore, 9-2);
2, Hesbaan (7-4); 3, Conquerant (13-8 fav).
8 ran. Nk, 3Nl. Sir Michael Stoute.
4.50 (7f 16yd) 1,Global Leader (R LMoore, 8-11
fav); 2, Wordismybond (14-1); 3, My Son Max
(10-1). 5 ran. NR: Charter. Nk, 6l. P D'Arcy.
Placepot: £13.80.
Quadpot: £2.20.

Yarmouth
Going: good to firm

2.10 (6f 3yd) 1, Felix Leiter (B A Curtis, 15-8
fav); 2, Red Perdita (7-1); 3, Lady Maesmor
(6-1). 7 ran. Ol, 4Kl. K Burke.
2.40 (6f 3yd) 1, Miss Brazil (K T O’Neill, 10-11
fav); 2, Anna’s Vision (2-1); 3, Capelita (7-1).
7 ran. Ns, 3l. R Hannon.
3.15 (1m3f 101yd) 1, Leaderene (J Fanning, 4-6
fav); 2, Corn Maiden (14-1); 3, The Ducking
Stool (9-2). 4 ran. NR: Angus Glens, Hamble.
2Ol, nk. M Johnston.
3.50 (1m 2f 21yd) 1, Nifty Kier (Danny Brock,
10-1); 2, Tunnel Tiger (4-1); 3, Bethan (11-4
fav). 7 ran. NR: Bison Grass, Perseverent Pete.
Ol, 8l. P McEntee.

4.25 (1m 1f) 1, Ocean Applause (Joe Doyle, 9-4
fav); 2, Frontline Phantom (6-1); 3, Sbraase
(7-2). 7 ran. NR: L Ge R. 1Kl, 1Kl. J Ryan.
5.00 (6f 3yd) 1, Decent Fella (J Fanning, 20-1);
2, Jungle Bay (5-1); 3, Honeymoon Express
(7-1). Port Alfred (5th), Tidentime (6th)
3-1 jt-favs. 7 ran. Ol, 1Kl. Miss A Stokell.
5.35 (6f 3yd) 1, Refuse Colette (P Sirigu, 1-2
fav); 2, High Tone (9-1); 3, Gung Ho Jack (6-1).
7 ran. NR: Almax, Ecliptic Sunrise. 2Kl, 11l.
M Quinn.
Placepot: £597.30.
Quadpot: £902.10.

Doncaster
Going: good (good to firm in places)

5.45 (7f) 1, Synergise (Andrea Atzeni, 5-1); 2,
Inflection (5-2 fav); 3, Bold Spirit (7-2). 10 ran.
NR: Man Of Music. 2Kl, 3N. R Varian.

6.15 (7f) 1, Basateen (P Hanagan, 5-6 fav);
2, Mulzamm (13-2); 3, Best Dressed (40-1).
12 ran. 8l, 1l. R Hannon.
6.45 (6f) 1, Ace Master (Ashley Morgan, 25-1);
2, Clubland (7-1); 3, Layla’s Hero (2-1 fav).

12 ran. NR: Captain Kendall, First Rebellion,
Gabrial’s Bounty, Koala Bear, Point North, Two
Pancakes. Hd, 1N. S R Bowring.
7.20 (6f) 1, Elusive George (P Makin, 6-1);
2, Syrian Pearl (6-1); 3, Khatiba (3-1).Maraayill
(6th) 5-2 fav. 8 ran. NR: Grecian, Pull The Plug.
ns, nk. J J Quinn.
7.55 (7f)1,Etaab (PHanagan,8-13 fav); 2,Tight
Fit (5-1); 3, Dusky Queen (11-4). 4 ran. NR: Our
Queenie. 1l, Kl. W J Haggas.
8.30 (1m 2f 60yd) 1, Tower Power (M Harley,
7-4 fav); 2, Artistic Muse (6-1); 3, Kantara
Castle (11-1). 8 ran. 1N, 2l. I Mohammed.
9.00 (1m 6f 132yd) 1, Nanton (D Tudhope, 7-2
fav); 2, Deepsand (9-2); 3, Merchant Of Dubai
(8-1). 10 ran. NR:Mr Snoozy. 1Ol, 1l. J S Goldie.
Placepot: £11.60.
Quadpot: £7.40.

Lingfield
Going: standard

5.30 (5f 6yd) 1, Somedaysrdiamonds (Liam
Jones, 25-1); 2, Lyfka (6-1); 3, Loumarin (2-1
fav). 8 ran. Nk, sh hd. J S Moore.

6.00 (5f6yd)1,MagicFlorence (GLee,3-10 fav);
2, Candlelight (4-1); 3, Prince Rofan (25-1).
6 ran. NR: Disprove. 1N, 10l. J G Given.

6.30 (7f 1yd)1,ForShiaAndLula (JFMcDonald,
5-1); 2, Darnathean (8-1); 3, Parisian Pyramid
(20-1). Perfect Pastime (5th) 4-1 fav. 13 ran.
NR: Dimitar. 1l, Ol. D M Loughnane.

7.05 (1m 1yd) 1, Fruit Pastille (R Hughes, 5-1);
2, Celestial Ray (4-1 fav); 3, Harwoods Star
(8-1). 12 ran. Nk, 8l. H Morrison.

7.40 (1m 1yd) 1,Maverick Wave (W Buick, 5-4
fav); 2,My Target (6-1); 3,MisterMusicmaster
(20-1). 8 ran. 4l, nk. J H M Gosden.

8.10 (6f 1yd) 1, Langley Vale (S Sanders, 7-1);
2, Brother Tiger (9-2); 3, Seek The Fair Land
(16-1). Dissent (6th) 3-1 fav. 8 ran. NR: Smart
Salute. 1l, 1l. R A Teal.

8.45 (1m 5f) 1, Honourable Knight (L P Keniry,
16-1); 2, Glennten (4-5 fav); 3, Bennelong (7-1).
5 ran. NR: Just Duchess, Litmus. Ol, 1Kl.
M D I Usher.

Placepot: £70.90.
Quadpot: £46.20.

Yesterday’s racing results

Ascot
Rob Wright
2.10Malabar 3.55 Euro Charline
2.45 Bronze Maquette 4.30 Zain Eagle
3.20 Elidor 5.00 DiamondCharlie (nb)
Thunderer: 3.20 Hassle (nap). 3.55 Kiyoshi.
Going: good to firm (good in places)
Draw: no advantage Racing UK

2.10 John Guest EBF Stallions
Maiden Fillies' Stakes
(2-Y-O: £6,469: 7f) (10)

1 (4) 322 CRYSTAL MALT 22 (BF) R Hannon 9-0 R Hughes
2 (8) 3 JILLANAR 15 G Margarson 9-0 T Queally
3 (5) LA DONACELLA D Kubler 9-0 J Fortune
4 (2) 24 MALABAR 35 M Channon 9-0 W Twiston-Davies
5 (3) MISTRUSTING C Appleby 9-0 W Buick
6 (1) 54 ROSIE ROYALE 16 R Teal 9-0 O Murphy
7 (7) ROYAL PARTY W Knight 9-0 Luke Morris
8 (9) 0 SISTER OF MERCY 22 R Charlton 9-0 D Probert
9 (10) TATIANI J Santos 9-0 S De Sousa
10 (6) WHAT SAY YOU K Burke 9-0 M Harley

8-13 Malabar, 5-1 Crystal Malt, 7-1 Mistrusting, 8-1 What Say You, 10-1
Jillanar, 25-1 Rosie Royale, 33-1 La Donacella, Royal Party, 50-1 others.

Rob Wright’s choice: Malabar was a good fourth in the
Albany Stakes here Dangers: Mistrusting, Crystal Malt

2.45 Mitie Total Security
Management Nursery
Handicap (2-Y-O: £6,469: 6f) (6)

1 (6) 52120 BE BOLD 6 (B) R Hannon 9-7 R Hughes
2 (4) 14332 BRONZE MAQUETTE 14 G L Moore 9-5 J Fortune
3 (5) 630 DUBAI BREEZE 15 C Brittain 8-11 W Buick
4 (1) 0001 ALPINE AFFAIR 7 (B,D) B Meehan 8-8 J P Spencer
5 (3) 32255 ARLECCHINO'S LEAP 14 (V) M Usher 8-6 D Probert
6 (2) 545 ANASTAZIA 15 P D'Arcy 8-4 Luke Morris

4-5 Alpine Affair, 4-1 Bronze Maquette, 7-1 Be Bold, Dubai Breeze, 12-1
Anastazia, 25-1 Arlecchino's Leap.

Wright choice: Bronze Maquette showed improved form
when beaten half a length here Danger: Alpine Affair

3.20 John Guest Brown Jack Stakes
(Handicap)
(£19,407: 2m) (10)

1 (8) 3-134 ELIDOR 34 (C) M Channon 4-10-0 R Hughes
2 (4) 030-0 BOITE 27 P Chapple-Hyam 4-9-10 R Havlin
3 (9) -1161 HASSLE 14 (P,C) Clive Cox 5-9-7 A Kirby
4 (1) 30-50 ESHTIAAL 34 (T,P) B Meehan 4-9-5 J Fortune
5 (10) 44115 SPICE FAIR 23 (D) M Usher 7-8-13 S Levey
6 (7) 20101 SIR FRANK MORGAN 16 (D) M Johnston 4-8-12W Buick
7 (6) 02221 KASHGAR 27 (D) B Llewellyn 5-8-12 Luke Morris
8 (5) 23362 ENTIHAA 29 (BF) G A Swinbank 6-8-9 T Queally
9 (3) 13204 ARTY CAMPBELL 35 (D) B Llewellyn 4-8-9

D Muscutt (5)
10 (2) 11131 MAID IN RIO 7 M Johnston 3-8-5 S De Sousa

3-1 Maid In Rio, 5-1 Hassle, 11-2 Elidor, Sir Frank Morgan, 7-1 Kashgar,
9-1 Entihaa, 10-1 Spice Fair, 14-1 Boite, Eshtiaal, 16-1 Arty Campbell.

Wright choice: Elidor has a good record at this track and
can cope with a step up in trip Dangers:Maid In Rio, Boite

3.55 Woodcote Stud EBF Stallions
Valiant Stakes (Listed: Fillies’ &
Mares’: £22,684: 1m rnd) (7)

1 (3) 1-100 ZURIGHA 49 (D) R Hannon 4-9-5 R Hughes
2 (5) 61004 AMULET 17 (C,D) Eve Johnson Houghton 4-9-1 J Fortune
3 (4) 5-300 GIFTED GIRL 37 (C,D) P Cole 5-9-1 T Queally
4 (2) 360-6 WOODLAND ARIA 37 J Gosden 4-9-1 W Buick
5 (1) -1253 EURO CHARLINE 35 M Botti 3-8-7 A Atzeni
6 (6) d3-06 KIYOSHI 14 (C) C Hills 3-8-7 J P Spencer
7 (7) 66-24 VEILED INTRIGUE 20 H Candy 3-8-7 D Probert

13-8 Euro Charline, 3-1 Woodland Aria, 4-1 Kiyoshi, 8-1 others.

Wright choice:EuroCharline ranacrackerwhenthird in the
Coronation Stakes at the royal meeting Danger: Zurigha

4.30 John Guest Handicap
(£18,675: 1m 2f) (10)

1 (1) 10402 SALUTATION 34 (D) M Johnston 4-10-0 Michael J M Murphy (3)
2 (8) 02-42 ZAIN EAGLE 13 (D) R Cowell 4-9-13 R Hughes
3 (4) 03000 REBELLIOUS GUEST 35 (D) G Margarson 5-9-12 T Queally
4 (9) 13145 HIT THE JACKPOT 13 (D) D O'Meara 5-9-12 S De Sousa
5 (10) 20-06 ELHAAME 34 (D) L Cumani 4-9-8 A Atzeni
6 (3) 00151 PRESBURG 21 (D) J Tuite 5-9-7 O Murphy
7 (5) 610-0 FORGOTTEN HERO 20 (H) C Hills 5-9-6 J P Spencer
8 (7) -6001 CHARLES CAMOIN 13 (CD) S Kirk 6-9-5 J Fortune
9 (2) 6-353 DOUBLE DISCOUNT 13 (D) T Dascombe 4-9-2W A Carson
10 (6) 01622 KINGSCROFT 8 M Herrington 6-8-10 J Butterfield (5)

9-2 Salutation, 5-1 Zain Eagle, 6-1 Charles Camoin, 13-2 Presburg, 7-1 others.

Wright choice: Zain Eagle has shaped well on both starts
for his newyardDangers: Charles Camoin, ForgottenHero

5.00 Vartan Ravenscroft October Club
Charity Handicap (£6,469: 5f) (13)

1 (6) 0-665 GABBIANO 14 (CD) J Gask 5-9-10 D Probert
2 (13) 21500 GO NANI GO 15 (D) E De Giles 8-9-10 O Murphy
3 (12) -0103 BISPHAM GREEN 7 (D) D O'Meara 4-9-10 S De Sousa
4 (1) 14131 IFFRANESIA 21 (H,D) R Cowell 4-9-7 A Beschizza
5 (9) 00-00 STONE OF FOLCA 14 (H,D) John Best 6-9-7 J Fortune
6 (3) -0500 OUTER SPACE 14 (D) J Osborne 3-9-5W Twiston-Davies
7 (5) -1106 BRECCBENNACH 28 (T,P,D) S Durack 4-9-5 G Baker
8 (4) 33635 SECRET MISSILE 16 (B,D) W Muir 4-9-3 Martin Dwyer
9 (11) -2211 PERFECT MUSE 2 (D) Clive Cox 4-9-4 J Fahy
10 (8) 50512 BAJAN BEAR 7 D Nicholls 6-8-12 A Nicholls
11(10) 50000 LUPO D'ORO 15 (D) John Best 5-8-12 J P Spencer
12 (2) 40560 DIAMOND CHARLIE 56 (D) S Dow 6-8-11 S Pearce (3)
13 (7) 66262 ATLANTIS CROSSING 7 (H) J Boyle 5-8-7 W A Carson

4-1 Iffranesia, 9-2 Perfect Muse, 7-1 Bajan Bear, Gabbiano, 8-1 others.

Wright choice: Diamond Charlie is 11lb lower than when
fourth in this raceayearagoDangers: Iffranesia,Gabbiano

Uttoxeter
Rob Wright
1.50 Take A Bow 4.05Mister Matt
2.20 Operateur 4.40Mr Maynard
2.55Wake Your Dreams 5.10 Going For Gold
3.30 Keen Eye
Going: good (good to firm in places)
At The Races

1.50 Maiden Hurdle
(£2,209: 2m 4f 110y) (7)

1 -5F46 ABBEYGREY 26 E Williams 5-11-0 A Wedge
2 6-0 REGGIE PARROT 17 Mrs S Smith 7-11-0 C Bewley (7)
3 40P- SGT BULL BERRY 216 P Maddison 7-11-0 J Greenall
4 454-3 SPA HILL 18 R Woollacott 5-11-0 Tom O'Brien
5 14-2 TAKE A BOW 81 (BF) Mrs L Hill 5-11-0 D Bass
6 CHERRY LODGE P J Gilligan (Ire) 8-10-7 R Johnson
7 6-000 MRS GRASS 4 (V) J Haynes 7-10-7 J Kington (3)

5-4TakeABow, 11-8SpaHill, 15-2Abbeygrey, 16-1ReggieParrot, 25-1Cherry
Lodge, Mrs Grass, 40-1 Sgt Bull Berry.

2.20 Novices' Handicap Hurdle
(£2,209: 2m) (15)

1 163-U BENNY THE SWINGER 84 (D) C Gordon 9-11-12 T Cannon
2 05P0- TORGAMAH LAD 123 (H) N Hawke 6-11-8 T Scudamore
3 6-053 NOBLE BACCHUS 16 Fergal O'Brien 4-11-7 N Slatter (7)
4 50-00 MAYAN FLIGHT 59 A Carroll 6-11-1 L Edwards
5 F600 MOVEMENTNEVERLIES 26 R Phillips 4-11-0 A Wedge
6 /P-54 DESTINY BLUE 9 (T) B Ellison 7-10-13 A Coleman
7 500-0 PRINCEOFTHEDESERT 17F G Woodward 8-10-13 A Pogson
8 5-053 TENNESSEE BIRD 17 (B) M Sowersby 6-10-12 G Sheehan
9 40P0- MONEY MONEY MONEY 250 Jim Best 8-10-10 A P McCoy
10 003F- OPERATEUR 13F (BF) B Haslam 6-10-10 Ryan D Clark (10)
11 0P0 SPURNED GIRL 24 R Dickin 4-10-10 J Palmowski (10)
12 40/P- RHINESTONE REBEL 20F P Hiatt 8-10-9 N Scholfield
13 -3040 AUTO MAC 19 M Sowersby 6-10-8 A Nicol (5)
14 630- BOLLIN SAM 397 Mrs S Smith 8-10-6 C Bewley (7)
15 6-652 JAWAHAL DU MATHAN 2 A Whitehead 6-10-0 J Banks (5)

5-1 Destiny Blue, 11-2 Jawahal Du Mathan, 15-2 Princeofthedesert,
Tennessee Bird, 8-1 Auto Mac, 9-1 Torgamah Lad, 10-1 others.

2.55 Beginners' Chase
(£3,924: 2m 6f 110y) (6)

1 5-330 KALAMILL 17 (T) S Lycett 7-11-0 Peter Carberry (3)
2 30F-0 OUR OLLIE 12 (B) P J Gilligan (Ire) 8-11-0 P Brennan
3 6 RONNIES WELL 26 J Groucott 7-11-0 H Challoner (3)
4 0-423 VELOCE 12 (T,B,BF) D McCain 6-11-0 A P McCoy
5 -4330 WAKE YOUR DREAMS 19 (T,BF) J Candlish 6-11-0

R Johnson
6 00-36 WATERED SILK 19 Mrs L Wadham 6-11-0 J Quinlan (3)

11-8 Veloce, 7-4Wake Your Dreams, 9-1 Kalamill, 10-1Watered Silk, 14-1 Our
Ollie, Ronnies Well.

3.30 Handicap Hurdle (£2,209: 3m) (11)

1 F2-35 SOLWAY DANDY 22 Miss L Harrison 7-11-12 R Day (10)
2 000-4 KEEN EYE 12 (P) Jonjo O'Neill 5-11-9 A P McCoy
3 61-00 FINISH THE STORY 37 (T) J Farrelly 8-11-8 B Powell
4 -12P2 THE KINGS ASSASSIN 39 (P) C Gordon 6-11-8 T Cannon
5 F1-32 LYGON LEGEND 23 P Hiatt 11-11-8 Mr S Painting (7)
6 /6P-0 HIT THE SWITCH 26 (T,P) J Candlish 8-11-8 H Brooke
7 -1545 AGENT LOUISE 17 (C) M Sowersby 6-11-2 A Nicol (5)
8 0/540 FARMERS CROSS 26 (H) J Haynes 10-10-8 J Kington (3)
9 0-312 CASH FOR STEEL 11 (BF) R Phillips 7-10-8 D Hiskett (7)
10 0F1F- INANDOVER 256 (T) J Mackie 9-10-5 D Devereux
11 -P3PP RUN FOREST RUN 4 Karen McLintock 10-10-0 T Scudamore

5-1 Cash For Steel, Hit The Switch, Solway Dandy, 11-2 The Kings Assassin,
13-2 Agent Louise, Keen Eye, 8-1 Lygon Legend, 12-1 others.

4.05 Handicap Chase (£3,789: 2m) (7)
1 0-345 TEMPLE LORD 12 (T,B,D) Jonjo O'Neill 8-11-12 A P McCoy
2 60-64 MISTER MATT 26 (CD) T Symonds 11-11-11 R Johnson
3 2133- TWENTYPOUNDLUCK 287 (V,D) P Griffin (Ire) 9-11-10

B Hughes
4 R-625 NIKOS EXTRA 26 A Dunn 10-11-1 A Wedge
5 -1P12 GOT ATTITUDE 17 (T,V,D) A Carroll 11-11-0 L Edwards
6 0-040 MOUNT VESUVIUS 12 (T,D) P Henderson 6-10-12 T O'Brien
7 -432B CITY LINE 21 (T) K Thornton (Ire) 7-10-10 P Moloney

3-1 Temple Lord, 7-2 Got Attitude, 11-2 Mister Matt, 6-1 others.

4.40 Handicap Hurdle
(£3,378: 2m 4f 110y) (8)

1 2-300 KNIGHT IN PURPLE 26 (T,V) J Mackie 10-11-12
Peter Carberry (3)

2 6-133 MR SHANTU 33 (P,BF) Jonjo O'Neill 5-11-11 A P McCoy
3 /4PP- CROSS OF HONOUR 419 (T,D) C Longsdon 7-11-8 N Fehily
4 3-516 GET IT ON 31 (D) E Williams 9-11-7 P Moloney
5 232-1 CHEBSEY BEAU 17F J J Quinn 4-11-4 Mr R Hawker (7)
6 40-25 SCHELM 9F (P) J J Quinn 12-10-13 Mr O Pimlott (7)
7 23-00 PARC DES PRINCES 23 (B,D) N Richards 8-10-11 D C Costello
8 5-613 MR MAYNARD 23 (CD) Mrs P Robeson 5-10-10 B Powell

4-1 Mr Shantu, 9-2 Knight In Purple, Schelm, 6-1 Chebsey Beau, 7-1 others.

5.10 NH Flat Race (£1,559: 2m) (5)
1 33-0B SEAVIPER 9 R Phillips 5-11-2 R Johnson
2 GOING FOR GOLD W Greatrex 4-11-0 G Sheehan
3 6 JOHNNY GO 12 Miss L Harrison 4-11-0 R Day (10)
4 5-22 RAISE A SPARK 23 D McCain 4-11-0 A Lane
5 224-2 KATCHA KOPEK 55P (T) Paul Henderson 6-10-9 Tom O'Brien

4-5RaiseASpark, 5-2GoingForGold, 8-1KatchaKopek,Seaviper, 33-1JohnnyGo.

Thirsk
Rob Wright
2.00 Colombia 4.15Mr McLaren
2.30 Perardua (nap) 4.50 Charlemagne Diva
3.05 Encore L’Amour 5.20 Greek Spirit
3.40 Henke
Going: good to firm Racing UK
Draw: 5f-6f, high numbers best

2.00 Maiden Stakes (2-Y-O: £3,234: 5f) (15)

1 (1) 00 ALFIE BOND 20 B Rothwell 9-5 D Swift
2 (6) 0 CAESER THE GAESER 32 Richard Guest 9-5 Billy Cray (3)
3 (9) 0 DOUBLE K 6 P Midgley 9-5 D Nolan
4 (2) 4 FLICKA'S BOY 52 T Coyle 9-5 B McHugh
5 (15) 620 GREY ZEB 6 K Dalgleish 9-5 T Eaves
6 (12) MIGHTY ZIP K A Ryan 9-5 H Bentley
7 (5) NORMANDY KNIGHT R Fahey 9-5 T Hamilton
8 (7) STAR CRACKER M Dods 9-5 P Mulrennan
9 (11) 0 TED LARKIN 10 Richard Guest 9-5 D Silva (5)
10 (8) 00 UBEDIZZY 30 (H) N Wilson 9-5 J Haynes (3)
11 (3) 0 WISETON 20 T D Barron 9-5 G Gibbons
12(14) 5 BELLE NELLIE 21 N Tinkler 9-0 A Mullen
13(13) COLOMBIA Mrs A Duffield 9-0 P McDonald
14(10) 0 MAGH MEALL 99 D Nicholls 9-0 P M Quinn
15 (4) TAGULA NATION P Midgley 9-0 P Makin

5-2 Mighty Zip, 7-2 Flicka's Boy, Grey Zeb, 5-1 Normandy Knight, 10-1 others.

2.30 Handicap (2-Y-O: £7,762: 6f) (7)
1 (3) 26102 DENZILLE LANE 13 (D) M Johnston 9-7 F Norton
2 (5) 51234 VIMY RIDGE 29 R Fahey 9-6 J Garritty (5)
3 (2) 33313 MIAMI CAROUSEL 9 (D,BF) J J Quinn 9-2 P Makin
4 (1) 004 JOHNNY B GOODE 29 R Fahey 8-9 T Hamilton
5 (6) 3313 PERARDUA 21 R Fahey 8-7 G Chaloner (3)
6 (4) 1 PUNK ROCKER 15 (D) M Dods 8-7 P Mulrennan
7 (7) 6333 ATREUS 32 M W Easterby 8-0 D Fentiman

5-2 Denzille Lane, 7-2 Punk Rocker, 6-1Miami Carousel, Vimy Ridge, 7-1 others.

3.05 Maiden Fillies' Stakes
(2-Y-O: £4,528: 7f) (13)

1 (7) 54 ABBEY ANGEL 40 R Fahey 9-0 T Hamilton
2 (3) ACCRA GIRL Mrs M Fife 9-0 I Brennan
3 (11) 30 DANCING MOON 51 M Channon 9-0 D Cremin (7)
4 (4) 3 ENCORE L'AMOUR 28 D Simcock 9-0 H Bentley
5 (1) 5023 EUTHENIA 13 M Channon 9-0 S Hitchcott
6 (6) HEART OF AFRICA C Appleby 9-0 T Eaves
7 (10) 56 HOLLIE POINT 28 C Appleby 9-0 A Ajtebi
8 (5) 0 HORSETRACKER 22 (H) I Williams 9-0 G Downing (5)
9 (13) 05 OLD FASHION 23 E Dunlop 9-0 P Mulrennan
10 (8) 00 PIXEY PUNK 18 T Easterby 9-0 D Allan
11(12) 4 ROMANCE STORY 23 S Bin Suroor 9-0 Matthew Lawson (3)
12 (9) SUPREME OCCASION D O'Meara 9-0 D Tudhope
13 (2) THE OTHER LADY A McCabe 9-0 G Gibbons

7-2 Encore L'Amour, 9-2 Abbey Angel, 6-1 Euthenia, Romance Story, 7-1 others.

3.40 Selling Handicap
(3-Y-O: £2,587: 7f) (12)

1 (9) 300-0 RED TIDE 66 (P) Mrs M Fife 9-7 D Tudhope
2 (7) 63434 COISTE BODHAR 2 (H,P) J Tuite 9-5 Doubtful
3 (1) 40440 MOLLY AHOY 17 A McCabe 8-13 Billy Cray (3)
4 (11) 03320 STREET BOSS 8 (B) T Easterby 8-12 G Gibbons
5 (3) 0000 KAYTOM 5 J Wainwright 8-11 P Pickard
6 (2) 00300 SANDSMAN'S GIRL 20 (B,D) J Given 8-9 D Swift
7 (4) 04550 HENKE 18 (P) N Tinkler 8-9 Shelley Birkett (5)
8 (12) 04400 MARLISMAMMA 4 (P,D) D O'Meara 8-5 Julie Burke (3)
9 (5) 00-04 SHERRY FOR NANNY 9 (P) Mrs M Fife 8-3 I Brennan
10 (6) 05600 LADY MONTENEGRO 9 Mrs A Duffield 8-2 R Scott (7)
11(10) 56P50 JENNY SPARKS 93 M Channon 8-2 P Pilley (7)
12 (8) 00000 SKINNY LATTE 16 (P) M D Hammond 8-2 P P Mathers

9-2 Street Boss, 11-2 Henke, Sherry For Nanny, 6-1 Marlismamma, 13-2 Red
Tide, 14-1 Lady Montenegro, Sandsman's Girl, 16-1 Molly Ahoy, 20-1 others.

4.15 Handicap (3-Y-O: £6,469: 7f) (7)
1 (2) -6322 ZAIN ZONE 20 (D) Mrs R Carr 9-7 P McDonald
2 (6) 0123 MR MCLAREN 4 (BF) D O'Meara 9-6 D Tudhope
3 (1) 11061 DESERT RANGER 22 (D) J Tate 9-6 D Allan
4 (5) 24446 KING OF MACEDON 11 (B,BF) M Johnston 9-6 F Norton
5 (3) 062 INCREDIBLE FRESH 38 J Fanshawe 9-5 Doubtful
6 (7) 62352 HEROIQUE 4 (E) T Easterby 9-3 D Fentiman
7 (4) 61243 MIAPLACIDUS 16 (D) R Fahey 8-7 Samantha Bell (5)

7-2 Mr McLaren, 4-1 Desert Ranger, 6-1 Heroique, Miaplacidus, 13-2 others.

4.50 Fillies' Handicap (£3,234: 6f) (9)
1 (6) 05131 VERUS DELICIA 10 (H,D) D Loughnane 5-10-0E J Walsh (5)
2 (5) 05033 BURREN VIEW LADY 8 (E,D,BF) T Easterby 4-9-12 D Allan
3 (7) 2-060 DARTRIX 58 (H,D) M Dods 5-9-9 P Mulrennan
4 (1) 4-605 DREAM SCENARIO 10 (V,D) M Brittain 4-9-8 D Fentiman
5 (8) 31650 FOREIGN RHYTHM 5 (D) R Barr 9-9-5Shirley Teasdale (5)
6 (2) 25-40 SAKHEE'S ROSE 28 (B,D) E McMahon 4-9-5 G Gibbons
7 (9) 0-000 CHARLEMAGNE DIVA 15 (T,CD) Richard Guest 4-8-10 D Silva (5)
8 (4) 12604 AMIS REUNIS 3 (P,CD) A Berry 5-8-9 P P Mathers
9 (3) 6-04 JENNY TWIGG 27 C Fairhurst 4-8-7 N Farley (3)

9-4 Verus Delicia, 7-2 Burren View Lady, 5-1 Dartrix, 11-2 Dream Scenario,
17-2 Amis Reunis, 10-1 Sakhee's Rose, 12-1 Charlemagne Diva, 14-1 others.

5.20 Apprentice Handicap
(£3,234: 5f) (7)

1 (7) 00010 CAPTAIN DUNNE 15 (CD) T Easterby 9-10-0 Rachel Richardson
2 (5) 15504 PERFECT BLOSSOM 3 (D) A Berry 7-9-13 J Hibberd (3)
3 (4) -5565 JOFRANKA 21 (D) T D Barron 4-9-13 P McGiff (3)
4 (3) 40-05 DUSTY STORM 43 (D) E McMahon 4-9-12 L Walsh
5 (1) 00220 FIRST IN COMMAND 11 (T,D) D Loughnane 9-9-11 L Day (5)
6 (6) 551-0 GREEK SPIRIT 2 (BF) A McCabe 4-9-4 C Shepherd (3)
7 (2) 410-0 IRISH GIRLS SPIRIT 95 (D) P Midgley 5-8-10 R Scott (3)

3-1 Greek Spirit, 7-2 Captain Dunne, 9-2 Dusty Storm, 5-1 First In Command,
11-2 Jofranka, 8-1 Perfect Blossom, 12-1 Irish Girls Spirit.

Course specialists
Ascot: Trainers R Charlton, 10 winners from 51
runners, 19.6%; J Gosden, 27 from 166, 16.3%.
Jockeys W Buick, 23 winners from 186 rides, 12.4%;
R Hughes, 28 from 262, 10.7%.
Lingfield Park: Trainer R Hannon, 16 from 50, 32%.
Jockey Jenny Powell, 3 from 12, 25%.
Newmarket: Trainer B Ellison, 4 from 16, 25%.
Jockey C Bishop, 4 from 10, 40%.
Thirsk: Trainer D Simcock, 4 from 7, 57.1%.
Jockey G Chaloner, 5 from 22, 22.7%.
Uttoxeter: Trainer N Hawke, 7 from 30, 23.3%.
Jockey G Sheehan, 9 from 43, 20.9%.
York: Trainer Sir M Prescott, 3 from 17, 17.6%.
Jockey K Fallon, 27 from 180, 15%.

O’Neill seeks landmark victory on Mukhadram
BeingNo 2 in any job can bring frustra-
tions, but Dane O’Neill is not com-
plaining. It may even help him to
achieve a British group one victory at
Ascot tomorrowafter22yearsof trying.
O’Neill and Paul Hanagan are

retained by Sheikh Hamdan al-Mak-
toum, the former being understudy
since last season. Hanagan enjoys the

pick of rides but the King George VI
and Queen Elizabeth Stakes has
thrown him a curveball after his
employer committed two top-class
contenders to the £1million showpiece.
Hanagan has opted to stick with

Taghrooda, the Investec Oaks heroine,
leaving the door open for O’Neill to
partnerMukhadram, theCoral-Eclipse
Stakes winner. The pair are among a
final field of nine, although fast going

may rule out Eagle Top. “It’s great that
Sheikh Hamdan has two such good
horses in that calibre of race,” O’Neill
said at Sandown Park yesterday, where
he won the feature race on Alonsoa.
“I rodeMukhadram on Tuesday and

found him very straightforward. He’s
unproven over a mile and a half but he
ticks all the other boxes.”
O’Neill, 39 next week, has ridden

almost 1,500 winners since first taking

out a licence in 1992. However, numer-
ous big triumphs have not included a
victory at the highest level in Britain.
“I knew somebody would mention

that,” he said. “It’s one of those things.
You get on with life and the day-to-day
stuff.Then,whenchances likeSaturday
come along, you try and grasp it.”
The prospect of Taghrooda and

Mukhadram fighting out the finish
brings a smile and, despite his mount’s

suspect stamina, he is unlikely to loiter.
“Hehasalwaysbeen riddenprominent-
ly and we might not deviate too much,”
he said.
6 The British Horseracing Authority
said yesterday that two more horses
have tested positive for morphine,
bringing the total to seven. Tony
Carroll, the trainer, has volunteered
that Ocean Legend, who won at
Brighton on June 24, is one of them.

Andy Stephens

Blinkered first time: Lingfield Park 6.20 Orion’s Bow.
7.20 Rylee Mooch. Newmarket 5.35 Satin Waters. Thirsk
3.40 Street Boss.Uttoxeter 2.20 Tennessee Bird. 2.55 Our
Ollie. 4.40 Parc Des Princes. York 8.30 Canyari, Taquka.

Gold rush begins
Home nations enjoy a
medal bonanza as action
gets going in Glasgow

Commonwealth Games, pages 59-64

Cook crusade doomed
England are asking too
much of their captain in
quest for moral renewal

Simon Barnes, page 58
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Sport

Newmarket
Rob Wright
5.35 Dubai Hadeia 7.40 Gwafa
6.10 Home Of The Brave 8.10 Connecticut
6.40 Guilty 8.45 Dynaglow
7.10 Specialty
Going: good to firm (good in places)
Draw: no advantage Racing UK

5.35 Fillies' Handicap (£3,881: 1m 2f) (9)

1 (6) 260-3 RUSSIAN ROYALE 30 W S Kittow 4-10-0 Mikey Ennis (7)
2 (4) 00-14 PANETTONE 17 (D,BF) R Varian 5-9-12Ross Atkinson (3)
3 (8) 2-234 PINK LIPS 28 (P,BF) J Jenkins 6-9-6 F Tylicki
4 (9) 055 DUBAI HADEIA 26 C Appleby 3-9-3 Martin Lane
5 (3) 652 CAPE MYSTERY 43 P Chapple-Hyam 3-9-2 James Doyle
6 (7) -0342 THATCHEREEN 29 Michael Bell 3-9-2 L Steward (5)
7 (1) -0565 KHESKIANTO 10 (T,D) M Chapman 8-8-9 P Booth (7)
8 (2) 0-06 SHEER POETRY 28 (E) M Murphy 3-8-2 R Ffrench
9 (5) -0504 SATIN WATERS 48 (V) P Charalambous 3-8-0 J Quinn

7-2 CapeMystery, 4-1 Dubai Hadeia, 9-2 Thatchereen, 5-1 Panettone, 6-1 Pink
Lips, 7-1 Russian Royale, 14-1 Sheer Poetry, 20-1 Kheskianto, Satin Waters.

6.10 Maiden Stakes (2-Y-O: £3,881: 6f) (14)

1 (14) ASTROPHYSICS D Elsworth 9-5 L Keniry
2 (2) 2 ATLETICO 18 R Varian 9-5 F Tylicki
3 (6) AVENUE DES CHAMPS Jane Chapple-Hyam 9-5 R Havlin
4 (13) 00 FATHER STONE 34 D Elsworth 9-5 T E Durcan
5 (1) 65 FIRST CLASS MAIL 8 M Channon 9-5 C Bishop (3)
6 (11) 2 HOME OF THE BRAVE 27 H Palmer 9-5 James Doyle
7 (8) 00 RALPH MCTELL 87 A Coogan 9-5 J Vaughan (7)
8 (4) STATE OF THE UNION R Hannon 9-5 R Hughes
9 (3) 63 THEYDON THUNDER 25 P Charalambous 9-5 Rosie Jessop (3)
10 (7) WISEWIT J Toller 9-5 S Sanders
11(10) YORKSHIRE K A Ryan 9-5 P Hanagan
12 (5) ZAMPERINI M Murphy 9-5 M Harley
13(12) ZIGAYANI Sir M Stoute 9-5 R L Moore
14 (9) 00 JULIA STARDUST 89 A Coogan 9-0 Martin Lane

2-1 Home Of The Brave, 3-1 Atletico, 5-1 State Of The Union, 7-1 others.

6.40 Handicap (2-Y-O: £5,175: 7f) (6)

1 (1) 01 SCUTUM 22 (D) B Meehan 9-7 L Dettori
2 (5) 3441 NO ONE KNOWS 21 B Hills 9-7 Martin Lane
3 (2) 21 PANDA SPIRIT 23 (D) Sir M Stoute 9-7 R L Moore
4 (3) 633 GUILTY 17 (BF) R Hannon 9-1 R Hughes
5 (4) 5601 MR SHEKELLS 8 (D) P McBride 8-8 D Brock (5)
6 (6) 642 HO YAM LAY 22 (BF) N Littmoden 8-1 N Garbutt (5)

15-8 Panda Spirit, 100-30 Scutum, 4-1 No One Knows, 5-1 Guilty, 13-2 others.

7.10 Handicap (£3,881: 1m) (10)

1 (2) 0000- WEST LEAKE DIMAN 260 (H,C) Mrs I G-Leveque 5-10-0
P Aspell

2 (3) 23431 OCEAN APPLAUSE 1 (T,D) John Ryan 4-10-6 (6ex)
J McMurray (7)

3 (10) 21341 ATHLETIC 7 (V,C) A Reid 5-9-11 D Brock (5)
4 (8) 24221 SPECIALTY 28 (D) Mrs P Sly 4-9-6 A Kirby
5 (1) -4306 EMPERATRIZ 14 (D) J Holt 4-9-6 R Havlin
6 (4) 36401 MERIDIUS 45 (P) N Littmoden 4-9-5 James Doyle
7 (7) -6000 BERRAHRI 28 John Best 3-9-4 P Dobbs
8 (6) -6015 TANAWAR 19 (D) Mrs R Carr 4-9-2 P Hanagan
9 (9) 13612 BOTANIST 7 (D) Shaun Harris 7-9-0 B A Curtis
10 (5) 234-0 VOLCANIC JACK 25 M Chapman 6-8-11 P Booth (7)

3-1 Athletic, 4-1 Specialty, 11-2 Tanawar, 6-1 Botanist, Meridius, 7-1 others.

7.40 Maiden Stakes
(3-Y-O: £3,881: 1m 4f) (5)

1 (3) 0- ALMUHALAB 336 C Hills 9-5 P Hanagan
2 (5) 0 AUSSIE ANDRE 71 J Noseda 9-5 W Buick
3 (4) 52 GWAFA 22 M Botti 9-5 M Harley
4 (1) 00-6 HOIST THE COLOURS 39 D Lanigan 9-5 T E Durcan
5 (2) 0 UNDRESS 28 W Haggas 9-0 R L Moore

Evens Gwafa, 4-1 Hoist The Colours, 5-1 Almuhalab, 6-1 Aussie Andre,
8-1 Undress.

8.10 Handicap
(£7,762: 1m 4f) (9)

1 (8) 0-053 BUCKLAND 23 (D) C Fellowes 6-10-0 K Shoemark (7)
2 (1) -0610 LINGUINE 14 (D) P Midgley 4-10-0 A Kirby
3 (5) 50/00 BUTHELEZI 20 B Ellison 6-9-12 B A Curtis
4 (3) 11200 THECORNISHCOWBOY 13 (T,D) John Ryan 5-9-9

J McMurray (7)
5 (4) 22-32 MISSED CALL 41 (BF) M Meade 4-9-9 R L Moore
6 (2) -1212 XINBAMA 14 (D,BF) B Hills 5-9-5 R Hughes
7 (7) 1-252 WARRIOR OF LIGHT 42 D Lanigan 3-9-2 T E Durcan
8 (6) 311 CONNECTICUT 42 L Cumani 3-9-1 A Atzeni
9 (9) -0104 LADY OF YUE 15 (D) E Stanford 4-8-9 J Quinn

3-1 Connecticut, 7-2 Xinbama, 11-2 Missed Call, 6-1 Warrior Of Light,
7-1 Thecornishcowboy, 15-2 Linguine, 12-1 Buckland, 14-1 others.

8.45 Handicap
(3-Y-O: £3,881: 1m) (7)

1 (6) 1-503 DYNAGLOW 29 (H) J Gosden 9-7 W Buick
2 (7) -0420 CORNISH PATH 16 H Candy 9-7 B A Curtis
3 (5) 01- FRAY 275 R Charlton 9-6 James Doyle
4 (3) 0-630 HALA HALA 29 (D) Michael Bell 9-5 A Subousi (7)
5 (4) 510 BETTY BERE 20 (D) K Burke 9-1 M Harley
6 (1) 540-0 CROWN PLEASURE 66 W Musson 9-0 S Donohoe
7 (2) 005-6 VIED 43 (H) R Cowell 8-6 A Beschizza

11-4 Fray, 100-30 Dynaglow, 5-1 Cornish Path, 11-2 Betty Bere, 8-1 Hala Hala,
10-1 Crown Pleasure, Vied.

Lingfield Park
Rob Wright
5.15 Prize Exhibit 7.20 Johnny Splash
5.50Marydale 7.50 Epsom Salts
6.20 Orion’s Bow 8.20 Archduchess
6.50 Fiftyshadesfreed
Going: standard
Draw: no advantage At The Races

5.15 Maiden Auction
Fillies Stakes
(2-Y-O: £2,587: 6f 1y) (8)

1 (2) 03 ITS LADY MARY 9 P Cole 8-13 Luke Morris
2 (8) 020 ARTFILLY 11 E Walker 8-10 C Lee (7)
3 (5) 06 LADY BALLANTRAE 15 S Dow 8-10 Hayley Turner
4 (6) 42 PRIZE EXHIBIT 30 (H,BF) J Osborne 8-10 D Sweeney
5 (7) PUDDING Lady Cecil 8-10 A Morgan (3)
6 (3) 06 WHITE VIN JAN 11 Michael Bell 8-8 M Kenneally (7)
7 (4) 0 FREEDOM ROSE 16 D Shaw 8-6 R Da Silva
8 (1) ONELASTFLING S Kirk 8-6 C Hardie (5)

4-5 Prize Exhibit, 3-1 Artfilly, 8-1 Pudding, 10-1 Its Lady Mary, 16-1
Onelastfling, White Vin Jan, 50-1 Lady Ballantrae, 66-1 Freedom Rose.

5.50 Fillies Handicap (£2,587: 7f 1y) (10)
1 (5) 63410 MEDAM 30 (D) Shaun Harris 5-9-8 R Winston
2 (6) 40623 INVOKE 20 Michael Bell 3-9-7 Luke Morris
3 (4) 66365 DJINNI 9 (B) R Hannon 3-9-5 C Hardie (5)
4 (8) 044 MARYDALE 25 H Candy 3-9-3 D Sweeney
5 (1) 16-00 QUEEN HERMIONE 43 (V) D Shaw 6-9-0 R Da Silva
6 (7) 0-600 FOOTSIEONEHUNDRED 16 (T) P Gilligan 3-8-10 J Gilligan (7)
7 (3) 01240 TORTOISE 31 (B) Richard Guest 3-8-7 P Prince (5)
8 (9) 0-400 SEE NO SHIPS 20 M Usher 3-8-2 K O'Neill
9 (10) 000 STERLING KATE 25 R Ingram 3-8-2 N Mackay
10 (2) 0-452 GOLLY MISS MOLLY 32 J Gask 3-8-2 Hayley Turner

4-1Djinni,Marydale, 9-2 Invoke, 7-1GollyMissMolly, 8-1 Footsieonehundred,
10-1 Medam, Queen Hermione, 12-1 See No Ships, 14-1 others.

6.20 Handicap (3-Y-O: £2,587: 7f 1y) (6)
1 (5) 0-00 ORION'S BOW 15 (T,B) J Gosden 9-7 N Mackay
2 (3) 12202 CHANTREA 11 (CD) Lady Cecil 9-7 A Morgan (3)
3 (4) 03304 SPREADABLE 17 (D) N Littmoden 9-5 Luke Morris
4 (2) 43662 PERSIAN BOLT 20 (B) Eve Johnson Houghton 9-3 T Queally
5 (1) -4051 MARMARUS 11 (CD) Clive Cox 8-11 Jenny Powell (7)
6 (6) 51350 IT'S ALL A GAME 10 (B,D) Richard Guest 8-7P Prince (5)

5-2 Chantrea, Marmarus, 5-1 Orion's Bow, Persian Bolt, 7-1 others.

6.50 Handicap (£2,587: 1m 1y) (11)
1 (4) 12213 POLAR FOREST 56 (E,D) Richard Guest 4-9-12 R Winston
2 (8) 25540 ROUGE NUAGE 13 C Allen 4-9-12 Luke Morris
3 (11) 3-005 DUKE OF GRAZEON 7 (B,D) Mrs I G-Leveque 4-9-9 R Da Silva
4 (5) 0-010 WELLIESINTHEWATER 36 (V) D Shaw 4-9-8 T Queally
5 (3) 43400 BOOGANGOO 23 G Harris 3-9-6 D Probert
6 (9) 10314 COMANCHERO 8 (D,BF) A Balding 3-9-5 O Murphy
7 (6) 42-05 LACOCK 26 H Candy 3-9-4 D Sweeney
8 (1) -6463 FIFTYSHADESFREED 27 (P) G Baker 3-9-1 P Cosgrave
9 (10) -0000 ISABELLA BEETON 15 P Phelan 3-9-0 Jemma Marshall (3)
10 (7) 21-35 BON PORT 81 H Morrison 3-8-12 C Bennett (7)
11 (2) 0-000 L'HIRONDELLE 30 (CD) M Attwater 10-8-10 Doubtful

3-1 Comanchero, 5-1 Fiftyshadesfreed, 7-1 Bon Port, Lacock, Polar Forest,
Rouge Nuage, 10-1 Duke Of Grazeon, 14-1 others.

7.20 Handicap (£2,587: 5f 6y) (8)
1 (1) 4-106 CLEARING 30 (C) J Boyle 4-9-12 P Cosgrave
2 (3) 00035 RYLEE MOOCH 22 (E,B,CD) Richard Guest 6-9-8 R Winston
3 (7) 5-060 SENATOR BONG 173 (D) P Grayson 4-9-8 D Sweeney
4 (2) 3034- CAESARS GIFT 228 (V) D Shaw 3-9-0 T Queally
5 (6) 20621 JOHNNY SPLASH 8 (V,CD) R Teal 5-8-13 O Murphy
6 (8) 06440 MOSSGO 2 (T,CD) John Best 4-8-10 Luke Morris
7 (4) 1-000 MY TIME 19 (D) M Mullineaux 5-8-7 Jenny Powell (7)
8 (5) 35300 ROSIE PROSPECTS 28 (P) R Ingram 3-8-3 Martin Dwyer

5-2 Johnny Splash, 4-1 Rylee Mooch, 9-2 Clearing, 7-1 Caesars Gift, Mossgo,
Senator Bong, 16-1 My Time, Rosie Prospects.

7.50 Handicap (£1,940: 1m 7f 169y) (10)
1 (9) 5-002 EPSOM SALTS 16 (CD) P Phelan 9-10-0 Jemma Marshall (3)
2 (6) -3135 GALIOTTO 17J (V,CD) N Williams 8-9-12 D Sweeney
3 (3) 0-312 UNDERWRITTEN 5 (CD) Shaun Harris 5-9-10 R Winston
4 (10) 54U14 GRAYLYN RUBY 39 (CD) R Eddery 9-9-9 S De Sousa
5 (2) 33-46 WASABI 25 J Berry 5-9-3 O Murphy
6 (7) -5005 ROLLIN 'N TUMBLIN 74 (CD) M Attwater 10-9-0 K Fox
7 (1) 61653 CHESIL BEACH 11 (C) A Balding 3-8-11 D Probert
8 (4) -0051 WINDSHIELD 11 (C) Sir M Prescott 3-8-10 Luke Morris
9 (8) 0004 OAKBANK 9 B Johnson 3-8-0 K O'Neill
10 (5) -6000 STORM OF CHOICE 53 M Attwater 3-8-0 C Hardie (5)

13-8 Windshield, 5-2 Chesil Beach, 7-1 Underwritten, 8-1 Epsom Salts, 10-1
Graylyn Ruby, 14-1 Galiotto, Wasabi, 25-1 Rollin 'n Tumblin, 33-1 others.

8.20 Handicap
(£1,940: 1m 4f) (7)

1 (3) 50001 TREASURE THE RIDGE 6 (B,C,D) A Reid 5-10-5
Jenny Powell (7)

2 (6) -0021 ARCHDUCHESS 10 (B) Rae Guest 3-9-4 S De Sousa
3 (7) 04344 GREEK ISLANDS 11 (C) E Creighton 6-9-3 R Ingram (7)
4 (2) 45022 SWEETHEART ABBEY 10 (P) W Knight 3-9-3 T Queally
5 (4) 02104 PASSIONATE AFFAIR 15 (T,P,CD) J Osborne 3-9-2

D Sweeney
6 (5) -0244 MAID OF TUSCANY 11 M Usher 3-8-9 Charlotte Jenner (7)
7 (1) 4302- THE WALLACE LINE 235 (P) T Vaughan 3-8-8 O Murphy

5-2 Archduchess, 100-30 Treasure The Ridge, 9-2 Sweetheart Abbey, 6-1Maid
Of Tuscany, 13-2 The Wallace Line, 8-1 Greek Islands, 9-1 Passionate Affair.

York
Rob Wright
6.00 Green Zone 7.30 Tasaday
6.30 Arctic Feeling 8.00 Barren Brook
7.00 Arcano Gold 8.30 Innocently
Going: good to firm
Draw: no advantage Racing UK

6.00 Apprentice Handicap
(3-Y-O: £5,175: 1m) (8)

1 (7) -2262 JOYS OF SPRING 11 (BF) L Cumani 9-12 G Sanna (5)
2 (8) 6-001 TOP OF THE GLAS 28 (D) B Ellison 9-12

Megan Carberry (3)
3 (5) -0560 XANTHOS 35 (H) E Walker 9-10 B Bosley (5)
4 (3) -4102 MAYFIELD BOY 7 (CD) M Brittain 9-10 Kevin Stott
5 (4) -0165 SPICEUPYOURLIFE 18 R Fahey 9-9 J Garritty (3)
6 (1) 22211 GREEN ZONE 10 (P,D) N Tinkler 9-7 Shelley Birkett
7 (6) 30104 SELLINGALLTHETIME 25 (P,BF) M Appleby 9-4

Alistair Rawlinson (3)
8 (2) 22342 PLUCKY DIP 16 (D) John Ryan 8-10 Josh Quinn (5)

5-2 Joys Of Spring, 11-4 Top Of The Glas, 5-1 Green Zone, 8-1 Mayfield Boy,
10-1 Plucky Dip, Xanthos, 12-1 Sellingallthetime, Spiceupyourlife.

6.30 Handicap (£5,175: 6f) (15)
1 (8) 03134 SUNRAIDER 17 (D) P Midgley 7-9-7 G Lee
2 (14) 26023 VINCENTTI 7 (H) R Harris 4-9-6 S Drowne
3 (5) 14500 TRADE SECRET 41 (D) M Brittain 7-9-5 T Eaves
4 (2) 42130 MON BRAV 27 (D) B Ellison 7-9-5 D Swift
5 (10) 64241 VALLARTA 13 (V,D) M Channon 4-9-4 F Norton
6 (15) 53046 ARCTIC FEELING 15 (D,BF) R Fahey 6-9-4

Samantha Bell (5)
7 (9) 36146 TEETOTAL 29 (D) N Tinkler 4-9-4 Shelley Birkett (5)
8 (13) 06024 YPRES 15 J Ward 5-9-2 J Haynes (3)
9 (3) -2050 MAYFIELD GIRL 41 (C) M Brittain 4-9-0 P McDonald
10 (4) 04200 ELAND ALLY 5 T Tate 6-8-12 A Elliott
11(12) 5-502 BOSHAM 3 (D,BF) M W Easterby 4-8-10 B McHugh
12(11) -0040 MAJESTIC DREAM 10 (B,D) M W Easterby 6-8-10 G Gibbons
13 (6) 61635 MEANDMYSHADOW 15 (D) Alan Brown 6-8-10 K Fallon
14 (7) 00010 DREAM ALLY 7 (P,D) M D Hammond 4-8-9 J Garritty (5)
15 (1) 43034 LUCKY LODGE 7 (B) M Brittain 4-8-5 R Dodsworth (7)

11-2 Vincentti, 6-1 Mon Brav, Sunraider, Vallarta, 10-1 Arctic Feeling,
Bosham, Majestic Dream, Meandmyshadow, 14-1 Ypres, 16-1 others.

7.00 Median Auction Maiden Stakes
(2-Y-O: £5,175: 7f) (13)

1 (1) 6 ARCANO GOLD 13 R Fahey 9-5 D Nolan
2 (7) BOLDBOB M D Hammond 9-5 T Eaves
3 (8) CELESTIAL PATH Sir M Prescott 9-5 C Catlin
4 (10) 5 DOMINADA 29 B Ellison 9-5 P McDonald
5 (12) 0 HOOFITHULLY 118 M W Easterby 9-5Danielle Mooney (7)
6 (5) HUGIE BOY S Dixon 9-5 D Swift
7 (2) 233 INTIWIN 11 R Fahey 9-5 G Chaloner (3)
8 (11) 5 KIFAAYA 21 M Johnston 9-5 J Fanning
9 (6) PHILBA M Appleby 9-5 A Mullen
10 (9) SWIFT APPROVAL K A Ryan 9-5 G Lee
11 (4) 0 THEWAYTHEWINDBLOWS 21 D Kubler 9-5 Thomas Brown (3)
12(13) 3 WATER THIEF 8 M Johnston 9-5 F Norton
13 (3) HONEYSUCKLE LIL T Easterby 9-0 D Allan

15-8 Swift Approval, 5-1 Intiwin, 11-2 Water Thief, 6-1 Dominada, Kifaaya,
10-1 Celestial Path, 14-1 Arcano Gold, 25-1 others.

7.30 Listed Race
(Fillies’ &Mares’: £22,684: 1m 2f 88y) (8)

1 (2) 2-010 TASADAY 118 (D) S Bin Suroor 4-9-7 K Fallon
2 (7) 153U- ALBASHARAH 364 (D,BF) S Bin Suroor 5-9-4 Doubtful
3 (3) 43012 RASKOVA 13 (D) W Jarvis 4-9-4 J Fanning
4 (8) 164-2 REGAL HAWK 28 (D) J Tate 4-9-4 G Lee
5 (1) 1-020 TAHIRA 13 (D) J J Quinn 4-9-4 P Makin
6 (5) 1-102 WALL OF SOUND 39 (D) T Dascombe 4-9-4 R Kingscote
7 (6) 1-301 REGARDEZ 28 (D) R Beckett 3-8-11 J Crowley
8 (4) 14212 FLYCATCHER 29 (BF) R Fahey 3-8-8 G Chaloner

2-1 Tasaday, 7-2 Regardez, 6-1 Tahira, Wall Of Sound, 16-1 Regal Hawk,
25-1 Raskova, 40-1 Flycatcher.

8.00 Handicap (£8,086: 1m) (12)
1 (10) 50031 SHAHDAROBA 7 (V,D) M D Hammond 4-10-2 G Lee
2 (3) 43132 BARTACK 13 (V,D) D O'Meara 4-10-0 Josh Doyle (7)
3 (7) 24-00 EQUITY RISK 35 K A Ryan 4-9-13 P Makin
4 (6) 04023 ANDERIEGO 28 (V,CD,BF) D O'Meara 6-9-8 D Tudhope
5 (1) 06625 BERLUSCA 6 D O'Meara 5-9-8 Sam James (3)
6 (8) 45350 GREEN HOWARD 21 R Bastiman 6-9-8 J Hart
7 (5) 21450 BARREN BROOK 14 (H,C) M W Easterby 7-9-6 B McHugh
8 (12) -4203 RED CHARMER 8 (D) Mrs A Duffield 4-9-2 P McDonald
9 (11) 3-403 TIGER TWENTY TWO 27 (C) R Fahey 3-9-2G Chaloner (3)
10 (2) 23302 SIMPLY SHINING 20 R Fahey 4-9-1 Samantha Bell (5)
11 (9) 1-413 BIG STORM COMING 7 (D,BF) B Ellison 4-9-0 D Swift
12 (4) -0024 MILLER BEACH 14 (D) J Levins (Ire) 4-8-9 D O'Connor (7)

5-1 Bartack, Shahdaroba, 11-2 Anderiego, 7-1 Tiger Twenty Two, 15-2 Simply
Shining, 10-1 Equity Risk, Miller Beach, 12-1 others.

8.30 Handicap
(3-Y-O: £5,175: 5f 89y) (12)

1 (8) 45401 LEXINGTON ABBEY 15 (D) K A Ryan 9-7 S A Gray (5)
2 (9) 0-400 CANYARI 27 (V,D) R Fahey 9-5 G Chaloner (3)
3 (10) 4-431 INNOCENTLY 9 (CD) D O'Meara 9-4 D Tudhope
4 (7) 12250 TAQUKA 15 (B,D) R Beckett 9-2 J Crowley
5 (12) 26213 DUTCH BREEZE 18 (P) T Easterby 9-1 D Allan
6 (2) 04054 ORIENTAL RELATION 15 (D) J Given 9-1 G Lee
7 (3) 33053 MEADWAY 34 (D) B Smart 9-1 P Mulrennan
8 (1) 06163 MR DANDY MAN 9 (P,D) R Harris 8-13 S Drowne
9 (4) 56044 NATIONAL SERVICE 9 (T,D) S C Williams 8-7 G Gibbons
10 (5) 14103 TINSILL 17 (P,D) N Tinkler 8-4 A Mullen
11(11) 00304 TWEETY PIE 5 (D) Declan Carroll 8-3 N Farley (3)
12 (6) 64303 FUEL INJECTION 9 (P,D) P Midgley 8-1 J Garritty (5)

7-2 Innocently, 4-1 LexingtonAbbey, 8-1 Canyari, National Service, 10-1Dutch
Breeze, Mr Dandy Man, Taquka, 12-1 Fuel Injection, 14-1 others.
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Leading positions: Eighteenth stage (Pau to
Hautacam, 145.5km): 1, V Nibali (It, Astana) 4hr
4min 17sec; 2, T Pinot (Fr, FDJ) at 1min 10sec
behind; 3, R Majka (Pol, Tinkoff-Saxo) 1:12; 4, J-C
Péraud (Fr, AG2R) 1:15; 5, T Van Garderen (US,
BMC) at same time.

Overall classification: 1, Nibali 80:45:45; 2,
Pinot 7min 10sec behind; 3, Péraud 7:23; 4,
A Valverde (Sp, Movistar) 7:25; 5, R Bardet
(Fr, AG2R) 9:27.

Point classification: 1, P Sagan (Slovakia,
Cannondale) 408pts; 2, B Coquard (Fr,
Europcar) 253; 3, A Kristoff (Nor, Katusha)
217; 4, M Kittel (Ger, Giant-Shimano) 177;
5, Nibali 169.

King of the mountains classification: 1,
Majka 181pts; 2, Nibali 168; 3, J Rodríguez
(Sp, Katusha) 112; 4, Pinot 89; 5, Péraud 85.

Young riders classification: 1, Pinot
80:52:55; 2, Bardet 2min 17sec behind;
3, M Kwiatkowski (Pol, Omega-Pharma-
Quickstep) 1:01:45; 4, T Dumoulin (Neth,
Giant-Shimano) 1:40:19; 5, J Izaguirre (Sp,
Movistar) 1:45:47.

Team (18th stage): 1, Belkin 12:20:17;
2, AG2R 10sec behind; 3, FDJ 12:22;
4, Europcar same time; 5, BMC 13:02.

Team classification: 1, AG2R 242:40:57;
2, Belkin 28min 33sec behind; 3, Movistar
1:05:47; 4, BMC 1:12:25; 5, Europcar 1:26:50.

ResultsNibali avoids fan
but not sceptics
with ruthless win

Stage 18 verdict

Rider of the day Vincenzo Nibali,
now peerless in the peloton.

Day to forget for Michal
Kwiatkowski, the Polish rider who
slumped to 26th overall after
finishing third to last at Hautacam.

Finish lines We can try to forgive
Alexandre Vinokourov his ethical
misdemeanours, but his blue flat
cap worn rapper style? That’s taking
it too far . . .

Sky watch Team Sky have not given
up and that doggedness has won
them new admirers.
Words by Jeremy Whittle

Mountain master tightens his grip on title
Tour de France
Jeremy Whittle Hautacam

Nine kilometres from the summit of
the climb to Hautacam, Vincenzo
Nibali rose from the saddle yesterday,
stamped on the pedals and definitively
ended any lingering debate over his
domination of this year’s Tour de
France.
The Italian’s fourth stage win — he

added victory in the Pyrenees to his
others wins in the Vosges, the Alps and
even the Peak District — ensured that
he will almost certainly celebrate
victory in Paris on Sunday.
“He wanted to show that he was the

boss,” Alexandre Vinokourov, Nibali’s
team manager, said at the finish.
“I felt good on the climb and I’ve felt

good throughout the race,” Nibali said.
“It is very different to two years ago
when I was on the podium. That was a
much flatter race, because there were
only two mountain finishes.”
Nibali’s emphatic victory confirmed

that, at the key moments, he has been
on a higher level. Even another selfie
incident, this time involving a young
fan who leant into the Sicilian’s path,
clutching her phone, as he rode past
andalmost knockedhimoff, did little to
derail his momentum.
But as the Italian crushedTeamSky’s

lingering hopes that Mikel Nieve, the
breakaway rider, could rescue their dis-
appointing Tour with a stage win, his
success cameon a climb that is synony-
mous with the Tour’s troubled past.
Nibali’s lone attack had echoes for

some of the infamous breakaways on
the same slopes by Bjarne Riis in 1996,
Lance Armstrong in 2000 and Leonar-
do Piepoli in 2008, even though they
were all to be discredited by doping
scandals.
Inevitably, the margin of the Italian’s

lead — now more than seven minutes
— and the manner of his success yes-
terday has further fuelled scepticism
towards him. Yet it seems obvious that,
if both Chris Froome andAlberto Con-
tador had been racing in this Tour,
Nibali would not have amassed any-
thing approaching such an advantage.
It is also worth remembering that

Nibali laid the foundations of his over-
all success on the ancient cobblestones

of northern France on stage five. It was
there—evenallowing forhismountain
stage wins — that he took the greatest
chunk of time from his rivals.
Despite his lead, Nibali refused to

believe that the Tour is won. “It’s not
over yet,” he said.
Team Sky huffed and puffed once

more yesterday, but again went back to
their hotel empty-handed, although
Nieve did pick up the day’s Most Com-
batitive Rider award.
However, once Nibali turned on the

turbos and sped past him, Sky’s Spanish
climber was doomed. After that, selfies
notwithstanding, there was only one
man in it. With three days to go, Nibali
is theTour’s dominant champion-elect.

Leading man: Nibali comes home alone after the gruelling Pyrenees stage

JACKY NAEGELEN / REUTERS

Rob Wright’s midday update
thetimes.co.uk/sportsbook
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Sport Football

N
o less shocking than
Manchester United’s
results last season was the
poverty of so much of their
play. At Old Trafford,

where they lost seven times in the
Barclays Premier League, United were
impostors — a team cowed in the
manner that opponents used to be. If
Louis van Gaal is to revive United’s
fortunes this term, and a thumping 7-0
victory over the Los Angeles Galaxy in
his first outing yesterday was a
promising start, Ryan Giggs believes
that the manager must first banish the
fear that stalked, stifled and suffocated
sections of a squad that was at times
guilty of hiding from the ball.
“Yeah, I think some did get

frightened,” Giggs said this week. “No
one could put their finger on why,
because our away record last year was
really good.
“It was just the record at Old

Trafford, which has always been a
fortress over the years— the place you
didn’t want to go [as an opponent]. By
the end of last season, it was a place
where peoplewere not as apprehensive
turning up.
“You don’t know [if some of the

players might be scarred by what
happened last season], but you hope
they respond in a positive way. In my
first season, we lost out in the league
against Leeds and I couldn’t wait in
pre-season to get back.
“I wanted to get rid of that feeling I

had and until you could do something
about it, that feeling was always there.
I’m sure they can’t wait to get on to the
Old Trafford pitch and produce the
form they are all capable of.”
Giggswas part of that younggroupof

players at United who were forced to
step up and assume greater
responsibility in the wake of the
departures of Mark Hughes, Paul Ince
andAndrei Kanchelskis in the summer
of 1995. After a shaky start to the 1995-
96 campaign, when United lost 3-1 to
AstonVilla, promptingAlanHansen to
declare that “you can’t win anything
with kids”, the club went on to win a
league and FA Cup double.
With Giggs retiring from playing to

concentrate on his role as Van Gaal’s
assistant and Rio Ferdinand, Nemanja
Vidic and Patrice Evra all having
departed, the Welshman can see clear
parallels between the challenge facing
the likes of Phil Jones, Chris Smalling,
Rafael Da Silva, Tom Cleverley and
Danny Welbeck and the now revered
“Class of ’92” comprising Paul Scholes,

David Beckham, Nicky Butt and the
Neville brothers, Gary and Phil.
“There is a similar onus,” Giggs said.

“It’s a great chance for the likes of Phil,
Chris and Jonny Evans with Rio and
Vida going. It’s a chance for them to go
on to the next level. We all know they
are quality players and they need to
show it on a consistent basis with the
help of experienced players and the
coaching staff. I and the lads who came
throughwithme [in the 1990s] had a lot
of help.”
They did, and perhaps therein lies a

critical difference. Ignoring for a
moment the question of quality that

surrounds United’s latest batch of
young players, whose numbers have
been swollen by the arrivals of Luke
Shaw and Ander Herrera this summer
— the latter excelled against the
Galaxy—it seems fair towonder if they
have the same calibre of strong senior
players to leanuponas the “Classof ’92”
did? Can Wayne Rooney, Robin van
Persie and Juan Mata adopt the sort of
roles played by Roy Keane, Eric
Cantona and Peter Schmeichel?
“There’s a big onus on the likes of

Wayne, Robin, Michael Carrick,
Darren Fletcher,” Giggs said. “We have
got experienced players, but we’ve also

got a lot of young ones. But we’ve got
the likes of myself who can help the
youngerplayers and I’ve told themthat.
If they don’t want to speak to the
manager, they can speak to me.”
Giggs is having to adapt after finally

hanging up his boots at 40. He admits
that there have already been times
whenhewished “I could join in training
and that will maybe never leave me”,
but he is relishing working under Van
Gaal, in whom he can see plenty of Sir
Alex Ferguson and is all the better, he
believes, for his brief stint in charge in
the wake of David Moyes’s sacking.
After the indecision that seemed to

Jones hopes system change will end his struggles

It is not hard to imagine that one player
in particular must have been secretly
punching the air with delight when
Louis van Gaal’s coaching staff
informed the Manchester United
squad on the first day of pre-season
training that theywould bemoving to a
three-man defence.
Phil Jones has had to wait patiently

for the chance of an extended run in his
preferred centre-half position since
joining United from Blackburn Rovers
in 2011. On the one hand a victim of his
own versatility, on the other a casualty
of United’s lack of options in midfield,
Jones has become accustomed to being
played almost anywhere but central
defence over the past three years. His
game has suffered as a consequence.
The player Sir Alex Ferguson once

rather hysterically suggested could
become United’s greatest has at times
looked uneasy at centre half, his lack
of regular playing time there
undermining him, but finally
opportunity knocks. With Nemanja
Vidic and Rio Ferdinand — the rocks
on which United’s multiple title
successes and2008ChampionsLeague
triumph were built over the past
decade, more or less — now gone and
Van Gaal determined to employ three
centre halves, as he did withHolland at
theWorldCup finals, Jonesmust prove,
like Jonny Evans and Chris Smalling
alongside him, that he can step up.
“You’ve got to thrive on it,” the

England defender said. “We’ve lost two
great defenders in Rio and Nemanja,
but that’s football and we move on.
Hopefully we can step up and improve.
“That’s ultimately what I want to be

doing. This is the first time I’ve played

with three at the back. Every manager
has got his philosophy. It’s a learning
process, butwe’re all pulling in the right
direction.
“I think we’re well set up to play this

way. That’s what the gaffer believes in.
If he believes in that, then we
believe in that as well.”
United remain in the market

for a top-class centre half. Mats
Hummels, the Borussia
Dortmund defender who
helped Germany to win
theWorld Cup, is a target,
while Stefan de Vrij and
Thomas Vermaelen are
also under consideration.
Van Gaal wants

defenders who can pass
and are comfortable
bringing the ball out. In

that regard, Jones, Evans and Smalling
have work to do but, for the time being
at least, they are the ones in whomVan
Gaal is placing his faith. It certainly
worked a treat in the 7-0 evisceration of
LA Galaxy at the Rose Bowl in
Pasadena yesterday, although Roma
will provide much more challenging
opposition in Denver tomorrow.
“If one defender goes in, the other

two have got to come round and
cover,” Jones said.

Another concern is Jones,
Evans and Smalling’s
chequered injury records.
United’s medical assess-
ments have led them to
believe that the trio will have
their “most available” seasons

yet — a curious claim — and
Jones knows that much is riding
on that. “If we all stay fit, we’ve got
a great chance,” he said.

James Ducker
Northern Football Correspondent
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Atletico show
interest while
Hernández
still in limbo

Atletico Madrid have made a fresh
approach to sign Javier Hernández
after the Mexico striker was given no
assurances about his future at
Manchester United.
The striker started six league games

last season and has been tracked by
Inter Milan. The 26-year-old has two
years left on his contract and would
probably cost and earn too much for
the Spanish club, who hope to reach a
compromise. They have also
expressed interest in Nacho Monreal
and Santi Cazorla, from Arsenal.

6Newcastle United have resurrected
talks to release Mapou Yanga-Mbiwa
to Bordeaux after a proposed deal
collapsed over which club would foot
most of his salary.

6 Seville have made an approach for
Leroy Fer, the 24-year-old Holland
midfielder, who is likely to leave
Norwich City after their relegation
from the top flight. Norwich want to
recoup the £4.5million that they paid
Twente for Fer, below, a year ago.

6Besiktas have confirmed that they
are in talks with Chelsea to sign

WINDOW WATCH
Gary Jacob

Giggs aims
to take fear
factor out of
new United
Players looked scared during last season but the
Welshman wants opponents to be intimidated
now, James Duckerwrites from Denver, Colorado

Starting in style: Herrera bursts forward for United, leaving Robbie Keane

‘If they don’t want to
speak to the manager,
they can speak to me’

Jones was patient

Marko Marin and the winger has
spoken to Demba Ba, who made the
same move last week, about the
Turkey club. Marin has started only
two league games since he moved
from Werder Bremen in 2012.

6Queens Park Rangers have reduced
their valuation of Adel Taarabt and
AC Milan are considering a
permanent move for the attacking
player. The Italian club’s £5.5million
purchase option has expired after
taking him on loan in January. Jack
Collison is on trial at QPR after the
midfielder was released by West Ham
United.

6Dani Osvaldo has agreed a contract
with Inter Milan, who hope to
persuade Southampton to allow the
Italy striker to move on loan.

6Everton have confirmed that
Muhamed Besic will accompany the
squad to Thailand for their
pre-season tour. The midfielder will
not feature against Leicester City in
Bangkok after playing for Bosnia and
Herzegovina at the World Cup finals.

6 Swansea City have signed Jefferson
Montero, 24, for £4million on a
four-year deal and the Ecuador
winger becomes Garry Monk’s sixth
signing of the summer. Alejandro
Pozuelo, the attacking midfielder, has
left Swansea for Rayo Vallecano.

6Fraizer Campbell, the striker, has
moved to Crystal Palace from Cardiff
City for £900,000.
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John W Henry, Liverpool’s principal
owner, has said that the club sold Luis
Suárez to Barcelona after reaching a
pointwhere theyhad to “make a break”
with the controversial striker.
The Uruguay striker was sold to the

Spanish giants for £75million this
month, weeks after being banned from
all football-related activity for four

months by Fifa for biting Giorgio
Chiellini, the Italy defender, in a
World Cup group game.

The move went through with a
minimum of fuss thanks to Liver-
pool’s acknowledgement that it
was time to part ways with a player
facing his third long-term suspen-
sion in many seasons.

“It was time for Luis and time
for the club to make a break,”
Henry said after Liverpool’s 1-0
defeat by Roma at Fenway
Park in Boston yesterday. “He
brought a lot to us, but we
brought a lot to Luis.”

Suárez’s first game for his
new club could be a clasico
against Real Madrid, with
the game due to be
played on October 25
or 26. The player’s
ban expires on the
25th, although the
Court of Arbitra-

tion for Sport
could reduce
that if his
appeal, to be
heard on August
2, is successful.

Three is the magic number as far as Van Gaal is concerned

M
icah Richards knew
exactly where to
apportion blame. The
Manchester City
defender, back in the

winter of 2012, had been asked to
assess the attempts by Roberto
Mancini, then the manager, to get
his side to play a three-man back
line.
Things were not going well at the

Etihad Stadium. The Barclays
Premier League champions had
just been beaten, convincingly, by
Ajax in the Champions League and
their season was teetering on the
brink.
“It is a hard system to play,”

Richards said. “We are used to a
straight [back] four and that is

twice now we have gone to a [three]
and conceded, but the manager
likes it.”
That has always been English

football’s default setting on the
three-man defence: too hard for
players to understand. Like Tab
Clear cola and MiniDiscs, it was
popular briefly in the 1990s, but did
not stand the test of time.
There have been exceptions —

Roberto Martínez used it to
tremendous effect with Wigan
Athletic two seasons ago — but it
remains inherently other,
untrustworthy, unnatural.
Expect that to change, and fast.

The three-man defence has become
increasingly popular in Italy — by
far the most tactically innovative

league in the world — with
Udinese, Napoli and, most notably,
Juventus using it to great effect in
recent years.
It is spreading around the world,

too, with a number of sides
deploying it in a variety of fashions
at the World Cup, including Costa
Rica and Chile.
So much success did it bring

Louis van Gaal with Holland that
he has immediately introduced it at
Manchester United. If it is to
succeed, of course, he will need to
avoid the mistake that Mancini
made — the Italian did not drill his
players in it nearly enough for them
to be comfortable — but logic
suggests that he has a chance.
All tactical developments are

organic. The death of 4-4-2
can be attributed to the
fact that improved
athleticism means one
striker can now do
the work of two.
The same
rationale can be
applied to a
three-man
defence.
Modern full backs

are more than capable of
occupying an entire flank by
themselves; having two men
stationed out wide is excessive.
Van Gaal will encounter
resistance. There is every reason
to believe that he can overcome
it.

Analysis Rory Smith

Suárez left us
with no choice,
claims Henry
Rory Smith

inhibit Moyes, it is Van Gaal’s ruthless
decision-making that has most struck
Giggs. It was evident when Van Gaal
withdrew Jasper Cillessen, his first-
choice goalkeeper, at the end of extra
time in Holland’s World Cup quarter-
final against Costa Rica and replaced
himwithTimKrul,whowenton to save
two penalties in the shoot-out.
“If I had been an opposition penalty

taker [for CostaRica] going up, it would
be somewhere inmy head—why have
they changed keepers?” Giggs said. “Is
he someone special? The reality is he
[Krul] didn’t have a particularly good
record, but the Costa Rican players

didn’t know that. It’s what makes top
managers, their decision-making.
“If it had gone wrong he would have

had to face the consequences, but he
fully backed his decision-making and
that what he was doing was right. You
have to do that if you are manager of
Manchester United.”
Van Gaal is certainly making a big

decision by introducing a 3-4-1-2
formation at Old Trafford, the same
system with which he enjoyed much
success for Holland at the World Cup
finals.
United’s players were told from the

first dayofpre-season training that that

was how Van Gaal intended to line-up,
and it is a transition that Giggs says has
been helped enormously by the clarity
and conviction of Van Gaal’s
instructions.
The emphasis in training has been

very much on the swift recycling of the
ball — Van Gaal wants his players to
cherish possession and pass with pace,
precision and purpose, to inject some
intensity and dynamism into United’s
play after the rigid, one-dimensional
football of last season. If players are
cowed, it won’t work.
“Albert [Stuivenberg] and Marcel

[Bout,VanGaal’s other coaches], hadall

the information on that first Monday
back,” Giggs said.
“I had already had it emailed

through. You are trying to get these
passing drills done, but with disguised
running — it’s all with the ball.
“Louis has got a unique way of

putting it over and to see it first-hand is
great for my experience and
the players.
“You know what you are

doing wrong and you know
what you are doing right.
Louis makes no
bones about who
you are.”

floundering on the turf, during their crushing friendly victory over the Los Angeles Galaxy in Pasadena. Giggs wants the younger players to step up this season
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Andy Carroll suffered another injury
setback when he was ruled out for four
months after tearing ankle ligaments.
The West Ham United striker flew to
Baltimore and will have surgery in the
United States today, having missed the
first five months of last season with a
heel injury.
The east London club had denied

that Carroll would be out for an
extended period after suffering the
problem in training during the pre-
season tour to New Zealand and have
now said they will try to sign another
forward despite the arrival of Enner
Valencia, subject toaworkpermithear-
ingnextweek, andMauroZárate. “Very
bad news regarding Carroll,” David
Sullivan, the co-chairman, said.
Carroll has scored two league goals

since making a permanent move from
Liverpool for about £15million 13
months ago. In further bad news,
WinstonReid has rejected the offer of a
new contract, worth about £55,000 a
week, to replace thedefender’s deal that
ends this season.
Sullivan also admitted that he

wanted to signWilfriedBonyayear ago
but Sam Allardyce, the manager, did
not. The striker has attracted interest
from top clubs after he scored 16 league
goals for Swansea City, who paid
£12million for him at the start of last
season. “I wanted hima year ago but no
one else at the club did,” Sullivan said.
West Ham are expected to sell Ravel

Morrison after the attacking player
entered the finalyearofhisdeal.Hewas
on loan at Queens Park Rangers last
season, but so far they have not tried to
sign him on a permanent deal.

New injury blow
puts Carroll out
for four months
Gary Jacob

Suárez could
make his
Barcelona
debut against
Real Madrid
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Sport
Hamilton makes plans
for future at Mercedes
Motor racing Lewis Hamilton has
written off pursuing riches
elsewhere in Formula One after
committing his future to a
Mercedes team who could make
him a multiple world champion.
Hamilton is already one of the
highest-paid drivers in F1 with a
salary close to £20million, but the
money has become irrelevant as
he attempts to close in on a
second World Championship.
With 18 months still to run on

his contract, tentative talks have
started between Toto Wolff, the
Mercedes executive director, and
XIX, Hamilton’s management
agency headed by Simon Fuller,
the pop guru.

Lake justifies switch by
striking gold in Oregon
AthleticsMorgan Lake, 17, below,
justified her decision to pull out of
England’s team for the
Commonwealth Games as she
won heptathlon gold at the World
Junior Championships, setting a
world youth best score. Her final
points tally of 6,148 was 142 clear
of her nearest rival, Yorgelis
Rodríguez, of Cuba. It was one of
two gold medals for Great Britain
on the second day in Eugene,
Oregon, as Dina Asher-Smith won
the 100metres.

Super League bonus
points plan revealed
Rugby league Bonus points are set
to be introduced in the Super
League from next season under a
radical new leagues structure. A
consultation process is under way
to overhaul the system of two
points for a win and one for a
draw. Bonus points are already
awarded in the lower tiers. Ralph
Rimmer, the RFL chief operating
officer, called it a “step change”
with the introduction of two
leagues of 12, splitting after 23
rounds into three Super 8s.

Adversaries
meet in the
middle over
raging issue
of captaincy
Graeme Swann and ShaneWarne are
almost as one when it comes to the
England leadership, Alyson Rudd says

T
he first rule of Spin Club is,
respect the spin. The second
rule of Spin Club is not to
confuse it with Fight Club. It
would be easy to do so. Shane

Warne has his right hand in plaster and
the banter between him and Graeme
Swann is littered with fight references.
I sit between them in a glitzy bar

feelingabit likeagooseberrywhile they
finish each other’s sentences. There is a
special bond between spin bowlers,
they catch each other’s eye, they have
an understanding. They are themaver-
ick in every team, they aredifferent and
the subtext is that they are superior.
Theyknoweachother “well enough”,

they say, and admit that they are
accusedof beingpart of aunion. “There
is a spin-bowling brotherhood. Most
spin bowlers have vices, they are a little
different, not the norm,” says Warne,
the Australian whose hand was broken
by a Brett Lee beamer at the Lord’s
bicentenary match this month. “There
is always something a bit different
about them, a bit left-field.”
There is something a bit tribal about

them, too. The two are supposed to
have polarised views on the captaincy

of Alastair Cook, but the longer the
England opening batsman’s travails are
discussed the harder it is to tell their
opinions apart. Cook is not a natural
leader, Swann says, then Warne says
the same.
Their eagerness to find some posi-

tives inCook’s captaincy is almostmore
damning than outright insults. “I’m not
saying he’s not a great fella; he’s some-
one you’d want to marry your daugh-
ter,”Warne says, “but he’s not proactive
enough. He’s too quick to retreat. I
believe a captain can really set the tone
for the rest of the team.Hopefully, over
time he’ll learn, improve.”
“Shane’s point of view is very Austra-

lian, very attacking,” Swann says.
“Michael Vaughan was in the Australia
mould and would go on all-out attack.
TheEnglishwayof thinking isalways to
get too far ahead so a team can’t
possibly chase it down and give up all
hope, whereas the Australian way is to
give them a sniff, and that gives you
more chance of taking wickets.
“My view is about sticking up for a

very good mate,” Swann adds. “I don’t
think Cook is the natural leader that
Andrew Strauss was. Leadership is one

of those things you are born with,
leaders garner respect regardless of
what they do. Cook can grow into that.
He’s done a good job. I honestly think
no captain in the world could have
improved how we played this winter.
Mitchell Johnson destroyed us.”
Vaughan has called for Cook to be

relieved of his duties and is worth
listening to, because he provided the
outstanding example of leadership in
the whole of Swann’s career. On an
A tour to Zimbabwe 15 years ago,
Swann and his team-mates were
bowled out for 159. “It was essentially a

pub team. It was pitiful,” he says. “It was
embarrassing. Vaughan got us in a
huddleandhesaid, ‘I couldn’t givea s**t
ifwe get hammered in this game, Iwant
you to be the bravest you’ve ever been.
If you try and we lose I’ll be proud. If
you don’t try I’ll be disgusted.’ The
fairytale happened and we bowled
them out for about 50.
“Huddles are terrible in Test cricket

[terrible, Warne repeats), all for show,”
Swann says, [all for show, Warne
repeats], “but he took it by the scruff of
the neck and inspired us.”
Swann explains that spin bowlers are

Sight for sore eyes: Swann attempts to win a decision, but he has made his last
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London derby draws full house

Cricket
LV= County Championship
First division
Sussex v Warwickshire
Horsham (final day of four): Sussex (23pts)
beat Warwickshire (5) by 226 runs
Sussex: First Innings 413 (L J Wright 89, C
Cachopa 84, C D Nash 58)
Second Innings (overnight 204-4)
C J Jordan c Ambrose b Woakes 10
L J Wright c Clarke b Patel 12
†B C Brown c Ambrose b Patel 9
S A Piolet c Woakes b Rankin 22
J C Tredwell c Rankin b Patel 2
S J Magoffin not out 7
Extras (b 5, lb 8, nb 6) 19
Total (9 wkts dec, 60.1 overs) 245
Fall of wickets: 1-12, 2-70, 3-179, 4-184, 5-205,
6-207, 7-230, 8-236, 9-245.
Bowling: Barker 8-1-29-0; Woakes 14-2-50-2;
Clarke 7-2-27-0; Rankin 7.1-0-42-3; Patel 24-6-
84-4.
Warwickshire: First Innings 333 (I J L Trott 106,
V Chopra 81; S J Magoffin 4 for 74)
Second Innings
*V Chopra c Brown b Jordan 4
†T R Ambrose b Nash 56
W T S Porterfield lbw b Jordan 0
I J L Trott c Brown b Jordan 1
I J Westwood c Brown b Hatchett 17
S R Hain c Nash b Tredwell 0
R Clarke c Jordan b Tredwell 0
C R Woakes c Jordan b Tredwell 14
K H D Barker run out 0
J S Patel b Tredwell 0
W B Rankin not out 0
Extras (b 5, nb 2) 7
Total (41.4 overs) 99
Fall of wickets: 1-7, 2-7, 3-9, 4-35, 5-46, 6-46,
7-99, 8-99, 9-99.

Bowling:Magoffin 9-4-18-0; Jordan 12-4-38-3;
Tredwell 12.4-8-7-4; Hatchett 5-1-26-1; Nash
3-0-5-1.
Umpires: S J O’Shaughnessy and A G Wharf.

P W L D Bat Bwl Ded Pts
Yorkshire 12 5 1 6 33 33 0.00176
Nottinghamshire 12 5 3 4 41 30 0.00171
Somerset 12 4 1 7 30 31 0.00160
Warwickshire 12 5 4 3 29 32 0.00156
Sussex 12 4 3 5 29 30 0.00148
Middlesex 12 4 4 4 27 30 2.00139
Durham 11 2 2 7 28 29 0.00124
Lancashire 12 2 4 6 19 32 0.00113
Northamptonshire 11 0 9 2 17 21 0.00 48

Second Test match
Sri Lanka v South Africa
Colombo (first day of five, Sri Lanka won toss):
Sri Lanka have scored 305 runs for five wickets
against South Africa
Sri Lanka: First Innings
W U Tharanga c de Kock b Steyn 11
J K Silva c de Villiers b Duminy 44
K C Sangakkara c Tahir b Steyn 0
D P M D Jayawardena not out 140
*A D Mathews c de Kock b Duminy 63
K D K Vithanage c de Villiers b Morkel 13
†D P D N Dickwella not out 12
Extras (b 10, lb 10, nb 2) 22
Total (5 wkts, 86 overs) 305
M D K Perera, H M R K B Herath, R A S Lakmal
and B A W Mendis to bat.
Fall of wickets: 1-16, 2-16, 3-115, 4-246, 5-285.
Bowling:Steyn 15-2-55-2; Philander 16-5-33-0;
Morkel 16-2-42-1; Tahir 24-3-92-0; Duminy
14-1-58-2; Elgar 1-0-5-0.
South Africa: D Elgar, A N Petersen, F du
Plessis, *HMAmla, A B de Villiers, †Q de Kock,
J P Duminy, V D Philander, D W Steyn, M
Morkel, M I Tahir.
Umpires: R A Kettleborough (England) and N J
Llong (England).

NatWest T20 Blast
North group
Lancashire v Durham
Emirates Old Trafford (Lancashire won toss):
Lancashire (2pts) beat Durham by 27 runs
Lancashire Lightning (balls)
U T Khawaja c Borthwick b Breese 44 (25)
A G Prince b Breese 43 (23)
K R Brown c Mustard b Collingwood 2 (5)
*P J Horton b Breese 8 (9)
S J Croft c MacLeod b Jennings 31 (28)
†A L Davies c Mustard b Collingwood 1 (3)
J Clark c Borthwick b Jennings 13 (16)
W A White not out 11 (8)
K Ali c Richardson b Coughlin 4 (4)
S D Parry not out 0 (0)
Extras (lb 2, w 3, nb 2) 7
Total (8 wkts, 20 overs) 164
K M Jarvis did not bat.
Fall of wickets: 1-84, 2-87, 3-95, 4-106, 5-107,
6-136, 7-150, 8-158.
Bowling: Coughlin 3-0-30-1; Rushworth
4-0-46-0; Jennings 4-0-33-2; Breese
4-0-19-3; Borthwick 1-0-13-0; Collingwood
4-0-21-2.

Durham Jets (balls)
†P Mustard c White b Ali 49 (47)
S G Borthwick c Brown b White 5 (11)
C S MacLeod c Brown b Jarvis 5 (5)
M J Richardson c Davies b Croft 3 (7)
P D Collingwood c Parry b Jarvis 15 (16)
G J Muchall c Khawaja b Ali 37 (22)
G R Breese c Jarvis b Ali 17 (10)
*M D Stoneman not out 2 (2)
K K Jennings not out 0 (0)
Extras (b 1, w 3) 4
Total (7 wkts, 20 overs) 137
P Coughlin and C Rushworth did not bat.
Fall of wickets: 1-12, 2-25, 3-38, 4-66, 5-108,
6-130, 7-136.

Bowling: Croft 4-0-21-1; Ali 4-0-19-3; Jarvis
4-0-25-2; White 4-0-34-1; Parry 4-0-37-0.
Umpires: N L Bainton and P K Baldwin.

P W L D NR Pts R/R
Lancashire (Q)14 10 2 0 2 22 0.85
Notts (Q) 13 8 3 0 2 18 0.67
Worcestershire13 7 4 0 2 16 0.38
Yorkshire 13 6 4 0 3 15 0.67
Warwickshire 13 6 5 0 2 14 0.01
Northants 13 4 6 0 3 11 0.93
Durham 13 4 7 0 2 10 0.06
Leicestershire 13 4 8 0 1 9 0.38
Derbyshire 13 1 11 0 1 3 1.40

South group
Middlesex v Surrey
Lord’s (Middlesex won toss): Surrey
(2pts)beat Middlesex by 2 wickets
Middlesex Panthers (balls)
J L Denly b Azhar 16 (17)
D J Malan b Dilshan 25 (17)
*E J G Morgan b Meaker 43 (32)
R F Higgins b Meaker 21 (21)
D T Christian c Batty b Meaker 13 (11)
N J Dexter c Dunn b Meaker 3 (5)
†J A Simpson run out 1 (3)
O P Rayner b Azhar 0 (2)
H W Podmore not out 3 (5)
S T Finn not out 6 (7)
Extras (lb 2, w 4) 6
Total (8 wkts, 20 overs) 137
R H Patel did not bat.
Fall of wickets: 1-35, 2-66, 3-108, 4-113, 5-120,
6-126, 7-128, 8-128.
Bowling:Dunn 3-0-22-0; Azhar 4-0-18-2;Meak-
er 4-0-30-4; Dilshan 4-0-18-1; Batty 2-0-22-0;
Peterson 3-0-25-0.

Surrey (balls)
J J Roy st Simpson b Patel 21 (19)
T M Dilshan c Simpson b Finn 0 (3)
K P Pietersen c Malan b Rayner 28 (24)

*G C Wilson st Simpson b Patel 6 (8)
†R J Burns c Simpson b Podmore 28 (19)
Azhar Mahmood c Simpson b Podmore28 (28)
R J Peterson c Morgan b Finn 12 (10)
Z S Ansari not out 5 (7)
G J Batty c Denly b Christian 1 (3)
S C Meaker not out 1 (1)
Extras (b 1, w 3, nb 4) 8
Total (8 wkts, 20 overs) 138
M P Dunn did not bat.
Fall of wickets: 1-1, 2-49, 3-57, 4-62, 5-113,
6-124, 7-132, 8-133.
Bowling: Finn 4-0-23-2; Podmore 4-0-32-2;
Christian 4-0-33-1; Patel 4-0-15-2; Rayner 3-0-
22-1; Dexter 1-0-12-0.

P W L D N/R Pts R/R
Essex (Q) 13 10 3 0 0 20 0.49
Surrey (Q) 13 9 4 0 0 18 0.54
Hampshire (Q)14 9 5 0 0 18 0.14
Glamorgan 13 5 5 1 2 13 0.16
Somerset 13 5 7 0 1 11 0.22
Kent 13 5 7 1 0 11 0.34
*Glos 13 5 6 0 2 10 0.08
Sussex 13 5 8 0 0 10 0.08
Middlesex 13 2 10 0 1 5 0.40
*deducted 2pts for poor pitch

Rugby league
First Utility Super League: Hull 18 Castleford
18.

P W D L F A Pts
St Helens 21 16 0 5 659 438 32
Wigan 21 15 0 6 712 345 30
Leeds 21 14 2 5 576 285 30
Castleford 22 14 2 6 676 449 30
Warrington 21 14 0 7 610 381 28
Huddersfield 21 12 2 7 604 510 26
Catalan Dragons 21 11 1 9 565 545 23
Widnes 21 10 1 10 485 585 21
Hull KR 21 8 2 11 485 535 18
Salford 21 8 1 12 452 532 17
Wakefield 21 8 1 12 401 574 17

Results and scoreboards

Cricket
NatWest T20 Blast (5.30): North group:
Edgbaston: Warwickshire v Leicestershire.
Emirates Durham: Durham v Northampton-
shire.Worcester:Worcestershire v Derbyshire.
Headingley: Yorkshire v Nottinghamshire.
South group: Chelmsford: Essex v
Sussex. SWALEC Stadium: Glamorgan v
Gloucestershire. Canterbury: Kent v Surrey.
Taunton: Somerset v Middlesex.

Rugby league
First Utility Super League (8.0): Salford v
Leeds; St Helens v Widnes.

Tennis
Eastbourne: Aegon Summer County Cup.

Fixtures

Hull 22 7 2 13 526 483 16
Bradford 21 4 0 17 366 834 2
London Broncos 21 0 0 21 304 925 0

National Conference League: Third division:
Blackbrook 48 Woolston Rovers 0.

Tennis
Aegon Summer County Cup
Eastbourne: Men’s doubles: Kent bt Lancashire
5-4; Hertfordshire bt South Wales 5-4; Surrey
bt Hampshire and Isle of Wight 5-4. Women’s
doubles: East Scotland bt Warwickshire 7-2;
Hertfordshire bt Cheshire 8-1; Buckingham-
shire bt Kent 7-2.

the calm presence alongside fast bowl-
erswho“justwant tokill people”. In that
case, why, in December, did Swann
retire from cricket, seemingly on a
whim, mid-Test series?
“If I truly believed I could still spin

the ball I’d be still playing now,” he says.
“Myelbowgot to thepointwhere I can’t
put the revolutions on the ball, which
are vital for my bowling, the spin, the
dip, the control. I did believe for a few
months that it was bad rhythm, but
when I realised it wasn’t that, I had
absolutely no option.”
The belief remains, though, that he

could return to save the day. No one
really heard the reasons, he says, they
heard only the sound of a player bailing
out.
“I didn’t explain it so eloquently and

people didn’t want to hear about my
reasons,” he says. “Theywanted to hear
about factions in thedressing roomand
when I didn’t give them that, they dug
anyway.”
He says that 90per cent of what was

written about the England team over
thewinterwas “madeup”. “Iwas caught
in the maelstrom of that,” he says.
“Andy Flower [the team director at the
time] warned me what would happen.”
Warne nods. “It’s flattering that

people don’t want to hear that Swann
cannot return,” he says.
India’s accusation, meanwhile, that

JamesAndersonverbally assaulted and
pushed Ravindra Jadeja during the
Trent Bridge Test match is ludicrous,
Swann says. “It’s the most incredible
thing I’ve heard,” he says. “It all smacks
of politics.
“I don’t know what went on, maybe

there were headlocks and Chinese
burns, but Jimmy was having words
with him as they walked off, that would
have been to undermine him.
“He’s my best mate, I know him like

the back ofmyhand, he’s not the sort to
carry on any sort of confrontation.”
6 ShaneWarne andGraeme Swann gave
this interviewaspartof their ambassado-
rial work with Jaguar celebrating the
dark arts of cricket. Follow@JaguarUK
on Twitter to win prizes.

appeal and England are missing him, which Warne, below, acknowledges
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Jordan and Tredwell make
big impression for Sussex

Although the bottom of the Warner
Stand was not in use and there were
some unfilled debenture seats, MCC
reckoned the crowd last nightwas a full
house of 28,500, the highest for any
NatWest T20 Blast fixture in England.
It did not matter that Middlesex were
not thriving in this competition or that
Surrey were defeating them. Sunshine,
Kevin Pietersen and a good Tube
service brought about ample jollity.
Pietersen came to the wicket when

Tillakaratne Dilshan had gone in the
first over of Surrey’s innings. The bowl-
erwas StevenFinn,whowas running in
with purpose and at some pace. There
were some boos, but not enough to be

more than drink-induced. The former
Englandbatsman, aswehave toassume
he is, made 28, not least through one
high-class square-driven four off Dan
Christian and a reverse sweep to the
boundary off Ollie Rayner.
Pietersen’s highest score this season

is only 39, although he has played little
cricket. Thatmay ormaynot have been
the reason for his dismissal through a
lofted drive to long-off, whom he
believed he should have cleared. Jason
Roywas stumped yards down the pitch,
as was Gary Wilson, but Rory Burns
and Azhar Mahmood contributed
usefully. Surrey, needing five off the last
over, won off the last ball.
Middlesex did not quite make

sufficient runs. EoinMorgan struck 43,
and Ryan Higgins indicated attacking
ability in twice swinging Robin
Peterson over the mid-wicket
boundary before he was yorked by
StuartMeaker.Christianwasbrilliantly
held at long-on by Gareth Batty before
the lower order fell away.

The England selectors would be well
advised to give close consideration to
the form of Chris Jordan and James
Tredwell, both of whom bowled
superbly yesterday and had a good
match overall. Thanks to them, Sussex
inflicted their first double over
Warwickshire since 1960, greatly
easing any relegation concerns.
After being set 326 in a minimum 77

overs on a pitch that Steve O’Shaugh-
nessy, the umpire, described as “the
best cricket wicket” he had seen all
season,Warwickshirewere shot out for
99 in 41.4 overs, losing their last four
wickets in six balls either side of tea.
Jordan, swinging the ball at pace, was

irresistible, with three wickets in his
first three overs. Varun Chopra, driving
loosely, edged an outswinger,Will Por-
terfield was leg-before to one that
swung into him and Jonathan Trott
nicked the best ball of the day, one that

swung late off a perfect line. After
Lewis Hatchett had also found Ian
Westwood’s edge with late movement,
Tredwell bowled beautifully, varying
his flight and skilfully utilising the
left-armed Hatchett’s footmarks.
Sam Hain was taken at short leg off

bat and pad before Rikki Clarke was
caught off a glove at slip after being
surprised by turn and bounce.
TimAmbrose, who battled hard for a

doughty fifty, was eventually prised out
by a huge off break from Chris Nash
that turned at least a foot out of the
rough to bowl him through the gate.
Tredwell, who had now switched to the
Railway End, had Chris Woakes well
caught at slip and bowled Jeetan Patel
with one that turned sharply.
After Keith Barker was run out by

Hatchett, Tredwell finished with
figures of 12.4-8-7-4 and should be a
genuine contender for theOldTrafford
and Kia Oval Tests.
Mark Robinson, the Sussex head

coach, paid tribute to Jordan. “Chris
really needed the workout and got
better and better all game,” he said. “He
had a slight problem with his wrist
position after the one-day series, but he
is swinging it again now and is a real
handful.”

Lord’s (Middlesex won toss):Surrey (2pts) beat
Middlesex by two wickets

NatWest T20 Blast
Ivo Tennant

Middlesex
v Surrey

Horsham (final day of four):Sussex (23pts) beat
Warwickshire (5) by 226 runs

LV= County Championship
Geoffrey Dean

Sussex v
Warwickshire

Applying positive spin

Warne on Swann
“There’s lots I admire
about Swanny, his ability

to attack and defend and his ability
to bowl quickly and spin the ball and
bowl slowly and spin the ball. That’s
not an easy thing to do. Some
spinners have to bowl slow to spin
it and some can only do it quickly.
I think you’re seeing now why he
was so good in certain situations.
I’ve always been a fan and I enjoyed
watching him bowl. England are
missing him.”

Swann on Warne
“Leg spin is the hardest thing in
any sport, trust me, in any sport and
he took the most wickets in Test
cricket bowling legitimate spin and
within the hardest possible art to
master. he did it
unbelievably well over
20 years, which is
phenomenal.”

“

”
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Sport Comment

New England load too great for Cook to bear
Simon Barnes Chief Sports Writer

I
n the years I have been writing in
this space, I have often drawn
moral conclusions from events in
sport. It has sometimes been
suggested that I take things too

far, that it’s just sport and I read too
much into it. But there are times
when people in sport set out,
deliberately and consciously, to set
the moral agenda — and these are
often the times when sport goes
haywire.
Proust, who would have made an

excellent cricket correspondent, said:
“One becomes moral as soon as one
starts to be unhappy,” and as a
summary of the England cricket team
it could hardly be bettered. The team
have been swept up into a moral
crusade, a desperate, bloody quest for
righteousness, a battle for their own
souls — and the problem is that they
are losing it.
I was giving Mike Atherton the

benefit of some of these views,
because I’m always helpful to people
who don’t understand cricket, and, as
not seldom, he nailed it. “It should
have been a pure cricketing decision,”
he said. “Announce that he’s 34, got a
dodgy knee and is bang out of form,
so he’s been dropped.” But it wasn’t
like that.
Right from the very start, England

have gone to very great trouble to
make it plain that Kevin Pietersen
was dropped — sacked — on moral
grounds.
He wasn’t being rested, or thanked

for his services and “let go”. He was
required to stand up before the
regiment, to have his epaulettes
slashed, his spurs removed, his
buttons sliced off and his sword

broken across a knee. His disgrace
was required.
After the trauma of Australia and

the series of humiliations at the hands
of Mitchell Johnson — the more
terrible because it was so unexpected,
for England were pretty cock-certain
that they were going to win — the
unhappiness needed to be exorcised.
The ritual humiliation of Pietersen
was one important part of this, but
most observers have been slightly
distracted by that.
The equal and opposite part of

England’s attempt to recover from the
horrors of Australia was the elevation
of Alastair Cook. It wasn’t just that
England needed someone to blame,
they also needed a figure of hope.
They needed to become moral, so
they needed a moral centre and Cook
was elected to do the job.
Who do we build our team around?

Who is the beacon for our hopes?
What sort of cricketers, what sort of
people, do we want to be? It seemed
that there was a straightforward
choice. If the answer included
Pietersen, you had to stay with a raft
of unsatisfactory matters, for
Pietersen is without question an
unsatisfactory person.
He has behaved in a poor way on

more than one occasion and no doubt
more bad stuff will be revealed soon
enough when his book is published,
for it is inevitable that within its pages
he will condemn himself out of his
own mouth. The issue of the disloyal
texts to the opposing captain is
breathtaking enough on its own and,
of course, it’s not on its own.

So England made the decision: we’d
be better off without him. After all,
what has KP ever done for us?
Remember how West Indies were so
much better off without that prima
donna Brian Lara. (Well, they weren’t,
actually, but the idea’s the thing.) He
may be our best player, but we’ll be a
stronger, more cohesive and united
team once he’s gone. We’ll miss his
flair, but without him the true
strength of many will be revealed.
We’ll rally under Cook. We’ll make

Cook, the former choirboy, the great
run-gatherer, self-effacing,
unexotic, straightforward,
manifestly decent and hard-
working, the moral centre of
our universe. We will no
longer bow down before the
false idol of KP: we will
worship the things that really
matter, and at the heart of
such things we have
team spirit. Cook
will stand for
sport’s true
values — one
for all and all
for one — and
he will lead
England into a
new world.
The load was

too heavy. First he had to score runs,
Pietersen’s runs as well as his own,
and he has failed. After that, he had
to establish a clear moral distinction
between old England avec KP, and
New England sans KP, and again, he
has failed.
This failure is at least partly

because of the double weight Cook
has been required to carry, the weight
of unscored runs and the moral load.
Over the course of four Tests this
summer, he has become a cricketing
Sisyphus, staggering up the hill of

each match with his massive
stone, only to see it roll back
down the instant he thinks he’s
got the job done. Alas, the hill
gets steeper and the weight
heavier with each attempt. The
problem is that cricket is sport
and sport is quantifiable. You
cannot fool yourself in sport:

you cannot say that it’s
going pretty well
on the while, just a
few teething
problems, it’ll all be
fine and dandy next
week. No, there have
been two humiliating

defeats, both against opponents
foolishly underestimated, and there
has been a series of personal batting
humiliations for Cook.
To make things worse, Cook’s

captaincy has been less than
convincing. At the time when
leadership has been most urgently
required, he hasn’t led. Players have
consistently performed below their
potential, his tactics have been iffy
and his entrenched belief that Asian
cricketers can be subdued by the
bouncer in any circumstances — they
don’t like it up ’em! — has been
shown to be utterly false. Not that he
seems to have noticed, and his Plan
A, B and C is to bowl James Anderson
and Stuart Broad until they are
incapable of standing.
Just when you thought that things

could get no worse, England collapsed
against Ishant Sharma. A madness
ran through them and caused them to
swipe at every short ball and be
caught by the unbelieving ring of

fielders who stood waiting with open
mouths and hands. This wasn’t just
defeat, this was a team falling apart.
They played as if they have no

belief in themselves, no belief in their
leader, no belief in anything. It was
the cricket of despair. The moral
centre had collapsed and the team
were imploding. The shining star that
won three successive Ashes series has
become a black hole.
To make the moral revolution

work, England needed victory and
runs for the captain. They needed to
send a message to KP and the world
that things really are better now: that
the team’s real potential has been
freed. We may have got rid of a
performer of brilliance, but his
absence has allowed a dozen
performers of the second tier to step
up and fulfil themselves.
And barring a few bright spots, this

is precisely what hasn’t happened. No
wins, two defeats, no runs for Cook.
The unhappiness of the Australia tour
made England moral, and the moral
burden they created for themselves is
too heavy to bear. The man who has
born most of its weight looked this
week to have been broken by it. On
Sunday another mountain to climb,
and the weight he must propel to the
top is now even heavier.

Under pressure: Cook has struggled under the double burden of scoring runs — his own and Pietersen’s — and taking the moral high ground for New England
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Pietersen was
ruthlessly axed
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‘They needed a moral
centre and he was
elected to do the job ’

Inside today

Warne and Swann
give spin on captaincy
Pages 56-57
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Sport

Badminton

Mixed: Group Play Stage: Group F:
England 5 Northern Ireland 0. Group D:
Canada 5 Falkland Islands 0. Group B:
India 5 Ghana 0.Group C:NewZealand 5
Guernsey 0; Group B: Uganda 3 Kenya 2;
Uganda 3 Kenya 2; Group C: New
Zealand 5 Guernsey 0; Group B: India 5
Ghana 0;Group C: Scotland 5 Seychelles
0; Group A: Malaysia 5 Barbados 0.
Group E: South Africa 5Norfolk Island 0

Bowls
Men: Triples Sectional Play: Second
round: Section C: Jersey 28 Canada 10.
Section B: England 15 Malaysia 13.
Section B: Papua New Guinea 17
Pakistan 12. Section B: Australia 23
Falkland Islands 5. Section D: Northern
Ireland 17 Cook Islands 15. Section C:
New Zealand 29 Norfolk Island 6.
Section A: India 21 Niue 12. Section C:
Guernsey 16 Zambia 11.Women: Fours
Sectional Play:Second round:SectionB:
India 20Niue 12; Fiji 18Northern Ireland
4. Section A: Jersey 14 Australia 13;
Papa New Guinea 16 Cook Islands 21.

Cycling

Men: 4000m Team Pursuit: Final: 1,
Australia 3mins 54.851secs (GR); 2,
England (S Burke, E Clancy, A Tennant,
B Wiggins) 4:00.136. Team Pursuit:
Bronze: New Zealand. Team Sprint
Finals - Gold: 1 New Zealand (E
Dawkins, E Mitchell, S Webster)
43.181secs (GR), 2 England (K Emadi, P
Hindes, J Kenny) 43.706. Team Sprint:
Final: Gold: 1, New Zealand 43.181secs
(GR); 2, England (K Emadi, P Hindes, J
Kenny) 43.706. Team Sprint: Bronze:3,
Australia 43.709secs, 4, Canada 45.054.
Women: 500m Time Trial: Final: 1, A
Meares (Aus) 33.435secs (GR); 2, S
Morton (Aus) 34.079; 3, J Varnish (Eng)
34.267; 6, D Khan (Eng) 35.420; 7, V
Williamson (Eng) 35.465. Para-Sport
Sprint B2 Tandem: Final: 1, S Thornhill
(Eng); 2, A Mcglynn (Scot); 3, B O’
Connor (Aus).

Hockey
Preliminary matches: Men: MB match
M01: England 6 Trinidad and Tobago 1.
Women:WAmatchW04: India 4Canada
2. WA Match W03: South Africa 16
Trinidad & Tobago 0. WB macth
W02:England 2 Wales 0. WB W01:
Australia 4 Malaysia 0.

Netball
Pool A: Malawi 71 Northern Ireland 50;
Saint Lucia 24 Jamaica 88. Pool B: Aus-
tralia 63Wales 36; Trinidad and Tobago
38 Barbados 37.

Judo
Men: 66kg Final Gold Medal Contest: C
Oates (Eng)btAKrassas (Cyp)101-0s2.
60kg Final: Gold Medal Contest: A
Mckenzie (Eng) bt N Chana (India)
10s1-10s3. 60kg Bronze Medal Contest
B: R Abugiri (Gha) bt N Sigauque (Moz)
110-0s1. 66kg Repechage contest: M
Punza (Zam) bt B Luzia (Moz) 100-1.
66kg Repechage contest: M Nandal
(India) bt D Nama Etoga (Cam) 100s3-
0s2. 57kg Repechage contest: CRamsay
(Scot) bt K Powell (Wales) 100-0s3.
48kg Final - Gold Medal Contest: K
Renicks (Scot) bt S Likmabam (India)
100-0s2. 48kg Bronze Medal Contest A:
A Meyer (Aus) bt O-O Okey (Barb)
0s2-0s3. 48kg Bronze Medal Contest B:
C Rayner (Aus) bt M Monabang (Cam)
10s2-0s1.

Squash
Round of 32: Men: S Finitsis (Aus) bt J
Makin (Wales) 3-0; CGrayson (NZ) btM
Franklin (Bermuda) 3-0; J Willstrop
(Eng) bt A Brindle (Gib) 3-0; G Lobban
(Scot) bt N Taylor (Jersey) 3-0; C Pilley
(Aus) bt S Seth (Guyana) 3-0; M Knight
(NZ) bt K Moran (Scot) 3-1; A Walker
(Botswana) bt C Stafford (Cayman
Islands) 3-0; N Matthew (Eng) bt C
Binnie (Jam) 3-0; R Cuskelly (Aus) bt S
Delierre (Can) 3-2; P Barker (Eng) bt M
Mangaonkar (India) 3-0.Women:Round
of 32: T Evans (Wales) bt K Sample
(Trin) (11-3 11-2 11-3); D Pallikal (Ind)
bt C Knaggs (Tto) (11-4 11-2 11-1); L

Massaro (Eng) bt
L Vai (Png) (11-2 11-4 11-1); M Perry
(Nir) bt S Chimfwembe (Zambia) (11-3
11-2 11-4); S Cornett (Can) bt S
Cardwell (Aus) (11-5 11-7 11-7); M
Craig (Nzl) bt S Madhani (Ken) (11-1
11-2 11-2); M Perry (Nir) bt S
Chimfwembe (Zambia) (11-3 11-2
11-4); S Cornett (Can) bt S
Cardwell (Aus) (11-5 11-7 11-7); J
Duncalf (Eng) bt A
Landers-Murphy (NZ) (11-2 11-0 11-8);
A Waters (Eng) bt E Webb (Png) (11-2
11-1 11-2); K Brown (Aus) bt N
Udangawa (Sri) (11-3 11-6 11-3); K
Brown (Aus) bt N Udangawa (Sri) (11-3
11-6 11-3)

Swimming
Men’s 200m Breaststroke Final: 1 Ross
Murdoch (Sco) 2mins 7.30secs (GR), 2
Michael Jamieson (Sco) 2:08.40, 3 An-
drewWillis (Eng)2:09.87, 4AdamPeaty
(Eng) 2:10.02, 5 Calum Tait (Sco)
2:10.21, 6 JamesWilby (Eng) 2:11.53, 7
Rob Holderness (Wal) 2:12.35, 8
Christian Sprenger (Aus) 2:12.69. 100m
Backstroke Semi-Final 2: 1Mitch Larkin
(Aus) 53.33secs, 2 Liam Tancock (Eng)
53.49, 3 Chris Walker-Hebborn (Eng)
53.57, 4 Craig Mcnally (Sco) 54.40, 5
Russell Wood (Can) 54.45, 6 Xavier Mo-
hammed (Wal) 55.26, 7 Zheng Wen
Quah (Sin) 56.43, 8 Grant Halsall (Iom)
56.78. Men’s 200m Breaststroke - Heat
3: 1, Ross Murdoch (Scot) 2mins
8.78secs (GR); 2, Michael Jamieson
(Scot) 2:10.17; 3, C Tait (Scot) 2:10.33;
4, Guy Davies (Iom) 2:19.72; 5, Christo-
pher Cheong (Sin) 2:24.41; 6, Colin Ben-
sadon (Gib) 2:35.61; 7, Ntseke Setho
(Les) 3:05.18. 50mButterfly Semi-Final
2: 1 Benjamin Proud (Eng) 23.16secs, 2
Chad Le Clos (Rsa) 23.29, 3 Jayden Ha-
dler (Aus) 23.67, 4 Brett Fraser (Cay)
23.96, 5 Jason Edward Dunford (Ken)
24.03, 6 Tom Laxton (Wal) 24.31, 7
Gamal Assaad (Can) 24.75, 8 Alexandre
Bakhtiarov (Cyp) 24.95. Para-Sport
100m Freestyle S9 Final: 1 Rowan
Crothers (Aus) 54.58secs (WR), 2
Matthew Cowdrey (Aus) 56.33, 3
Brenden Hall (Aus) 56.85, 4 Prasanta
Karmakar (Ind) 1:04.73, 5 Scody Victor
(Mri) 1:18.89. 4 x 100m Freestyle Relay
Final: 1, Australia 3mins 30.98secs

(WR); 2, England (S O’connor, F Halsall,
A Smith, B Turner) 3:35.72; 3, Canada
3:40.00; 4, New Zealand 3:43.83; 5,
Scotland (RMasson, SHarkin, L Hope, C
Mcclatchey) 3:44.56; 6, Wales
(S Morgan, C Tutton, M Davies, H
Mccarthy) 3:45.40, Women: 100m
Butterfly Semi-Final 2: 1 Siobhan
O’Connor (Eng) 57.57secs, 2 Alicia
Coutts (Aus) 58.07, 3 Ellen Gandy (Aus)
58.48, 4 Audrey Lacroix (Can) 58.69, 5
Rachael Kelly (Eng) 59.02, 6 Charlotte
Atkinson (Iom) 1:00.12, 7 Tilly Gray
(Eng) 1:00.66, 8 Ting Wen Quah (Sin)
1:01.48.

Table Tennis
Men: Team: Group 1: Singapore 3 Sri
Lanka 0. Group 7: New Zealand 3 Kenya
0. Group 1: Singapore 3 Ghana 0. Group
1: Sri Lanka 3 Seychelles 0; Group 4:
Mauritius 3 Kiribati 0; Group 4: Nigeria
3 Bangladesh 0; Group 1:
Singapore 3 Ghana 0; Group 3:
Northern Ireland 3 Guyana 0; Group 3:
India 3Vanuatu0;Women: Team:Group
6: Canada 3 Jamaica 0; Group 4: Nigeria
3 Kenya 0; Group 1, match 3: Singapore
3 Sri Lanka 0; Group 6, match 6: Malay-
sia 3 Papua New Guinea 0; Group 4,
match 6: Nigeria 3 Kenya 0; Group 6,
match 5: Canada 3 Jamaica 0; Group 4,
match 5: India 3 Barbados 0; Group 3,
match 6: Trinidad & Tobago 3 Tanzania
0; Group 2, match 3: Australia 3 Guyana
0; Group 3, match 5: England 3 Ghana 0.

Triathlon
Men: Final: 1, A Brownlee (Eng) 1hr
48mins 50secs; 2, J Brownlee (Eng)
1:49:01; 3, R Murray (SA) 1:50:21.
Women:1, J Simpson (Eng) 1:58:56; 2, K
Sweetland (Can) 1:59:01; 3, V Holland
(Eng) 1:59:11.

Weightlifting
Men: 56kg: 1, R Tanimowo (Nigeria)
225; 2, L Guinares (NZ) 206; 3, F Oala
(Png) 203; Women: 48kg: 1, S
Khumukcham (India) 173; 2, M Chanu
Saikhom (India) 170; 3, N Opara
(Nigeria) 162; 4, T Napper (Aus) 155, 5
Joanne Calvino (Eng) 150.

Commonwealth Games results

Hill adds glamour to serious intentions
Shooter’s decorated nails and spray-painted gun aimed at gold medal
Alex Lowe

Amber Hill brings some chic to the
skeet but there ismore to the 16-year-
old clay pigeon shooter than a per-
sonalised spray-painted gun, pink
cartridges and fingernails decorated
in England colours.
Hill is a serious competitor. Last

year, aged 15, she became the young-
est winner of a senior gold medal at
the World Cup of skeet shooting in
Mexico, then equalled the senior
world record at the World Champi-
onships in Peru; feats that led to her
being named as the BBC’s Young
Sports Personality of the year.
Hill has already been crowned the

UK women’s champion for 2014 and
today she opens her quest to become
aCommonwealth champion inGlas-
gow with a sense of style. Her deep-
red Perazzi gun has been customised
with her initials.
“I just thought Iwould be a little bit

different, and be myself,” Hill said. “I
really liked the ideaof somethingabit
different, a bit girly.We got in contact
with a place that normally does bikes.
It was the first gun they had done but
they came up with loads of ideas and
I love it. It’s reds and whites, not just
a typical brown gun. Why not have
something a bit different? It could
start a trend.”
Hill insists that she is not one of

those athletes who places style above
substance. She enjoys the frills — “I
am not a typical shooter,” she said—
but gold medals are the only fashion
accessories that she really cares
about.
Everything, even Glasgow 2014, is

geared towards victory at the 2016
Olympic Games in Rio de Janeiro.
That has been the case since London
2012, at whichPeterWilsonwon gold
in the double trap.
“The last yearhasbeenamazing for

me,” she said. “Acapulco was the first
World Cup I had ever been to. I only
went for the experience but came out

winninggold,whichwasprettyunex-
pected. That really pushed me on to
want to achieve at the higher level.
“Then I competed in my first

World Championships and equalled
the senior world record, and because
of all that I was named BBC Young
Sports Personality. It’s nice to be
recognised outside the sport.
“The trophy has all the names, like

WayneRooney andTomDaley, on it,
so to be compared to all those people
is just crazy. It was an incredible year
and things did change from then on.
“I still get nervous, but that’s a good

thing, it shows you care about what
you are doing. I turn the nerves into
a positive thing.
“This ismy first big-scale event, I’m

here to gain experience and have a
good time, but I’ll be going for gold.

You have to push yourself. I’m using
all my competitions as stepping
stones to Rio. I have to take bits and
pieces from all the competitions I
enter, but thiswill be the closest com-
petition to Rio so I need to take as
much experience as I can from it.”
Hill was introduced the sport by

her grandfather, Bill Rogers, as a
ten-year-old and it quickly became
clear shehadanatural talent for it.He
tells a story of offering her £50 if she
couldbeathimandoneafternoonshe
took £150 off him.
While Hill is making her Com-

monwealth Games debut, Mick
Gault, her England team-mate, has
come out of retirement at the age of
60 and has a record in his sights.
Gault, who will compete in the
10-metre air pistol tomorrow and the
50-metre pistol, has 17 Common-
wealth Games medals, one short of
Phillip Adams, the Australia shooter.
“Imissed the competitive edge and

the feeling of winning,” Gault said.
“I’m going to leave with no regrets.
The hairs on the back of my neck are
standing up just thinking about it,” he
added.

Breaking down age barriers

Seniors
Doreen Flanders (Eng, lawn
bowls) The 79-year-old is the
oldest competitor. She won
yesterday with Steve Simmons,
defeating Australia 17-13.
Al Hanet (Can, lawn bowls) The
78-year-old has a visual
impairment and started with a
23-5 defeat by South Africa.
Juniors
Bisma Khan (Pak, swimming) The
12-year-old, the youngest, races in
the 50m women’s backstroke.
Victoria Vincent (Eng, diving) The
13-year-old won her first senior
British title last year.

GABRIEL ROSSI/GETTY IMAGES

Take aim: Hill is seen here winning the silver medal at the world championship in Peru, but will be gunning for gold tomorrow
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England have lift-off
with victory double
Hockey England’s teams enjoyed a
successful start yesterday, with the
women defeating Wales 3-0 in
their first group match and the
men overcoming Trinidad &
Tobago 6-1. Barry Middleton, the
England captain, said that the
scoreline did not reflect how hard
they had to work. “People
underestimate teams with their
rankings. We have won the game
quite comfortably, but you have to
fight to get that chance to start
putting some goals in.
“There are no games where they

are going to roll over and let you
walk past them, you still have to
work hard for them. There was no
messing about from us, or thinking
we are better than them.”

Daley reveals he is not
for quitting before Rio
Diving Tom Daley will compete at
the Rio Olympics in 2016 and has
no intention of retiring after the
Commonwealth Games, as reports
citing “sources” had suggested on
the eve of the England team’s
arrival in Glasgow yesterday. At a
team press conference, Daley,
below, put the record straight by
saying: “When I read that I was,
like . . . oh, really. It was a bit of a
shock, but I can reassure everyone
I am not retiring. Glasgow now is
my biggest aim, but Rio 2016 is my
main aim.”

Norfolk Islands earn
their winning bounty
Bowls The Norfolk Island women’s
four recorded a famous victory
over South Africa in their opening
match of the lawn bowls at
Kelvingrove. The team of Tess
Evans, Wendy Nagy, Petal Jones
and Essie Sanchez, who hail from
the Pacific island where many of
the population are descendants of
the mutineers on HMS Bounty,
built a 13-2 lead and eventually
closed out a 17-13 win in their
group D contest.

Matthew wastes no
time in advancing
Squash Nick Matthew, the world
champion from England, below,
took 17 minutes to defeat Xavier
Koenig, a bankruptcy lawyer from
Mauritius, in the opening round.
Matthew won 11-3, 11-3, 11-1 but
now faces a tougher challenge
against Alan Clyne, the ninth seed
from Scotland, who defeated
Kevin Hannaway 11-1, 11-2, 11-2.
One of the biggest cheers of the
day was reserved for Ntholeng
Lechesa, from Lesotho, who was
trailing Chris Binnie, of Jamaica,
11-0, 11-0, 7-0 when he registered
his first and only point in the
match.

Wiggins prepares to end his
participation in Grand Tours
British rider is looking ahead to competing at Rio 2016
Alyson Rudd

SirDaveBrailsford, thealways cautious
Team Sky principal, said that the road-
race future of Sir Bradley Wiggins
wouldhave towait until afterhis stint at
the CommonwealthGames, so nowwe
know; Wiggins will not return to the
Grand Tours of long-haul cycling.
Having won a silver medal yesterday

in the team pursuit, the 2012 Tour de
France champion said that it is simply
not feasible for him to pursue glory on
two fronts. Although it had beenwidely
supposed that he would compete in the
Vuelta aEspaña, the three-week tourof
Spain, inAugust,Wiggins has said to do
so would be counterproductive to his
plans to compete on the track at the
Olympics in Rio de Janeiro in 2016.
“I don’t think I’m doing the Vuelta

any more now, so I think that could be
it, yeah,” Wiggins said. “I just think,
with the commitment it will take on the
track and the speeds we will have to go
at, itwill take a complete change.You’re
already looking at changing body
composition and things like that.
Getting heavier and more explosive
will hinder climbing in Grand Tours. I
don’t relish the idea of riding round in
the back group for three weeks having
won the Tour.”
So what had been a disappointing

return to the track for the star of 2012

suddenly felt like a new dawn. “I don’t
want to sound like [England football
manager]RoyHodgson,”Wiggins,who
has won four silver medals at this level,
said.
“But we definitely got some positives

out of it. I certainly answered the
question of whether I can still do it, but
I still think it will take a lot more
improvement and dedication.”
Even so, it would be a mistake to

assume that Wiggins has brought a
statesmanlike air to the track camp.
Jason Kenny, as a sprinter, has little
technical contact with Wiggins, but
hardly paints a picture of an icon
creating a stir.
“Other than the fact there’s a bit of a

comedian floating around, it doesn’t
make any difference,” Kenny said.
“He’s a big personality, so it’s good in
that respect.”
“It’s like being akid again,”Wiggins

said. “I’ve enjoyed the atmosphere and
intensity of it. It’s over in four
minutes, but I’ve really
enjoyed it.”
Australia took gold in the

team pursuit with the sort of
bravura performance that
was expected from the
world champions and it
was, overall, a good day on
the track for the
Antipodeans, with New

Zealand taking gold ahead of England
in the team sprint.
Kenny, though, was delighted with

the outcome as it represents real
progress after the disappointments
suffered at the World Championships
in February.
Kenny, who rode alongside Kian

Emadi and Phil Hindes, said that he
was pleased with both the speed and
technique of the rides.
There are only eight more

international standard team sprint
competitions before Rio, but Kenny,
typically, was laid-back.

“I was rubbish until about six
months beforeLondon, so there’s
plenty of time, we’re not hitting
the panic button,” he said.
“There’s nomad rush, you keep
working hard, keep grinding
away.”
There was more Antipodean

joy when Anna Meares won the
500metres time-trial. The
Australian won three
golds in Delhi and one in
Melbourne and her
victory yesterday meant
that Meares, who
enjoyed a famous rivalry
with Victoria Pendleton,

is the first rider to win a medal on the
track at four separate Commonwealth
Games. Stefanie Morton, her
compatriot who was tipped to spoil
Meares’s party, came second with Jess
Varnish, of England, taking the bronze.
Meares, the defending champion,

cruised to victory, setting a Common-
wealth Games record of 33.435sec. You
could tell it was all barely in doubt by
the expression on her coaches’ faces.
The 30-year-old, who says that she is
prone to becoming overemotional, has
an imperious air on the track, allied
to quite awesome power out of the
blocks.
In the women’s para-sport sprint for

the blind or partially sighted, an event
making its Commonwealth Games
debut, it was Scotland versus England
in the final.
Sophie Thornhill, piloted by Helen

Scott, won gold for England after a
breathtakingly adventurous piece of
manoeuvring.Their tactical nous in the
second match-up in the best-of-three
series came after they had already won
the first race against Aileen McGlynn,
the Scot piloted by Louise Haston.
Far from a display of the bitterest of

sporting rivalries, spectators at the Sir
Chris Hoy velodrome sounded
mightily pleased for both pairings.
Brandie O’Connor and Breanna
Hargrave took bronze.
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Displaying tactical shrewdness:Thornhill, piloted by Scott, won a gold medal for England after producing a breathtakingly adventurous piece of manoeuvring

CRAIG WILLIAMSON

Varnish enjoys England’s
first track cycling medal
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McKenzie overcomes chequered past to take gold

Jonny Brownlee realised that his
chance of triathlon gold was fading
awayat theendofagruellingbike stage.
Low on water, he asked Alistair, his
older brother, for some of his. Alistair
said no. Big brothers can be like that.
So, once again, Jonny had to suffer

watching Alistair running off into the
distance. It happened at the London
Olympics, as Jonnywon bronze behind
Alistair’s gold, and again yesterday
when Alistair claimed Commonwealth
Games gold to add to his vast collection
of medals, leaving Jonny to take the
silver.
It was a brutal race, in hot tempera-

tures in Strathclyde Country Park
south of Glasgow. First the Brownlees
ground the opposition into the dirt,
then Alistair turned on Jonny.
At the finish, Alistair still looked

ready to go while others, Jonny includ-
ed, were being led away for treatment
before they collapsed. “I’m not as fresh
as I look, that race was pretty hard,”
Alistair said. “The Commonwealths
was the big thing for me this year,
because I knew I couldn’t win theworld
title. Tohave the complete set of titles is
very special.”
The Brownlees were always at the

head of the field, from the start of the
swim. They emerged from the water
fractionally behind Henri Schoeman,
of South Africa. Schoeman, though,
crashed on the first of five 8km laps of
cycling, leaving a lead group of three:

Jonny, Alistair and Marc Austin, of
Scotland. Within a lap they had
a 40-second lead on the others, which
was soon stretched to a minute. Austin
stayed with the Brownlees until he
cracked on the fourth cycling lap and
was soon gobbled up by the main field.
By then, the battle for gold had long

been a family affair. “The gap [back to
themain pack] stayed at 60 seconds for
a long time and when it wasn’t coming
down I knew it was between us,” Jonny
said. “That’s when I was thinking,
‘oh no’. ”
Jonny and Alistair ploughed on up

front, maintaining their one-minute
advantage at the final transition. It was
near the endof the first of the three laps
of the run that Alistair made his break

for gold, going on to win in 1hr 48min
50sec, slowing to walk along the finish-
ing straight waving a flag of St George.
Jonny was 11 seconds behind, with
a distant bronze going to Richard
Murray, of South Africa.
“As soon as we got off the bike, I was

aware that Jonnywas feeling the effects
of a hard ride, so I knew I had to go on
at my own pace,” Alistair said. “Any
celebration has to be reasonably spon-
taneous, but I wasn’t exactly going to
pick up a Scottish flag, was I?”
A winner for Great Britain in

London, this was very much an
England victory. He even shied away
from giving one famous local drink an
endorsement when it was pointed out
that hewasdrinking abottle of Irn-Bru.

“It’s 30 degrees outside,” he said. “I’ve
already had about seven bottles of
water, so anything is better than water
now.”
Alistair also teased some interview-

ers after with the suggestion that that it
might be time to quit on top at the age
of 26.
“Not right now,” he clarified later.

“Maybe I can go out on top in another
four years. But that doesn’t normally
happen with athletes, I’m very realistic
about that.
“I have achieved more than I ever

thought I would, but that doesn’t make
me any less competitive, whether that
be on a rainy Saturday morning in
Leeds, or in a Commonwealth Games
on a very hot Thursday in Glasgow.

I love being on that start line and I love
being able to compete. I can’t see the
appeal of that going if I am still able to
win races.”
That is not great news for Jonny, two

years his junior and now used to the
sight of his brother running away from
him. “I’m the kind of guy that always
finishes second or third,” he said.
“Hopefully my time will come; he’s
getting older.
“I like to think I amgetting closer and

if it had been a different race today it
might have been closer. That race
suited him, we time-trialled the swim,
we time-trialled the bike and we time-
trialled the run. If it had been a flat, fast
run, thenmaybe I could have been a bit
closer.”

Brotherly love takes second place
as Alistair wins Brownlee points
English pair dominate men’s triathlon from the start
Ron Lewis Athletics Correspondent

Inside today

Sir Chris who? Clue is
in name of velodrome
News

Hill adds chic to skeet
Page 59 Lost in transition: Alistair Brownlee, the Olympic champion, leaves his brother Jonny trailing after the bike stage
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Ashley McKenzie plans to open a
school for troubled children after
overcoming his own chequered past to
be crowned Commonwealth judo
champion.
McKenzie, a former contestant on

Big Brother, Colin Oates and Nekoda
Davis all won gold medals for England
in the judohall, while sisters Louise and
Kimberley Renicks both won titles for
Scotland.
McKenzie, who has attention deficit

disorder, has been banned from the
national squadon fouroccasionsbuthe
believes that judo has prevented him
from going off the rails.
Hediscovered thesportasan 11-year-

old when he was flipped on to his back

in a fight over a Pokémon card. The
25-year-old defeated Navjot Chana,
from India, in the final to extend
England’s dominance in the -60kg
category at the Commonwealth
Games. “I said I had come here to win
and I did it,” McKenzie said.
“I want to open a school for troubled

children. I wouldn’t call them bad kids,
they just have problems. Everyone has
problems, even me.”
Oates had been equally as confident

and the world No 7 defeated Andreas
Krassas, of Cyprus, to win the gold in

the -66kg category. ”I had one goal —
the gold medal,” he said.
Davis capped a successful night for

England with a victory over Stephanie
Inglis, from Scotland, who had earlier
claimed their first gold medals of the
CommonwealthGames courtesyof the
Rennick sisters.
Kimberley, the younger of the two

sisters at 26, defeated Sushila Likma-
bam, from India, to win the first gold
before Louise, the British No1, emulat-
ed the feat by winning a tight final
against Kelly Edwards, from England.

Alex Lowe

McKenzie takes
the -60kg weight
category

Stimpson sets
gold standard
while Holland
takes bronze
Ron Lewis

Two hours before Alistair Brownlee
had dived into the lake at Strathclyde
Country Park, England had already
been celebrating after Jodie Stimpson
and Vicky Holland won gold and
bronze respectively in the women’s
triathlon event.
It was hard-fought and a particularly

poignant win for Stimpson, who had
not beenpickedbyGreatBritain for the
London Olympics, a tough moment
that proved to be the making of her.
“Obviously, I was devastated to miss

a homeOlympics, but I didn’t meet the
criteria forLondon, so itwasn’tmy spot.
But that gave me the kick up the back-
side that I needed. I changed coach and
it did wonders. Me and Darren [Smith,
her coach] have worked so hard ever
since.”
The warm weather meant that wet-

suits were not needed for the swim. By
the end of the cycling section, the lead
group was down to seven, including all
three England competitors. But Lucy
Hall, who had tried to break clear on
the bike,was droppedon the second lap
of the run and faded to finish 11th.
Then, led by Stimpson, three broke

away, with the 25-year-old from the
West Midlands kicking on the run into
the finishing area to win in a time of
1:58.56. Kirsten Sweetland, of Canada,
took silver, five seconds back, withHol-
land a further ten seconds behind.
“The fieldbrokeupon the last lapand

it wasn’t until the final downhill that, I
thought ‘right, this is, give it all youhave
got’. Down the downhill, it was a case of
all or nothing. And it paid off. I didn’t
know who was with me to be honest. I
was too scared to look back.
“It is awesome to share the podium

with Vicky, it is really special. We are a
really close team.
Hollandwasall tooaware thatStimp-

son was with her on the final lap, and
her looks behind her made it clear that
her stamina was sapping in the heat.
She, though, was delighted with her
medal. “I knew Jodie would be the big-
gest threat in the field and I am really
pleased shewon, not just because she is
English but because she really deserves
it,” Holland said. “My legs were failing
me towards the end— it was so hard to
hold and win this medal I’ve worked so
long for.”
Stimpsonhad the satisfaction ofwin-

ning the first gold medal of the Games
and there could be more to come, with
StimpsonandHolland likely to teamup
with the Brownlees for the mixed relay
event on Saturday. It would seem to be
a powerful team.
“I hope it’s the first of many,” he said.

“Team England have got an awesome
team and some fantastic athletes.
“It would be awesome to get another

medal in the relay. We were favourites
in Hamburg in the world champs last
year and unfortunately we had a crash.
We did it this time round, a fewmonths
ago, and hopefully we can win again.”

Double delight: Stimpson, left, and
Holland celebrate their medals
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England enjoy glittering first day in Glasgow

Jamieson’s heart
sinks after Murdoch
seals pulsating win
The mood of the Scots
remains buoyant, but
their poster boy falls
short, writes
Rick Broadbent

M
ichael Jamieson took the
pulse of a nation last
night and found an irreg-
ular beat. The face of the
Games came up short,

beaten by compatriot Ross Murdoch
for the second time in a day and by the
burden of nationwide expectation. It
was voyeuristic and it was thrilling.
His disappointment was a glassy-

eyedcontrast toHannahMiley’s tearful
win thathadstarted thenight. Shecried
with joy at reaching journey’s end first;
hewas crestfallen in the sameTollcross
aquatic centre where he had grown up.
Murdoch pooped the homecoming

party in a Games record, and the lay
patriots went home happy. The 20-
year-old from theUniversity of Stirling
was still a junior when Jamieson was
winning the Olympic silver in the 200
metres breaststroke inLondon, andcan
eye the future with a mighty scalp on
his his belt.
However, you had to sigh for Jamies-

on. Last year his heart-beat rose to a
dangerously-high 203 beats per min-
ute, inducing “10minutes of panic” and
an electric shock to the system. Last
night he created palpitations in his
home crowd, but he at least captured
the rhythmofa febrile start to theCom-
monwealth Games.
The banner draped by the starting

blocks read ‘J’AIME SON’. He was the
fastest in theworld this year and saidhe
was targeting the world record. He
added that the pressure of starring in
the pool where he had grown up would
make certain people and break others.
It provedprescient.Murdochpitched

up in carefree form, prompting David
Wilkie, the Scot who won the Olympic
title in the same event with a world
record in 1976, to predict this outcome
beforehand.

So the mood of the Scots remains
buoyant. The Herald newspaper de-
serves credit for at least daring to sound
a note of discord, damning the opening
ceremony as “a hideous embarrass-
ment”, complete with shock jock John
Barrowman and “stunted Brigadoon
yokels,” but it was a lone voice.
Elsewhere, Glasgow is awash with

positivity, a place where pride beats
even anti-English prejudice to a pulp
and where Miley’s success in the 400
metres medley caused the sort of gut-
tural roar not witnessed since Primal
Scream the night before at the opening
ceremony.
Miley has some story behind her

tears too. She shares a 25-metre pool
with 26 other age groups in Aberdeen-
shire and uses a home-made metro-

nome invented by her father. “Me and
my dad have done so much and we’ve
done gone against the grain,” she said.
Her fifth place at the LondonOlympics
was the nadir, but this was the cathartic
zenith.
That was the start and Jamieson was

supposed to be the gloss finish to open-
ing night, but it is not easy being a post-
er boy. On the official magazine of the
Games, Jamieson is frozen on the edge
of a pool, sculpted from sweat, sinew
andmuscle as if parboiledbyMichelan-
gelo.
Yet that cover shot masked a turbu-

lent talewithin. Like all elite swimmers,
Jamieson has been self-flagellating for
years, rising at 5am to train 30 hours a
week. Unlike most, he followed his
coach to Paris and spent a year living in
a French “cupboard,” adding a touch of
gritty romance tohis routine.Then, last
year, he said he had his heart re-started
due to an irregular beat, but he belittled
his traumaby sayinghewasworried for
only a few minutes.
He had been the pre-Games star of

Glasgow’s knees-up. He is on the bill-
boards; he trained in this same pool,
between the old boys’ school and the
McVities’ factory; he is the local hero.
Hesaid that theOlympicswere thepin-
nacle of his career but this was the big-
gest event of his life. That was a key dif-
ference, sporting achievement in-
formed by background and biscuits.
However, Jamieson is still an impor-

tant figure, not least because, beyond
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the first and second places, he is also a
rare, strident voice in the anti-doping
fight. Although the wider world can be
shocked by the Lance Armstrong scan-
dal, athletes are often blinkered and
prefer to be bitter in silence. They ad-
here to a sort of anti-doping omerta. In
athletics, only the Welsh hurdler Dai
Greene has been vocal in calling out
competitors who have returned from
doping bans to casual forgiveness. Like
Greene, Jamieson refuses to allow sins

Continued from back page
also won gold at London 2012 and yes-
terday he also produced a strong run to
beat his brother, Jonny, into second
place. “This is the goal I wanted to
achieve for the season and I’ve done it
now,” Alistair Brownlee said. “I’ve done
everything I’ve wanted to do in my
career — I don’t know what to do now.
Maybe I should retire.”
However, English fortunes in the Sir

Chris Hoy velodrome were mixed.
Thornhill, 18, and her pilot, Helen
Scott, won gold in the women’s B2 tan-
dem sprint finals but England’s pursuit
team, including Sir Bradley Wiggins,
had to settle for silver medals behind
Australia, while Jason Kenny and the
sprint team were beaten into second
place by New Zealand. For Wiggins, it

in the United States a month ago after
being struck down with abdominal
pains. That caused him to pull out of
races in Manchester and London, but
he tweeted last week from his altitude
training camp in France that he would
still compete in the Games.
“I reallywanted to add theCommon-

wealth titles to my Olympic and world
championships but the event is coming
a fewweeks too soon forme asmybody
is telling me it’s not ready to race yet,”
he said.
Farah’s races at the European Cham-

pionships in Zurich are potentially
easier than those he would have faced
at the Commonwealth Games, where
he would have been tested for gold,
particularly by Caleb Ndiku, of Kenya,
in the 5,000 metres.

Not the perfect start: Jamieson is an important figure for Scotland — and a rare

Running on empty: Farah has yet to
regain fitness after abdominal pains

to be swept under the carpet and so he
has pointed the finger at Russia for 14
positive tests in four years; he has
named and shamed Tyson Gay, the
American sprinter welcomed back
after cutting a deal with American
authorities. “Governing bodies have
too much say in the length of suspen-
sions,” he tweeted. He has warned that
swimming is the “new track and field”
and of the ease with which athletes use
medical exemptions to take drugs.

Medal table

G S B Total
England 6 6 4 16
Australia 4 3 7 14
Scotland 4 3 3 10
India 2 3 2 7
Canada 1 1 0 2
New Zealand 1 0 2 3
Cyprus 0 1 0 1
Malaysia 0 1 0 1
South Africa 0 0 2 2
Ghana 0 0 1 1
Nigeria 0 0 1 1
N Ireland 0 0 1 1

was a fourth Commonwealth silver,
but he felt satisfied with the result after
just a month of preparation. He will
stop competing in the Grand Tours
to maximise his chances of winning a
fifth Olympic title in Rio de Janeiro in
2016.
“With the commitment it will take to

the track and the speedswewill have to
go at, I think it will take a complete
change,” he said. “You’re already look-
ing at changing body composition and
things like that, getting heavier and
more explosive.”
The long-running saga of Farah’s

attendance at the Games was finally
resolved yesterday when the double
Olympic and world champion con-
firmed that hewouldnot be competing.
Farah, 31, spent two days in hospital
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Miley breezes to
a golden finish in
the perfect storm
Host nation are given plenty to enjoy
Craig Lord

There could hardly have been a better
start for the Commonwealth Games
hosts and David Wilkie could hardly
have called it more accurately when he
described the first day of action in the
Tollcross International pool as “a
perfect storm for the Scots”: gold for
HannahMiley in the400mmedleyand
a 1-2 in the 200m breaststroke, the
‘wrong’ Scot on top.
There was also a world record for the

Australian women’s 4x100m freestyle
quartet to provide a curtain-closer.
Michael Jamieson, the Olympic

silver medallist and saviour with Becky
Adlington of Britain’s home Games in
the pool, was felled by teammate Ross
Murdoch in the third fastest time in
history. Wilkie, the 1976 Olympic
champion who remains Britain’s most
successful male swimmer of the
modern era, had suggested after
morning heats that Murdoch was the
in-form man, not Jamieson.
If the London 2012 medallist had

entered the four-lap battle as favourite
with a world-leading 2:07.79 on the
rankings, just half a second shy of his
Olympic high, then the 20-year-old
based in Stirling arrived as a new
member of the sub-2min 10sec club this
season.
Over four lengths of tactically

brilliant racing, Murdoch moved from
outside medal hope to the champion
that confined to history by 0.01sec a
Commonwealth record that datedback
to a timewhen shiny suits put the clock
on an artificial fast-forward until a ban
on non-textile suits in 2010. The
standard had stood to Australia’s
Christian Sprenger, locked out in
last place behind a testament to
the draw of Jamieson: seven
British swimmers.
Jamieson took silver in

2:08.40, the bronze to
his training partner in
Bath, England’s
Andrew Willis in
2:09.87 a touch ahead
of teammate Adam
Peaty, on 2:10.02.
Next home came
Calum Tait, of
Scotland,
England’s James
Wilby and
Welshman Rob

Holderness— all ahead of anAustralia
who held the world record between
2009 and 2012.
The present standard is a 2:07.01 to

Akihiro Yamaguchi of Japan, while
Olympic champion ahead of Jamieson,
Hungarian Daniel Gyurta has a best of
2:07.23. Just 0.07sec away is a man who
may now go on to add the European
crown tohis treasury inabreakthrough
season. Jamieson and Gyurta have
announced that they are bypassing the
200m at the continental showcase in
Berlin next month.
Murdoch raced in an electric

atmosphere charged byMiley, who put
on a magnificent show, her 4:31.76
victory in the 400m medley keeping
the crown she won four years ago in
Delhi on her head in the second-fastest
time in the world this year. England’s
Aimee Willmott provided the best
battle with a lifetime best and England
record of 4:33.01 for silver, Australia’s
Keryn McMaster third in 4:36.35.
“It’s just amazing,” said Miley,

coached by father Patrick.
Australia may have had its thunder

stolen but Bronte Campbell, Melanie
Schlanger, Emma McKeon and Cate
Campbell cracked the 3:31.72 world
record in the 4x100m freestyle with a
stunning 3:30.98 mark that crushed
opponents. There was silver for
England and bronze to Canada. If the
Campbells became the first siblings to
share relay gold in Commonwealth
games history, then McKeon also kept
it in the family. Before the relay, she
claimed her first gold of the day in the
200m freestyle on a Games record of
1:55.57 ahead of England’s Siobhan-

Marie O’Connor, on 1:55.82.
Her father, Ron, won the 200

and 400m freestyle titles back in
1978, while brotherDavid finished
second today in the 400m
freestyle, on 3:44.09 behind

defending champion Ryan
Nochrane, the Canadian
whose 3:46.46 marked
the best time in the
world this year.

The bronze
went to James
Guy, the English-
man, in a British

recor d of 3:44.58.

free

recor

Miley took gold with
a magnificent show

Inside today

Wiggins forced to settle
for silver once more
Page 60

strident voice in the anti-doping fight — but he endured disappointment yesterday, unlike his compatriot Murdoch

EMPICS SPORT

When his heart was up to 203 beats a
minute, he laughed it off. “The special-
ist said he’s only seen this three times,”
he tweeted at the time. “All Olympic
medalists – pretty cool!”
His heart was actually a super-caf-

feinated drummachine. Curiously, Eil-
ish McColgan, daughter of Common-
wealthchampionLiz, sawthesamespe-
cialist after suffering an irregular beat
in April. Jamieson has reassured her;
last night nobody could console him.

So Miley and Jamieson were the
bookendsof thenightand theheart and
soul of these Games. If you want to get
emotional about sport then it is about
winning and losing, dads and daugh-
ters, generation gaps and old school
values. A day after Rod Stewart sang
about the rhythm of his heart to a
packed Celtic Park, Miley and Jamies-
on were perfectly in synch with the
emotional mayhem of this city and its
Games.
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1 Asked to act in dress, chap initially
is withering (9)

6 Concentration camp’s opening with
backing of America (5)

9 Make pain worse? So use salve
(3,2,2)

10 Set out to visit honest admini-
strator (7)

11 Dwarf cut shorter (3)
12 Fantastic animal reaches itch to

scratch (8,3)
14 I make a noise eating all round city

(6)
15 Reluctantly move forward, poked

by large cosh (8)
17 University is very old-fashioned,

covering former capital (8)
19 Shake weapons here (6)
22 Atomic fuel spilt across motorway?

Correct (5,2,4)
23 Good to get my back exercising (3)
25 As poet, I have no use for old

people (7)
27 What does landlord maybe do? Or

letter? (7)
28 Scruffy convict at Tyburn’s hiding

(5)
29A little back door perhaps leads to

clerical job (4,5)

1 Securely dispose of rubbish
originally found in building (5)

2 There’s no going back over this
working after creator of puzzle’s
spoken (7)

3 Weather pattern not helpful to
riders, but keeping going (11)

4 King takes one’s place in much
smaller fiddle (6)

5 Sound disapproving about heroin
in comprehensive (5-3)

6 Feel extremely unwell in the head
with this? (3)

7 In changing-room, time to replace
black area of dead skin (7)

8 Ernest is prepared to accept small
bribe (9)

13 Fearsome, but doubly question-
able? (11)

14 Pole touring Russian resort, one
unlikely to enjoy it? (9)

16 Find out about dead, blown up (8)
18 During passionate speech a

member of the House is not
checked (7)

20Clueless, not having this visitor
from Richmond? (7)

21 The prestige of money, what do you
say? (6)

24Not fresh, but has to stay at the end
(5)

26 Trailer shows Roman writer being
executed (3)
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United coach admits
players were running
scared last season
Football, page 54-55

Giggs blames
the fear factor

Graeme Swann and
Shane Warne put
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Spin doctors
have their say
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England shine
on golden first
day in Glasgow
Stimpson opens medal rush with triathlon win
Alex Lowe, Ron Lewis

After a summer of discontent, England
finally enjoyed a taste of sporting
success yesterday. The triathlon gold
medals won by Alistair Brownlee and
Jodie Stimpson helped England to
finish theopeningdayof competitionat
theCommonwealthGames inGlasgow
on top of the medal table.
Sophie Thornhill, the visually

impaired cyclist, won gold with her
pilot, Helen Scott, in the B2 tandem
sprint and England enjoyed success on
the judo mat, with Ashley McKenzie,
Colin Oates and Stephanie Inglis all
crowned Commonwealth champions.
England won 16 medals in total, two

more than Australia, their closest chal-
lengers. Scotland, after a glittering day
that included four golds, lie third in the
table with a haul of ten.
All the talk, for the home nation, had

centred on whetherMichael Jamieson,
the face of theGames from the east end
of Glasgow, could improve on the 200

metres breaststroke silver medal he
won in the LondonOlympics two years
ago.He failed to—butonly becausehis
compatriot, Ross Murdoch, beat him
into second place.
Hannah Miley was Scotland’s other

winner in the pool, retaining her
400metres medley title in a Common-
wealth record time of 4min 31.26sec,
while the sisters, Louise andKimberley
Renicks, both won judo golds.
The day began on a disappointing

notewhenMoFarah, the long-distance
runner, announced that he was
withdrawing from the 5,000 and
10,000metres to concentrate on
regaining full fitness in time for the
European Championships.
However, the mood in the England

camp soon brightened when Stimpson
won the first gold medal of the Games.
The 25-year-old had missed out on
selection for the Olympic and felt a
sense of redemption as she produced a
strong finish to win in 1hr 58min 56sec.
“I was devastated to miss a home

Olympics, but that gaveme the kick up
the backside that I needed,” she said.
“This is just fantastic.”
Stimpson was followed on to the top

step of the triathlon podium by Brown-
lee, who achieved his career ambition
by completing the full set of inter-
national titles.
Twice a world champion, Brownlee

Continued on page 62 Just champion: Jodie Stimpson, of England, celebrates as she finishes the triathlon to win the first gold medal of the Games
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